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UFO:  CHASING FALLEN ANGELS 
By Tyler Rogoway / November, 2017 

http://www.groundzeromedia.org/11-17-ufo-chasing-fallen-angels-w-tyler-rogoway/ 

 

 
 

Yesterday, there was a very popular article that wound up on the Drudge Report which I thought you 

would want to hear about.  The article has since gone viral and for good reason. 

 

Writer Tyler Rogoway begins a most interesting story of “a mystery aircraft” that frustrated radar, jet 

interceptors, and visual efforts at identification.  Rogoway details what is known about the incident and 

his efforts to get more information on the matter.  He also links to the air traffic control audio exchanges 

during the event. 

 

Rogoway further offers some theories as to the nature of the apparently white object that flew 

between 35,000 and 40,000 feet over Oregon. 

 

The UFO seen by commercial airliners and apparently was chased by scrambling F-15 military jets. 

 

The strange crafty was seen last month between areas in California and Nevada and cities like 

Portland and Seattle and beyond. 

 

According to Rogoway, airline pilots and air traffic controllers were exchanging ideas as to what 

was happening. 

 

Rogoway contacted the 142nd Fighter Wing based at Portland International Airport, North American 

Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) and the FAA about the odd ordeal. 

 

NORAD’s reply according to Rogoway was quick and clear.  They reported that an incident 

involving multiple airline crews, air traffic control, and F-15Cs from the 142nd Fighter Wing based out 

of Portland did occur. 

 

According to the limited information NORAD supplied, airliner pilots were asked by FAA air traffic 

controllers to help track and possibly identify a “white aircraft” traveling in the flight levels nearby.  

http://www.groundzeromedia.org/11-17-ufo-chasing-fallen-angels-w-tyler-rogoway/
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Roughly between 35,000 and 40,000 feet based on the radio recordings.  NORAD also said that the 

incident did result in F-15s from Portland being scrambled to investigate.  But by the time they got up 

and “looked around”, the mystery aircraft couldn’t be found. 

 

I know there are many people who listen to shows like mine and they wonder if what they are 

hearing is true.  They are waiting for the mainstream narrative to raise concern.  I will admit that there 

will be no mainstream news source that will cover what I am about to talk about.  However, in the news 

room of my flag ship station, there was some buzz about a UFO sighting that happened last month over 

Oregon. 

 

Now, what is most odd is that I reported that there were strange sightings of peculiar UFO’s all over 

the western states last month.  After the report we gave Ground Zero listeners were sending emails and 

calling the show saying that strange aircraft were being seen all over the United States and that there was 

a seemingly quick UFO flap that had transpired. 

 

Many of the UFO’s reported were formations of lights that appeared attached to huge triangular 

aircraft. 

 

Well, the triangles are back again and I have received a few e-mails telling me that these craft are 

being seen in the Mount Shasta area of California.  There have also been a number of these aircraft seen 

over Texas and bright UFO sightings over Phoenix Arizona and Alabama. 

 

A few nights ago, there were some eerie booms being heard on the skies over Alabama.  And while 

authorities usually write them off as fireworks or even sonic booms, NASA released a statement saying 

that they have no idea what may have caused the booms in the area. 

 

NASA scientists in Huntsville, Alabama said Tuesday night that the origin of a mysterious boom 

that rocked central Alabama earlier that day “remains unclear.” 

 

The sound was reported to multiple Birmingham area law enforcement agencies and to officials in 

Arab, Anniston, Hayden, Kimberly, Center Point, Jasper, and Gardendale among other places. 

 

The question is what would be more terrifying .  A report that the “boom” was made by a very low 

flying bolide meteor or a UFO? 

 

Bill Cooke, head of NASA’s Meteroid Environment Office at the Marshall Space Flight Center, 

released what the office knows so far Tuesday night. 

 

1. Seismic data from the U.S. Geological Survey’s Lakeview Retreat near Centreville, Ala. show “a 

fairly loud boom occurring on or before 1:39 p.m. CST.” 

 

2. The Elginfield Infrasound Array in southern Ontario 600 miles from north Alabama “picked up a 

matching infrasound signal beginning at 2:02 p.m. and lasting around 10 minutes.”  NASA said 

the signal “could have been generated by a bolide, larger supersonic aircraft or a ground 

explosion.”  A bolide is a large meteor that explodes in the atmosphere. 

 

3. Eyewitnesses reported a vapor trail.  NASA said that points to a meteor or aircraft. 

 

The sound wasn’t caused by a Leonid meteor, NASA said.  The Leonid meteor shower is occurring 

this month.  But Leonid meteors are small and never penetrate low enough into the atmosphere to 
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produce sounds audible on the ground.  It is interesting to note that there were anomalous sightings of 

bright lights, fireballs, maybe even huge meteors over Germany, Ohio and France. 

 

2 nights ago was a busy night for sky watchers over these areas there were nearly 1180 witnesses 

that saw a flying fireball.  Some saying that it appeared intelligently controlled and others saying it was 

a blue ball of fire that looked as if it was about to crash into the earth.  The event over Germany on Nov 

14th around 16:48 UT is the most reported event from Europe since sky monitoring groups have been 

organized. 

 

The French event occurred over the city of Bordeaux (West of France) and it has been reported so 

far from about 20 witnesses.  The American meteor society received 85 reports about events that 

occurred over Arizona.  There were also reports form from California, Nevada, Utah and New Mexico. 

 

The potential danger of UFO’s can be a threat to national security.  Unidentified flying craft can very 

well be missiles, stealth aircraft, or even unknown technology from an enemy of the United States. 

 

There are also many people who mistakenly write off UFO sightings as drones.  However, drones 

are rare and in some states are considered illegal to fly anywhere without the right clearances or permits. 

 

FAA records detail hundreds of close calls between airplanes and UFOs.  Many of these close calls 

are with drones and others are not easily explained. 

 

When we fly, we trust our lives to the skill and expertise of the pilots who are perhaps the people 

with the most experience of what is and isn’t normal activity in the skies.  Compared to encounters by 

those on the ground, reports of UFOs from seasoned commercial pilots seem to carry more weight. 

 

A very compelling incident took place when Cleveland Air Traffic Control received reports from 2 

airline pilots from Air Shuttle Flight 5959 and Mesaba Airlines Flight 3179 about a mysterious light 

spotted by both crews over Lake Erie. 

 

The Mesaba pilot even tried to communicate with the object by <blinking> the lights of his aircraft.  

But there was no response.  Cleveland Control could not detect anything on radar and suggested that the 

pilots might be seeing the reflection of a beacon.  The pilots responded that the light appeared to be 

pulsing at 3,000 meters (10,000 ft) and that it wasn’t a beacon but was definitely weird. 

 

One of the more famous incidents that I first heard from Peter Davenport of the national UFO 

reporting center took place over the Long Island Sound Area. 

 

The incident involved the crews of 2 separate aircraft that described seeing an unusual green-colored 

and brightly-lit object passing close to their planes. 

 

The principal witnesses were the crew aboard Lufthansa Flight 405 and the nearby British Airways 

Flight 226, who each observed the object on the night of November 17, 1995.  The distance between the 

aircraft had been approximately 35 miles at the time of the observation.  The object was first seen at 

10:20 PM EST by crew aboard the Lufthansa flight. 

 

Described as “a greenish projectile flying 3000 feet above and to the left” of their aircraft, the object 

in question did not appear to be a meteor and was said to have travelled along on a horizontal trajectory 

until it was no longer in sight.  The possibility that the object had been some kind of military aircraft had 

been considered at the time of the observation since the location of the sighting was just north of 

airspace used for military operations according to FAA records. 
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It is worth further noting that the mystery object appeared in the close proximity to the eventual 

location of the TWA Flight 800 crash which occurred on July 17 of the following year.  A number of 

additional reports of objects described as flares, projectiles, and missiles were logged over Long Island 

Sound in the months that followed, further complicating the ensuing investigation into the cause of the 

Flight 800 crash. 

 

Obviously, if there are unknown objects in the sky, military/defense organizations will see them on 

radar along with other organizations that monitor air traffic like the Federal Aviation Administration 

(FAA).  This happens on a regular basis.  Objects of unknown origin are constantly tracked on radar 

along with visual confirmation by pilots, performing maneuvers that defy our understanding of physics 

as well as traveling at unattainable speeds. 

 

When the FAA tracks them on radar, a protocol is followed.  When a UFO is sighted and tracked on 

radar, they report it to data collection centers, one of them being the Bigelow Aerospace Advanced 

Space Studies. 

 

The first thing that happens is that it is recorded and documented.  Documents regarding UFOs and 

the tracking of them on radar have been declassified within the past few years.  There are countless 

examples from multiple agencies like the NSA. 

 

Getting recordings and documents on these cases are easier to get than they used to be.  In fact, if an 

incident is reported, the Media can gain access to the case if they file a request using the Freedom of 

Information Act.  But of course, when was the last time you heard of a journalist wanting information 

about how vulnerable our skies are to anything coming from out in space (or worse from our enemies)? 

 

If something is violating your airspace and performing maneuvers that defy our understanding of 

physics -- maneuvers that no known air craft can perform -- you’re going to want to take a closer look. 

 

The Military and other groups are more interested in what is out there than what the mainstream 

media would have you believe. 
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You Need To Hear These FAA Tapes From That Oregon 

UFO Incident That Sent F-15s Scrambling 
by Tyler Rogoway / February 15, 2018 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-

oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling 

 

 
 

Last November, The War Zone posted an exclusive story detailing a bizarre incident involving an 

unidentified aircraft that transited the skies of the Pacific Northwest in the early evening of October 

25th, 2017.  What started as a radar target moving at very high speed over Northern California turned 

into a series of eyewitness accounts made by nearby airline pilots traveling northward over Oregon.  

Even F-15 fighters were launched to intercept the mysterious intruder that quickly became invisible to 

radar.  

 

Now through the Freedom of Information Act, we present what could be one of the most insightful 

instances of official documentation surrounding such an encounter that had already been confirmed to 

have occurred by both the FAA and the USAF.  These materials include fascinating audio recordings of 

radio transmissions and phone calls made as the incident was unfolding as well as pilot interviews and 

conversations between FAA officials made in the aftermath of the highly peculiar incident. 

 

For proper context, make sure to first read our original post linked here detailing the event, how our 

report came to be in the first place, as well as the rare confirmations as to its authenticity from both the 

FAA and the USAF.  A short explainer video will give you a basic overview of the incident. 

 

Fast forward 3 months later and now we have so much more evidence that adds incredible depth and 

color to our original report and the limited radio recordings we originally had to go off of.  Via our 

Freedom of Information Act Request, we received hours of audio, all with unique elements that add to 

this story. 

 

What we have done is packaged that audio as well as the radar data provided into 4 separate videos.  

We will highlight some of the big takeaways from each video in our piece.  But we cannot stress enough 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/16079/airliners-and-f-15s-involved-in-bizzare-encounter-with-mystery-aircraft-over-oregon
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/16079/airliners-and-f-15s-involved-in-bizzare-encounter-with-mystery-aircraft-over-oregon
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
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how interesting and eye-opening this audio is to listen to in full.  So we highly recommend you do so by 

watching each video in its entirety. 

 

The first video includes audio from the initial spotting of the object as it ripped its way across 

Northern California at high speed before it took a turn north and merged with nearby air traffic and 

disappeared from radar.  Once again, beyond becoming invisible to radar, this aircraft had no 

transponder broadcasting nor did it ever communicate verbally with air traffic controllers.  The audio in 

the video goes on to be sync'd in real-time with radar data obtained via our FOIA request. 

 

Video 1  (accessible at http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-

surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling )  

 

Oakland Center Sector 31 first detected the target around 4:30pm PST.  Below is a chart showing 

where Oakland Center's high-altitude sectors are situated around Northern California.  Sector 31 spans 

roughly from Sacramento up towards Redding before its northern edge (which is near the border with 

Oregon) terminates and Seattle Center's airspace begins.  To the East, the airspace sits along the 

California-Nevada border.  This makes sense as the craft was eventually tracked by airline pilots as it 

made its way up over Crater Lake and towards the Willamette Valley.  

 

In the audio, the Oakland Center controller notes that it is near his boundary.  So it seems that the 

aircraft's first appearance officially occurred near the border of Oakland Center Sector 31 and Seattle 

Center Sector 13 or 14.  The target was moving "very fast at 37,000" feet when it was first detected. 

 

 
 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
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Seattle Center high altitude sector chart. 

 

The "intruder" quickly dropped off radar.  That's when the visual sightings made by airline crews 

began.  They continued for roughly half-an-hour over hundreds-of-miles.  The exchanges between 

nearby pilots and air traffic control regarding the unidentified aircraft were constant in the audio with the 

same description coming back time-and-again.  Namely that of a white aircraft cruising at around 37,000 

feet that is too far away to tell the type or if it has markings of any kind on it. 

 

At roughly 27:30 into the video, we get our first indication that the F-15s out of PDX are about to 

scramble with the air traffic controller noting this while talking to another FAA controller during which 

the controller also reiterates that there has still been no radar contact with the aircraft.  The controller 

also repeatedly asks aircrews nearby to check their Traffic Collision Avoidance Systems (TCAS) for the 

aircraft which all come back negative. 

 

 
F-15 Eagles of the 142nd Fighter Wing taxi out for departure from their nest at PDX. 
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The F-15s first appear on radar as they climb out of Portland to the south at time index 33:33 as 

"Rock" flight (a common callsign used for the alert F-15s stationed at PDX).  Alaska 439 asks for an 

update on the unidentified aircraft.  The controller notes they still have nothing on him saying 

colloquially that it must be in a kind of "stealth mode or something".  It's also interesting that the F-15s 

first went south when it seems as if the object would have been north of PDX by the time they finally 

launched. 

 

This second video is just the radar data in its raw form.  It starts before the sync'd recording begins 

above.  So we thought that we would post it in full so our readers can take a closer look if they want. 

 

Video 2  (accessible at http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-

surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling )  

 

Next we move into some very interesting recordings of FAA phone calls that occurred as all of this 

was taking place.  We edited out dead space in the audio between phone calls and bleeped the names of 

those who named themselves.  Aside from that, the audio is unedited by us although we cannot be 

certain if parts were redacted by the FAA or not.  There were a few strange areas where conversations 

went mute.  It's not clear if this was edited or just an anomaly.  The primary person talking in most of 

these calls is the Operations-Manager-In-Charge for Seattle Center at the time that the incident took 

place. 

 

Video 3  (accessible at http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-

surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling )  

 

The first call is to Oakland Center.  It occurs early on after the initial radar detection and as pilots 

began spotting the craft visually.  He also mentions that "air defense" is looking for the target now too 

(on radar).  So it shows how early the military was involved in the encounter. 

 

You will notice that the term "DEN" is referred to repeatedly in these recordings.  That is the 

Domestic Events Network.  A sort of hotline system that is used to bridge the FAA with Federal 

authorities (namely the Military) during a number of circumstances which you can read about here. 

 

You will also hear the term "WADS" and the nickname/callsign "Bigfoot".  This refers to the 

Western Air Defense sector of NORAD that monitors the airspace over a huge swath of territory in the 

United States and Canada.  Based out of McChord AFB in Washington, WADS scrambles the fighters 

when needed and works to direct them to their targets of interest during domestic air sovereignty 

missions (among other responsibilities). 

 

 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
https://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Notice/N7210.761.pdf
https://www.mil.wa.gov/western-air-defense-sector
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When the Manager-In-Charge is asked if he was asking for military assistance by another FAA 

controller, the tape goes blank.  The same inquiry is heard moments later and it goes silent again before 

another call begins.  Although it really doesn't have much impact on the greater mystery, who asked for 

the F-15s to scramble and when comes up in the next video in an exchange between the same manager 

and an FAA official. 

 

In the final set of calls in the video, we hear controllers talking about how the Air Force wants to set 

up an air patrol over Battle Ground, Washington which is a dozen miles directly north of PDX.  We 

know the F-15s headed south initially.  So it isn't clear if this call came after they initially headed in that 

direction or before they were even airborne.  The plan changed later on for some reason.  Once again, 

"Rock" refers to the callsign of the alert fighters. 

 

Finally, we get to our last and most interesting of our evidence videos.  It contains the calls made 

after the incident occurred.  Seattle Center's Manager-In-Charge of Operations tries to figure out what 

happened exactly.  In doing so, he talks once again with Seattle Center and the trio of airline pilots that 

spotted the craft visually and has some very interesting conversations with the FAA's Air Traffic 

Organization Security office and the agency's Safety and Quality Assurance Group. 

 

Video 4  (accessible at http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-

surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling )  

 

First, we hear about the big question as to who "requested" the scramble as according to the call, it 

has to come from FAA headquarters.  The manager floats the idea in retrospect of having the airliners 

keep a visual on the craft instead of allowing them to descending into PDX at least until the F-15s show 

up.  But the FAA official swats that down as they didn't know what the aircraft was "if they are equipped 

with anything" or its intentions. 

 

She reiterates that getting the Military involved was a good idea but that it should have come from 

FAA headquarters over the DEN.  The manager reminds her again that he doesn't know who requested 

military assistance and that Oakland Center told him to call WADS initially. 

 

Next, we hear from Oakland Center again, at first discussing who ordered the scramble.  But then the 

conversation goes into talking about what actually happened.  Both agree that there was "definitely 

something out there" with the Oakland Center controller saying the aircraft first appeared going 

southbound at high speed before executing an abrupt maneuver and then "took off northbound." 

 

Even figuring out how to report the encounter seems totally foreign to both higher ranking 

controllers with one stating "I have a feeling someone is going to go through this with a fine-tooth 

comb." 

 

Then we get into the pilot interviews over the phone with the manager's intention being for each 

crew to write up a report detailing their individual perspective of the incident.  During the call with 

United 612, there are some odd dropped moments.  But the pilot describes the encounter stating that he 

was too far away to make out the type. 

 

The next call with Alaska Airlines 525 also doesn't reveal much as the crew says they never were 

able to see it.  Bt the crew of Skywest 3478 did although he didn't have much to add. 

 

The call with the pilot of Southwest 4712 was by far the most interesting.  He immediately notes 

how strange the encounter was and how he has never seen an incident like it in nearly 30 years of flying 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
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jets.  The pilot noted "If it was like a Lear (private jet) type airframe, I probably would not have seen it 

this clear.  This was a white airplane and it was big.  And it was moving at a clip too because we were 

keeping pace with it.  It was probably moving faster than we were...  It was a larger aircraft, yeah." 

 

He also said they watched the object from Northern California all the way to their descent into 

Portland. 

 

The manager's final call was with the FAA's Quality Assurance Group who is taken by surprise by 

the details surrounding the event.  And especially with the fact that nobody still knew what the aircraft 

was or where it ended up. 

 

"Wow!  That's weird!" is the operative quote by the FAA official which is insightful) as these people 

deal with unique incidents that occur in American airspace on a daily basis.  The manager agreed with 

the sentiment and noted that it wasn't some small aircraft and it was moving fast, outpacing a 737 

cruising nearby. 

 

The official also says that the incident should be classified as "potentially significant" on reporting 

documents.  She even said that this was "A weird enough thing that there is not a set procedure... It's not 

often we hear about an unknown guy up at that altitude." 

 

Collectively, these materials give us incredible insight not only into this incident but also into how 

such an event is actually handled in real-time by those who are responsible for the safety of those in the 

air and those on ground below.  What they don't offer is any sort of an explanation for what happened on 

that fall evening. 

 

But really, the fact that all those involved from air traffic controllers to Air Force radar operators to 

airline pilots and even special FAA officials tasked with responding to all types of out of the ordinary 

incidents that occur in the sky on a daily basis seem just as puzzled with this event as we are makes the 

story all that much more intriguing. 

 

Above all else, this new evidence underscores just how rare these events actually are.  Especially 

ones that include multiple sightings, the use of multiple sensors, the involvement of various agencies 

including the military, and some of the most capable air-to-air fighters in the World.  And after recent 

reports unmasking how the Pentagon remains highly interested in encounters just like this one, it holds 

even more weight than it did 3 months ago. 

 

We will continue to investigate this bizarre incident and we will keep you updated as to what else we 

discover. 

 

Contact the author: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

Reader Comments  
 

  1.  Peer-reviewed scientific research relating to UFOs & ETs:  

https://anotherslownewsday.wordpress.com/about/science/u-f-o-s/  

 

  2.  It seems to me as described it is a test of the B-21 Raider.  According to the audio, there is a 

discussion about who called the AirForce F-15 scramble.  It sounds to me like it was a real life 

radar test for the B-21 aircraft. 

 

mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
https://anotherslownewsday.wordpress.com/about/science/u-f-o-s/
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3.  Did anyone consider putting an electronic data tag on this unknown aircraft?  Sample; aircraft ID: 

UFO, transponder code: 0027.  The computer would then report on the actual "high speed" and 

make it easier to track. 

 

Given the fact that the target had reduced information data block, I'm guessing the system is 

most likely reporting back erroneous data from the radar feeds, or an internal processing issue. 

0027 is not a common transponder code. 

 

4.  It appears they did tag it.  And yes, that would display actual ground speed.  The limited amount of 

video I watched didn't show the target going all that much faster than the surrounding 

commercial traffic.  Less than 100 MPG difference.  An SR-71 moves across the screen far faster 

than that.  However, as the track moved north, the transponder was turned off.  So there was 

nothing but a primary target.  ATC computers are only marginally successful maintaining a track 

on a primary target.  If this aircraft had any stealth abilities, the primary target was most likely 

next to impossible to track (assuming there even was one). 

 

5.  Retired from USAF many years ago.  I have no idea what the aircraft was.  Might have been a Rat55 

or some other "NoSuchAircraft".  But I do find it unusual that a plane capable of that altitude and 

speed would be flying an apparent "Due Regard" profile in airspace so heavily traveled by 

commercial aircraft.  You can bet that someone on the ground knew what it was, where it was, 

and where it was going and was in (secure) communication with it at all times.  You don't have 

much on this on public chat because, well, OPSEC works when taken seriously. 

 

6.  The transponder is clearly visible on the raw radar data and the 

entire premise of the incident is based on controller A 

calling controller B and having a conversation about a 

mode C Intruder/limited data block encoded on 0027 and 

displaying 37,000 ft.  That is what a transponder is and 

does.  It responds to a transmission from ATC radar with 

its position, altitude, and (if no track has been initiated) its 

beacon code. 

 

See the contents of the red circle in the screen grab 

right.  That is the mystery craft's transponder reply as 

viewed by the controllers who were clearly discussing it 

being at 37,000 feet and on code 0027.  Without the transponder reply, they would know none of 

that and the "system" would not show its symbol as an "I".   

 

7.  I have seen this craft. "Wings."  Says who?  It was a white speck.  That's about as defined as the 

pilots got.  It was referred to as many things including airplane.  But nobody ever said it had 

wings.  No sane pilot would ever report any sighting as a UFO.  Either a craft, airplane, target 

etc. or unknown. 

 

What I saw was flat white, no wings, no tail, est Mach1+ (or very very close), and no sound.  

Been flying and seen em all for over 30 years.  BTW- I spotted this craft along with other pilots 

2+ yrs ago in SC.  That said that CA corridor is very close and just W of Edwards/ Groom etc.  

So being a US advanced craft is likely. 

 

More Reader Comments at the bottom 

 

 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling?iid=sr-link4
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Learjet And Airbus Had Strange Encounter 

With Mysterious Craft Over Arizona 
by Tyler Rogoway / March 8, 2018 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19095/listen-in-as-a-learjet-and-an-airbus-encounter-a-

mystery-craft-high-over-arizona  

 

A series of strange events occurred high up in the flight levels above Southern Arizona on February 

24th, 2018.  Between roughly 3:30pm and 4:15pm local time, N71PG (a Learjet 36 belonging to 

Phoenix Air) and American Airlines Flight 1095 (an Airbus A321) had independent close encounters 

with a strange craft flying at around 40,000 feet.  The planes were flying east at about 37,000 feet 

between the Sonoran Desert National Monument and the New Mexico border when the incident took 

place. 

 

The War Zone has obtained an official audio recording directly from the FAA of Albuquerque 

Center air traffic control talking to the pilots and other aircraft in their vicinity as the bizarre incident 

unfolded.  Here it is in its unedited form: 

 

Audio (accessible at http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19095/listen-in-as-a-learjet-and-an-airbus-

encounter-a-mystery-craft-high-over-arizona ) 

 

The initial report came from N71PG (the Learjet) asking Albuquerque Center if traffic had passed 

above them.  The controller replied "negative", meaning that there was no traffic to his knowledge that 

would account for such an observation.  The Learjet pilot replies defiantly "Somethin' did."  Another 

pilot chimed in on the frequency saying "a UFO" and the Learjet pilot replied "yeah." 

 

A few minutes later, the controller asks American 1095 to let him know if they see anything "pass 

over you here in the next 15 miles."  The American Airlines pilot replies in a puzzled manner "if 

anything passes over us!?" 

 

The controller responds "Affirmative.  We had an aircraft in front of you at 37 [thousand feet] that 

reported something pass over him and we didn't have any [radar] targets.  So just let me know if you see 

anything pass over you." 

 

At this point, things get even more interesting as the Learjet pilot chimes in saying "I don't know 

what it was.  It wasn't an airplane.  But it was ...  The path was going in the opposite direction." 

 

A minute later American 1095 calls back in saying "Yeah, something just passed over us like a ...  I 

don't know what it was.  But it was at least 2-to-3 thousand feet above us.  Yeah, it passed right over the 

top of us." 

 

The controller calmly acknowledges the pilot's report and says nothing else. 

 

Then a moment later, the controller asks American 1095 "Could you tell if it was in motion or if it 

was just hovering?"  The Airbus pilot quickly replies "I couldn't make it out if it was a balloon or 

whatnot.  But it was just really beaming light or had a big reflection and several thousand feet above us 

going the opposite direction."  The controller confirms the report by just saying "Roger."  

 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19095/listen-in-as-a-learjet-and-an-airbus-encounter-a-mystery-craft-high-over-arizona
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19095/listen-in-as-a-learjet-and-an-airbus-encounter-a-mystery-craft-high-over-arizona
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19095/listen-in-as-a-learjet-and-an-airbus-encounter-a-mystery-craft-high-over-arizona
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19095/listen-in-as-a-learjet-and-an-airbus-encounter-a-mystery-craft-high-over-arizona
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Shortly after that communiqué, a pilot asks on the frequency "Was it a Google balloon?"  To which 

AAL1095 responds in a troubled tone "Doubtful."  Another voice then comes on the frequency saying "a 

UFO!" 

 

The whole event (at least as we understand it at this point in time) lasted about 6 minutes.  

 

According to an FAA representative who was incredibly helpful and forthcoming during our 

preliminary investigation, he didn't think the incident was written up and noted that the supervisor at 

Albuquerque Center didn't even know about it when queried.  That does seem somewhat odd 

considering some sort of unidentified craft was flying along highly trafficked air routes at jet altitudes 

that didn't have a transponder, did not appear on radar, and was not communicating with air traffic 

control. 

 

 
Top image is N71PG's location at 3:47pm local time.  The bottom is AAL1095's location at that same time to give 

you an idea of the spacing between the 2 aircraft as they flew east over Arizona. 

https://x.company/loon/
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The incident comes after a bizarre and remarkably well documented series of encounters with a 

mystery aircraft flying at a similar altitude occurred over Oregon and Northern California last October.  

A story which The War Zone broke and has just posted an in-depth update on.  In that prolonged event, 

USAF F-15s were scrambled to investigate and the response from both the FAA and the military was 

extensive on multiple levels. 

 

We do have to note that the region in which this incident took place is very well known for being 

highly active with military aircraft and even possibly clandestine aircraft that remain under a cloak of 

secrecy. 

 

To the east is White Sands Missile Range and Holloman Air Force base.  To the south is Tucson 

where throngs of military aircraft operate out of 2 major bases—Davis Monthan AFB and Tucson 

International Airport.  To the North is Phoenix and Luke AFB which is a major training installation for 

F-35 and F-16 pilots.  To the west are MCAS Yuma and the elaborate range complexes that surround it. 

 

To the south is also Fort Huachuca which is the home of multiple unmanned aircraft units including 

one belonging to the Army Special Operations Command (MQ-1Cs Gray Eagles and who-knows-what-

else) and the U.S. Border Patrol (RQ-9 Reapers).  Not to mention it is also a major training station for 

the Army's RQ-7 Shadow drone operators. 

 

Then there is all the transient military traffic that visits the area for training and exercises.  Suffice to 

say it is a hotspot of military aviation and is thought to also be somewhat of a corridor for clandestine 

aircraft as well. 

 

But none of that directly explains why an aircraft would be traveling totally unannounced to air 

traffic control in broad daylight right over the tops of airliners.  And no story of a rogue drone or a 

military aircraft with malfunctioning communications surfaced with the FAA after the incident (at least 

to our knowledge). 

 

It is also worth mentioning (although it will surely draw the ire of some) that weather balloons do get 

launched into the upper atmosphere regularly all over the United States.  And the regulations 

surrounding their operations don't necessarily mandate the launching party contact the FAA or provide a 

radar reflector or a transponder. 

 

You can read about these regulations here.  And they will probably be surprising to many as a 6-

pound radiosonde, camera, or other device slamming onto a jet's windscreen at 500mph seems like a 

threat to public safety. But the fact is these scientific devices are launched on a daily basis around the 

Globe without incident.  

 

That doesn't mean they can't come close to airliners.  There are plenty of videos on the Internet of 

them filming jets buzzing by that are pretty unsettling (make sure to turn the sound on for the video 

below). 

 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/16079/airliners-and-f-15s-involved-in-bizzare-encounter-with-mystery-aircraft-over-oregon
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling?iid=sr-link4
https://spaceraceblog.wordpress.com/2016/01/21/high-altitude-weather-balloon-laws-and-regulations/
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Weather balloon activity over Arizona has a uniquely interesting history as of late.  One guy found 

what appears to be a radiosonde of Russian origin while hunting in the Sawtooth Mountains which are 

located right around where the February 24th incident took place.  The mysterious find is detailed in this 

article. 

 

During the summer when the notorious heat hits the Arizona desert, weather balloon activity usually 

increases dramatically.  There are also other advanced balloon developments in the area as well.  But 

they aren't likely to go unreported or untracked.  

 

But even with these possibilities in mind, the pilots don't sound that convinced that the object they 

saw was simply a balloon passing by.  There seems to have been some sort of combined closure rate 

involved as well. 

 

We have filed a Freedom Of Information Act request for any additional information related to this 

mysterious event and will report back to you when we have more details to share.  In the meantime, it 

will remain yet another mysterious aerial event in the skies over the American Southwest. 

 

Contact the author: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

Reader Comments 
 

  1.  While driving across the new Tappan Zee Bridge yesterday morning, I witnessed a similar event.  2 

jet aircraft at high altitude with full contrails being 'buzzed' by a third aircraft with no contrail.  

The third was pulsating brightly in the clear morning sky.  Then it left those 2 jets in the dust 

headed West.  It's nuts.  I wish I could have stopped on the bridge to take a snapshot or at least 

IDed the 2 jets with the Flight Radar app on my phone. 

 

  2.  The one researcher that came the closest to understand the nature of this phenomena is Jacques 

Valee.  He was a renowned scientist, almost the co-founder of Arpanet, and generally a man of 

science with access to high ranking military personnel of the West (USA and France).  He 

studied the phenomenon for decades.  His conclusions are: 

 

A. The phenomena has nothing to do with Aliens.  It defies scientific explanation if the UFo 

would be from another planet/star/system.  Too small, too evasive, etc. 

 

B. The phenomenon has peculiar strong emotional impact on witnesses.  Same impact that 

people had reported in their folk lore when they met fairies, demons, etc in the past.  

 

C. The phenomenon has a higher intelligence and "masquerades" itself.  It wants to be seen 

but under its own terms (always at night, remote places, at bad visual conditions).  It 

http://www.pinalcentral.com/casa_grande_dispatch/area_news/cg-man-stumbles-across-possible-russian-recording-device-in-pinal/article_26c56a50-7216-51a5-a3eb-53a7be7ea4df.html
https://www.abc15.com/news/local-news/explosion-reported-at-world-view
mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
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disturbs communications.  Generally, it tries to avoid physical confrontation with strong 

emotionally and prepared witnesses. 

 

D.  It was always here since the beginning of Mankind. 

 

E.  Most of the times, it hurts the witnesses one way or another.  Sometimes it is indifferent.  

Generally, it does not care.  For it, people for it are amusing and a way to have fun no 

matter the consequences for them. 

 

F.  Through ages, it masquerades itself with appearance accepted of the deep human 

consciousness.  In early Christian times, it was a chariot.  In ancient times, it was 

sprites and fairies.  In medieval times, demons.  In Renaissance times, it was a 

technological marvel (flying ships, air balloons).  In post-WW2 times, it was a flying 

saucer.  In late 70s and after, well designed futuristic ship etc. 

 

G.  It has a purpose in mind.  A plan which we cannot comprehend it and the phenomenon 

hides it from us. 

 

H.  Military has nothing to do with it.  Most governments have limited knowledge as well. 

 

I.  When it appears, it defies the laws of physics of our world .  That explains the ups, downs, 

acceleration, etc.  It uses laws from another dimension. 

 

J.  When it manifests in our world is in a mixed state of dimensions.  It can interact with our 

world.  But it controls the laws of physics around it.  The longer it stays, however, the 

most vulnerable it becomes.  So it appears and leaves relatively fast. 

 

K.  It can track the people that think of it through a mechanism of remote-viewing.  As older 

people say:  "Don't think of 'them' and you will be fine.  But do Think of 'them' and you 

will be in trouble." 

 

L.  The phenomenon not only deals with UFOs but also generally with creatures, monsters, 

kryptoids ,etc.  UFO, Bigfoot, ghosts, faeries  -- it is behind all of them 

 

  3.  Something like this is no huge deal as it's easy to think it's a secret military plane or weather 

balloon, etc.  But when they are scrambling F15s like they did in NorCal (or was it Oregon?) (not 

THAT is strange).   Wouldn't one branch of the military at least tell another if they are going to 

do something in their backyard? 

 

Oh you are sadly mistaken. I could tell you horror stories about things the Navy does on 

regular basis ... 

 

 

 

 

More Reader Comments at the bottom  

 

 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19095/listen-in-as-a-learjet-and-an-airbus-encounter-a-mystery-craft-high-over-arizona
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These are Real Pentagon Reports on Warp Drive, 

Extra Dimensions, Anti-Gravity, and more 
by Tyler Rogoway and Joseph Trevithick / May 11, 2018 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20797/the-pentagon-paid-for-these-reports-on-warp-drive-

extra-dimensions-anti-gravity-and-more  

 

The modern understanding of the Pentagon's relationship with unexplained flying phenomena has 

become remarkably more pointed in the last 6 months since the Advanced Aviation Threat Identification 

Program (AATIP) was uncovered.  Its disclosure came in between our own exclusive reporting on 2 

very strange and well-documented encounters with strange aircraft operating in U.S. airspace. 

 

Now, new documents are coming to light that show the Department of Defense's own spy agency 

was also interested in subjects that border on science-fiction and the even the paranormal including 

warp drive, extra-dimensional manipulation, dark energy, and other highly exotic forms of space 

travel. 

 

The documents were first discovered by George Knapp's I-Team.  Part of Las Vegas CBS affiliate 

Channel 8 News which has been investigating the Government's supposed connection with 'UFOs' for 

decades. 

 

Author's note 5/14/18: It has come to our attention that the documents were in fact first posted by Corey 

Goode late last year shortly after the Advanced Aviation Threat Identification Program was first 

disclosed. 

 

Recently, Knapp has been digging deeper into Bigelow Aerospace (which is located in Las Vegas) 

and its starring role in the previously classified program.  It is no secret that Robert Bigelow (a former 

real estate developer turned inflatable space station entrepreneur) has been highly interested in UFOs.  

But the depth of the company's official relationship with the Defense Department regarding the topic 

was something entirely unheard of before the disclosure of the Defense Intelligence Agency's (DIA) 

Advanced Aviation Threat Identification Program (AATIP) occurred in December 2017. 

 

That effort and its funding sprang from Nevada Senator Harry Reid's interest in the topic along with 

that of a Defense Intelligence Agency official.  The program (which eventually cost $22 million and ran 

roughly between 2008 and 2012) began after Bigelow won the contract, apparently to investigate UFO 

sightings along with pretty much everything else that goes along with the topic (for better or worse) on 

behalf of the Military. 

 

A team of nearly 50 scientists, analysts, and investigators were assembled to work on the program 

which was originally and very cryptically dubbed the Advanced Aerospace Weapon System 

Applications (AAWSA) Program before gaining its more recent moniker.  The contract between the 

DIA and Bigelow made sure not to spell out its focus, instead referring to exotic technologies without 

mentioning UFOs.  The I-Team writes: 

 

The agreement with DIA did not mention UFOs at all.  It used more generic terms 

such as future threats and breakthrough technologies and specified 12 focal points 

including, lift, propulsion, materials, versions of stealth, as well as human interface and 

human effects." 

 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20797/the-pentagon-paid-for-these-reports-on-warp-drive-extra-dimensions-anti-gravity-and-more
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20797/the-pentagon-paid-for-these-reports-on-warp-drive-extra-dimensions-anti-gravity-and-more
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/16/us/politics/pentagon-program-ufo-harry-reid.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/16/us/politics/pentagon-program-ufo-harry-reid.html
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19095/listen-in-as-a-learjet-and-an-airbus-encounter-a-mystery-craft-high-over-arizona
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19095/listen-in-as-a-learjet-and-an-airbus-encounter-a-mystery-craft-high-over-arizona
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling?iid=sr-link4
http://www.lasvegasnow.com/news/i-team-documents-prove-secret-ufo-study-based-in-nevada/1160375205
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/14253/the-us-moves-nukes-in-booby-trapped-tractor-trailers-straight-out-of-an-action-movie
https://spherebeingalliance.com/blog/defense-intelligence-reference-documents.html
https://spherebeingalliance.com/blog/defense-intelligence-reference-documents.html
http://bigelowaerospace.com/
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Real estate mogul and Bigelow Aerospace chief Robert Bigelow. 

 

It was under the AAWSA name that the organization funded at least 2 studies into advanced 

propulsion and space technology research that border on the fantastical. 

 

The first of these studies dated March 29, 2010,) deals with "advanced space propulsion" for faster-

than-light travel, discussing theoretical physical constructs such as "spacetime-altered regions",and 

"gravity/antigravity" forces. 

 

The second study (which the AAWSA program published on April  2, 2010) covers similar ground 

but also includes discussions about "dark energy" and "extra dimensions." 

 

The AAWSA experts did this work under the auspices of DIA's Defense Warning Office which 

makes good sense (at least conceptually).  This organization first came into being in 2002 and is 

"charged with identifying sources of increasing threats to U.S. interests in critical regions" according to 

an official briefing. 

 

 
One of the figures from the March 2010 report. 

 

https://media.lasvegasnow.com/nxsglobal/lasvegasnow/document_dev/2018/05/04/Advanced_Space_Propulsion_1525479713208_41686961_ver1.0.pdf
https://media.lasvegasnow.com/nxsglobal/lasvegasnow/document_dev/2018/05/04/Warp_Drive_Dark_Energy_1525479960070_41686974_ver1.0.pdf
https://ndiastorage.blob.core.usgovcloudapi.net/ndia/2009/disrupt/Wyma.pdf
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That presentation notes:  "This office will also identify opportunities to affect adversary behavior 

prior to and in the early stages of a crisis." In 2003, these tasks expanded to also include work "to 

provide the earliest possible warning of technological developments that could undermine U.S. military 

preeminence." 

 

UFO sightings are often indications of advanced and secret military aircraft research and 

development projects.  Having a team of experts try and determine if any of the reports translated to real 

programs.  Especially those that potential opponents such as Russia or China might have been working 

on would be well with DIA's mandate for the office. 

 

That AAWSA team would have delved into known developments in associated fields would also 

make sense in this context.  If America's adversaries were rapidly advancing toward practical warp 

drives and other advanced propulsion and space research, DIA would definitely want to know in order to 

help inform U.S. policy responses. 

 

"These studies are so loaded with information," Senator Reid reportedly said at one point, according 

to Las Vegas' Channel 8.  "One thing we learned is over the decades, a lot of things happen that there's 

no explanation for.  Well, there are now." 

 

But the applicability of these studies to the Defense Warning Office's core mission seems dubious as 

do portions of the underlying research itself.  Neither report suggested that the technology they 

described was anywhere near practical or that any foreign government was close to achieving a relevant 

breakthrough. 

 

"This paper has considered the possibility (even likelihood) that future developments with regard to 

advanced aerospace technologies will trend in the direction of manipulating the underlying space-time 

structure of the vacuum of space itself by processes that can be called vacuum engineering or metric 

engineering," the March 2010 study says in its final discussion section.  "Far from being simply a 

fanciful concept, a significant literature exists in peer-reviewed Tier 1 physics publications in which the 

topic is explored in detail. 

 

"The idea that a sufficiently advanced technology may interact with and acquire direct control over 

the higher dimensions is a tantalizing possibility.  And one that is most certainly worthy of deeper 

investigation," the second document concludes."  Of course, this may not be actualized until many years 

in the future.  But consider the many spectacular physical phenomena that are believed to be true at this 

early point in the 21st century." 

 

What these statements do clearly reflect is the vision of the primary "contractor" for these studies.  

EarthTech International, Inc., a small firm headquartered in Austin, Texas.  This company no longer 

has a functional website and otherwise has a virtually non-existent presence on the Internet.  "We strive 

to translate these ideas into laboratory experiments" according to an archived copy of the company's 

website from 2017. 

 

Here's a clip from a 60 Minutes segment with Bigelow that was filmed before the revelations about 

his involvement with the Pentagon's Aviation Threat Identification program were exposed: 
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A cursory internet search on EarthTech's CEO Harold Puthoff, Ph.D. (who authored the March 

2010 study) and Eric Davis, Ph.D. (another employee who co-authored the other report) quickly turns 

up a web of links to Bigelow and his other fringe scientific and paranormal investigative endeavors 

including the now defunct National Institute for Discovery Science (or NIDSci).  You can find a 

mirrored copy of that entity's website (circa 2008) here.  Independent consultant Richard Obousy (who 

helped produce the April 2010 document) also has connections to the Nevada businessman.  

 

Puthoff is now Vice President of Science and Technology at To The Stars Academy of Arts and 

Science.  A non-profit organization that reportedly is (at least in part) continuing the AAITP's work 

independently.  Luis Elizondo (who was the Government head of AAITP and its follow-on guise) is its 

Director of Global Security and Special Programs. 

 

The full extent of the AAWSA effort including how many similar studies it funded and at what cost 

as well as the later AAITP still remains unclear.  So far, 2 videos the latter iteration of the group 

examined in detail have captured the most public attention through the media.  F/A-18 Hornet Advanced 

Targeting Forward-Looking Infrared (ATFLIR) targeting pods shot both of these clips.  They feature 

small "Tic-Tac"-like objects racing around at high speed over the water. 

 

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Institute_for_Discovery_Science
https://web.archive.org/web/20071007111321/http:/www.nidsci.org/
https://dpo.tothestarsacademy.com/
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But the main video and pilot account wasn't new when news of the existence of AAITP first broke.  

It had been floating around in defense circles for over a decade.  But more open disclosure about the 

origin of the video on an official level as well as subsequent interviews with the pilot that took it, 

certainly elevated it to mainstream news.  

 

Beyond that, accounts of Bigelow's special unit's investigation include claims that mysterious 

material from downed objects was being stored in storage lockers and that the program went far beyond 

documenting and evaluating eyewitness reports of UFOs.  Instead, it took a holistic approach which may 

have included evaluating the impact on human biology in association with sightings and other 

unexplained events and even seemed to have delved into other paranormal domains. 

 

This would seem to match up with the picture of the program's work we now have based on the 

documents Knapp's I-Team obtained.  What we know for sure beyond the basic facts surrounding the 

project and information that Elizondo (the guy who led the program on the DoD side) has given to the 

Press is that some very strange studies resulted from its mandate. 

 

Once again, the studies that Las Vegas' Channel 8 uncovered are official DIA documents that the 

United States Government paid EarthTech and other Bigelow associates to produce and kept on file for 

its own internal use. 

 

If nothing else, the existence of these studies supports the perception that this program went far 

beyond just trying to interpret and document eyewitness accounts of UFOs and trying to identify what 

was buzzing around in Earth's atmosphere.  And they are bound to leave just about anyone wondering if 

this is what has been released, imagine what else exists that hasn't, whether out of fear of embarrassment 

or risk to national security. 

 

Here is another one titled "Traversable Wormholes, Stargates, and Negative Energy." 

 

Contact the author: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

Reader Comments  
 

  1.  Harry Reid created a firestorm of conspiracy theories in the 90's when he proposed a bill that would 

ban chemtrails, earthquake weapons, and weather control.  Not that those existed.  But the mere 

proposal of the bill was enough for diehards to declare it as proof the U.S. was using all of those. 

https://abcnews.go.com/US/navy-pilot-recalls-encounter-ufo-unlike/story?id=51856514
http://www.lasvegasnow.com/news/i-team-mystery-metal-studied-in-las-vegas/983586055
http://www.lasvegasnow.com/news/statement-from-a-senior-manager-of-baass/1160216617
http://go.redirectingat.com/?id=58287X1565894&xs=1&isjs=1&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.scribd.com%2Fdocument%2F367559892%2FDIA-Traversable-Wormholes-Stargates-And-Negative-Energy&xguid=9adfa75b9765056b10adf502d716e3c7&xuuid=1c8b1125d52bb1c4a827ee94b092f426&xsessid=6c37c77e2fc42992f9eae76e9db60f2d&xcreo=0&xed=0&sref=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thedrive.com%2Fthe-war-zone%2F20797%2Fthe-pentagon-paid-for-these-reports-on-warp-drive-extra-dimensions-anti-gravity-and-more&pref=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thedrive.com%2Fthe-war-zone%2F21000%2Fhighly-detailed-report-on-harrowing-encounter-between-f-a-18s-and-ufo-off-baja-surfaces&xtz=240&jv=13.6.5&bv=2.5.1
mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
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  2.  The logical conclusion to this report is to have some sucker spend their hard earned money on some 

Conscience Life Expo or UFO tin hat conference where you'll see the great crooner George 

Noory and his fabulous hair piece sing Elvis tunes for $99.99 which includes a meet-and-greet 

and a Q&A with some UFO CON ARTISTS.  RIP Art Bell !!!!! 

 

  3.  It sounds like Pentagon invested in pseudo-science.  Well, when you have enough money and you 

are a naïve, this is what happens. 

 

  4.  After further "investigation", the most incredible thing I got from all this is that the U.S. 

Government paid Mr. Harold E. Puthoff and his company EarthTech International Inc. for an 

official study (which lead to a huge amount of nothing). 

 

Now the interesting part.  Mr. Puthoff is best known to have "scientifically" proven that Mr. 

Uri Geller had real psychic powers.  Obviously such research and Geller were spectacularly 

debunked soon after.  So....... maybe, we should re-target Mulder and Scully against the totally 

avoidable waste of Government funds. 

 

Edit :  Basically, fool me once, shame on you.  Fool me twice, shame on me 

 

  5.  While some may mock you for this article, the pursuit of advanced technologies has to start 

somewhere.  Yes, Robert Bigelow looks like your typical UFO nutjob trying to prove his beliefs.  

He is unimportant.  It's probably not the first time the Pentagon has been interested in "esoteric" 

(this term isn't the mystical one) propulsion systems. 

 

When you jump 50 years from an 1920's plane to an F-15, it is a massive leap in technology 

that has nothing to do with aliens.  We are 2 years away from starting the same cycle again.  In 

50 years, some of these technologies may exist. 

 

Also, I'm disappointed their portfolio didn't include cyborg summoners that can walk through 

walls. 

 

  6.  Let's not forget the research on "Zero Point Energy" in the U.S and "Project Greenglow" in Britain.  

Zero Point Energy emerges from realm of science-fiction and may be key to deep-space travel. 

 

"At least 2 large aerospace companies and one U. S. Defense Department agency are betting 

that 'Zero Point Energy' could be the next breakthrough in aerospace vehicle propulsion and are 

backing those bets with seed money for ZPE research.  If their efforts pay off, ZPE-driven 

powerplants might enable Mach 4 fighters; quiet 1,200-seat hypersonic airliners that fly at 100-

mi. altitudes as far as 12,000 mi. in about 70 min.; and 12.6-hr. trips to the Moon. 

 

One of those companies, BAE Systems, launched Project Greenglow in 1986 "to provide a 

focus for research into novel propulsion systems and the means to power them," said R.A. Evans, 

the project leader in a technical paper last year." 

 

More Reader Comments are at the bottom 

 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20797/the-pentagon-paid-for-these-reports-on-warp-drive-extra-dimensions-anti-gravity-and-more
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Audio of Pilot's Encounter with Strange Object 

over New York  
by Tyler Rogoway / June 19, 2018 

 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21632/hear-pilot-describe-encounter-with-strange-object-to-

new-york-air-traffic-controller 

 

On May 26th, 2018 at 12:59pm local time, a Piper PA-32R Saratoga (N161MA) was flying over 

Huntington, Long Island during a trip between MinuteMan Airfield in Massachusetts and Old Bridge 

Airport in New Jersey when the pilot encountered a strange object directly in front of his aircraft. 

 

 
a PA-32R (similar to N161MA) 

 

He called air traffic controllers stating "I have an object in front of me. I don't know what it is."  

 

The controller replies "You mean like a drone or something?" 

 

The pilot responds: "I don't know if it's a drone... It's bigger than a drone." 

 

The controller responds "Ummmm, I don't show anything on radar." 

 

The controller then asks if the object is at his same altitude.  The pilot responds in the affirmative.  

Then the controller asks if the pilot needs to make a turn to avoid the object and the pilot requests a 

slight change in direction.  The controller then queries the pilot to report what he thinks the mysterious 

craft is as soon as he can. 

 

The pilot responds that he has no idea what it is and it has since gone behind a cloud.  "Definitely 

something was there" the pilot states. 

 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21632/hear-pilot-describe-encounter-with-strange-object-to-new-york-air-traffic-controller
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21632/hear-pilot-describe-encounter-with-strange-object-to-new-york-air-traffic-controller
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The controller seems oddly adamant that they should assume it was a drone, stating "Okay.  I mean  

we'll have to assume that it was a drone.  That's the only ...  I mean I don't know if that's the shape 

assumption or not.  But I guess that's what we will go by." 

 

The pilot responded: "Actually, it looked, uh, like it had lights on it." 

 

The controller responds "That's uh, really interesting ...  uh again, I show nothing on radar.  So I 

don't know what to say." 

 

The pilot then states "Okay.  And I know I'm not delusional." 

 

 
The route of N161MA in the afternoon on May 26, 2018. 

 

The next transmission we hear is from the controller asking the pilot to call in and make a report 

with specifics about the incident once he lands.  He notes that the request is from his manager. 

 

The pilot quips "This is the first time I'm getting a phone number that I'm not in trouble!" 

 

The controller laughs and affirms to him he is not in trouble.  He then passes him the number and 

says they will be awaiting his call.   

 

The Piper stayed at about 6,000 feet during the cruise portion of its flight.  Weather that day included 

clear to partly cloudy skies with the temperature in the 80s and benign winds.  You can download and 

listen to the bizarre exchange for yourself by <clicking> this link. 

 

https://www.wunderground.com/history/airport/KNYC/2018/5/26/DailyHistory.html?req_city=New+York&req_state=NY&req_statename=New+York&reqdb.zip=10001&reqdb.magic=1&reqdb.wmo=99999
https://forums.liveatc.net/atcaviation-audio-clips/26-may-unidentified-flying-object-in-new-york/?action=dlattach;attach=9964
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The approximate location of N161MA when the encounter began occurred according to time index 

information from the FAA. 

 

I was directed to the audio by a Twitter contact of mine (@Apicasefiles) who originally found it 

posted by user Caro in the forums over at one of our favorite sites Liveatc.com.  The audio is edited to 

include just the exchanges between the Piper pilot and ATC.  

 

After listening to the audio, we immediately reached out to the FAA which promptly took up our 

request for additional information.  Hours later, they confirmed the recording's authenticity and gave us 

the following statement: 

 

Tyler, 

We did receive a report on the sighting.  Our statement is below. 

Arlene 

 

FAA STATEMENT 

The pilot of a Piper PA32 reported to the FAA that he saw a "drone-like object" 

approximately 14 miles northeast of John F. Kennedy International Airport on May 26, 

2018 at 12:59 p.m.  The FAA will investigate. 

 

 

When we requested the report the pilot filed, we were denied and were told to file a Freedom Of 

Information Act request which we already had done.  That request will take time to process.  But if our 

prior experience is an indicator, it could be well worth the wait. 

 

We also tracked down the aircraft owner and who was likely flying the aircraft that day.  We left 

them a message but have not heard back just yet. 

 

Since our initial report on the Oregon UFO incident last October, the subject matter has become far 

more topical as a Pentagon program that was clandestinely set up to look into these types of events (and 

possibly much more) was uncovered.  Since then, we also broke the Arizona UFO-Learjet encounter that 

also had ATC recordings to back it up.  

 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/16079/airliners-and-f-15s-involved-in-bizzare-encounter-with-mystery-aircraft-over-oregon
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21000/highly-detailed-report-on-harrowing-encounter-between-f-a-18s-and-ufo-off-baja-surfaces
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20797/the-pentagon-paid-for-these-reports-on-warp-drive-extra-dimensions-anti-gravity-and-more
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19095/listen-in-as-a-learjet-and-an-airbus-encounter-a-mystery-craft-high-over-arizona
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We will keep on this story and let you know when we find out more about this seemingly unsolved 

mystery that occurred over the skies of New York last May.  
 

Contact the author: Tyler@thedrive.com  
 

Reader Comments 
 

  1.  If these super manoeuvrable, super stealthy UFOs are actually some secret U.S. aircraft program 

why is the US still building F-35s?  If F-35 manufacture is just a cover story, then it is a very 

expensive one! 
 

And finally (and this is the clincher), how could a nation with this level of advanced 

technology also design and manufacture the LCS and think that it's a viable warship?  If they are 

an alien visitation, why don't they stop and say 'hello'?  If they want to leave the human 

ecosystem untainted and untouched by alien influences why reveal themselves to us?  Why not 

simply observe us while unobserved themselves? 
 

  2.  I once saw a black triangle with a green (if I recall correctly) center light and orange lights on the 

points out in Afghanistan one summer's night.  The thing hovered and made no noise.  Then the 

lights cut out as it moved forward slowly when we started glassing it with thermal and NV. 
 

Picture the famous Belgian UFO for a comparison.  We wondered why such an elaborate 

object would be supporting UK troops who were very violently(!) clearing through some bad 

players compound slightly north to us.  It wasn't as if the enemy had been successfully defeating 

the other air assets the British had been using.  The thing was right above myself.  Ever since 

then, I've never scoffed at a single sighting. 
 

I don't discount what you saw at all.  I've seen strange things in Afghanistan myself.  

(Mine was almost certainly the Beast of Khandahar or similar a year-or-two before those first 

fuzzy pics.)  My real question is top-secret TS military or alien spacecraft?  Why-the-hell are 

these things flying around with their anti-collision lights on?  With the military, sure.  Some 

lieutenant sitting in a box in Nevada keeps skipping a checklist step.  But aliens?  Doesn't 

make sense. 
 

  3.  Anyone else wonder if the recent spate of UFO sightings and the Tic-Tac incident may be a factor 

in the push for a Space Force.  Is there something our Government knows that is prompting its 

creation?  Space Command seems to be fine for our current threat level.  But is there the 

perception of an extraterrestrial threat? 
 

The assessment of the AATIP report indicated that something was present.  It did not appear 

to be anything currently produced and didn't behave according to our current understanding of 

physics and aerodynamics.  Could this or one of the other recent incidents have tipped the scales 

in the minds of our decision makers toward an acknowledgement that least some UFOs are 

tangible objects (AAV's) that need to be taken seriously?  Creation of a Space Force may be the 

first step in formulating plans and policies on how to deal with them. 
 

I'm going to put forth a wild theory.  Maybe the X-37B was testing out sensors that could 

detect AAVs coming through our atmosphere.  Maybe those sensors culminated in the secretive 

Zuma payload.  What if those sensors detected that there are AAV's coming through Earth's 

atmosphere.  In that case, a Space Force might make sense. 
 

more Reader Comments at the bottom  

 

mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21632/hear-pilot-describe-encounter-with-strange-object-to-new-york-air-traffic-controller
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Detailed Official Report on Harrowing 

Encounter between F/A-18s and UFO 
by Tyler Rogoway / May 22, 2018 

 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21000/highly-detailed-report-on-harrowing-encounter-

between-f-a-18s-and-ufo-off-baja-surfaces 

 

 
 

Even though the 2004 encounter between an unidentified flying object nicknamed the 'Tic Tac' and 

U.S. Navy Hornets made headline news last Winter via its associated with a secretive Pentagon program 

to investigate UFO encounters (and possibly much more), the story had been talked about in detail 

among military aviation circles for years. 

 

But now we have an official report that came out of the aforementioned Advanced Aviation Threat 

Identification Program (AATIP) that makes a number of conclusions based on its findings.  Above all 

else, it offers far more granular detail about the now historic incident than what had previously been 

released. 

 

The document comes to us via George Knapp's intrepid I-Team which is part of Las Vegas CBS 

affiliate Channel 8's Newsroom.  You can and should read it in its entirety by <clicking> here.  Knapp's 

team explains how they obtained the document in their article, stating: 

 

"Earlier this year, we made a whirlwind trip to Washington for a debriefing arranged 

by former Senator Harry Reid.  While in D.C., the I-Team obtained copies of unclassified 

documents related to the UFO encounters including the Tic Tac.  The analysis was 

compiled in 2009 with input from multiple agencies.  It confirms the Nimitz group had 

several interactions with AAVs (Anomalous Aerial Vehicles." 

 

The 13-page report isn't dated and lacks a cover sheet.  But it provides a rich recounting of the 

encounter with a clear accounting of the assets and sensors involved and how the Navy handled the 

incident administratively in its aftermath.  The supercarrier USS Nimitz, the Ticonderoga class cruiser 

USS Princeton, E-2C Hawkeye airborne early warning and control aircraft, and F/A-18C Hornets and 

F/A-18F Super Hornets were all involved with the incident.  Other ships that were also part of the Nimitz 

Carrier Strike Group were also likely involved but to a lesser degree.  

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21000/highly-detailed-report-on-harrowing-encounter-between-f-a-18s-and-ufo-off-baja-surfaces
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21000/highly-detailed-report-on-harrowing-encounter-between-f-a-18s-and-ufo-off-baja-surfaces
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20797/the-pentagon-paid-for-these-reports-on-warp-drive-extra-dimensions-anti-gravity-and-more
https://fightersweep.com/1460/x-files-edition/
http://www.lasvegasnow.com/news/i-team-exclusive-confidential-report-analyzes-tic-tac-ufo-incidents/1187688105
https://media.lasvegasnow.com/nxsglobal/lasvegasnow/document_dev/2018/05/18/TIC%20TAC%20UFO%20EXECUTIVE%20REPORT_1526682843046_42960218_ver1.0.pdf
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But maybe what's most important is that it really wasn't just an incident.  The report states that the 

objects were detected over 6 days from November 10 to the November 16, 2004.  Intermittent radar 

detection of a number of objects near the strike group as it plowed the waters off of the Baja Peninsula 

showed fantastic agility.  They dropped from 60,000 feet down to just above the water in a number of 

seconds and hovered there before zooming off "high velocities and turn rates." 

 

 
USS Princeton as seen in 2003.  The vessel packs the Aegis combat system and its SPY-1 radar which 

combined represent the most capable maritime anti-air warfare system in the World. 

 

Yet even with an arsenal of the most powerful air defense sensors and combat systems in the World, 

the objects were impossible to continuously track.  The report does note that if the USS Princeton 

(which acts as the nerve center for the carrier strike group's air warfare mission) was in ballistic missile 

tracking mode, it may have been able to better track the objects as the filters that throw out clutter not 

indicative of an air-breathing threat would not be active. 

 

Visual Contact 
 

Over nearly a week, 3 separate events related to the mystery targets occurred.  But on November 

14
th

, the phenomenon went from electronic to highly tangible.  It started out around 10:00AM local time 

with the Princeton (callsign POISON) asking an E-2C orbiting high overhead to use its powerful 

AN/APS-145 radar to look-down and attempt to paint a target in a particular piece of sky that the ship 

was tracking.  

 

At first, it looked like just a wave on the E-2 crew's scopes.  But it turned out to be a very faint target 

with no velocity indication.  The Princeton asked to take control of a pair of F/A-18F Super Hornets 

belonging to VFA-41 (callsign FASTEAGLE 01) that the E-2 was directing as part of a training 

mission.  Controllers on the ship wanted to vector them to the ghost-like target in an attempt to get a 

better handle on what these strange radar returns were.  The jets were only armed with captive training 

missiles. 

 

What the pilots saw as they came within about a mile of the target was a white featureless object 

with no wings, engines, control surfaces, or surface features that measured roughly 45 feet long and 

looked like a flying 'Tic Tac'.  Commander David "Sex" Fravor, the commanding officer of VFA-41 and 
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the pilot in the lead Super Hornet that day, noted that the outer shell of the craft looked like a 

"whiteboard." 

 

The object was low over the water which was frothing underneath.  According to Fravor, it looked 

almost like the water was "boiling" below the object which was moving above the water "like a Harrier."  

It then started moving at about 500 knots at 500-to-1,000 feet over the ocean. 

 

 
 

The Super Hornet's own AN/APG-73 radar couldn't detect the object even at close range.  The pilots 

relied on a Link16 target track (presumably from the USS Princeton) to help them arrive at the target.  

They even tried making a 'helmet lock' using their Joint Helmet Mounted Cueing System (JHMCS) to 

slew the jet's sensors onto the target.  But it didn't work.  The aircraft did not have a targeting pod 

mounted on it at the time of the event. 

 

Fravor's then tried to intercept the 'Tic Tac' by diving down toward it.  But "it appeared to recognize" 

him and took evasive action.  Eventually, it pulled into the vertical and shot away at supersonic speed.  

The pilots asked the Princeton if they had the object still on their radar.  They replied "picture clean" 

meaning no unknown radar contacts appearing on their scopes. 

 

Then moments later they chimed back in stating "You're not going to believe this.  It's back at your 

CAP!"  The object hadn't just shot away at blistering speed.  It actually returned to where the Super 

Hornets were on station performing a practice Combat Air Patrol before the incident began. 

 

When the pilots returned to the ship they were questioned about their jets and their operability.  They 

were brand new with less than 100 hours on them and worked perfectly according to the pilots.  The 

pilots were also asked if they had experienced any physiological issues during the flight.  Which they 

hadn't. 

 

Word of the incident got around the carrier fast.  Personnel in CVIC (the aircraft carrier's 

intelligence center) donned tin-foil caps to greet the pilots as they showed up to debrief their UFO 

encounter and didn't take it seriously at first.  The Super Hornet crews were not asked to sign any unique 

paperwork or non-disclosure agreements.  The report also noted that the crews were constantly ridiculed 

over the weeks that followed.  

 

Fravor has since gone on the record regarding the incident and describes his memory of it: 

 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/8754/f-22-now-has-aim-9x-but-still-no-helmet-mounted-display-to-use-with-it
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Another Hornet 
 

During the same period of time, another jet (an F/A-18C from the VMFA-232) was on a check flight 

from the ship after undergoing maintenance when controllers asked the pilot if the unarmed fighter had 

any weapons onboard (not a normal question while doing training off the Western seaboard) and 

vectored the aircraft to an unknown target.  The previously mentioned pair of VFA-41 Super Hornets 

that actually saw the object were also heading toward the target to investigate at this time. 

 

Upon arriving in the target area, the Marine Hornet pilot didn't see the white craft.  But he did spot a 

big disturbance on the ocean's surface roughly 150-to-300 feet in diameter.  The pilot noted that seas 

around this foaming area were calm. 

 

As the pilot left the scene, he could see that the disturbance was dissipating.  Upon debriefing with 

intelligence personnel, he was asked if he ever saw the "supersonic Tic Tac".  He reported that he didn't.  

But the strange water phenomenon happened near where the Super Hornets were chasing the object and 

had just witnessed the "boiling" sea underneath it before it darted off. 
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VFA-41 Super Hornets v. Tic Tac  -  Round Two 
 

Another Super Hornet flight from VFA-41 launched after FASTEAGLE01 landed.  By then, it was 

roughly 3:00 PM.  The crews exchanged information in the paraloft where they suit-up and suit-down 

before and after missions with the hopes that the second flight would also spot the object on their 

training mission. 

 

Once airborne and setup on station, the tracks of identified craft began to appear via the Super 

Hornet's Link16 data-link terminal at roughly 30-40 miles south of their position.  They could get only 

intermittent and faint radar returns while searching for the object with their own radar.  The report 

describes the crew's attempts to track the target in technical detail: 

 

 
 

Eventually, the crew was able to spot the target on with their ATFLIR targeting pod. 

 

After landing, the Super Hornet crew noted they could not confirm that this was the exact same thing 

the FASTEAGLE01 had seen as they never obtained a visual on it.  The FLIR video captured that day 

has since become its own cultural phenomenon. 
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Overall, the report really paints a picture of how this was a larger event that impacted more people in 

some way than what most realize.  It included 3 separate flights of aircraft, all of which observed the 

phenomenon in different ways. 

 

What came after the aerial encounters is also of significant importance.  When Commander Fravor 

(the lead Super Hornet pilot from the primary intercept) debriefed with the Carrier Air Wing's lead 

intelligence officer, they didn't know what to do with the information.  If the pilot wasn't a Commander, 

squadron CO, and generally highly regarded, it likely would have been given even less weight according 

to the report. 

 

Eventually, the account and the FLIR video were sent to the captain of 3rd Fleet Intelligence where 

it supposedly met a dead-end.  The Captain in charge there thought it needed no further investigation 

because happened during training at home and he thought it "was part of a counter-drug operation based 

on the area of operations." 

 

The reluctance to look deeper into the incident (at least officially) seemed to be true within the upper 

echelons of the Carrier Strike Group itself.  But the report also makes an interesting note of just how 

incredible this encounter actually was and how quickly any known investigation into it died: 

 

 
 

Another interesting aspect of this paper is that it mentions the USS Louisville (SSN-724).  A Los 

Angeles class nuclear fast attack submarine that was also operating alongside the Nimitz.  It makes note 

that the submarine didn't detect any unusual acoustic information or other anomalies during this whole 

event, even considering the churning water the craft seemed to cause. 
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The report makes the conclusion that the objects likely never went below the water's surface due to 

the submarine's lack of awareness that the event was even occurring.  If it did submerge, it meant this 

object represented a "highly advanced capability" that could evade the submarine's ultra-sensitive sonar 

and hydrophones. 

 

And that's not the only conclusion the report comes to.  There are Six in all: 

 

1. The 'Anomalous Aerial Vehicle' was of unknown origin and represented technology not currently 

in the possession of the U.S. or any other nation. 

 

2. It featured broadband RF stealth making the use of radar against it largely ineffective.  

 

3. The craft manifested extreme performance but did not have lifting structures or control surfaces 

required for traditional flight. 

 

4. It showed that it has some kind of advanced propulsion capability making it able to go instantly 

from hovering to very high speed and to make very abrupt course changes. 

 

5. It was able to 'cloak' itself becoming invisible visually to the naked eye. 

 

6. Possibly capable of operating undersea without being detected by the most advanced sub-surface 

sensors. 

 

 
 

Luis Elizondo, a former military intelligence officer that ran the AATIP program in association with 

contractor Bigelow Aerospace, told the I-Team that this is one of many other documented encounters 

that are just as impressive.  But because of their classification, he can't share details about those 

incidents.   

 

It's also worth mentioning that a somewhat similar (albeit less compelling) incident has been 

disclosed.  It occurred in the Atlantic 11 years later with Hornet pilots once again being the on-scene 

investigators.  You can read about this incident here and see the video that was published along with it 

below: 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20797/the-pentagon-paid-for-these-reports-on-warp-drive-extra-dimensions-anti-gravity-and-more
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What's more compelling is that this report is a far less in-depth and detailed white paper than its 

highly classified companion (which we aren't likely ever to be able to see). 

 

Regardless if you think the AATIP program was totally legit or some type of elaborate 

misinformation mechanism dreamed up in the darkest corners of the Defense-Industrial complex during 

that week in November of 2004, something totally strange did indeed occur. 

 

And it didn't just happen in a <blink> of an eye.  It happened over days with the object in question 

being examined by a multitude of the U.S. Navy's front-line sensors as well as by the human eye of one 

of the best-trained and reliable observers that one can imagine. 

 

Contact the author: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

Reader Comments 
 

  1.  There are ECM/ECW technology that can spoof equipment into seeing something incredible and not 

there. Yet nothing can spoof the eyeball Mk 1 when it gets a good long close look at the object.  

Sci-Fi thoughts aside, this is most likely a Terrestrial vehicle of some advanced sort.  But from 

where, who knows?  Blue Book investigation in days gone by tended to ruin and compromise 

military careers to the point what was seen was not reported ASAP for SOP (if you wanted to 

remain a pilot and in the military, that is). 

 

That's simply not true.  Our eyes fool us all the time.   

http://www.bbc.com/future/bespoke/story/20150130-how-your-eyes-trick-your-mind/  

 

  2.  I would bet on some top-secret technology or some unknown atmospherical event for 2 main 

reasons. 

 

A) If it was aliens or enemies, government would be way more interested and this event would 

have been handled and (not) revealed differently. 

 

B) I've always struggled to imagine which reasons would whichever alien species have to be 

randomly exhibitionist for decades.  If they can travel till here and hack gravity, they surely 

can coat with RAM their vehicles, turn off their weird navigation lights, and make a decent 

mission plan that avoids a U.S. carrier group.  If they want us to acknowledge them, they 

mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
http://www.bbc.com/future/bespoke/story/20150130-how-your-eyes-trick-your-mind/
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could hover a couple UFOs over Central Park for a couple of hours and call it a day.  If 

they wanted to remain undetected, I guess they could. 

 

But if it was a top-secret program, it would be a quite perfect real world test that of having it 

mess with a carrier group and its sensors and reactions not far from U.S. shores.  Navy admiral 

would then (not knowing it was a U.S. test) call the Pentagon warning them of weird and 

worrying unknown activity.  Pentagon in turn would let it die there knowing the truth.  Which 

seems a lot what it has happened. 

 

 

more Reader Comments at the bottom 

 

 

http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21000/highly-detailed-report-on-harrowing-encounter-between-f-a-18s-and-ufo-off-baja-surfaces
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What-The-Hell Is Going On With UFOs and The 

Department Of Defense? 
 

Someone or something appears to have some extremely advanced technology and the Pentagon 

is actively changing the nature of the conversation about it. 

 

by Tyler Rogoway 

The War Zone / April 26, 2019 
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-

of-defense  

 

 
 

Few stories have garnered more requests from our readers for commentary than the recent news that 

the Navy has decided to very publicly change its reporting rules and procedures for when its personnel 

observes an unexplained phenomenon like a UFO and a USO. 

 

There have been wildly varying takes on this sudden change.  But the truth is that it is very hard to 

know what to make of it considering how absurd it sounds.  The Navy now wants to know about 

unidentified craft that can penetrate airspace over its installations and around its most capable naval 

vessels with impunity.  Shouldn't that be a default position for a service tasked with defending American 

interests and controlling vast swathes of area above, below, and on the surface of the Earth? 

 

Politico was first to report on the Navy's new directions for reporting unexplained objects operating 

in the same environment as its vessels and aircraft.  Politico's Bryan Bender writes: 

 

"There have been a number of reports of unauthorized and/or unidentified aircraft entering various 

military-controlled ranges and designated air space in recent years," the Navy said in a statement in 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/23/us-navy-guidelines-reporting-ufos-1375290
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response to questions from POLITICO.  "For safety and security concerns, the Navy and the [U.S. Air 

Force] takes these reports very seriously and investigates each and every report." 

 

"As part of this effort," it added, "the Navy is updating and formalizing the process by which reports 

of any such suspected incursions can be made to the cognizant authorities.  A new message to the fleet 

that will detail the steps for reporting is in draft." 

 

To be clear, the Navy isn’t endorsing the idea that its sailors have encountered alien spacecraft.  But 

it is acknowledging there have been enough strange aerial sightings by credible and highly trained 

military personnel that they need to be recorded in the official record and studied rather than dismissed 

as some kooky phenomena from the realm of science-fiction. 

 

The Washington Post did their own follow-up to Politico's story, stating: 

 

Recently, unidentified aircraft have entered military-designated airspace as often as multiple 

times per month, Joseph Gradisher, spokesman for office of the deputy chief of naval operations for 

information warfare, told The Washington Post on Wednesday. 

 

Citing safety and security concerns, Gradisher vowed to “investigate each and every report.” 

 

He said, “We want to get to the bottom of this.  We need to determine who’s doing it, where it’s 

coming from, and what their intent is.  We need to try to find ways to prevent it from happening 

again.” 

 

In recent years from what we can tell (in part by the reporting done by The War Zone itself) is that 

there is no real way to distinctly classify something like a UFO or USO in such a way that it gets 

reported and an investigation occurs on an official level within the military.  This appears to be true for 

civilian government institutions like the FAA as well.  The lack of a structured procedure and 

classification system and the nebulous fear of being stigmatized by reporting things like UFOs 

(something that has long plagued the military and private sectors alike) has repressed the conveyance of 

information in unquantifiable but hugely significant ways. 

 

This reality has led to much speculation (and rightfully so) that the Military knows far more about 

these strange happenings than they are willing to let on (at least on the surface). Otherwise, why 

wouldn't they want to know more about intruders wielding fantastic technology that makes them 

impervious to existing countermeasures and defenses? 

 

Now all this appears to be changing on a grand level.  But why? 

 

The technology is real 

 

The fact is that we actually know that in the last 15 years under at least some circumstances, the 

Military has wanted certain high-fidelity data related to encounters with what many would call UFOs.  

The most compelling encounter of our time (at least that we know of) occurred in and around where the 

Nimitz Carrier Strike Group was operating during workups to deployment in 2004.  The incident (or 

really the series of incidents as they occurred over a number of days) have become near legendary in 

nature as the witnesses involved are highly credible in nature and numerous. 

 

In addition, we have official reports detailing the incident that convey a very compelling story as 

well as hours of testimony from those who were there.  A group of sailors and naval aviators that seems 

to be emerging more-and-more out of the shadows with each passing day. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2019/04/24/how-angry-pilots-got-navy-stop-dismissing-ufo-sightings/?utm_term=.a865b3082454&wpisrc=nl_most&wpmm=1
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/25784/what-u-s-submariners-actually-say-about-detection-of-so-called-unidentified-submerged-objects
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21000/highly-detailed-report-on-harrowing-encounter-between-f-a-18s-and-ufo-off-baja-surfaces
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This is a very basic but a well-produced overview of the main 'Tic-Tac' incident.  I highly 

recommend you read the story linked above and the report embedded in it for a much deeper 

understanding of the events that occurred over multiple days around the Nimitz Carrier Strike Group in 

2004 =>   YouTube Video 

 

When it comes to the so-called "Tic-Tac" incident that involved the Nimitz Carrier Strike Group off 

the Baja Peninsula in 2004, conclusions that are nearly impossible not to draw from it are so reality 

warping that even the forward-thinking Aerospace community doesn't seem to have even begun coming 

to terms with them.  

 

The main revelation is that technology exists that is capable of performing flying maneuvers that 

shatter our perceptions of propulsion, flight controls, material science, and even physics. 

 

Let me underline this again for you, the Nimitz encounter with the Tic-Tac proved that exotic 

technology that is widely thought of as the domain of science fiction actually exists.  It is real.  It isn't 

the result of altered perception, someone's lucid dream, a stray weather balloon, or swamp gas.  

Someone or something has crossed the technological Rubicon and has obtained what some would call 

the Holy Grail of aerospace engineering.  

 

This reality is very hard to process for many.  There is always an out for some in the form of 

claiming an odd impromptu conspiracy or some hollow explanation that doesn't pass muster beyond the 

first paragraph.  But in the end, it happened.  As uncomfortable as that fact is, it's reality. 

 

So, we need to use this event as a lodestar going forward when it comes to evaluating and 

contemplating what is possible and where truth actually lies. 

 

Here are video interviews of some of those who were there.  Some are quite informal.  But they give 

a good idea of what individuals' unique perceptions were of the events in question: 

 

Strike Fighter Commander Details Incredible UFO Event 

 

Gary Voorhis—Navy Electronics Technician and Witness to Tic-Tac FLIR Video on the USS 

Princeton  

 

PJ Hughes—Witness to Confiscation of E-2 Hawkeye Electronic Tic Tac Data from USS 

Nimitz 2004 

 

Kevin Day—USS Nimitz Senior Chief Operations Specialist and Witness to 2004 Tic-Tac 

Events 

 

Jason Turner—Witness to F-18 Tic-Tac FLIR Video in 2004 While Aboard the USS Princeton 

 

What many may not know about this event is that it occurred in a place and time where the most 

powerful set of aerial surveillance sensors ever created were amassed together and were watching and 

recording it all.  And it is the recording part that is maybe the most interesting facet of the Nimitz 

encounters that has largely been passed over in terms of significance and notoriety.  

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/H6ox_F0auwM
https://youtu.be/jCaruUtiPHo
https://youtu.be/qz2gdQaklBQ
https://youtu.be/qz2gdQaklBQ
https://youtu.be/dfxavE5B-IE
https://youtu.be/dfxavE5B-IE
https://youtu.be/bV6M4MKoLnk
https://youtu.be/bV6M4MKoLnk
https://youtu.be/PHi5UfIu1wo
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Ideal test conditions 

 

What most don't realize is that the Nimitz Carrier Strike Group wasn't just equipped with some of the 

most advanced sensors the world had to offer.  It also had hands-down the most advanced networking 

and computer processing capability of any such system.  Dubbed Cooperative Engagement Capability 

(CEC), this integrated air defense system architecture was just being fielded on a Strike Group level for 

the first time aboard Nimitz and the rest of its flotilla. 

 

 
Nimitz Carrier Strike Group. 

 

Our readers are familiar with CEC and the follow-on iterations that have come since as we talk about 

the concepts behind them often.  At its very basic level, it uses the Strike Group's diverse and powerful 

surveillance sensors including the SPY-1 radars on Aegis Combat System-equipped cruisers and 

destroyers as well as the E-2C Hawkeye's radar picture from on high and fuses that information into a 

common 'picture' via data-links and advanced computer processing.  This, in turn, provides very high 

fidelity 'tracks' of targets thanks to telemetry from various sensors operating at different bands and 

looking at the same target from different aspects and at different ranges.  

 

Whereas a stealthy aircraft or one employing electronic warfare may start to disappear on a cruiser's 

radar as it is viewing the aircraft from the surface of the Earth and from one angle, it may still be very 

solid on the E-2 Hawkeye's radar that is orbiting at 25,000 feet and a hundred miles away from the 

cruiser.  With CEC, the target will remain steady on both platform's CEC enabled screens as they are 

seeing fused data from both sources and likely many others as well.  

 

We are talking about a quantum leap in capability and fidelity here, folks. 

 

https://www.military.com/equipment/aegis-weapon-system
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/25572/confessions-of-an-e-2c-hawkeye-radar-operator
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CEC - Cooperative Engagement Capability 

 

The data-link connectivity and the quality of the enhanced telemetry means that weapons platforms 

(such as ships and aircraft) could also fire on targets without needing to use their own sensor data. 

 

For instance, a cruiser could fire a missile at a low-flying aircraft that is being tracked by a Hawkeye 

and an F/A-18 even though it doesn't show up on their own scopes.  This capability continues to evolve 

and mature today and will be the linchpin of any peer-state naval battle of the future that the U.S. is 

involved with.  But back in 2004, it was new and untested on the scale presented by the Nimitz Carrier 

Strike Group as it churned through the warning areas off the Baja Coast. 

 

The key takeaway here is that if ever there was an opportune time to capture the very best real-world 

sensor data on a high-performance target in near lab-like controlled settings offered by the restricted 

airspace off the Baja Coast, this was it.  And by intention or chance, this is exactly what happened.  

 

Someone within the DoD was very interested 

 

By multiple accounts from vetted first-hand sources, the hard drives that record CEC data from 

the E-2C Hawkeye and Aegis-equipped ships were seized in a very mysterious fashion following 

the Tic-Tac incident.  Uniformed U.S. Air Force officers showed up on these vessels and confiscated the 

devices and they were never to be seen again.  This is not rumor or hearsay.  This is attested to by 

multiple uniformed witnesses that were on the vessels that made up the Nimitz Carrier Strike Group at 

the time. 

 

At the same time on an official level, the Navy seemed to shut down any further investigation into 

the incident.  The aforementioned after-action report states that the Nimitz Carrier Strike Group’s senior 

intelligence officer (whose name is redacted) alerted the Navy’s 3rd Fleet intelligence officer (or N2) 

about the incident via secure Email.  That same Email -- known as a Mission Report (MISREP) -- 

included the video footage and other details.  

 

For unexplained reasons, officials at the 3rd Fleet N2 declined to send this report up the chain-of- 

command.  They also deleted the MISREP but speculated that paper copy should have been available. 

However, there is no indication that anyone went looking for this physical copy of the MISREP during 

the investigation. 

 

When interviewed, the Nimitz Strike Group’s senior intelligence officer also offered up the opinion 

that “he believed it [the UFO] was part of a counterdrug operation based on the area of operations”.  

Which seems wholly incongruous with the available information. 

 

As such, even though there is no official indication that an investigation into the events that week 

ever occurred at a very high level beyond after-action reports, we know someone within the Military had 

a very high interest in what went on and wanted the high-fidelity radar data collected from the Strike 

Group.  Not just deleted but seized, potentially for exploitation. 

 

So yeah, someone was highly interested in this event within the DoD.  Whether that was because it 

was of an unexplained nature or part of a test of a very capable secret aerospace program remains 

unclear. 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/jHHrQSFWh1I
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Could it be Ours? 

 

The latter possibility is also very hard for people to come to terms with.  That this capability could 

belong to the U.S. Military.  There is no better place to test such a system than against the Nimitz Carrier 

Strike Group with its CEC abilities during its workup off the Baja Coast.  It is not an operational 

environment.  Aircraft are not armed and nobody is expecting a fight.  It is high-level integrated training 

with crews that have sharpened skills as they prepare for a cruise in which they could very well be called 

upon to fight for their Country. 

 

Those warning areas and range complexes that extend out and down from the Channel Islands off 

the SoCal coast are among the best space the U.S. military has for training and testing advanced 

hardware and tactics in a secure and sanitized environment.  

 

In other words, it was an ideal testing environment that featured the very best aerial, surface, and 

undersea surveillance sensors and sensor crews on the Planet. 

 

 
The expansive range complexes and warning areas off Southern California and Mexico. 

 

In addition, the fact is that the U.S. Government has poured the equivalent of tens-of-billions of 

dollars each year into the Black Budget for the better part of a century.  The idea that somewhere along 

the way they got lucky and made major breakthroughs in highly exotic technologies may not be 

convenient to believe as a possibility for those that have grander visions for the unexplained.  But I 

contend that it is quite plausible. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27506/vandenberg-afbs-space-shuttle-processing-facility-now-has-a-very-mysterious-mission
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/24766/nkc-135r-tanker-from-edwards-afb-flew-this-peculiar-night-mission-over-area-51
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/24766/nkc-135r-tanker-from-edwards-afb-flew-this-peculiar-night-mission-over-area-51
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In fact, it mirrors the cryptic statements made by top players in the dark areas of aerospace 

development such as those of the late Ben Rich, a Lockheed's Skunk Works chief that is largely credited 

for giving birth to stealth technology as we know it today. 

 

For instance, Rich told Popular Mechanics the following that underscores just how long major 

breakthroughs in man-made clandestine aerospace technology can stay hidden: 

 

"There are some new programs.  And there are certain things, some of them 20 or 30 years old, that 

are still breakthroughs and appropriate to keep quiet about [because] other people don’t have them yet." 

 

Clearly, the ability to defy the limits of traditional propulsion and lift-borne flight would be the 

pinnacle of Aerospace and Electrical Engineering and could be far too sensitive to disclose.  At least in 

some people's eyes within the National Security establishment.  Even the risk of testing this technology 

against known air defense capabilities would have to be weighed against the need for the tightest of 

secrecy. 

 

But since UFOs carry such a stigma and have deep pop culture roots in our society, the risk of doing 

so against an unknowing Carrier Strike Group operating under tight training restrictions seems small and 

the setting uniquely ideal. 

 

In other words, could the Tic-Tac have been ours?  

 

Yes.  

 

The same could be said of our adversaries.  They too could have made some breakthroughs in highly 

exotic propulsion technology.  But I find this less likely due to their more limited resources.  But it is 

still possible. 

 

Yet at the same time, we know that whoever that craft belonged to, the information the flotilla 

collected on it was of great importance to some entity within the DoD.  And the fact that just the radar 

data was seized makes sense in that the extent of the Nimitz Carrier Strike Group radar network could 

not be replicated over land during small-scale testing or via a chance encounters with military aircraft. 

Electro-optical data could.  The Nimitz Carrier Strike Group represented literally the sum of many parts 

spread out over a large area and made up of tens-of-billions of dollars in assets operating with the best 

technology available at the time.  

 

With all this in mind, the idea that the Navy is supposedly just now interested in what its aviators 

and sailors see when it comes to unexplained craft peculiar and nebulous (to say the least).  One can't 

help but feel there are two realities at play within America's defense apparatus.  One that sits on or very 

near the surface and one that resides deep below it. 

 

Information Warfare 

 

If the DoD truly has no idea of what these things are, then it seems absurd that it is just now curious 

about them after the better part of a century of sightings and even major encounters including many 

having to do with its own installations and personnel. 

 

In fact, we know that isn't historically the case and that there has been varying degrees of 

documented interest in the topic over the years including funded studies as recently as the last decade in 

the form of the Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program (better known as AATIP) and who-

knows-what else we don't know about.  

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/16410/test-pilot-recounts-flying-both-have-blue-and-tacit-blue-experimental-stealth-jets
https://books.google.com/books?id=VWYCwRFRpJUC&pg=PA59&lpg=PA59&dq=We+have+some+new+things+%5Bat+the+Skunk+Works%5D.+We+are+not+stagnating.+What+we+are+doing+is+updating+ourselves,+without+advertising.+There+are+some+new+programs,+and+there+are+certain+things,+some+of+them+20+or+30+years+old,+that+are+still+breakthroughs+and+appropriate+to+keep+quiet+about+%5Bbecause%5D+other+people+don%E2%80%99t+have+them+yet.&source=bl&ots=xt4bGqVgo2&sig=ACfU3U1AjOw0FFU7luvkQnbQhYZLsNwMVQ&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwikvaqgjO7hAhWEsp4KHRhbAn8Q6AEwAnoECAkQAQ#v=onepage&q=We%20have%20some%20new%20things%20%5Bat%20the%20Skunk%20Works%5D.%20We%20are%20not%20stagnating.%20What%20we%20are%20doing%20is%20updating%20ourselves%2C%20without%20advertising.%20There%20are%20some%20new%20programs%2C%20and%20there%20are%20certain%20things%2C%20some%20of%20them%2020%20or%2030%20years%20old%2C%20that%20are%20still%20breakthroughs%20and%20appropriate%20to%20keep%20quiet%20about%20%5Bbecause%5D%20other%20people%20don%E2%80%99t%20have%20them%20yet.&f=false
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Blue_Book
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20797/the-pentagon-paid-for-these-reports-on-warp-drive-extra-dimensions-anti-gravity-and-more
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But even AATIP (like the statements we are getting from the Navy today) could have been 

something designed to emerge into the public domain.  One could posit the peculiar assembly of To The 

Stars Academy, a hybrid entertainment and UFO research corporation assembled by ex-Blink 182 

frontman Tom DeLonge that has oddly attracted a number of impressive team members from the 

defense, aerospace, and intelligence community, is also a Government-manufactured (or at least 

encouraged) information conduit of sorts (at least to some degree).  Nearly all of the individuals on its 

impressive roster are fresh off long careers working in one way or another for the Government and 

holding very high-security clearances to do so.  This includes Luis Elizondo, the same guy who 

supposedly ran AATIP for the Defense Intelligence Agency up until its shuttering in 2012.  

 

Watch DeLonge on Joe Rogan for an idea of just how questionable this whole arrangement sounds. 

 

This, folks, is where the rabbit hole of information and disinformation opens up below us.  There is 

no way around it.  With the vacuum of verifiable information that the Government has created on the 

matter and all the rumor and speculation, one's truth compass begins to spin with reckless abandon as 

you dig into these issues. 

 

It is not only about what is real and what is not real.  It is also about what does the Government want 

us to believe and not to believe.  The truth could be the eventual goal.  But getting there may include a 

long trail of often stale factoid crumbs that seem to lead in puzzling directions.  In other words, even if 

the Government wants the truth to come out eventually, it seems alarmingly clear they are going to do it 

on their own terms.  And the timeline for that plan could be measured in decades, not years, or more.  

 

On the other hand, putting a possible goal of disclosure aside, there is also a very real reason why the 

Pentagon would want the idea of UFOs injected back into the public's consciousness and even to add 

validity to it.  Doing so is in itself a very old chapter in Uncle Sam's information warfare playbook. 

 

During the Cold War, the Government actively lied about UFOs and perpetuated UFO hysteria to 

cover up its secret aircraft programs.  They literally spread disinformation to the public in order to create 

a wonderfully convenient cover for the myriad clandestine weapon systems in development or 

operational at the time. 

 

Now, we are once again back in an age of "great power competition" according to the Pentagon and 

billions of dollars are being pumped into new technologies that were considered exotic themselves just 

years ago.  With this in mind, reanimating maybe the best and most broadly self-perpetuating cover 

story of all time for sightings of clandestine aircraft that people see in the sky seems like a highly logical 

and proven act. 

 

As I have said over-and-over again, the sky and the things we are accustomed to seeing inhabiting it 

is going to look increasingly different in the very near term.  Hypersonics, drone swarms, directed 

energy weapons, and a full-on emerging arms race in space are just some of the very real activities and 

technologies that will dominate the near future of American weapons development.  The products of all 

of these initiatives, once manifested, could appear positively alien to curious bystanders.  

 

The Military will be able to explain some of this.  But some of it, they won't.  So reinvigorating the 

presence of UFOs in the American psyche by adding heaps of validity to the topic on an official level 

and possibly also on a less than official level (To The Stars Academy, for instance) can help keep secret 

programs that grace the skies just that.  Secret. 

 

https://coi.tothestarsacademy.com/
https://coi.tothestarsacademy.com/
https://youtu.be/5n_3mnJfHzY
https://www.nytimes.com/1997/08/03/us/cia-admits-government-lied-about-ufo-sightings.html
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/23310/air-force-puts-out-contract-opportunity-announcement-for-literally-anything-hypersonic
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/3889/the-alarming-case-of-the-usafs-mysteriously-missing-unmanned-combat-air-vehicles
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/15041/what-drone-will-lockheed-use-for-its-high-flying-ballistic-missile-frying-laser-demo
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/15041/what-drone-will-lockheed-use-for-its-high-flying-ballistic-missile-frying-laser-demo
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/6631/russia-tests-another-anti-satellite-weapon-as-battleground-space-looms
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27396/usaf-secretary-gives-ominous-warning-that-show-of-force-needed-to-deter-space-attacks
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And who knows?  That list of programs and technologies could include the very Tic-Tac and other 

bizarrely-shaped craft that can defy imagination with their aerial feats that have been spotted and even 

recorded in recent years.  In fact, if the U.S. Military has such a capability, the UFO cover story would 

be imperative to keeping the nature of its existence under wraps. 

 

 

 

The game has changed 

 

If the Pentagon really doesn't know what these things are or where they come from after so many 

years of sightings and odd encounters and its own studies and shadowy probes, then that would be an 

unfathomable dereliction of duty considering they are, you know, tasked with keeping America safe 

from the foreign harm.  But really, how can we believe the idea that the Military has zero opinion on the 

matter.  It seems like a laughable proposition at best.  If there is anything they would have high interest 

in, it would be craft capable of decimating the enemy on a whim. 

 

With all that being said, what does the Navy's move to change its procedures and rules in regards to 

reporting UFOs mean?  

 

Nothing, at least not definitively.  

 

Is it a case of one hand not knowing what the other hand is doing?  Is it just a relevant move in this 

new era of heightened power competition with peer state adversaries?  Or is somehow part of a broader 

information campaign with unidentified goals?  

 

We can't say for sure.  But a mix of all of those things and more is certainly possible.  The reality is 

the entire narrative (and at times the lack thereof on UFOs from the Department of Defense) is a total 

mess of contradictory statements and historical facts. 

 

Whatever the truth is, the landscape when it comes to the U.S. Government and its relation to 

unexplained objects in the sky and in our oceans is clearly changing.  To what end remains just as much 

a mystery as the fantastic vehicles themselves. 

 

Contact the author: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

 

Reader Comments at the bottom 

 

mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
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Multiple F/A-18 Pilots disclose recent UFOs Encounters, 

New Radar Tech key in Detection 
 

https://www.theblackvault.com/community/forum/unidentified-flying-objects/news-articleuss-nimitz-

ufos-were-always-there-and-secret-spyware-upgrade-exposed-them/ 

 

USS Nimitz UFOs 'Were Always There' and 'Secret Spyware Upgrade' Exposed Them....... 

by Katy Gill / Video News Reporter 

09:27, 9 OCT 2019    Updated 14:20, 9 OCT 2019 

 

A former US Navy Senior Chief Operations specialist who specialized in radar systems has claimed 

that UFOs may have always been present but only became visible after a "Top-Secret upgrade on 

spyware".  Kevin Day is a Top Gun air intercept controller with more than 20 years experience in strike 

group air defense including war-time operations. 

 

In November 2004 off the coast of San Diego, US, he was a radar operator on the USS Princeton, 

part of the USS Nimitz Carrier Strike Group.  On several occasions over a 6-day period, military pilots 

reported seeing Tic-Tac-shaped objects that performed remarkable maneuvers beyond the capability of 

the U.S. Navy's aircraft. 

 

Kevin Day said: "There had been a Top-Secret upgrade of our system that had gotten underway.  

They upgraded our cooperative engagement capability and did some tweaking on our Aegis Spy radar 

and the way that it all works.  I think because of these upgrades, we were suddenly able to see things 

that had always been there.” 

 

US NAVY CAPTURES ‘UFO” OFF SAN DIEGO COAST IN 2004 

 

"So, if you had been on the older systems you wouldn't have picked them up?" Tony asked. 

 

“That kind of explains why since 2004 this technology -- our upgrade -- is now fleet-wide and now 

everyone is seeing them," Kevin responded. 

 

“I think that's the reason why.  I'm speculating.  But it finally answers questions in my mind." 

 

To which Kevin said yes.  He added: "After that intercept, that's exactly what I'm thinking. This was 

non-Newtonian.  It was non-Classical Physics that we're seeing so it had to be something. What other 

explanations are there?" 

 

 

A major upgrade in fighter jet radar tech seems to have been key in detecting and 

tracking bizarre objects flying in military training airspace. 

by Tyler Rogoway / 'The Drive'  May 27, 2019 
 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-

new-radar-tech-key-in-detection 

 

In a major breakthrough in what could be the most fascinating story of our time, 5 U.S. Navy F/A-18 

Super Hornet crewmen have recounted a number of incredibly strange encounters with unidentified 

https://www.theblackvault.com/community/forum/unidentified-flying-objects/news-articleuss-nimitz-ufos-were-always-there-and-secret-spyware-upgrade-exposed-them/
https://www.theblackvault.com/community/forum/unidentified-flying-objects/news-articleuss-nimitz-ufos-were-always-there-and-secret-spyware-upgrade-exposed-them/
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection
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flying objects off the East Coast of the United States.  Two of the pilots went on the record.  The surreal 

craft they encountered had performance that defies known propulsion and aerodynamic capabilities and 

are described as looking like something akin to special effects that you would have seen in a sci-fi movie 

circa the late 1980s.  The pilots' accounts also point to a major sensor upgrade on their aircraft that made 

the presence of these craft even detectable at all. 

 

What's even more important is that these events took place as recently as 2015 over a decade after 

the now famous Nimitz incident with the so-called 'Tic Tac' craft occurred.  This is all coming to light 

(at least officially) just weeks after the U.S. Navy said it is changing its procedures for its service 

members reporting unexplained phenomenon in their operating environments.  

 

The War Zone had recently published an in-depth expose about the Navy's procedural changes, a 

number of other revelations surrounding the Tic Tac incident, and more recent developments that 

concluded that the phenomenon is indeed real.  That hard-to-swallow fact has huge implications 

regardless of the objects' origins. 

 

Lt. Ryan Graves (an F/A-18 Super Hornet pilot who has been in the Navy for a decade) has come 

forward after talking to the Navy and Congress about the events he and his squadron mates witnessed 

between 2014 and 2015.  In a New York Times article published on May 26, 2019, Graves described how 

strange craft would appear in their training airspace and persist there not for minutes but many hours or 

even days at a time.  

 

“These things would be out there all day...  Keeping an aircraft in the air requires a significant 

amount of energy.  With the speeds we observed, 12 hours in the air is 11 hours longer than we’d 

expect.” 

 

The persistence of these craft was in no way the strangest thing about them.  Beyond being able to 

drop tens of thousands of feet in a matter of a second-or-two and possessing flight characteristics that 

are unobtainable with known technology, the unannounced visitors looked like nothing else on the 

Planet. 

 

But before we get into all that, let's rewind to how all this began and talk about a very important 

detail that was largely glazed over in the New York Times piece. 

 

Graves and another pilot who was willing to disclose his identity (Lt. Danny Accoin) were both 

Naval Aviators serving in Navy Strike Fighter Squadron 11 (VFA-11) the Red Rippers based out of 

Naval Air Station Oceana near Norfolk, Virginia.  Strange anomalies started showing up on their Super 

Hornets' radars in 2014 while they were out on training maneuvers in the vast warning areas off the 

Atlantic Coast between Virginia and Florida. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/26/us/politics/ufo-sightings-navy-pilots.html
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You can see the massive warning and military operating areas that lay off the southeastern seaboard of the United 

States. All of those large dashed boxes are areas that can be restricted for military training. These swathes of ocean 

and sky are critical to national security as they let aircraft, and vessels in some cases, operate far from the civilian 

population in a similar manner as they would on deployment. This includes flying at supersonic speeds for fighter 

aircraft and using powerful sensors and electronic warfare gear that may interfere with daily life near populated 

areas. 

 

 

According to Graves, naval vviators really began noticing the objects in their training areas after a 

major technological leap in air combat capability was fielded across much of the U.S. Navy's combat 

aircraft inventory.  It's a technology that isn't detailed in the New York Times' report but one we talk 

about here constantly at The War Zone -- Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) radars. 

 

Before the mid-2000s, Navy tactical fighter aircraft were equipped with mechanically scanned array 

(MSA) pulse doppler radar systems of varying capabilities and power outputs.  So-called 'legacy' F/A-

18AC/D Hornets were largely equipped with the AN/APG-73 radar.  This was a very capable MSA fire 

control radar with multiple air-to-air, air-to-ground, and synthetic aperture ground mapping modes.  

Still, it was developed based on 1980s technology as the vast majority of the fighter radars in service 

with U.S. military aircraft were at the time. 

 

Even the earlier batches of F/A-18E/F Super Hornets delivered in the first half of the 2000s were 

equipped with this same radar set. 
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AN/APG-73 MSA radar on a legacy Hornet. 

 

But as production of the Super Hornet matured, the AN/APG-79 Active Electronically Scanned 

Array radar was installed in place of the AN/APG-73.  It became operational on a handful of Super 

Hornets in 2007 with the number of Navy fighters equipped with it slowing growing larger ever since.  

Today, it is commonplace across the Navy's Super Hornet and Growler fleets. 

 

Also, a diverse array of older aircraft including the legacy Hornet and even the B-52 Stratofortress 

are now being back-fitted with modular AESA radar sets, breathing new life into older airframes. 

 

The AN/APG-79 and other AESA radars like it on fighter aircraft offer a huge leap in capability in 

virtually every respect.  This included a massive improvement in reliability as a steerable radar dish is 

no longer needed with electronically scanned arrays.  Mechanically scanned arrays have to quickly 

sweep in all directions physically and even under heavy G forces and buffeting.  And they have to 

survive crashing down on a carrier deck after missions over-and-over.  So migrating to a system with 

few moving parts was a massive coup in terms of reliability for Navy fighters. 

 

 
The AN/APG-79 installed on a Super Hornet. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19508/the-best-of-the-usmcs-aging-f-a-18-hornets-to-receive-aesa-radar-upgrade
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/26651/northrop-grumman-is-vying-to-give-b-52-bomber-a-game-changing-new-radar
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In addition to better readiness and (more importantly) the AN/APG-79's resolution, range, speed of 

scan, simultaneous tracking, and target discrimination abilities are drastically improved over its 

predecessor.  Even the ability to operate in air-to-air and air-to-ground modes at the same time has been 

introduced. 

 

In addition, advanced software and processing that interprets what the more sensitive radar 'sees' 

provides a higher quality end product to Super Hornet crews resulting in dramatically improved 

situational awareness. 

 

All this means that AESA-equipped fighters can see farther, better understand what was being 

detected, and have a hugely enhanced ability to see detect objects flying low over surface clutter.  Even 

small or low observable (stealthy) or slow-moving targets or those that attempt to hide in the 'doppler 

notch' of a threatening fighter's radar by flying perpendicular to it have a tougher time eluding detection 

and engagement when facing opposition fighters packing AESA radar sets. 

 

With all that being said, apparently, this same leap in sensor technology also lifted the curtain so-to-

speak when it came to detecting UFOs flying near Navy fighters while on training missions. 

 

The New York Times writes: 

 

The pilots began noticing the objects after their 1980s-era radar was upgraded to a more 

advanced system.  As one fighter jet after another got the new radar, pilots began picking up the 

objects but ignoring what they thought were false radar tracks. 

 

“People have seen strange stuff in military aircraft for decades,” Lieutenant Graves said. “We’re 

doing this very complex mission to go from 30,000 feet, diving down.  It would be a pretty big deal 

to have something up there.” 

 

But he said the objects persisted, showing up at 30,000 feet, 20,000 feet, even sea level.  They 

could accelerate, slow down, and then hit hypersonic speeds. 

 

Lieutenant Accoin said he interacted twice with the objects.  The first time after picking up the 

object on his radar, he set his plane to merge with it, flying 1,000 feet below it.  He said he should 

have been able to see it with his helmet camera.  But he could not even though his radar told him it 

was there. 

 

A few days later, Lieutenant Accoin said a training missile on his jet locked on the object and his 

infrared camera picked it up as well.  “I knew I had it.  I knew it was not a false hit,” he said.  But 

still, “I could not pick it up visually.” 

 

At this point, the pilots said they speculated that the objects were part of some classified and 

extremely advanced drone program. 

 

But then pilots began seeing the objects.  In late 2014, Lieutenant Graves said he was back at 

base in Virginia Beach when he encountered a squadron mate just back from a mission “with a look 

of shock on his face.” 

 

He said he was stunned to hear the pilot’s words.  “I almost hit one of those things,” the pilot told 

Lieutenant Graves. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20434/no-the-su-57-isnt-junk-six-features-we-like-on-russias-new-fighter
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20434/no-the-su-57-isnt-junk-six-features-we-like-on-russias-new-fighter
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The pilot and his wingman were flying in tandem about 100 feet apart over the Atlantic east of 

Virginia Beach when something flew between them right past the cockpit.  It looked to the pilot, 

Lieutenant Graves said, like a sphere encasing a cube. 

 

The last part is somewhat mind-blowing.  Basically, he describes a geometric cube with a translucent 

sphere of some sort around it.  

 

Like I said in the opening of this piece, this sounds like some special-effects object from Season One 

of Star Trek The Next Generation and not a craft being reported in detail from a highly-trained Navy 

fighter pilot that flew right by it. 

 

Apparently, others appeared to be spinning in mid-air like tops and were captured by the Super 

Hornet's AN/ASQ-228 ATFLIR targeting pod.  The now famous 'gimbal video' was supposedly 

recorded on one of the Red Rippers' training missions =>   Video Clip 

 

After this near miss, the Red Rippers were officially spooked. What was something of a novelty and 

mystery, became a flight safety issue.  They filed an official safety report. 

 

 
Red Ripper F/A-18F. 

 

The New York Times continues:  

 

The near miss, he and other pilots interviewed said, angered the squadron and convinced them 

that the objects were not part of a classified drone program.  Government officials would know 

fighter pilots were training in the area, they reasoned, and would not send drones to get in the way. 

 

“It turned from a potentially classified drone program to a safety issue,” Lieutenant Graves said.  

“It was going to be a matter of time before someone had a midair collision." 

 

What was strange, the pilots said, was that the video showed objects accelerating to hypersonic 

speed, making sudden stops and instantaneous turns.  Something that was beyond the physical limits 

of a human crew. 

 

“Speed doesn’t kill you,” Lieutenant Graves said.  “Stopping does.  Or acceleration.” 

https://youtu.be/tf1uLwUTDA0
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Asked what they thought the objects were, the pilots refused to speculate. 

 

"We have helicopters that can hover,” Lieutenant Graves said.  “We have aircraft that can fly at 

30,000 feet and right at the surface.”  But “combine all that in one vehicle of some type with no jet 

engine, no exhaust plume.” 

 

Lieutenant Accoin said only that “We’re here to do a job with excellence, not make up myths.” 

 

The squadron deployed to the Middle East in March of 2015.  According to the pilots interviewed, 

the encounters off of the southeastern coast of the U.S. ended not long after. 

 

As for the Navy's strange public announcement that they were changing the reporting procedures for 

these types of encounters, their position is the same as it was weeks ago with the New York Times 

quoting Navy spokesman Joseph Gradisher as such: 

 

“There were a number of different reports,” he said.  Some cases could have been commercial 

drones, he said, but in other cases “We don’t know who’s doing this.  We don’t have enough data to 

track this.  So the intent of the message to the fleet is to provide updated guidance on reporting 

procedures for suspected intrusions into our airspace.” 

 

We examined this peculiar move by the Navy and the odd timing of it in great detail in my last 

article on the subject and this series of events likely had something to do with it.  Regardless, with all 

this in mind, what can we take away from these new on the record revelations? 

 

First off, they are a huge deal.  We are talking about two more Navy fighter pilots on the record and 

another three talking to The New York Times on background.  And this was not some account that 

occurred a decade-or-more in the past.  This was just a couple years ago. 

 

Yet what strikes me the most is that once again, this series of encounters occurred in tightly sanitized 

airspace over the ocean where the military does its most advanced and complex training and testing just 

like the Nimitz's Tic-Tac incident many years earlier on the West Coast.  In that case, the gear and 

personnel involved were also preparing for a major deployment. 

 

Yet what the New York Times doesn't seem to firmly drill down on enough is that we are now getting 

first-hand accounts that describe a major upgrade in radar technology as being a catalyst for actually 

detecting and tracking these mysterious objects. 

 

Much of my last piece was dedicated to the little known fact that back in 2004, the Nimitz Carrier 

Strike Group was executing very complex and highly integrated training prior to deployment with 

Cooperative Engagement Capability technology installed on its ships and aircraft.  This was the first 

time this game-changing suite of sensor fusion and data-link technologies was ever integrated into an 

operational Carrier Strike Group.  As a result, multiple accounts definitively state that its unique 'fused' 

sensor data was confiscated after the Tic-Tac incident culminated in a number of close encounters. 

 

Taking the recent information about the radar upgrade on the Super Hornets into account, it adds a 

new facet of plausibility to the Nimitz/Tic-Tac events.  The higher fidelity radar telemetry data 

Cooperative Engagement Capability provided (like the introduction of AESA fire control radars on 

Navy fighters not long after) may have allowed for the detection and documentation of these objects like 

never before.  Whether that was by design or by chance remains unknown. 
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These 2 facts -- the encounters occurring in secure military airspace off the continental U.S. 

coastline and the presence of advanced highly capable radar systems in both series of incidents -- is 

compelling, to say the least.  As we stated in our last piece on the subject, these areas and the gear 

present in them during the encounters would make for very attractive testing conditions for undisclosed 

aerial capabilities. 

 

When it comes to the object's strange appearance, making something as alien looking as possible is 

probably a good thing for deniability and unconventional camouflage purposes.  Even the testing of 

sensors under real-world conditions against such a craft using various guises could be beneficial. 

 

As for near collisions, they have happened among military aircraft operating in highly controlled 

airspace where both parties are being helped by air traffic controllers.  As such, the near-miss doesn't 

seem like an outright disqualifier for these objects belonging to the Military (or a military) as the pilots 

seem to think. 

 

And it's not like the presence of totally unknown aircraft that could be a threat to the safety of other 

aircraft hasn't occurred even in highly trafficked airspace that is patrolled by alert fighter aircraft.  We 

have broken 3 major stories about just that in just the last 18 months, one of which is unprecedented in 

its level of documentation. 

 

I do have to stress that this is not the explanation we are giving for these incidents.  But it is one that 

has to be taken into account, especially considering the similar circumstances at hand. 

 

General knowledge  of the aforementioned events that occurred off the East Coast in 2014 and 2015 

is not necessarily new. Many of us who have kept very close tabs on these developments have known 

about the sphere and cube craft description for some time and that a number of encounters happened in 

this area long after the Nimitz event in 2004. 

 

Our good friend Danny Silva reported on the broad strokes of this story days before the New York 

Times piece was published via dissecting an interview with Commander David Fravor, the lead Super 

Hornet pilot that had the close-up encounter with the Tic-Tac in 2004.  Silva also blogged about Fravor's 

description of what the East Coast pilots saw back in January.  What is new is the level of detail offered 

and the fact that 5 pilots talked to The New York Times about this and two were on-the-record. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19095/listen-in-as-a-learjet-and-an-airbus-encounter-a-mystery-craft-high-over-arizona
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19095/listen-in-as-a-learjet-and-an-airbus-encounter-a-mystery-craft-high-over-arizona
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21762/piper-aircrew-saw-bright-orange-glowing-object-during-strange-encounter-over-long-island
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/18473/faa-recordings-deepen-mystery-surrounding-ufo-over-oregon-that-sent-f-15s-scrambling
https://silvarecord.com/2019/05/25/ufos-hovering-for-days-just-sitting-there/
https://silvarecord.com/2019/01/03/a-square-that-has-an-aura-around-it-dave-fravor/
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NAS Oceana is one of two Navy master strike fighter bases, the other being NAS Lemoore in central California.  

Many squadrons call NAS Oceana home.  It would be surprising to hear that these encounters happened with the Red 

Rippers alone.  In addition, multiple huge Marine Corps and USAF bases are also located in the region and use the 

same airspace. 

 

The fact of the matter is that we still don't know much about these strange events.  For instance, was 

this a community-wide event?  In other words, were multiple squadrons at NAS Oceana experiencing 

similar incidents? 

 

The AN/APG-79 was fairly common by 2015 among Super Hornet units.  If not, why only the Red 

Rippers?  They are just one of many fighter squadrons based at NAS Oceana (along with dozens of other 

Marine Corps and USAF Squadrons based in the region) that also use the airspace for training.  Some of 

those units are equipped with more advanced aircraft types than the Super Hornet such as the F-35 and 

F-22.  These aircraft also have AESA radars.  Did they spot similar phenomena during this period of 

time? 

 

In addition, why did it take a near miss to report the presence of these craft?  Was it a cultural and 

professional issue?  Or something else?  

 

Now stepping back even further, it is very interesting we are hearing of this now.  The steady drip-

drip-drip of information starting with the disclosure of the Pentagon's Advanced Aerospace Threat 

Identification Program (AATIP) in December of 2017 has been peculiar (bordering on downright 

questionable) to say the least. 

 

It is also just days before To The Stars Academy (the quasi-research/entertainment corporation put 

together by Blink 182 rocker Tom DeLonge and now filled with impressive resumes from the 

intelligence and aerospace sectors including the ex-head of the AATIP program) has the first episode of 

its highly touted new program on the History Channel premiere.  You can read more about the strange 

circumstances surrounding these disclosures in my last piece on the topic. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20797/the-pentagon-paid-for-these-reports-on-warp-drive-extra-dimensions-anti-gravity-and-more
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20797/the-pentagon-paid-for-these-reports-on-warp-drive-extra-dimensions-anti-gravity-and-more
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Regardless, this report moves the ball forward in a major way and underscores once again the reality 

that the limits of aerospace engineering and propulsion (at least as we understand them) have been 

exceeded by someone or something.  As I wrote last month: 

 

The main revelation is that technology exists that is capable of performing flying 

maneuvers that shatter our perceptions of propulsion, flight controls, material science, and 

even physics. 

 

Let me underline this again for you.  The Nimitz encounter with the Tic-Tac proved that 

exotic technology that is widely thought of as the domain of science fiction actually exists.  

It is real.  It isn't the result of altered perception, someone's lucid dream, a stray weather 

balloon, or swamp gas.  Someone or something has crossed the technological Rubicon and 

has obtained what some would call the Holy Grail of aerospace engineering.  

 

This reality is very hard to process for many.  There is always an out for some in the 

form of claiming an odd impromptu conspiracy or some hollow explanation that doesn't 

pass muster beyond the first paragraph.  But in the end, it happened.  As uncomfortable as 

that fact is, it's reality. 

 

So, we need to use this event as a lodestar going forward when it comes to evaluating 

and contemplating what is possible and where truth actually lies. 

 

We are working this story from multiple and highly unique angles.  Stay tuned for some truly 

exciting developments. 

 

Contact the author: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

 

Reader Comments 

 

1.  Jerry of Garcia 

I also don’t see how the “tic tac” incident from 2004 is proven in any way.  

 

All the radar data is coming from Princeton when the fighters get within visual range, in fact under a 

mile away, they still can’t detect it on their radars.  They see large breakers that look like a 737 and then 

a tic-tac with no control surfaces.  It than leaves the area “extremely fast” this crew doesn’t see the 

object again.  But Princeton says it’s back where it their cap position was.  Another crew sees some 

water disturbance.  A submarine records no sound of disturbed water which is extremely unlikely. 

 

So two pilots and two wso think they saw something and did a circle-or-two of it. 

 

They are now retelling a memory from 15 years ago.  The other people interviewed also all seem to 

be a decade+ removed from the incident. 

 

Research has shown that humans are unreliable as eyewitness to the point where there is a debate if 

they such testim even be allowed as evidence in court.  And that every time you recall a memory, you 

have now changed that memory in your mind.  Thus the more you talk about it or think about it, the 

more it gets corrupted in our memory systems like the game telephone does but in our own minds. 

 

So I'm not saying people are lying necessarily but rather that “reality” is subjective as it requires a 

human to observe it.  Plus there are some sketchy issues here... 

mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
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https://www.flyingmag.com/five-reasons-to-be-skeptical-about-that-new-york-times-ufo-story 

 

 

2.  Orb 

Far from conclusive but to corroborate my first thesis (cool decoy/jamming/EW technology), I found 

this article from 1999 (https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg16422184-300-and-the-voice-said/ ) 

which is about the writer and what he heard at a party (yes, I know...) about a program going on in the 

80's. 

 

The article (a subscription is needed to read it) goes on describing as the scientists then wanted to 

modulate the plasma releases so as to create a intelligible sounds which from the ground would have 

appeared akin to the voice of God coming from the sky. 

 

Interesting is that (somewhat corroborating the story) in 2018 US Military released this video : 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=25&v=XPU6ZL8kvhA   sound produced by 

modulating micro plasma releases of multiple lasers converging on a point....  

 

The story was set in the late 1980s at an undisclosed military research facility hidden in the New 

Mexico desert.  Here, researchers working with high-power laser weapons discovered that they could 

create a glowing ball of fire in the sky by crossing the beams of two powerful infrared lasers.  The 

beams were invisible to the naked eye.  But where they intersected, their electric fields became so 

intense that they ripped apart molecules in the air creating a plasma (a luminous mix of high-energy ions 

and electrons). 

 

Scrapping the PSYOPS use of having God talk the enemy into surrendering, the tech could be used 

as a marvelous modern age decoy.  Plasma has Radar, IR, and Eye visibility. 

 

Of notice that what was allegedly researched and successfully tested in the 1980s would create every 

single effect described in both this and previous articles about the mysterious NAVY ufos.  It would also 

be physically feasible.  Laser sources could be on ship, plane and even satellite-based for what we know.  

And while I'm not sure of it, it is possible that same exact effect is obtainable with AESA radars instead 

of lasers (can focus impressively their beam and pump ungodly amounts of power into it). 

 

Found also this old Wired article that seems to discuss exactly our case here (and ironically quotes 

the same article as above): https://www.wired.com/2007/05/plasma-laser-uf/  

 

And here a cool video of 2 lasers producing a plasma "orb" (hehehe).  Scale this up, motorize the 

laser sources, and..... UFOS !!! (or, the final radar/IR decoy) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HHJhpStza0  

 

 

3.  Tom 

I think this plasma ball theory is an intriguing one.  The rapid changes in altitude and general 

extreme accelerations would be consistent with their origin being to do with moving the generating 

beam[s] around rather than a physical craft doing it. 

 

I read somewhere that because a plasma ball would heat the air up a lot wherever it was generated, it 

would leave a big trail behind it on infrared video as it moved which doesn't appear to be the case in the 

video of that 'tic-tac' UFO.  I'm not sure how set in stone that prediction is, though. 

 

 

https://www.flyingmag.com/five-reasons-to-be-skeptical-about-that-new-york-times-ufo-story
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg16422184-300-and-the-voice-said/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=25&v=XPU6ZL8kvhA
https://www.wired.com/2007/05/plasma-laser-uf/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HHJhpStza0
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4.  Jerry of Garcia 

So sometimes they tracked things in AESA, occasionally also got an atflir look and maybe they did 

or didn’t visually see it.  Now when it went supposedly went hypersonic, or did other non-Newtonian 

motions I’m assuming that was all the AESA detecting that? 

 

The human eye isn’t tracking things going hypersonic that have no exhaust.  Again it seems like the 

pilots say they “may” have seen it visually, correct?  And we have a video of an atflir image of 

something not doing anything that is against known physics? 

 

Also it mentions that they persisted for tens of hours?  How would we know that if it was just this 

squadron seeing them?  Supers don’t fly 24-hour long missions and we don’t have this Squadron in the 

sky 24/7. 

 

So, basically we need more evidence or more information about what was seen, when it was seen, 

what sensor, what range, did multiple planes track it, was the hypersonic/levitation non possible things 

observed at the same time? 

 

The story as is reads has way too many holes of important information to be anything more than a 

curiosity at this point.  This isn’t directed at Tyler at all.  Just need much more granular info from the 

pilots or the Navy about what happened, when, what combinations of things were seen, and by which 

sensor. 

 

 

5.  Weick Karl 

Perhaps another way of understanding the phenomena is to back our way into thinking about what 

applications could be derived from it.  If we assume for a minute that this is military in origin, how 

might the military use the ability to make it appear on radar that an object can suddenly appear, move at 

impossible speeds and directions, and even be visible to the naked eye?  

 

I am a complete armature.  But here are a few guesses.  Perhaps it is a way to deal with increasingly 

effective surface-to-air missiles?  Shortly after launch, the sky gets filled with ‘electronic’ chaff?  In air-

to-air combat, this ability could make all engagements non-issues for the side with this technology 

because the enemy would have no way of knowing what was an actual aircraft and what wasn’t.  Anti-

missile missiles and anti-ship missiles could be easily tricked into targeting whatever this phenomena is. 

 

And this could be used in instances of ballistic MIRVs if there was a technology (such as lasers) that 

could be used to destroy multiple warheads.  If there were a lot of these things in the same general area, 

they might minimize the number of warheads intercepted. 

 

In each of these, it would be critical that whatever it is generates a radar signature.  To a lesser 

extent, in a few cases creating something visible to the eye might be important. 

 

Why have these things been experienced primarily by the Navy?  Perhaps because they have the best 

platform for the technology?  Ships that can generate huge amounts of electricity (in the future for 

catapults and railguns).  And ships large enough to place whatever this technology requires without 

making it appear obvious. 

 

Perhaps this is what ultimately came out of SDI and Reagan’s space shield?  It has been 30 years.  

So there could be a lot of smaller technologies finally coming together.  Let's hope there is no need to 

use it in actual combat for many decades to come. 
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6.  Whee 

Fascinating article.  However, much like many other comments here, my first thoughts turned to 

different explanations. 

I like the idea of a glitch in new technology.  I see stuff like that all the time. 

I also had a thought that it could be a new way of jamming. 

I would like to hear more about that 'visual' description.  But everything else makes me think of 

jamming.  Yes, I know that jamming works differently.  But imagine for a moment being able to create 

false targets that move convincingly on your scanning equipment.  Too much focus on that may make 

someone miss another target trying to sneak in through the methods that Tyler outlines in the article. 

 

 

7.  Orb 

 

If I had to bet money on one of the myriad of theories, I would probably bet on some experimental 

and extremely secret decoy/jamming/EW system.  It would be cool as hell (especially the part where 

who runs the program reads all the theories he generated :) )  and it would be an incredibly disrupting 

technology for modern warfare. 

 

More than just distracting enemy pilots, I imagine it would be used to absorb enemy AA missiles, 

similar to current decoys but possibly more versatile and "infinite".  It could be used to force enemy to 

power its radars for better tracking of such weird objects.  And it could be used to simulate a missile 

attack on a plane forcing it to take evasive maneuvers (with all the implications this brings both to a 

dogfight and ground attack).  In general, on-demand fake radar/IR targets (not tied to expensive and 

expendable physical decoys) would be immensely useful. 

 

With the little knowledge of the matter I have, I would think that to achieve a similar effect without a 

physical device flying where the "fake target" needs to be, one would need multiple laser/radiowave 

sources focusing their emissions on a single spot.  So maybe if "poddable" multiple planes carrying the 

pod could create a fake target.  But I was thinking more of vessel/land based system (where large 

amounts of power are available). 

 

I’m loving the mostly civil, informed, and highly speculative discussions articles as this one bring 

here.  And since I love this game of speculation and others have explored the possible otherworldly or 

black projects origin of this phenomenon, I have another theory to add. 

 

What if it isn’t the radars detecting for the first time this phenomenon but instead it’s AESA radars 

creating them?  We have some knowledge of natural occurrences of plasma based phenomenona be it 

the somewhat well understood noctilucent clouds or the still mysterious ball lightnings. 

 

We also know that we can easily create plasma in a relatively low powered microwave oven 

exploiting material densities and properties.  It could be that one-or-more AESA radars generate this 

“events” when interacting with particular types of ionized clouds or in general atmospheric layers.  

Basically creating something similar to ball lightening but following either the radar beam (and where it 

intersects with such “clouds”) or maybe being generated when such “clouds” are targeted by more than 

one radar beam from the right directions. 

 

This would explain all or most sightings, impressive speeds, FLIR visibility, radar visibility, 

impression of being "followed", and naked eye visibility (and given the amount of light possibly 

produced this way.  It could well appear as a glare/lens flare (or cube inscribed in a sphere) to the pilot). 
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7.  Tyler Rogoway 

Visual of incredible maneuverability to match the radar, IR, etc.  I think pairing it with EW is a 

possibility as I thought with the Tic-Tac. 

 

But glitches in multiple disparate sensor systems, viewing from multiple angles, and over multiple 

days and locales, and the human eye?  Gonna pass on that. 

 

 

8.  Orb 

I don't believe it is a glitch.  What I'm suggesting are 2 possibilities:  

1)  a new EW technology  (described in my first post)  

2)  energy coming from AESA Radars is interacting with some kind of atmospheric particles, much 

like Aurora Borealis or noctilucent clouds are formed, interaction that given the right atmospheric 

conditions could produce something similar to a stable ball lightening. 

 

Basically radar waves hit "clouds" particles already ionized due to something and interaction 

between them is some kind of plasma effect, effect that would appear on radars most of the time, be 

visible on IR (it's hot) and be visible for the naked eye. 

 

It would also appear to follow the radar source generating it (if the "cloud" is large enough) and 

would produce so much light that when close to it our eyes might see something as a "glare/lens flare" 

(cube inscribed in a sphere). 

 

Both theories basically revolve around the same thing.  Energy interacting with atmosphere.  In the 

EW case, "plasma balls"  would be a wanted effect while in the second theory result would be the same 

but effect would be generated by some unwanted interaction of AESA beams with atmosphere in certain 

conditions. 

 

 

9.  PhilUp 

IT'S PLASMA STEALTH. 

 

Seriously, though, I might be inclined to think there's a chance of this IF an IR seeker on a missile 

hadn't seen it.  It's not all that hard to hide something in the visual spectrum.  If you aren't sure what 

you're looking for, the eye may just pass over things.  

 

But heck, anything's possible and a radar artifact is more possible than aliens. 

 

 

10.  dannocaz 

I'm on the artifact/glitch side on this.  The article quotes a couple of pilots who thought they saw 

and/or didn't visually see radar contacts or IR tracks.  And one said that other pilots in the unit have 

experienced the same phenomena. 

 

However, as best I can read, no two pilots have tracked the same object with 2 different radar/IR 

systems at the time which adds some skepticism.  One paragraph states that an object flew between him 

and his wingman.  But there was no statement that his wingman saw it or verified the sighting. 

 

Flying objects that can suddenly stop, reverse direction at hypersonic speeds seem out of the realm 

of possibility and would certainly shock the military and scientists if they existed. 
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11.  MK346 

I could almost buy into this being some kind of advanced Suter system.  If so, why not tell the pilots 

that we are testing a new EW system to include decoys.  Tell them they may see some really weird shit.  

But they need to STFU and sign the NDA.  Problem solved and no one talks about it.  If something gets 

out in the Press, call it natural phenomenon and move on. 

 

But it didn't happen that way and now we are seeing some wild theories on how this could be the 

result of radars ionizing clouds and fooling every sensor we have. 

 

 

12.  Orb 

Some of the pilots could at some point provide information (willingly or not) to the enemy.  Plus, I 

guess that the effect it would have on unaware military trained pilots (and radar operators in general) 

could have been part of the tests. 

 

More than this theory (plasma phenomenon generated by interaction between radar beams and rare 

"clouds"), I would prefer that of a top secret decoy/jamming/EW thingy of sorts.  And if it was to be the 

case, keeping it extremely secret would make sense as in a peer or near peer conflict it would bring an 

immediate and impressive advantage if unknown to the enemy, possibly more than any stealth platform 

could bring. 

 

more Reader Comments at the bottom 

 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection
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Carrier Group in recent UFO Encounters had new Air 

Defense Tech just like Nimitz in 2004 Incident 
 

These incidents came a decade after UFOs appeared near a carrier group 

conducting large scale drills with an earlier version of this same capability. 
 

by Joseph Trevithick and Tyler Rogoway  /  The War Zone  May 30, 2019 
 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28305/carrier-group-in-recent-ufo-encounters-had-new-air-

defense-tech-just-like-nimitz-in-2004-incident 

 

Recently, new details have emerged regarding a series of still unexplained encounters that U.S. Navy 

F/A-18 Super Hornet pilots had with unidentified flying objects while conducting training missions off 

the East Coast of the United States in 2014 and 2015. The War Zone has already explored this new 

report in detail and looked at how improved radars had played a major role in detecting these objects. 

 

But what wasn't immediately apparent was just how ideal the situation could have been during at 

least some of these incidents for observing and recording the performance and signatures of potentially 

revolutionary flying machines under real-world conditions by the very best combined group of air 

defense assets on the Planet. 

 

The aircraft and ships present around the time these events occurred were equipped with the most 

advanced sensor fusion, networking, and computer processing capabilities available.  In fact, 

collectively they represented the first time these capabilities were deployed across an operational Carrier 

Strike Group.  This directly mirrors the peculiar conditions present during the famous "Tic-Tac" incident 

involving the USS Nimitz, her air wing, and her escorts off the Baja Coast in 2004. 

 

Prior to the latest revelations regarding encounters with Navy pilots that occurred just a couple of 

years ago, we dug deep into the 2004 Nimitz event as well as the greater issues surrounding the topic 

and its strange resurgence within the Pentagon in this expose which you should read for better context of 

the information that we are about to present below. 

 

[Author's note/update:  People are asking a lot of questions that are answered in the pieces linked above.  

Reading them is essential to understanding the full situation and the many variables 

and issues at play when it comes to this complex and quickly developing topic.] 

 

On May 26, 2019, The New York Times dropped the new details, sourced in part from on the record 

interviews with two Navy fighter pilots from VFA-11 Red Rippers (Lieutenants Ryan Graves and 

Danny Accoin) as well as off the record comments from three more aviators.  Broader information about 

the events from 2014 and 2015 has been passed around as random facts and rumor for some time and the 

famous "gimbal video" is reportedly from one of these encounters.  But the Times piece offers hugely 

significant additional context with actual names attached to it. 

 

"People have seen strange stuff in military aircraft for decades," Graves told the Times.  "We’re 

doing this very complex mission to go from 30,000 feet diving down.  It would be a pretty big deal to 

have something up there." 

 

Gimbal: The First Official UAP Footage from the USG for Public Release 
 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28305/carrier-group-in-recent-ufo-encounters-had-new-air-defense-tech-just-like-nimitz-in-2004-incident
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28305/carrier-group-in-recent-ufo-encounters-had-new-air-defense-tech-just-like-nimitz-in-2004-incident
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21000/highly-detailed-report-on-harrowing-encounter-between-f-a-18s-and-ufo-off-baja-surfaces
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/26/us/politics/ufo-sightings-navy-pilots.html
https://youtu.be/tf1uLwUTDA0
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But the Times' story doesn't mention that between 2014 and 2015, Graves and Accoin and all the 

other personnel assigned to Carrier Air Wing One (CVW-1) and the Nimitz-class aircraft carrier USS 

Theodore Roosevelt as well as everyone else in the associated carrier strike group (or CSG) were taking 

part in series of particularly significant exercises. 

 

The carrier had only returned to the fleet after major 4-year-long overhaul (also known as a 

Refueling and Complex Overhaul [RCOH]) in August 2013.  This process included installing various 

upgrades such as systems associated with the latest operational iteration of the Navy's Cooperative 

Engagement Capability (CEC) and its embedded Naval Integrated Fire Control-Counter Air (NIFC-CA) 

architecture. 

 

This is a critical detail.  When the Nimitz Carrier Strike Group encountered the Tic-Tac in 2004, it 

was in the midst of the first ever CSG-level operations of the initial iteration of the CEC. 

 

FLIR1: Official UAP Footage from the USG for Public Release 
 

Regular readers of The War Zone will be well aware of these systems.  We recently provided the 

following detailed explanation of their capabilities as part of the aforementioned in-depth expose 

regarding unidentified flying objects, their potential origins, and Pentagon's sudden change in 

willingness to discuss them: 

 

At its very basic level, it [CEC] uses the Strike Group's diverse and powerful 

surveillance sensors, including the SPY-1 radars on Aegis Combat System-equipped 

cruisers and destroyers as well as the E-2 Hawkeye's radar picture from on high and fuses 

that information into a common 'picture' via data-links and advanced computer processing.  

This, in turn, provides very high fidelity 'tracks' of targets thanks to telemetry from various 

sensors operating at different bands and looking at the same target from different aspects 

and at different ranges.  

 

Whereas a stealthy aircraft or one employing electronic warfare may start to disappear 

on a cruiser's radar as it is viewing the aircraft from the surface of the Earth and from one 

angle, it may still be very solid on the E-2 Hawkeye's radar that is orbiting at 25,000 feet 

and a hundred miles away from the cruiser.  With CEC, the target will remain steady on 

both platform's CEC enabled screens as they are seeing fused data from both sources and 

likely many others as well.  

 

We are talking about a quantum leap in capability and fidelity here, folks! 

 

The data-link connectivity and the quality of the enhanced telemetry means that 

weapons platforms (such as ships and aircraft) could also fire on targets without needing to 

use their own sensor data.  For instance, a cruiser could fire a missile at a low-flying 

aircraft that is being tracked by a Hawkeye and an F/A-18 even though it doesn't show up 

on their own scopes. 

 

This capability continues to evolve and mature today and will be the linchpin of any 

peer-state naval battle of the future that the U.S. is involved with.  But back in 2004, it was 

new and untested on the scale presented by the Nimitz Carrier Strike Group as it churned 

through the warning areas off the Baja Coast. 

 

The key takeaway here is that if ever there was an opportune time to capture the very 

best real-world sensor data on a high-performance target in near lab-like controlled settings 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/26711/the-questionable-case-of-the-navys-supposed-attempt-to-retire-supercarrier-truman-early
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28305/carrier-group-in-recent-ufo-encounters-had-new-air-defense-tech-just-like-nimitz-in-2004-incident
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.military.com/equipment/aegis-weapon-system
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/25572/confessions-of-an-e-2c-hawkeye-radar-operator
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offered by the restricted airspace off the Baja Coast, this was it.  And by intention or 

chance, this is exactly what happened. 

 

 
VFA-11 'Red Rippers' Super Hornet lands aboard the USS Theodore Roosevelt.  Pilots from the Red 

Rippers have come forward to discuss their encounters with UFOs before their 2015 deployment. 

 

Beyond the greatly enhanced fidelity of the overall situational 'picture', CEC provides via sensor 

fusion across a wide array of disparate platforms spread out over a large area, the NIFC-CA part of it 

enables an impressive amount of targeting-quality data sharing between Navy ships and aircraft.  This, 

in turn, opens up a new range of tactical possibilities.  For instance, it enhances the ability to engage 

opponents using remotely-launched weapons.  

 

As an example, the cruiser or destroyers in a CSG could fire SM-6 surface-to-air missiles at targets 

outside of the range or below the radar horizon of their own sensors by using the radar telemetry from 

one of the carrier's Super Hornets flying far forward of the vessel's location. 

 

In another scenario, an E-2D could feed targeting information to Super Hornets to allow them to fire 

beyond-visual-range air-to-air missiles at opponents without having to activate their own radars. 

 

CEC/NIFC-CA is truly an amazing and important set of capabilities that have been in development 

for decades. 

 

Between August 2013 and August 2014, the Theodore Roosevelt supported flight tests of Northrop 

Grumman's experimental X-47B unmanned combat air vehicle (UCAV).  But at the same time, the Navy 

was moving toward preparing the entire Theodore Roosevelt Carrier Strike Group (including CVW-1) to 

become the first ever to deploy operationally with CEC/NIFC-CA functionality. 

 

CEC - Cooperative Engagement Capability 
 

The Theodore Roosevelt Carrier Strike Group's encounters with UFOs only began toward the end of 

2014 according to the Times.  This is around when CVW-1's Carrier Airborne Early Warning Squadron 

One Two Five (VAW-125) -- the "Tigertails" -- became the very first to fly the latest E-2D Advanced 

Hawkeye which is a core component of the Navy's NIFC-CA/CEC plans.  A hugely powerful upgrade of 

the venerable E-2C Hawkeye, the E-2D also has additional still-classified electronic support measures 

and networking capabilities. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27068/navy-to-supersize-its-ultra-versatile-sm-6-missile-for-even-longer-range-and-higher-speed
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/3889/the-alarming-case-of-the-usafs-mysteriously-missing-unmanned-combat-air-vehicles
https://youtu.be/jHHrQSFWh1I
https://news.usni.org/2015/01/12/upgraded-carrier-roosevelt-starts-pre-deployment-exercises
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/25646/behold-this-gorgeous-shot-of-an-e-2d-hawkeye-testing-its-new-refueling-capability-with-a-kc-10
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/25646/behold-this-gorgeous-shot-of-an-e-2d-hawkeye-testing-its-new-refueling-capability-with-a-kc-10
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/25572/confessions-of-an-e-2c-hawkeye-radar-operator
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19012/american-destroyer-packed-new-electronic-warfare-system-during-black-sea-mission
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One of VAW-125's E-2D Advanced Hawkeyes prepares to launch from the USS Theodore Roosevelt in April 2015. 

 

In January 2015, the CSG as a whole (including CVW-1 and the Ticonderoga-class cruiser USS 

Normandy which had also received upgrades to add in CEC/NIFC-CA capabilities) entered a process 

known as a Composite Training Unit Exercise (COMPTUEX) ahead of its deployment.  

 

"[COMPTUEX] is designed to replicate real-world combat scenarios that can potentially present 

themselves to our strike group at any time during a deployment,” U.S. Navy Captain Scott F. Robertson, 

Normandy's commanding officer at the time, said in a statement in January 2015.  "We are going to 

experience real combat situations from all angles.  There will be training evaluations from a hostile ship 

boarding, submarine attacks, and enemy ships or vessels trying impede their justice upon our strike 

group." 

 

Of course, we don't know how close any of the CSG's other assets were when Graves and Accoin (or 

their unnamed wingmen) actually encountered the UFOs.  We also don't know if any of these incidents 

occurred during the COMPUTEX period specifically.  But the ships and aircraft had been conducting 

other training activities together for months already at that point and continued to operate together 

afterward. 

 

 
The Ticonderoga-class cruiser USS Normandy (in front) trains with the Arleigh Burke-class destroyer USS 

Farragut (seen behind) and other ships assigned to the Roosevelt Carrier Strike Group in September 2014. 

 

Still, it's hard to overstress just how opportune the conditions would have been for this particular 

CSG (or elements of it) equipped with the world's best air defense capabilities to be tested against exotic 

and high-performance flying craft.  

 

https://news.usni.org/2015/01/12/upgraded-carrier-roosevelt-starts-pre-deployment-exercises
https://www.navy.mil/submit/display.asp?story_id=85147
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It is also curious that sightings of these objects would coincide with the first major deployment of 

the CEC/NIFC-CA architecture and the E-2D Hawkeye.  And then more would occur around the time of 

the Strike Group's work up to the first operational deployment of those systems. 

 

It is entirely possible that this was all just a coincidence.  But it would be a particularly amazing one 

if that was the case.  Especially as it directly mirrors the situation and conditions in which the Tic-Tac 

incident took place with the Nimitz CSG a decade earlier.  

 

We have to stress that all this doesn't definitively mean these objects belong to the United States 

Government or that their presence was directed or expected by the Powers-That-Be.  But this revelation 

adds to the likelihood of those possibilities.  

 

Contact the authors: Tyler@thedrive.com  and jtrevithickpr@gmail.com  

 

 

Reader Comments 
 

1.  Brad 

If you wanted to urge caution in your adversaries, this would be the perfect way to do it.  You 

simultaneously demonstrate advanced radar and network technology capable of tracking exotic aircraft 

while also hinting that you're also the one developing said aircraft.  Crafting the story in such a manner 

allows an organic leaking of information while maintaining some control and deniability. 

 

 

2.  TuMadreTambien 

This is not limited to the East and West coast incidents.  This quote apparently comes from the 

History Channel documentary airing tomorrow: “And in March, 2015 after the Roosevelt was deployed 

to the Arabian Gulf, Graves said the UFOs reappeared”. Source: https://www.livescience.com/65585-

ufo-sightings-us-pilots.html  

 

That adds yet another dimension to this.  If they were dealing with this in a war zone, I suspect that 

there would have been even more intercepts or attempts to intercept.  You may ignore these things in a 

training area.  But I can’t see them just ignoring them while deployed in combat. 

 

It seems like there is much more to this story.  I don’t have a horse in this race.  But it is incredible to 

think about either possibility here.  Either the U.S. or a peer state has developed tech that defies 

Newtonian physics or these things come from somewhere else or are something we have never 

encountered. 

 

Either possibility is both exciting and slightly terrifying. 

 

 

3.  autodidact 

One popular theory is that the UFOs are connected to a secret U.S. Government project.  But this is 

questionable given the purpose and track record of aerospace-related SAPs.  The fact that the public is 

hearing this story is evidence against the "secret program" hypothesis. 

 

The primary goal of secrecy is to limit any outside knowledge of the program.  Because of this, U.S. 

secret aircraft are tested almost exclusively over remote areas with no people like the Nevada test 

ranges.  Their deployments and operations are carefully managed so that the platforms are concealed 

mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
mailto:jtrevithickpr@gmail.com
https://www.livescience.com/65585-ufo-sightings-us-pilots.html
https://www.livescience.com/65585-ufo-sightings-us-pilots.html
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from the public and other military personnel.  Even today, few members of the Military and even fewer 

members of the general public ever see a secret government aircraft before that secrecy is lifted. 

 

As an example, the Air Force did not randomly probe Navy destroyers with the F-117 just to see 

how it worked.  That risks the secrecy of the program along with the assets involved. 

 

When secret projects have to work with "regular" parts of the Armed Services, they do so in 

structured activities like exercises or testing where the people on both ends are privy to the necessary 

information.  And after the fact, the Military can keep the radar operators, pilots, and officers silent 

about what they did and saw to preserve that secrecy. 

 

If these UFOs were in fact part of a SAP, it goes against every previous precedent. 

 

First, flying unannounced into a Carrier Strike Group exposes the aircraft to dozens of sensors and 

hundreds of people who have no need to know that information.  It also risks the UFOs being shot down.  

There is no clear motive for this activity and it would be a complete 180 from previous projects. 

 

Second, why would the Military allow the release of video footage and eyewitness accounts of the 

incidents if they involved a secret project?  If these pilots had seen a secret plane, why wouldn't the 

military prohibit the pilots from talking about it and block the release of footage?  Again, that 

contradicts the purpose of secrecy and the precedent set by past secret programs. 

 

 

4.  BuzzKillington 

So the Navy gets new sensor equipment and suddenly they find themselves up against these things 

during training.  Twice.  And one time (that we're aware of) the USAF showed up and confiscated the 

Navy's data afterwards. 

 

Yeah, like I said in my last comment on the subject, this seems more than likely to be some highly 

classified but deliberate exercise that the Air Force is running. 

 

 

5.  JS Dreyer 

Or some major disinformation campaign designed to keep our near peer adversaries barking down 

the wrong rabbit holes. 

 

 

6.  Doc13273 

Excellent article on the Roosevelt carrier group and their upgrades.  I do find it interesting that this 

incident only seems to be happening to the Navy.  Maybe it is happening to the Air Force too.  But the 

culture is different for reporting UAP's ??  

 

Regardless of the reporting process, the pilots definitely saw something out of the ordinary on those 

occasions.  I would have been scratching my head after those missions for sure. 

 

As far as the Military not testing on its own?  That part I have a hard time believing.  I am not saying 

that the Military would do harm to its own.  But testing a battle group with a new type of technology to 

see how it handles??  Seems like a plausible idea to me! 

 

No one knows for sure what was in the air on those incidents!!  Terrestrial or extraterrestrial 

remains to be seen.  However, given new information with the above article, does shed some interesting 
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light on the possibility of the encounter's being terrestrial.  I just hope it is our technology that was 

flying around the carrier group, not another countries! 

 

I also hope the objects that were seen stay away from the AR's that commercial traffic use on the 

east coast to go to FL!  I can't imagine the irregularity report for that one! 

 

7.  Crowbar Hitra 

This is awesome.  It really chaps my ass that the astrophysicists and scientists interviewed are trying 

to play this down as faulty sensors or pilots mistakes.  These professionals have been through enough.  

And with several types sensors picking these up along with actual sight, it really burns me that they 

blow these reports off so quickly. 

 

Nobody is saying it's aliens except all the weirdos with UFO YouTube channels.  Can’t look into 

these things without coming across healing crystals, collided silver cures, and grey-alien-be-gone-

chakras. 

 

The Navy should just say “we have some cool shit we aren’t going to tell you about”.  It would make 

the Chi-coms and Russians scramble around wasting money. 

 

 

8.  Jerry of Garcia 

I’m not aware of which scientists your talking about.  But in defense of Science, if you are told or 

asked about things in an interview that you don’t have any data or time to review but the gist is things 

are doing things that don’t seem possible, it’s rational to be skeptical.  One of the first places you would 

want to look at is sensor anomalies and errors, chain of evidence, memory, weather, etc. really until a 

solid sequence of events and evidence is available to scientists to research the incident.  A cautious 

skepticism is the correct response in general.  Though I’m not sure who or what you saw so I may be off 

base for those comments. 

 

 

9.  guinessfanatic 

Okay.  Been a lot of these so may as well throw my spitball on the wall. 

 

This is the United States Black UCAV program being tested against unwitting "guinea-pig" CSG's.  

All of the super-physical aspect are, in my opinion, a result of visual confusion and/or decoying. 

 

This also in some ways explains the complete lack of similar reports from USAF assets.  Because it 

IS a USAF asset. 

 

 

10.  Sqrjn 

Great stuff.  With the sensor linking, how many witnesses to these events are probable?  Dozens?  A 

hundred?  Even in the Military with men and women trusted to keep secrets all the time, why would you 

test your new supersecret technology against an entire carrier group of potential leaks? 

 

Fravor's account from the 2004 Nimitz incident struck me as odd for that reason too.  Especially 

given that no one told him not to ever talk about it apparently.  And why start allowing disclosure of 

such a system now? 
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Side note:  how much of a maverick/loose cannon would someone have had to be to keep a call sign 

of "Sex" Fravor.  I heard him sort of explain that the culture of the Navy changed while he was in 

service.  But still!  https://www.fighterpilotpodcast.com/episodes/035-ufos/  

 

I don't see how the correlation between these incidents and the role out of new sensor systems make 

the inference that the Gov't was testing something against the new CEC system more-or-less likely than 

the new CEC systems detecting something unexpected or even new integrated systems having a 

systemic problem. 

 

 

11.  Orb 

First, as usual, great job at using whatever the story to go into the details of a particular 

weapon/sensor system.  Good explanation of the advantages modern sensor fusion brings to the 

battlefield. 

 

If for the sake of conversation we take for true all that recollections are saying (should doubt that 

too.....other than possible disinformation, I would have trolled Elizondo really badly if I had been one of 

the pilots interviewed...), so visual, IR and Radar identification, well before exotic aircrafts that defy 

physics, I would at least mention other more mundane (compared to anti-gravity US planes or aliens) 

possible explanations as: 

 

Atmospheric phenomenon, may be caused by interaction of air in certain conditions (clouds?) with 

powerful and highly focusable AESA radars. 

 

Decoy/EW technology based on intersecting focused energy beams as described here:  

https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg16422184-300-and-the-voice-said/ 

 

Yet unknown natural phenomenon that has always occurred given certain conditions.  Just that for 

some reasons new radars don't filter it and pilots are vectored towards it. 

 

Both the decoys theory and the unwanted (not expected) radar beam (or beams) interaction with 

atmosphere theory could cause something similar to this video where 2 pulsed lasers are focused on one 

point of space to create a plasma ball: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HHJhpStza0  

 

https://www.fighterpilotpodcast.com/episodes/035-ufos/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg16422184-300-and-the-voice-said/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HHJhpStza0
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Tom DeLonge’s Origin Story For To-The-Stars-Academy 

Describes A Government UFO Info Operation 
 

DeLonge is either lying and his company can't be trusted or dark areas of the Military-

Industrial Complex had a direct hand in its founding. 

 

by Tyler Rogoway / "The War Zone" June 5, 2019 
 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28377/tom-delonges-origin-story-for-to-the-stars-academy-

describes-a-government-info-operation 

 

 
 

Key players on the To-The-Stars-Academy team (a group with curiously impressive resumes from 

the military industrial and intelligence complex's highest rungs and darkest corners) are virtually 

everywhere in the media right now.  In what has been one of the most impressive media pushes I have 

seen in a long time, the group has gone all out in promoting their new show "Unidentified" on the 

History Channel. 

 

At the same time as if right on cue (which isn't all that surprising), huge UFO-related stories have hit 

the mainstream media.  These have included on the record accounts of Navy fighter pilots recently 

encountering UFOs and an announcement of the service's own rule charges regarding how personnel 

report these incidents.  We have gone in depth on each of these stories in an attempt to cut through the 

static and get to the truth (or at least the possibilities surrounding what could end up being the truth). 

 

Yet one of the most fascinating but seldom-discussed elements of this whole story is how To-The-

Stars-Academy Of Arts And Sciences came to be and who the mysterious people were that had a direct 

hand in making it a reality. Even by its principal founder's own bizarre yet highly detailed account 

(which you will read in full in a moment), it sounds far more akin to the making of a tightly controlled 

Government information and psychological operation than the result of a group of highly-qualified 

people who were interested in accessing new insights on the subject of UFOs. 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28377/tom-delonges-origin-story-for-to-the-stars-academy-describes-a-government-info-operation
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28377/tom-delonges-origin-story-for-to-the-stars-academy-describes-a-government-info-operation
https://dpo.tothestarsacademy.com/
https://dpo.tothestarsacademy.com/#the-team
https://www.history.com/shows/unidentified-inside-americas-ufo-investigation/season-1/episode-1
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28305/carrier-group-in-recent-ufo-encounters-had-new-air-defense-tech-just-like-nimitz-in-2004-incident
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Enter Tom DeLonge, the former Blink 182 frontman-turned-UFO impresario who is very much the 

central figure that brought To-The-Stars-Academy to life even though his role in the quasi-research and 

entertainment corporation has been subdued publicly in the months leading up to the premiere of 

Unidentified.  This has included the removal of some online videos featuring Tom talking about the 

strange journey that led to the establishment of the company and its impressive roster of advisors as well 

as jump-starting its various highly-ambitious initiatives. 

 

To The Stars Academy of Arts & Science  (video) 
 

Tom definitely has one of the most fantastic tales you will ever hear as to how this all came to be.  

He has told the story numerous times with varying degrees of cohesion, hyperbole, and eyebrow-raising 

claims mixed in. 

 

But we have to stress that the nuts-and-bolts of his account have remained remarkably consistent 

over the years.  And we can now say in a War Zone exclusive that the narrative seed that anchors Tom's 

entire yarn is indeed factual. 

 

This surrounds Tom's claim that an employee party at what we found out to be Lockheed's Skunk 

Works started it all.  This chance opportunity evolved into high-level meetings with top officials from 

the World's premier bleeding-edge aerospace design firm and catapulted him into a purportedly 

clandestine world that would make any espionage thriller writer blush.  This confirmation doesn't come 

from undisclosed sources but directly from Skunk Works itself. 

 

This is the official statement the Skunk Works gave The War Zone regarding Tom's early 

engagement with the company nearly a half-decade ago and the circumstances surrounding it: 

 

"Tom DeLonge reached out to Skunk Works with interest in collaborating on a 

documentary focused on secret machines and advanced development projects.  Multiple 

members of the Skunk Works team met with DeLonge to explore his vision for the 

documentary as we would with any individual or organization interested in telling the story 

of Skunk Works and the technologies we’ve developed.  We ultimately decided to not move 

forward with our participation in the documentary. 

 

During this exploration period, DeLonge attended a Skunk Works employee event." 

 

This admission is remarkable as it heavily lends truth to the rest of Tom's remarkable story. 

 

After the meetings at the Skunk Works, Tom claims to have met with top officials at NASA, the Air 

Force, the U.S. intelligence apparatus, and the highest rungs of U.S. politics, all of who worked 

cooperatively to provide him with a highly qualified team of deeply entrenched Government insiders to 

help direct his efforts and to supply him with what can only be considered amazing information.  That 

information would be doled out piece-by-tiny piece.  And the release of it to the Public would be tightly 

controlled under strict terms.  

 

Tom elaborates on his pitch to the Powers-That-Be in which he notes the Military-Industrial 

Complex has been painted in a very bad light over the years with its image being degraded massively 

within the public sphere and especially among millennials. 

 

He went on to explain how he and the entity he wanted to create could change these perceptions and 

even help with plausible deniability as the information he was given slowly trickled forward.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blink-182
https://youtu.be/-gr-A4ebLeE
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Amazingly, DeLonge says that the officials that agreed to help him thought that the timing was just right 

for this type of very suspicious arrangement. 

 

In all, one can easily (if not undeniably) read his own story as the Government assembling a novel 

non-Governmental information platform that sits somewhere between credible and questionably credible 

and that can work to directly mold the public's perception of the UFO phenomena and Defense-

Industrial Complex. 

 

It would be easy to disregard Tom's story due to a number of factors including an avalanche of 

fantastical claims regarding paranormal issues (including UFOs) that he has made over the years.  One 

particularly unfortunate interview with Joe Rogan could be enough in of itself for some to walk away 

from all of Tom's claims. 

 

But for the purposes of this piece, we won't get into those statements as the cold hard truth is that the 

very entity and group of advisors that Tom said he was assembling under far-fetched circumstances 

years ago has indeed materialized to an equally fantastical degree.  In fact, many of the people he didn't 

name directly in interviews dating back to 2015 have now been publicly disclosed or sit directly on his 

council.  And they are impressive folks indeed. 

 

Like a punk rock King Arthur of the UFO community that is supported by a round table of extremely 

qualified people that have mountains of credibility and professional connections in their quivers, 

DeLonge, his team, and a group of fresh UFO-obsessed enthusiasts, filmmakers, bloggers, and 

commentators have turned the long laughed at UFO community on its head. 

 

As it sits now, it can't be denied that their collective work has thrust the UFO issue from the 

laughing stock of fringe science and tin-foil hat culture into the headlines of the mainstream media.  But 

(and this is a very big but) whose narrative are we really hearing?  According to Tom's own account, it is 

one that was dictated by the deepest and darkest power brokers within the Defense-Industrial Complex 

and not independent research and sourcing.  And what are these people's true goals if that is indeed the 

case? 

 

Really, that doesn't matter all that much for the aims of this exposé because even if all the info 

provided to DeLonge is true and his council of insiders has honest motives, then we are still talking 

about To-The-Stars-Academy Of Arts And Sciences being at least partially built by the Government and 

its agents.  The company's board of advisors alone underscores this.  Some just left the Government or 

the defense industry to join DeLonge which can be considered highly curious in itself.  And a number of 

these individuals are still working as contractors for the Government on highly sensitive matters and 

hold substantial security clearances. 

 

So, this is where an inconvenient paradox lies.  If we are to believe the word of the founder and 

kingpin of To-The-Stars-Academy and the products it is creating and the information it is conveying, 

then we are talking about at least having to deal with the reality that the Government and top officials 

from the Government had a direct hand in bringing the entity to life. 

 

And judging by To-The-Stars Academy's roster alone, it still has at least an indirect influence in its 

ongoing operations.  Regardless of if all this was done for disinformation purposes (or conversely for 

disclosure purposes) or some other reasons that remain unclear, a simple fact remains unchanged.  The 

narrative that we are being fed comes from (or at least came from) Uncle Sam.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5n_3mnJfHzY
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On the other hand, if Tom is not to be believed and his detailed accounts are false, it brings into 

question the veracity of anything To-The-Stars-Academy does including its television show that is not 

an independent documentary, it is their wholly edited narrative alone. 

 

 
 

With this being said, we now do know that Tom isn't lying on the basics of how this all started (at 

least when it comes to meeting with Skunk Works officials).  Other independent evidence exists that 

also supports his claims long after they were initially made.  Some of that evidence is noted within 

Tom's story below.  In fact, today one of the Skunk Works' top engineers and executives (Steve Justice, 

Skunk Works' Aerospace Division Director up until a short time ago) is now a top player and paid 

employee on Tom's team. 

 

We do have to note that the Skunk Works has made it clear to us that Justice and his projects at To-

The-Stars-Academy which supposedly includes building exotic propulsion systems and flying machines 

(a highly questionable proposition in itself) have nothing to do with the Skunk Works and the two 

entities are not partnered in any way. 

 

The only way for you to understand just how explosive Tom's To-The-Stars-Academy origin story 

is, is to consume it whole yourself.  A portion of one interview in particular by someone I think is 

among of the best interviewers around (George Knapp) occurred in March of 2016 on Coast-To-Coast-

AM.  At this critical time, Tom was in the process of building a multi-platform information and 

entertainment company that focuses on so-called paranormal issues and, in particular, the disclosure of 

the existence of UFOs.  This would become To-The-Stars-Academy Of Arts And Sciences. 

 

During this same period, Tom's fiction book Sekret Machines was just about to hit the shelves and 

he was already well on his way to what sounds like one of the World's most surreal business startup 

adventures.  Of all the interviews I have heard with Tom where he recounts this story, this is the clearest 

and came at a moment when a more sanitized and corporate-influenced narrative wouldn't have been in 

place. 

 

Here is the relevant portion of that interview:  

https://www.collective-evolution.com/2017/12/11/another-director-for-lockheed-skunkworks-mentions-a-craft-that-can-both-warp-space-time/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Knapp_(journalist)
https://www.coasttocoastam.com/
https://www.coasttocoastam.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Sekret-Machines-Book-Chasing-Shadows/dp/1943272298/ref=as_sl_pc_as_ss_li_til?tag=6-8-speakers-pcr-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8c48dca6762d2b57d2f014d7d78a42f5&creativeASIN=1943272298
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Geoge Knapp: Well, let's get into it.  You've made this decision and it's risky for you.  I 

remember when you were just making the decision at the announcement "Alright, look.  I'm 

done with Blink 182."  There are people online that practically wanna shoot you.  And they 

were really mad.  But it's risky for you financially to do this.  The Sekret Machines is a big 

project.  It's gotta be financially viable or it doesn't make it. 

 

Tom DeLonge: Yeah, it's a real project.  I have a company that needs the projects to work.  

The whole thing is risky in many ways.  I think we can even start back a little earlier.  There's 

gonna be a teaser that launches here shortly that has some clips from the documentary side of 

things that I'm doing.  And in it, there is a person that's silhouetted that's been a very, very 

high-level defense contractor and engineer out at Groom Lake Area-51 for decades. 

 

And he says something in that teaser.  But that person long ago, I remember when I was 

telling him a little bit about what I wanted to do, he gave me a call the next day and called me 

on a video chat.  So he gets on there and he goes: "I made calls about you."  And I said: 

"Really?"  And he said: "Yeah, I did." 

 

He goes: "You'd better be really effing careful.  If someone comes up to you and asks you 

to get in a car and go for a ride, don't get in that car." 

 

And I laughed it off and I said: "Come on, man."  I literally ...  It sounded like a movie to 

me.  So I kinda of just chuckled and he goes: "I am being really effing serious with you right 

now.  If someone comes by and asks you to go for a ride, don't get in the car.  I am not effing 

around with you."  And he's <pointing> at me.  "I'm being very serious.  You're playing with 

some serious stuff" using a different word. 

 

And at that point my heart was beating really fast and I said: "You're being very serious 

right now, aren't you?"  He said: "Yes.  I'm being very very serious with you."  And because 

of that conversation all the events that transpired after that when I started meeting certain 

people, I went in very very respectful and asked for permission on everything that I did and 

treated it the way that these guys treat it.  Which is, it is a National and Global security issue. 

 

GK: Let us talk about the process of how you sort of pierce the veil 'cause that's what people 

are gonna have trouble buying.  How is this guy ...  How is it that this rock star guy gains 

access to this when so many people, senators, and researchers and scientists and spooks who 

have tried to look for this stuff couldn't find it?  How do you get the access?  How do you 

explain that?  

 

TD: Well, I might as well just tell you the story.  So the way, the first...  It spells this out a 

little bit in the Forward to the book.  But I had an opportunity to go to an event.  So the most 

classified and the most advanced group of engineers and scientists that work within the 

Military-Industrial Complex work under one specific group.  And it's a very very quiet 

group. 

 

But for the very first time, they were doing an event where family members can come 

and not go in the buildings, but at least celebrate in the parking lot what their loved ones do 

during the day.  And they asked me: "Would you come up?" 

 

And because I knew this one individual that told me to be really careful, he goes: "Hey, 

look.  This is a way for you to come up and see a little bit about what we're doing."  And I 
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said: "Oh my God, I would love to."  And he said: "Do you wanna come and introduce the 

head of the company to the crowd?"  And I said: "I will if I get to sit with him for 5 minutes." 

 

I don't know why I said that.  I just knew that that was an opportunity that guys like me 

would kill for because I knew exactly who this group of engineers were.  I knew exactly what 

they do. 

 

So the head guy!  Are you kidding me? Yeah, let me.  Lock me in a room with this dude. 

 

And so I got that opportunity.  I went up and I did the introduction to the crowd and then 

I got the 5 minutes to sit down alone and say whatever it is that I wanted to say. 

 

So at that time, I didn't say anything about this subject.  I just said: "Hey, I have an idea 

for a project.  And this project -- I think if it's done correctly -- will reverse the cynicism that 

people have about Government and what people have about the, frankly, the Military-

Industrial Complex.  I think that if I do this, places like this and other arms of the 

Government would be happy that it got communicated."  But I didn't bring up anything that 

was... 

 

GK: You didn't mention UFOs. 

 

TD: You don't mention UFOs.  Don't even do that 'cause you'll get kicked right out of the 

door. 

 

So he goes: "Okay, that's great."  And I said: "Can I come up in a couple of weeks and 

tell you more about it?"  "Absolutely." 

 

So a couple of weeks go by and then I come back up.  I go through 4 layers of Security.  I 

go through machine guns, guys with machine guns, and then I get escorted into a very 

specific building that's with a bunch of buildings.  This is somewhere out in the middle of the 

desert somewhere.  And then I go through 2 layers of electronic code entry systems.  And 

then then you hear the lock go.  They make their sounds and the doors open up. 

 

Now I'm in a hallway.  And that hallway has speakers lining the ceiling just playing white 

noise, kinda like TV static.  And that's there so that you don't hear anybody's conversations.  

And the hallway also has a series of doors.  And all the doors have those big rotary locks like 

a safe lock on 'em. 

 

So then we go through the hallway.  And then they just twist the knobs on the doors and 

then you hear the big sound and that door opens up.  And now I'm in the center of the 

building where the top 3 engineers work with the head of the company. 

 

And so I walk in and they're sitting there.  They're ready for what it is I wanted to pitch 

them.  So I'm nervously trying to figure out what I'm gonna say.  I had no idea that ... I had 

no plan for even bringing up UFOs then either.  I was smarter than that. 

 

So we're talking.  One person apparently did a bunch of research on me and knew that I 

was all into the subject.  So halfway through the conversation, this person says: "So what 

about all the conspiracy stuff that you're into?"  And so now I'm being eye-balled by 3 very 

important people and I'm just totally got caught.  I'm like: "Oh my God!  What am I gonna do 

right now?" 
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So I tried to talk my way out of it.  And then in comes the head of the company.  The big 

big dude and kind of saved the moment.  But at the same time he got introduced to the 

conversation right at that point. 

 

So right when he, right...  I said: "You come in at a very interesting part of the 

conversation.  This person brought up the whole UFO issue with me.  I just want you to 

know that I don't plan on treating that disrespectfully with this project." 

 

And then I got interrupted.  The head guy says: "We cannot be involved with anything 

that has anything to do with that subject.  Especially since there has been absolutely no 

evidence whatsoever that it exists." 

 

So, Bam!  I'm just cut off right there.  And now I'm my heart's racing and I'm like: "What 

do I do?" 

 

So the only thing that I can think of at the moment is I said: "Well, Edgar Alan Mitchell, 

the 6
th

 man to walk on the Moon, is out telling all the young people of the World that this is 

real.  So we have a credibility issue that we have to attack.  But we don't have to attack it 

here or now.  And we could talk this through.  It's just something that young people think.  

And I want you to know a little bit more about my project." 

 

And so I got my way through.  I was like: "Oh my God! I'm still here!" 

 

So they said: "Okay, continue."  So that specific meeting ended and then I just said: "Hell 

with it." 

 

I said: "Sir, can I speak to you for 5 minutes alone?"  This is the Tom that even my old 

band members know.  I'll just go for something.  This is the punk rock kid inside of me, right. 

 

And he goes: "Sure."  And so the other people look at me weird and they're like: "Okay, 

so we leave?"  And I kinda looked at them.  So they did.  They stood up and I shut the door.  

And now I'm in the middle of all these different layers of security and I'm sitting with this 

person and I just go for broke.  I just go.  This is exactly what I said:  "I want you to 

understand something." 

 

And I sit down 2 feet in front of him and he's staring at me in the suit.  And I go: "I 

understand the National Security implications about what I'm about to say.  I am not naive to 

the topic.  And I think if you hear me out, you're gonna see that there's merit in what I'm 

about to propose." 

 

And he goes: "Well, what topic are you talking about?"  And I go: "UFOs, Sir.  Now this 

is what I wanna try and do." 

 

And so then I just laid out this entire Sekret Machines project idea and I said: "I'm going 

to send... " 

 

And I said: "But over the past 30 years, there's been a program to indoctrinate people to 

the idea that this might be real.  But the problem is that all the young adults of the World, 

they use the Internet, they have iPhones, they talk to each other much quicker than people 

ever have.  So this program that everyone's been following from the '50s is far outdated.  It's 
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antiquated.  People have surpassed it and now they don't trust you guys.  Now they don't like 

you guys.  Now they graduate from MIT and they wanna work for Elon Musk and they don't 

wanna work here.  Help me help you guys." 

 

And then he stops me and 'cause I said: "Frankly, there's been some bad things that have 

happened for the past 30 years on this subject."  And he stops me and I'm kinda going: 

"Okay.  So now I'm in trouble.  I just went right into this stuff.  What's gonna happen?" 

 

And he looks at me, takes a breath, and goes: "What kind of bad things has the 

Government done with the subject?" 

 

Very very calm and staring me straight in the eyes.  And so I came up with a couple of 

things that I can't say here. 

 

And I said: "If you allow me to do this, what I'm trying to do, then I'm gonna ask you for 

some help.  I need advisors.  I need people to help guide me so that I don't keep dis-

informing people.  I will not do that anymore.  We need to tell the truth.  And I just... " 

 

You know what I said at the time?  I said: "You gotta picture those little chickens running 

across the road and someone's guiding them."  I'm all ... "I'm that little chicken and I'm racing 

but I don't wanna get hit by a car on the way." {chuckle} 

 

But it was no joke.  There was nothing to laugh at during this time.  So I said: "I'm going 

to send you something.  I want you to read it.  And please, if you find anything about it 

good...  If there's any kind of merit in this at all, just respond any way you can" because I 

didn't think he could respond in an email or anything. 

 

He goes: "Okay. Thank you for that".  And then the meeting was done. 

 

 

[Tyler Rogoway's note: As we mentioned in our lead-in, Tom's story about attending an 

employee event at what turned out to be Lockheed's Skunk Works and later meeting with 

officials from the elite aerospace engineering outfit about his projects does check out.  At this 

time, we have no way to corroborate what exactly was discussed during these talks or what 

came out of them. 

 

We also know from the leaked Podesta emails that in 2016 Tom openly discussed in 

correspondence about being in direct contact with Rob Weiss, the head of the Skunk Works.  

Calendar invites for a virtual meeting from Podesta's emails include participants Tom 

DeLonge, Rob Weiss, and retired Air Force General William N. McCasland. "The General" 

will prove to be a central figure in Tom's story later on. 

 

Originally, Tom kept the General's identity somewhat hidden.  But that has since 

changed.  He was even mentioned directly in the first episode of "Unidentified".  You can see 

his service record here.  It is a remarkable mix of some of the most high-security positions in 

the United States Air Force including commander of the vaunted Air Force Research Lab at 

Wright Patterson AFB.  He is now the Director of Technology at The Space Enterprise 

Consortium.] 

 

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15486
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/?q=+rob+weiss%2C+delonge&mfrom=&mto=&title=&notitle=&date_from=&date_to=&nofrom=&noto=&count=50&sort=6#searchresult
https://dpo.tothestarsacademy.com/#the-team
https://www.space-enterprise-consortium.org/leadership/neil-mccasland/
https://spacenews.com/space-enterprise-consortium-sees-fast-growth/
https://spacenews.com/space-enterprise-consortium-sees-fast-growth/
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Maj. Gen. William N. McCasland. 

 

So what I did was, the non-fiction book that we've been working on right next to the 

Sekret Machines novel in parallel has, it's a thesis of the UFO phenomenon.  So I took the 

prologue to that thesis and I sent it to him.  And I'm sitting there going: "Oh my God.  What 

did I do?  What I did I do?  I shouldn't have sent it in an email." 

 

Obviously, you don't send it in an email.  Every email you have with this group, it has all 

these Government stamps all over the email 'cause it goes through DOD servers and all this 

stuff. 

 

But I had no other way to get it to him.  So I did.  So I just sat there and I didn't hear 

anything for a couple of weeks.  So I was like: "Okay.  That relationship is done.  I fried that 

thing."  I went in there talking about...  I tell people it's like walking in to somebody during 

World War II and say: "Hey, about that nuclear bomb you're building in secret, I wanna talk 

to you about that."  That's basically what I did. 

 

Well, 2 weeks later, I get this email and it says:  "I want you to be next to the Pentagon at 

this date and this time.  You're gonna be meeting somebody from the CIA" basically.  It said 

it in a different way.  But I can't say what it said.  And so I was like: "Oh, my God! Oh, my 

God!  It's working!" 

 

So I get on a plane and I fly out to DC.  And this is where it gets pretty sketchy.  But it 

was insane.  So I go to my meeting.  I had to go to a very specific location that was within a 

rock's throw of the Pentagon.  And I go to the back of a room at a certain location.  There's 2 

guys in suits waiting at a table for me. 
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So I go and I sit down at the table.  The person I was talking to is one of the persons and 

he goes: "I think this would be a good time for you to tell this person what you told me."  And 

I'm sitting there, kinda in my mind I'm going: "Well, what do I say?  Do I tell him everything 

I told you or some of the things?  Am I allowed to tell him that I told you these things, or... "  

I had no idea what to say.  So I said: "Okay. I'll just go for it." 

 

So I went through the exact same pitch.  So I talked about 20-some minutes because they 

were just eye-balling me like hawks.  So at this point, I just don't know.  I've never been in 

this situation before so I didn't know if I was saying the wrong thing or not.  But I was just 

trying to be very respectful and I went through with it. 

 

I finished my speech and the person is just staring at me.  These squinting eyes, the beard, 

the suit looks exactly straight out of a movie.  An espionage movie.  Takes a breath and goes: 

"Things like this don't happen at the White House.  They don't happen at the Hill.  They 

happen in places like this, at tables like this, where a few men get together and decide to push 

the ball down the field." 

 

And then the meeting was done.  I mean done like a movie done. 

 

So the very next day, I got sent over to NASA.  And I'm at the highest levels at NASA.  I 

decided to do the same thing where I ask everyone to leave.  So this one person, I did the 

pitch one more time and they said:  "You need to meet somebody." 

 

So that person flies out to San Diego.  I go to another meeting.  We get on a conference 

call and this person is a very important...  In the Military.  I can't say which branch.  But the 

highest level of ranks.  But then after they left that particular branch of the Military, they did 

something very very important for another agency.  And that person says: "Come fly and 

meet me up here in San Francisco.  Within the next 48 hours." 

 

So I got on a plane and I go there.  And now I'm sitting on a NASA Ames.  NASA has 3 

divisions.  There's Ames Research, JPL, and then just NASA.  The traditional NASA that 

everyone knows.  I'm at Ames Research Center and I go through my whole pitch again.  And 

this person stops me and goes: "I just want you to know I'm a skeptic on this stuff." 

 

 

[Tyler Rogoway's Note: We have an ongoing inquiry with NASA to verify what Tom's 

relationship has been with the Agency and if, when, where, and why he was given access to 

NASA installations and officials.  We have yet to hear the NASA public affairs office's 

findings on the matter.] 

 

 

And I said: "I understand that, Sir.  I knew you would say that.  But let me just continue 

and tell you what I'm trying to do." 

 

20 minutes later: "I just want you to know I'm a skeptic."  And I go: "I know.  I know you 

are.  You already said that." {chuckle} 

 

And I keep talking. By the time I got to kinda concluding what this project would be, he's 

just staring at me.  And then he takes a deep breath and says: "Introduce him to the General." 
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And then I was like "Well, who's that?"  And they're both just staring at me 'cause there 

was this guy that was right next to him.  A very serious guy.  And all of a sudden on my 

email 2 hours later, I'm talking to somebody that has changed the entire course of this whole 

project. 

 

So I get on the phone with that person that same evening and I go through the same 

situation.  So I'm starting to walk through what I'm trying to do and how I plan to do it.  And 

this person goes: "I want you to know I'm a skeptic on this stuff."  And I go: "Sir, I knew you 

would say that.  But let me explain a little bit more." 

 

So I walk through it again and then the person goes: "I just gotta say it.  I'm a skeptic." 

 

It was verbatim, what I... 

 

GK:  They all do it, right?  They all do it. 

 

TD:  They all do it.  They all do it.  But on the third time, he goes: "I swore an oath to my 

Country."  And I said: "Sir, I know you did.  And I'm not asking for you to give me classified 

information.  I don't deserve it.  But I think if you understand what I'm about to do with this 

project, you may think it deserves your attention." 

 

And then he goes: "I'm afraid what you might find is a bunch of men in suits standing around 

an elephant." 

 

And I said: "I was afraid you were gonna say that.  But can you help me?" 

 

And he says: "Fly out and meet me." 

 

And that's where ...  That's... 

 

GK: That's where things get interesting"? 

 

TD: This is where things get interesting.  So I fly out... 

 

GK: I tell you what, Tom.  We're gonna take a break here in a minute.  So you're about to get 

into some really good stuff.  We're gonna save it to the other side.  I should say without 

giving too much away, that you and I had some conversations along the way too and I heard 

your pitch evolve and it got pretty good.  After a while, you got pretty practiced at it.  And 

maybe we'll hear a little bit more about the pitch in the next segment and then you can tell us 

about the General. 

 

Much more to come here on Coast-to-Coast-AM. 

 

...  ...  ...  ...  ... 

 

GK:  Tom, before the break I mentioned that your pitch you were making to these folks as 

you move from one source to the next up the food chain, so to speak, your pitch gets better.  

And what is the basic message?  What are you telling them that you can offer that hasn't been 

offered to them before?  
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TD: I think for the first time, somebody coming in that has a pretty serious academic 

background on the subject of the UFO phenomenon.  Somebody that also has a recognizable 

name and a specific type of voice that speaks to a specific demographic.  Also, somebody 

that comes in with a tremendous amount of respect and modesty when dealing with these 

guys, I'm not some kind of Hollywood prick. {chuckle} 

 

I'm treating the material the way it needs to be treated.  At least with my first conversations 

with these guys. 

 

And then lastly, once they gave me a little bit, I executed exactly the way I said I would.  

And I think that kept building in their minds a great case to work with me. 

 

GK: So they dribbled something out to see how you'd handle it? 

 

TD: They did.  They would dribble it out and I would say...  I would take it.  I would 

incorporate it.  I would make sure that I run everything by them like I said that I would.  I 

would tell them that when...  I would say that "We're doing this piece of non-fiction.  Here's 

the first couple of chapters.  Remember I told you I was doing that?" 

 

Or:  "Here's the novel.  We talked about the novel.  I want you to read the first part of the 

novel.  Sir, is it okay if I do it this way or this?" 

 

And it just kept going and going and going.  And then I...  Then what really I think 

clenched it was... 

 

Actually, I should back up here.  When I got connected to the General, that was a big big 

breakthrough.  And before I talk a little bit more about how I got, I got more trust from these 

guys.  What happened was is when I was up at NASA Ames, I got connected to a very 

specific person.  And that person had me fly out and meet them.  So this is where it gets 

really interesting. 

 

So I go out to a certain city and I land at the airport and I walk through security and I 

meet this person.  The person takes me to a restaurant that's right past security and I go to the 

back of the restaurant.  There's nobody in that area.  We sit at a booth for 2 hours.  While 

we're sitting there, he leans across the table and this is the first, very first words that were 

said to me. 

 

"It was the Cold War.  Ad every single day we lived under the threat of nuclear war.  

Every single day.  We believed and really thought in the deepest part of our souls that 

nuclear war could happen at any given moment." 

 

And then he stops and he goes: "And somewhere in those years ..." 

 

He looked me in the eye.  "... we found a lifeform.  And everything that we did and every 

decision that we made with that lifeform was because of the consciousness at that time." 

 

And I said: "Sir, when taking it into account things that this lifeform has done, for 

example, turning our nuclear weapons on and readying them for launch." 

 

And then he interrupts me, puts a finger in my face, and says: "There are heroes in 

Russia.  Heroe!  And under grave risk to himself and to his country, they did not fire back." 
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And at that moment, I realized it had already started.  This new game I was in of working 

with people in like a dance of words.  And information was already coming.  He...  It was 

no... {chuckle}  There was no small talk.  We didn't just sit down and just say "Hey, let's just 

have a beer and let's get to know each other." 

 

GK: So let's jump back to that.  Let's jump back to that conversation.  It was the Cold War. 

 

TD: Right. 

 

GK: He's given you sort of the setting for how the cover-up -- or what we'd call the cover-up 

-- began. 

 

TD: Yeah.  So this is very important for people to remember.  And this is where I'm so 

excited to start chopping down all these pathetic conspiracies that I was involved in as well. 

 

It was the Cold War.  We really...  He's saying that every day, they really thought about the 

annihilation of all Mankind with these weapons that were hundreds or thousands of times 

bigger than what we dropped on Japan.  We had 20,000 each of those things. 

 

And all of a sudden something falls on their laps that's just extraordinary.  But even 

further than that, if you really hear what I'm saying about the nuclear weapons, the UFOs 

were turning our weapons 'on' just so Russia could pick up that we're firing our missiles 

and fire their's first.  It was a big chess game.  So these guys went into complete secrecy to 

start coming up with a defense system against this phenomenon. 

 

Now, I try to tell people some analogies on this.  Imagine if someone from the CIA came 

to your house and sat on your couch and says: "Hey, I wanna tell you about that nuclear 

weapon that they tried to smuggle in through Canada two months ago.  And I also wanna tell 

you about this virus that was almost got released in Los Angeles.  And I wanna... " 

 

All these...  They're not gonna do that because they're gonna be busy trying to figure out 

...  Find the people that did it or to seal off the borders or to come up with a game plan to get 

better defensive measures across our country, whatever they're doing.  That's how this is.  

That's how BIG this issue is.  They're not worried about if you and I totally understand 

because they're too busy trying to understand it and come up with a way to defend against it.  

And at the same time, they really want people to understand this, to know these things.  But 

they don't want it to mess up their efforts. 

 

The more that I started to find out, I thought it was a pretty heroic tale that these were 

really good men and women.  Do you know that in that first conversation that I had with that 

general, during the two hours...  I didn't even leave the airport.  I was in this back booth.  And 

then I'd get led through security, get on a plane, and go right back home.  It was a crazy 

meeting.  But during that, he must have brought up what was "best for the Republic, best for 

the Free Republic." 

 

He brought that up probably eight different times.  It's very, very, very important to these 

men what is best for the United States as a free country.  Free-thinking men and the Republic 

that we built.  They're not these crazies running around trying to war...  They're not 

warmongers.  Very smart.  This person has multiple PhDs and I wish I could tell you who he 

is and what...  There was nobody above him.  There's nobody.  Maybe a couple.  But when 
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you look at the divisions of how the Department of Defense works in this specific division, 

it's just extraordinary that I have this contact.  So I started using that as much as I could. 

 

So I said, taking it from that point, we talked for 2 hours and I said: "Sir, I need an 

advisory committee."   We walked through what I need and why.  And so he went out and 

got the advisors for me.  What got really...  What was really interesting about this is that I 

started getting advisors that were in different areas.  People that deal with Space.  People that 

deal with Intelligence.  People that deal with Biowarfare.  Stuff that you wouldn't necessarily 

think I should need.  But I got them. 

 

And now I had the ability to start pulling these people together.  I had this one really 

interesting contact out in Washington, DC that was connected to the highest levels of 

Government.  That's how I can say it.  And so I was able to pull off a coup in regards to what 

anybody in this field has ever been able to pull off.  Which was a conversation with not only 

my advisors, the most important group of the advisors, and somebody representing basically 

the highest levels of the Land.  And talking about how do we do something to help the youth 

understand that this is a reality. 

 

But they're doing really good work and they could use the empowerment.  They could 

use the citizens of the United States and the World understanding why it's been kept secret 

and that they're not doing it out of malicious reasons.  They're doing it because it's an 

ongoing tas.  It's an ongoing issue and they don't fully understand it yet.  But they're trying 

their hardest and spending lots of money and have the brightest minds that they can find and 

they're building things and they're having breakthroughs that I think, frankly, we would all be 

incredibly proud of as a Nation of what they've done. 

 

GK: Obviously, it's a spin.  They're telling you a version that they want told.  But it's a story 

you wanted to tell.  It's part of your pitch to them is "Look, you guys look bad.  Especially to 

young people who think there's been a cover-up on this subject.  People are demanding full 

disclosure.  There's a growing movement and a growing call for that.  You guys painted 

yourself into a corner and it's time to look for a way out.  And this is one." 

 

So, I mean, obviously you're concerned that you're being used, aren't you?  

 

TD: Well, you know what?  People have asked me that and I'll say no.  And let me tell you 

why.  Because I sought these people out and I asked them a very direct question and I get a 

very direct answer.  There is no like "Hey, why don't you say this?  Have you ever thought of 

this?" 

 

And just... I don't get information for no reason at all.  It's a very formal approach the 

way I do things.  I'll say why has it been kept secret?  I'll say in the book the craft that our 

pilot character learns how to fly is a real craft.  And so I'll say: "Sir, I need guidance on the 

science of this" and I will get that answer back.  I never get information that I don't 

specifically ask for. 

 

So, this whole project is not meant to sell people on the idea that this shit...  Stuff's real.  

Sorry for the bad word. Hopefully, we got that delay.  So... 

 

I am still me.  But I don't go in here and I'm not trying to make this project convince 

people of the reality of the phenomenon.  I'm doing a project to tell people the reasons it's 

been kept secret and what has happened, what they're dealing with, the breakthroughs that we 
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had.  And I think the specific things that I've always wanted to know.  And if I think 

everybody learns these things, they're gonna feel a hell of a lot more proud about our Country 

and about the Department of Defense and what they're doing. 

 

Because this one subject deals with Religion, Cosmology, Physics, Science, Secrecy, the 

way we run our Country, the relationships we have with other countries, relationships we 

have with other countries we're not supposed to have relationships with but we actually kind 

of still do because of this issue.  And that's just empowering.  That's really empowering to 

know for the whole next generation of people that are gonna grow up and take over all these 

countries when we're all long gone.  I think that this kind of subject can unify in so many 

areas beyond so many other subjects that are out there. 

 

GK: Did you get the sense that this group had ever met before, had sort of the gathering or 

the conference call, or was in regular communication? 

 

TD: The main, who I refer to as "the General".  I know has 

dealings with all these people, most of them, out of the 10, at certain times, some of them 

know, a few of them I got through different routes.  The way I look at it, it's interesting that 

when you look at the way the Government is set up when it goes into subjects like this.  You 

look at the way it's managed it makes perfect sense.  So we all grew up in this topic thinking 

Majestic 12 and the secret Shadow Government.  It's not really like that.  [StealthSkater 

note:  Majestic-12 -- item #22 at doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

 

Now, you have groups within the Military that are doing R&D that are coming up with 

and analyzing intelligence.  So the National Reconnaissance Office will analyze the entire 

electromagnetic spectrum of Space.  And they will see things buzzing around and doing stuff.  

They take that down.  Then the Air Material Command will look at that stuff and say: "Okay, 

what do we build to defend against that?"  And the research labs will say: "Okay.  Well, this 

is how we'll build it."  And then the CIA will have a bunch of guys that are just analyzing 

abduction reports or cattle mutilations or other things that are happening in the real World. 

 

And all these divisions are all doing their own stuff.  There's probably a very, very, very 

small group of people that are sitting at the Top and putting it all together.  I was told that.  I 

said    I asked a very specific question.  I was "Sir,"  This is exactly...  It's funn, 'cause I talk 

that way.  I literally said that.   I go, I go:  "Sir, is there anybody standing back and looking at 

the Big Picture?  You have abductions you have cattle mutilations.  You have spacecraft 

zipping through orbits.  You have these crashes.  You have all these things." 

 

And at one point, it was: "No, it's a grab bag of scientists.  Nobody is looking at the Big 

Picture."  Which is really interesting to me because I wonder if... 

 

And I don't know all the answers yet.  I'm still taking my time asking the right questions.  

But it makes me almost feel like some crazy things happened back in the '20s, '30s and '40s.  

We put together a really strong effort to study the stuff.  But I think that most of the stuff has 

been out of reach. 

 

So we don't have some major MJ12 program per se.  I think we have many programs that 

are dealing with different aspects of this when they happen.  When a crash may happen. 

 

../../Stealthskater/UFO.doc
../../Stealthskater_PDF/UFO.pdf
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm
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Let me tell you a conversation I had.  So I flew out to Colorado Springs which is where 

Air Force Space Command is and also the Air Force Academy.  I was sitting at the desk of a 

very highly ranked person.  And then we brought in ...  This is one of my advisors.  And then 

we brought in another advisor that was... 

 

I wish ... I'm trying to figure out ways to tell you who these guys are.  But of the highest 

rank again.  And they said: "Well, what do you"  I said: "I'm gonna be talking about some 

crashes.  The crashes in the '40s."  There was a pause and he says: "Why just the '40s?" 

 

Gets you thinking a little bit. 

 

And then he said: "Well, what do you need?  And I said: "Well, I think I need someone 

from the Defense Intelligence Agency."  And they say: "Why?"  And I say: "Well, I don't 

wanna make anyone angry.  I'm not looking to piss anyone off.  I'm not looking to ruffle 

feathers, break a story.  I think if I do my project correctly, it'll do good." 

 

And they take a pause and they're looking at me and now I'm kinda going "Well, what did 

I say wrong?" 

 

And one guy says: "Do you go ask your dad for permission after your mother already 

gave it to you?"  And I said: "No.  What do you mean?"  And then he says: "You've been 

given permission.  Now shut the fuck up and get to work."  He was very serious. 

 

And I had these two guys ...  once again, you can count the stars on their shoulders ... 

staring at me that I realize: "Oh my God!"  That's when I realize that 2 other people that I met 

that were working with me, who they really were.  Not just by their rank but who they really 

were in context to what the whole UFO subject is.  So it's an exciting place to be.  But it is a 

little nerve-racking. 

 

 

[Tyler Rogoway's note:  We have inquired with U.S. Space Command if Tom DeLonge 

had a meeting with the Command's top leadership at the facility.  But no records of 

correspondence or scheduling evidence exist to confirm this.  This doesn't necessarily mean 

it didn't happen.  But it is the response we have gotten to our basic inquiry at this point in 

time. 

 

On another note, Tom eventually got his advisor with a DIA background in the form of a 

man with a deep counter-intelligence background who supposedly ran the Advanced 

Aerospace Threat Identification Program (ATTIP) in secret for years within the Pentagon.  

Luis Elizondo. Elizondo who is now a paid employee of To-The-Stars-Academy and the star 

of Unidentified says that he resigned from his position out of respect for the Secretary-of-

Defense and the institution in which he served for nearly 2 decades. 

 

He claims that administrative hurdles made it impossible to convey critical info about 

UFOs to top rungs of Pentagon leadership and beyond.  So he decided to pursue the topic 

outside of the Pentagon. 

 

His story does sound somewhat questionable and how he ended up with To-The-Stars-

Academy seems almost too convenient.  So it is worth seeking further clarification.  Some in 

the Press are already aggressively challenging the veracity of his background.  But as of now, 
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Elizondo is more-or-less the face of To-The-Stars-Academy's most public efforts regarding 

UFO disclosure.  He seems very knowledgeable on ATTIP's past efforts.] 

 

 
Luis Elizondo 

 

GK: We mentioned at the beginning about John Podesta.  Now, you've interviewed Podesta.  

That's public information that's publicly known.  I don't know if you're saying that he's one of 

your advisors.  But if so, that would be the only name that has been known.  But I wanted to 

point out as far as political and partisan connections, he would be the only one linked any 

candidate or office holder in your group.  Right? 

 

TD: John Podesta is in my documentary and my docuseries.  I think that he's...  I think he's 

somebody that everybody needs to watch.  And that's all I'm gonna say. 

 

GK: And like I said before, I have in my mind ...  You said there's no MJ12-type 

organization.  I have in my mind a smoke-filled room and it is like SPECTRE from the James 

Bond movie.  But there's no meetings. 

 

"Hey, everybody, let's get together.  You're MJ1.  And you're MJ2." 

 

That doesn't happen.  It's compartmentalization.  Which is pretty much what you'd expect 

to happen with a topic like this. 

 

TD: Right.  And I'm not gonna say that I don't know if there is a group of 12 guys, 10 guys, 

20 guys that manage all of it.  I haven't asked that specific question yet.  I've asked a lot of 

questions in the docuseries.  You're going to start to see all those.  I'm gonna start presenting 

all that stuff and laying it out in chronological order and people are gonna learn a hell of a 

lot. 

 

But I haven't asked "Is there a small group that manages this?" other than what I told you 

a few minutes ago where I said "Is anybody standing back and looking at the Big Picture?"  It 

seems to me that, you gotta look... Y ou gotta think about this UFO phenomenon. 

 

GK: Hold on.  Hold on a moment, Tom.  That's the foo fighters.  That's what people used to 

call UFOs before they called them UFOs or UAPs, is foo fighters. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foo_fighter
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Back with more of Tom DeLonge's disclosures here including some of the Big Picture 

stuff.  Who are these visitors?  Where are they from?  What are they up to?  Whatever he can 

tell us, coming up next on Coast-to-Coast. 

 

 

...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ... 

 

 

GK:  Tom, as a guy who's followed this topic for a long time, you know about 

disinformation.  You know the history of the topic.  How certain researchers have been led to 

believe that they're about to get some real solid stuff.  I think Linda Howe was promised 

some video of a landing.  Robert Emenegger, his film project years ago.  "We're gonna give 

you the goods, the video of the landing, we're gonna tell you the whole story."  You know 

about the disinformation in New Mexico and a lot of people don't...  

 

Think that the MJ12 documents were created as part of a plot to confuse the Russians.  

How do you know you're not being used or led down a path? 

 

TD: I think that's a good question.  Number one, these guys didn't search me out.  I haven't 

had...  In my advisory group, I haven't had anybody that just came out of nowhere and says 

"Hey, I really wanna give you something."  It didn't work that way.  It was through really 

interesting channels of how I met them. 

 

And some of which I have built relationships with...  That are very close.  And came from 

very, kind of...  In very sanitized ways where I think people wouldn't suspect that...  They 

don't have an interest in lying to me.  They're not...  If I was working with a big group from... 

And intel from the CIA, I would be very wary of it.  But all of my guys are ...  The channels 

that they work in ... I should say guys and girls.  But the places that they work and the 

divisions that they work in are more science-based, engineering-based, and defense-based.  

And something else that I can't say.  But there are... 

 

GK: So they're not necessarily professional spooks who deal with stirring the pot and 

misleading people?  

 

TD: Exactly. 

 

GK: You know they're real, though?  You've checked out their credentials.  You know that 

they work in the places. 

 

TD: Oh, yeah.  No, no, no.  Oh, absolutely 'cause I've been to the places and I've...  I even 

attempted to read {[chuckle}.  I attempted to read something that one of these guys did and it 

was like 20 pages of equations that I've literally...  You would think it's a joke. 

 

There was somebody ...   He is what they did their...  When you get your PhD, you gotta 

do your ...  What do you call it?  The dissertation or whatever it's called.  I don't know what 

it's called but...  It's insanity, the level of how these guys operate.  But I don't wanna say 

they're not in Intelligence.  It's the type of the Intelligence arm that they're in is not counter-

intelligence based.  It's...  I don't wanna say what it is.  But it's Space Intelligence. 
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GK: And what is the operating agreement?  What agreement do you have with them?  You 

don't reveal their names or personal information about them?  And do you have to clear the 

stuff that you release? 

 

TD: Absolutely.  And I ask for permission.  I'm not gonna say who they are.  I'm not gonna 

ever put at risk anything that they...  And also too, by the way, things they tell me that I have 

to release a certain way, respectfully, in drips.  Like I set up a bunch of parameters of how I 

will put the information into this project and how I will put it out there. 

 

So it does a couple of things.  It doesn't scare people.  And it gets traction with young 

adults.  That's a very important point. 

 

GK: You know what you're up against, though?  People will say "Well, look.  This guy's a 

rock musician.  They're not gonna tell this stuff to him or they're gonna tell him stuff that they 

have plausible deniability." 

 

I mean, part of that is the appeal, right?  That if they wanted to, if this goes wrong, they 

can discredit you or deny it. 

 

TD: Well, they can do that to anybody.  I mean, they do that to Presidents.  You're talking 

about levels of power that we can't comprehend as civilians.  So I'm not...  Frankly, I don't 

care if anyone doesn't believe me.  I'm in the middle of something very important.  I just got 

to do what I said I'll do.  And I think if I do it right, it's gonna have some really good effects 

and hopefully ignite other things that can happen within this discussion.  But plausible 

deniability is something the Government has always done and it's the way they operate.  

Especially when they want to put out very serious information. 

 

With this topic, what they've done is they would leak things over the past 60 years and 

create ridicule for the people that may believe it.  That way, everyone kinda hears the stuff.  

You hear about the Roswell crash.  But you're not really scared about it 'cause the chances 

are it might not be real.  But maybe it could be real.  But at this point... 

 

GK: Like Area 51.  Flying saucers out at the S4. 

[StealthSkater note:  the Bob Lazar story doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

TD: Yeah, exactly.  It's all that stuff they want you to know.  The reason we talk about it is 

because they chose for us to hear about it.  And the reason we kinda laugh it off is because 

they, by design, that's how they do it.  But they want people to know.  They don't like the fact 

that they have to do all of this without people knowing how, what they're doing, and how 

hard they're working at it.  And I was... 

 

What I said to a few of them, I was like: "Do you know what this would do?  It would 

change who we elect in Office.  It would change the amount of money we appropriate and 

allocate to these programs."  We have the biggest space program that we've ever had.  

Thousands of times bigger than Apollo.  And it would be part defense and it would be part 

exploration.  People would run to be a part of it and help.  It'd be like the day after 9/11 

where everyone wanted to sign up to the Military. 

 

If people knew what the stakes were, if they just knew what these guys are telling 

me, and once people know this stuff and if it really caught fire and everyone knew that 

this was real, it would completely...  It would change everything.  It would just change 

../../Stealthskater/Lazar.doc
../../Stealthskater_PDF/Lazar.pdf
http://www.stealthskater.com/Lazar.htm
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everything! How we operate as a country.  How we operate in partnership with other 

countries.  And what our civilization is doing. 

 

Because don't forget that, yes, we have cracked gravity.  And yes, we are building 

machinery that have anti-gravity.  And yes, I was told that.  It's a big deal.   

 

...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ... 

 

TD:  As far as why was I given this, I touched on this a little bit earlier in the show.  But it's 

a super important question. 

 

Number one, I have access to these people because of what I do for a living.  And as long 

as I don't mention the whole UFO thing, I can pretty much meet whoever.  But once I get in 

there, I'm very respectful and I'm very passionate and I'm very knowledgeable about the 

subject. 

 

What you might not have heard earlier is that I presented a thesis that made its way 

through the DoD that in turn got me a meeting with someone that was deep in Intelligence 

out in Washington, DC.  So it was that thesis and the academic nature of it that got people 

interested in talking to me.  Not only because of who I was but also because I seem to have 

an elevated knowledge of the subject matter. 

 

And then after that, the main reason why they continue to work with me and really 

gathered around and supported the project is because I executed it in a way on many different 

things that are frankly pretty hard to do. 

 

And over a year and a half, the way I've done that, releasing everything step-by-step and 

gathering all these different people from different places in the Government and bringing 

them all together and holding very high-level meetings, very high-level meetings between 

Washington, DC and the people that I'm working with.  I think all these things combined 

really created just a canvas for something new to happen. 

 

But I do understand it.  I get that people are like "Why you?  You're like, you play in a 

band?  How did you do this?" 

 

Well, it's kind of a long story.  But that's why the docuseries that will be coming out will 

be explaining this in more detail. 

 

 

End interview excerpt.  You can listen to the entire interview here. 

 

 

 

 

Tom is clearly a highly creative, passionate, talented, and resourceful guy.  It is remarkable what he 

has accomplished regardless of the circumstances and in so many ways many people who have had a 

high interest in this topic can't help but root for To-The-Stars-Academy's success. 

 

At the same time, considering the incredible subject matter and Tom's own words, we can't be naive 

as to the other forces potentially at play when it comes to To-The-Stars-Academy and the information 

and products it distributes.  Doing so would be directly in opposition to what everyone's goal should be.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=weNyYlvD9qQ&feature=youtu.be&t=3646
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Namely, finding out the truth, regardless of if it fulfills personal wishes or reinforces long-standing 

beliefs. 

 

The U.S. Government has a history of using the prominence of UFOs in popular culture and the 

media to their advantage and has even worked to perpetuate narratives about them that support its 

clandestine goals.  This is not a rumor or a takeaway.  It is a historical fact that can't be denied. 

 

We aren't going to dive deeply into all the potential reasons for the Government to want to take a 

new approach when it comes to this topic.  But they range from full-on disclosure and conditioning for 

that event to pushing misinformation to protect clandestine programs, regardless of their technological 

origin. 

 

As I have said many times before, the sky will look very different than it has in the past in the years 

and decades to come.  Swarming drones, advanced unmanned combat air vehicles, hypersonic weapons, 

new low-observable aircraft designs, directed energy weapons of many types, the rapid militarization of 

Space, and even active camouflage on advanced aircraft are just some of the things that will be present 

overhead in the not too distant future (if they are not already). 

 

In addition, the U.S. Military and its contractor partners could have made major breakthroughs in 

exotic propulsion technologies within the deeply classified realm that would all but require a good cover 

story (at least for the time being). 

 

Just as during the height of the Cold War, being able to easily discount sightings of exotic flying 

machines and aerospace capabilities can be quite advantageous and especially in an age when everyone 

has a high definition video camera in their pocket. 

 

Sadly, we are also now living in a time when great power competition is once again a very real 

thing.  This means a burst in clandestine weapons research and development and the rapid fielding of 

new military capabilities. 

 

Also, just tying up a foreign power's intelligence gathering resources by having them invest heavily 

into trying to discern if the U.S. has a new exotic weapons capability or if threats the U.S. Armed 

Services say exist and are out of its control are indeed real can be a highly advantageous strategic play. 

 

In other words, the possible reasons behind such a strange arrangement are many fold.  And some of 

those reasons have nothing to do with actual mystery aircraft of an unknown origin gracing our skies. 

 

It's also hard to imagine that the U.S. Government's most sensitive secrets would be turned over to a 

rock star with a high interest in the paranormal and history of making some pretty wild claims.  Some of 

the most decorated and well-resourced journalists on the planet have tried to penetrate the Government 

veil on this issue and almost always ending up empty-handed or with more questions than they started 

with. 

 

At the same time, Tom's story would indicate that brilliant minds from Academia who have the most 

extensive educations possible on a myriad of topics that could be applied to this issue would have been 

passed over for Tom DeLonge's business plan. 

 

In other words, it is really hard to understand how To-The-Stars-Academy would be a better choice 

for this information than say Lincoln Labs.  That is if we are to believe Tom's story and his claims that 

the Shadowy Government figures that opened so many doors for him actually had genuine intent and 

that they more-or-less chose him for such a reality-changing task after hearing his pitch. 

https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/csi-studies/studies/97unclass/ufo.html
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2014/aug/14/men-in-black-ufo-sightings-mirage-makers-movie
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/22223/army-buys-small-suicide-drones-to-break-up-hostile-swarms-and-potentially-more
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/3889/the-alarming-case-of-the-usafs-mysteriously-missing-unmanned-combat-air-vehicles
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/23310/air-force-puts-out-contract-opportunity-announcement-for-literally-anything-hypersonic
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28148/satellite-images-show-major-expansion-at-edwards-afb-ahead-of-b-21-raiders-arrival
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27795/the-air-force-just-shot-down-multiple-missiles-with-a-laser-destined-for-fighter-aircraft
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27039/budget-docs-show-pentagon-aims-to-loft-particle-beam-anti-missile-weapon-into-space-in-four-years
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27039/budget-docs-show-pentagon-aims-to-loft-particle-beam-anti-missile-weapon-into-space-in-four-years
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28305/carrier-group-in-recent-ufo-encounters-had-new-air-defense-tech-just-like-nimitz-in-2004-incident
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/17078/we-broke-down-trumps-security-strategy-into-bullets-so-you-dont-have-to-read-all-60-pages
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But then again, maybe that's the whole idea.  The information may have to live in a grey area of 

plausibility for a long period of time before people are conditioned to accept it as hard fact.  At least 

that's what many have theorized over the years.  Tom even touts this in his own words when it comes to 

his proposed outfit's ability to offer the government plausible deniability of the information it conveys. 

 

Maybe Tom's plan did present a really unique, youthful, and relevant opportunity that aligned with 

the unspecified goals of those who control what the Federal Government actually knows about this 

topic.  If such a group really exists, we also don't know what internal dynamics may have been at play 

that could have prompted such monumental course change. 

 

Let me put this another way.  Explanations as to why powerful people with deep roots in the U.S. 

Government's national security apparatus helped Tom fulfill his vision could satisfy the most ardent 

UFO fanatic just as they could satisfy the most hardline skeptic.  It is literally a choose-your-own 

adventure novel in that regard, (at least at this point in time). 

 

So is Tom DeLonge a so-called 'useful idiot' in espionage parlance?  Someone being used 

unwittingly via catering to their visions of grandeur and Hollywood tropes of cloak and dagger 

adventure?  That would explain why his story of assembling his remarkable team seems to be a bit too 

convenient. 

 

Or is he shepherding in a new era that could end in fantastic realizations that could shake the very 

nature of our society and possibly even human consciousness? 

 

We are not capable of answering that question definitively at this time.  But by Tom DeLonge's own 

repeated admissions, it seems that the Government is (or at least was) a key and even managing partner 

in his now very high-profile endeavor. 

 

If this isn't actually the case and Tom largely lied about how it all came to be, we really shouldn't be 

buying much of what he or To-The-Stars-Academy are peddling anyway. 

 

Contact the author: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

Reader Comments are at the bottom of https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28377/tom-

delonges-origin-story-for-to-the-stars-academy-describes-a-government-info-operation 

 

 

 

 

F/A-18 Pilot Shares New Details About UFO 

Encounters During Middle East Deployment 
 

The Naval Aviator describes a "reduced volume" of “inconclusive" incidents 

when his squadron was flying over the Middle East. 
 

by Tyler Rogoway / The War Zone , June 10, 2019 
 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28453/navy-f-a-18-pilot-shares-new-details-about-ufo-

encounters-during-middle-east-deployment 

mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28377/tom-delonges-origin-story-for-to-the-stars-academy-describes-a-government-info-operation
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28377/tom-delonges-origin-story-for-to-the-stars-academy-describes-a-government-info-operation
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28453/navy-f-a-18-pilot-shares-new-details-about-ufo-encounters-during-middle-east-deployment
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28453/navy-f-a-18-pilot-shares-new-details-about-ufo-encounters-during-middle-east-deployment
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As part of our ongoing and in-depth coverage of the military's increasingly publicized encounters 

with UFOs, we want to share with you exclusive correspondence between F/A-18 Super Hornet pilot 

Ryan Graves and The War Zone.  Graves is one of a handful of Navy tactical jet aircrewmen that 

recently stepped forward regarding a near constant string of encounters with UFOs while training off the 

southeast coast of the U.S. between 2014 and 2015. 

 

In the message, he answers our question regarding statements that the mysterious craft followed his 

unit while on cruise to the Persian Gulf aboard the USS Theodore Roosevelt.  There was some 

discrepancy on this issue with the New York Times first reporting the encounters stopped shortly after 

the unit and its air wing left on deployment in early Spring of 2015 while further testimony from Graves 

teased in short promotional clips for To-The-Stars Academy's History Channel show "Unidentified" 

implies that they continued while the unit was deployed abroad. 

 

Graves has allowed us to share his correspondence with The War Zone in an attempt to better clarify 

the record.  Note that this email was written informally between two people with an understanding of 

military and air combat topics and jargon.  So a bit of decoding is in order. 

 

When Graves says "AC", he means aircraft.  When he mentions 'Whiskeys', he is talking about 

blocks of restricted military operations airspace or warning areas off the coast of America's southeastern 

seaboard.  The 'Med' is shorthand for the Mediterranean Sea.  With that said, his letter reads: 

 

Hello Tyler, 

 

I enjoyed your episode on the War College podcast.  You seem to have a strong 

understanding of many of the systems we have in the jet as well as the bigger picture of how 

the AC integrates into the carrier strike group as a whole. 

 

I wanted to answer a question you seemed to have.  During my discussions on the Hill 

and Pentagon, I broached the subject regarding whether the UAP’s were limited to the 

Whiskey’s by VA Beach and our strike group or whether they followed us in theatre. 

 

It is a difficult question to answer.  While flying in the Med during the transit or while 

operating in the Gulf, the workload we have is significantly higher and we had less time to 

explore the phenomena.  Especially at this point where it was such a daily occurrence that we 

essentially only gave them enough thought as to avoid hitting them. 

 

However, to answer your question, in the Med I did occasionally see radar signatures that 

performed in ways that were consistent with our experiences back home, though at a 

significantly reduced rate. 

 

In the Gulf, it is more difficult to answer.  It is very congested airspace.  There is much 

more air traffic than one would expect, both friendly and otherwise, especially as we go 

through the straits. 

 

There was a handful of times that I had a moment to focus on externals to the mission 

while transiting inbound and I do distinctly remember seeing radar contacts that were very 

similar (if not the same).  But again, significantly reduced in volume and inconclusive. 

 

Regards, 

Ryan 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28377/tom-delonges-origin-story-for-to-the-stars-academy-describes-a-government-info-operation
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28305/carrier-group-in-recent-ufo-encounters-had-new-air-defense-tech-just-like-nimitz-in-2004-incident
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28305/carrier-group-in-recent-ufo-encounters-had-new-air-defense-tech-just-like-nimitz-in-2004-incident
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28305/carrier-group-in-recent-ufo-encounters-had-new-air-defense-tech-just-like-nimitz-in-2004-incident
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28377/tom-delonges-origin-story-for-to-the-stars-academy-describes-a-government-info-operation
https://www.history.com/shows/unidentified-inside-americas-ufo-investigation
https://tunein.com/podcasts/Military/Reuters-War-College-Podcast-p770808/
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What's important here is that we can now begin to gauge the magnitude and frequency of the 

ongoing UFO incidents once Navy Strike Fighter Squadron 11 (the Red Rippers, the carrier air wing to 

which it was assigned) and the Theodore Roosevelt departed on deployment.  Detecting some sporadic 

anomalies on radar that are deemed 'inconclusive' by the aviator himself provides critical color for these 

events that wasn't conveyed in the clip from the television show. 

 

 
a Red Ripper F/A-18F about to touch down on the boat. 

 

Here is the clip in question from an upcoming episode of Unidentified: 

 

As we have thoroughly discussed in this past article, there are very real and peculiar parallels 

between the events Graves and his squadron mates experienced back in 2014 and 2015 during the leadup 

to their deployment and the notorious 'Tic-Tac' incident that occurred with the Nimitz Carrier Strike 

Group off the Baja coast a decade prior. 

 

New and highly promising generations of air defense sensor fusion technology being present during 

both series of encounters is something that we have found especially intriguing and may point to the 

possibility that these events were tests of highly exotic and secret technology belonging to the U.S. 

military or even deployed by its adversaries. 

 

We have to stress that this is just one of a number of possibilities and cocktails of possibilities and 

does not provide a definitive explanation for these incidents at this time.  

 

Graves' clarifications are very important to this developing story, one that we have only scratched 

the surface of as of yet.  I am looking forward to chatting with him more extensively in the future about 

this phenomenon, the occurrences during those bizarre months in 2014 and early 2015, and about his 

experiences flying Super Hornets for the Navy in general. 

 

Contact the author: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

https://twitter.com/alejandrotrojas/status/1134174866859470848
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28305/carrier-group-in-recent-ufo-encounters-had-new-air-defense-tech-just-like-nimitz-in-2004-incident
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
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Reader Comments are at the bottom of https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28453/navy-f-a-

18-pilot-shares-new-details-about-ufo-encounters-during-middle-east-deployment  

 

 

 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28627/recent-ufo-encounters-with-navy-pilots-occurred-

constantly-across-multiple-squadrons 

Recent UFO Encounters With Navy Pilots Occurred 

Constantly Across Multiple Squadrons 
 

We have exclusive details about the incidents off the East Coast in 2014 and 2015 including 

that the objects all looked exactly the same.  

 

By Tyler Rogoway / The War Zone  June 20, 2019 
 

One of the biggest questions surrounding the most recent known spate of UFO encounters with U.S. 

Navy pilots (i.e., those that occurred off the southeastern seaboard of the United States between 2014 

and early 2015) pertains to how persistent they actually were. 

 

We know that Super Hornet aircrews from Strike Fighter Squadron 11 (VFA-11) [the Red Rippers] 

detected unknown objects multiple times on radar and one aircrew even had a close encounter visually 

with one of them.  But what about the rest of the many Hornet squadrons based at Naval Air Station 

Oceana (not to mention the E-2 Hawkeye squadrons from nearby NAS Norfolk)? 

 

We have the answer to this question.  And it is remarkable. 

 

A source with knowledge of the events has made it clear to The War Zone that presence of the 

mysterious objects in the restricted training airspace off America's East Coast was so pervasive that it 

was largely common knowledge among local flying units. 

 

They noted that the majority of the Super Hornet squadrons equipped with AN/APG-79 Active 

Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) radars (you can read all about this technology and how it was key 

in detecting these objects in our exclusive piece on the subject) at the time were having the same 

experiences as well as the crews flying the new E-2D Hawkeye with its incredibly powerful AN/APY-9 

radar suite. 

 

It literally became such a common and near everyday occurrence that Naval Aviators and Naval 

Flight Officers from the base would talk about it informally with regularity. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28453/navy-f-a-18-pilot-shares-new-details-about-ufo-encounters-during-middle-east-deployment
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28453/navy-f-a-18-pilot-shares-new-details-about-ufo-encounters-during-middle-east-deployment
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28627/recent-ufo-encounters-with-navy-pilots-occurred-constantly-across-multiple-squadrons
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28627/recent-ufo-encounters-with-navy-pilots-occurred-constantly-across-multiple-squadrons
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection
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The E-2D Hawkeye is one of the most capable aerial surveillance platforms ever created. 

 

But that doesn't mean formal action wasn't taken.  Beyond filing an official safety report after one of 

the jets almost hit one of the unidentified objects (described eerily as a translucent sphere with a cube 

structure suspended inside of it), Notices To Airman (NOTAMs) were posted regarding the dangers 

potentially posed by unknown aerial vehicles flying in the same military operating areas that aircraft 

from NAS Oceana frequented for training.  This action was taken by the base's command leadership as 

they couldn't figure out how else to address the bizarre issue and its perceived threat to their aircrews' 

safety. 

 

We have since filed Freedom Of Information Act (FOIA) requests for copies of these NOTAMs as 

well as documents regarding how the decision to file the NOTAMs was made at the command level. 

 

Another burning question surrounding these events pertains to whether-or-not additional visual 

encounters occurred beyond the one near miss with the Super Hornet and the 'cube inside and orb' 

object.  Our source tells us that there were many more.  And yes, they all resulted in the exact same 

description of the object. 

 

So, we are talking about a uniform set of very strange looking objects here that were spotted on 

radar, by infrared targeting pods, and by the naked eye frequently over 2014 and the first part of 2015 

above the waters off America's southeastern coastline. 
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VFA-11's color jet pulls in to park at NAS Oceana. 

 

As we noted in our last piece on the subject, these encounters dropped off to the point they were 

described as fleeting and inconclusive at best once VFA-11 and its carrier air wing went on cruise to the 

Middle East in early Spring of 2015. 

 

In addition, we know that the carrier strike group and its aircraft were equipped with key new sensor 

fusion technologies for that deployment (a fact that is eerily similar to the circumstances surrounding the 

now famous 'Tic-Tac' incident nearly a decade earlier).  All of which makes these objects' presence 

during the time leading up to that deployment that much more curious. 

 

Yet at the same time, the fact that the volume of these recent encounters seems much greater and 

spread over a much larger period of time versus the infamous incident in 2004 is puzzling.  And none of 

this even addresses the very peculiar physical appearance of these objects.  (But we have another report 

on that subject that will be filed in the very near future.)  Still, at least we now have a much better sense 

of how widespread these encounters were and the cultural impact that they had on the Navy's East Coast 

master fighter jet base. 

 

This also underscores just how taboo this topic was to Military aviators.  The fact that these types of 

events could have been so pervasive yet kept so hushed-up outside of Navy tactical aircraft aircrew 

circles is telling in itself and provides good evidence as to why the Navy had to officially change is 

procedures for its personnel reporting such strange incidents. 

 

All this comes as Congress is taking a high-interest in the subject as of late with multiple hearings 

being held with key lawmakers and the Military's top witnesses. 

 

Whatever the case may be, we are definitely entering into uncharted territory when it comes to this 

long shunned and abused topic.  What exactly that will mean when it comes to actually getting to the 

truth of the matter remains to be understood. 

 

Contact the author: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

Reader Comments are at the bottom of https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28627/recent-

ufo-encounters-with-navy-pilots-occurred-constantly-across-multiple-squadrons  

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28640/could-some-of-the-ufos-navy-pilots-are-encountering-

be-airborne-radar-reflectors 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28453/navy-f-a-18-pilot-shares-new-details-about-ufo-encounters-during-middle-east-deployment
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https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28305/carrier-group-in-recent-ufo-encounters-had-new-air-defense-tech-just-like-nimitz-in-2004-incident
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
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Are Some Of The UFOs Navy Pilots Are Encountering 

Actually Airborne Radar Reflectors? 
Submarine-launched radar reflector-toting balloons used to stimulate enemy air defenses can 

be traced back to a Cold War era Skunk Works program. 

by Tyler Rogoway / The War Zone , June 22, 2019 

 

Following the revelations that a series of bizarre encounters between Navy pilots and UFOs had 

occurred off the East Coast of the United States from 2014 to early 2015, The War Zone set out in search 

of any possible explanation for at least some of these incidents that don't involve fantastic origins or 

extremely advanced technology. 

 

Over the last month, we have identified one possibility in particular that is worth mentioning.  

Instead of anti-gravitational propulsion or flying machines from space, this possibility (and that is all it 

is, a possibility) has to do with specially designed radar reflector balloons and submarines as well as a 

historical precedent for an obscure operational electronic intelligence gathering concept that first came 

to be during one of the hottest moments of the Cold War. 

 

The description given of objects involved in numerous close UFO encounters with Navy pilots off 

America's eastern seaboard during the 2014-2015 timeframe is akin to a 'beachball' or orb with a cube 

suspended inside of it with the cube's corners touching or nearly touching its edges.  This sounds 

amazingly bizarre and is more reminiscent of what we would expect from a sci-fi movie circa the 1980s 

than the classic flying saucer or even the large 'Tic-Tac' that Navy pilots encountered back in 2004.  But 

to me, it also sounded eerily familiar.  

 

When I thought of round orbs with cubes inside them, balloons and radar reflector devices came 

immediately to mind. I began hashing out this possibility with my colleague Joseph Trevithick shortly 

after the reports came to light. The reality is that traditional high-altitude balloons and radar reflectors 

already go hand-in-hand. 

 

Because a high-altitude balloon doesn't have much (if any) of a radar cross-section, metallic radar 

reflectors (which come in a variety of geometric shapes) are strung below its gas envelope, thus 

providing a radar return so that it can be tracked.  The combination can look pretty bizarre in and of 

itself and they are cumbersome and clumsy arrangements. 

 

But couldn't this be simplified for more conducive deployment and better aerodynamics by just 

suspending the reflector inside the balloon itself?  A similar arrangement is used for radar reflectors that 

float on the water or are strung up on ships.  But what about one that has to travel through the 

atmosphere? 

 

Just as I thought, an answer to that question has already been proposed.  After searching sporadically 

over a number of days for what I envisioned in my mind, I found just that in U.S. Patent #2,463,517 

titled "Airborne Corner Reflector." 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28627/recent-ufo-encounters-with-navy-pilots-occurred-constantly-across-multiple-squadrons
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28627/recent-ufo-encounters-with-navy-pilots-occurred-constantly-across-multiple-squadrons
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.alibaba.com/showroom/radar-reflector.html
https://www.bikewrappers.com/2016/03/04/how-to-send-a-weather-balloon-into-space/
https://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/e7/48/55/7c755c05740f91/US2463517.pdf
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Airborne Corner Reflector. 

 

The patent was filed way back in 1945 and was granted in 1949.  It is alarmingly similar in 

appearance to what the pilots had reported seeing multiple times over the Atlantic Ocean.  In fact, a near 

miss encounter with one of these objects as described by Navy Super Hornet pilot Ryan Graves states 

that the object was likely standing still and floating in the air when the Super Hornet blasted by at a too 

close for comfort distance.  In other words, it wasn't making any extreme performance maneuvers while 

within visual range.  Instead, it was acting like ... well, a balloon. 

 

Hear Ryan Graves describe the encounter in a clip from History Channel's To The Stars Academy-

helmed show "Unidentified". 

 

 
 

Other statements from Graves and a squadron mate have pointed to the fact that these objects can 

stay in the air for many hours at a time.  This is a characteristic also possessed by a balloon of some sort.  

Even the perceived threat from a collision with one of the objects and the Navy's lack of interest in 

dealing with it at the time wouldn't be as surprising as it is now if they were indeed balloons.  Weather 

balloons and other high-altitude balloons are launched into the skies daily and fly among airliners 

without the ability to track or avoid them.  You can read more about this reality here. 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28377/tom-delonges-origin-story-for-to-the-stars-academy-describes-a-government-info-operation
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/19095/listen-in-as-a-learjet-and-an-airbus-encounter-a-mystery-craft-high-over-arizona
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Getting back to the patent in question, it reads in part:  

 

"While the invention is of paramount importance in ascending balloon assemblies, it 

may be used in fixed installations such as can be used for navigation.  In the former case, 

the weight of a rain-soaked or ladened reflector adds to the drag of separate units and in the 

latter case the protection to the reflector afforded by the balloon multiplies its life several 

times. 

 

Upper wind velocities (i. e., at elevations of from 30,000 to 40,000 yards) heretofore 

unobtainable may be recorded by use of the present invention.  With prior devices, such 

readings could not be obtained because these heights were not attained by the balloon and 

unit or at least not while it remained in recording range.  As will be understood, the balloon 

is made of electrically non-conducting material.  The device being collapsible can be 

packed into small space. 

 

The elasticity of the supports and/or the reflector unit itself provides for the usual 

expansion of the ascending balloon.  The unit does not cut off the balloon into isolated 

sections and accordingly it may be filled with gas through a single port.  I prefer to seal the 

balloon after the reflector unit is secured in position.  The seal may be a separate piece as 

illustrated or may include the intake port. 

 

A typical balloon will be about 6 feet in diameter although a such [sic] smaller or larger 

one may be used.  The points of the reflector surfaces are joined by rubber bands as by spot 

vulcanization.  The use of rubber bands or elastic reflector surfaces is to allow for the usual 

expansion of a rubber balloon as it attains great height with the resulting low atmospheric 

pressure..." 

 

What's most interesting is how it describes the ability to be packed into a small space.  Being able to 

launch something just like this in a pre-packaged all-up canister from a submarine (especially a 

submerged one) would be highly beneficial. 

 

Today, submarines can release canisters to the surface that deploy small aerial drones and it is even 

possible that balloons could be released from very shallow depths without the use of a canister of any 

type.  Regardless, there is actually a historic precedent for clandestine operations where submarines 

launched balloons carrying radar reflectors as part of intelligence gathering operations. 

 

Documents released by the Central Intelligence Agency describe submarine-launched balloon tests 

that were conducted by the CIA and the USAF as far back in 1955.  By 1963, submarines were 

executing complex, high-stakes, and secretive operations to gauge the abilities of enemy air defense 

systems by launching radar reflector-toting balloons.  In the awesome book Lockheed Blackbird: 

Beyond the Secret Missions, one of these missions is described in remarkable and highly relevant detail. 

 

https://news.usni.org/2016/03/31/navy-set-to-buy-awesum-miniature-sub-launched-uavs
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP78-03639A001200020001-9.pdf
https://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QrAgSW7SwvfkmLoirEHjksQAAAFrgUtdygEAAAFKAbbqjEs/https:/www.amazon.com/Lockheed-Blackbird-Missions-Revised-Aviation/dp/1472815238/ref=as_li_ss_tl?creativeASIN=1472815238&imprToken=DdMkVDabu4Nek3cT6HJK4A&slotNum=0
https://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QrAgSW7SwvfkmLoirEHjksQAAAFrgUtdygEAAAFKAbbqjEs/https:/www.amazon.com/Lockheed-Blackbird-Missions-Revised-Aviation/dp/1472815238/ref=as_li_ss_tl?creativeASIN=1472815238&imprToken=DdMkVDabu4Nek3cT6HJK4A&slotNum=0
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A-12 Oxcart landing at Groom Lake. 

 

The A-12 Oxcart (the CIA's precursor to the USAF legendary SR-71 Blackbird) possessed extreme 

speed and the first stealthy features ever intentionally deployed on an operational combat aircraft.  But 

low-observable (stealth) design was in its infancy and the Skunk Works and the CIA needed a way to 

really gauge just how survivable the A-12 would be against the latest and greatest Soviet radar systems.  

The rest is history: 

 

During the Cuban Missile Crisis, the US intelligence community had monitored the 

construction of no less than 19 SA-2 SAM sites on the island.  These provided the CIA, 

together with Oxcart [the codename for the A-12 spy plane program] planners an ideal 

opportunity to determine the sensitivity of its associated radar receiver. 

 

One night, a US Navy destroyer equipped with a Palladium transmitter positioned itself 

beyond the detection range of a Soviet "Tall King" A-band early warning radar situated 

near Havana.  With its antenna protruding just above the horizon, the destroyer produced a 

signal that appeared to be emanating from a US fighter out of Key West making a high-

speed dash towards the capital Havana. 

 

At a predetermined time, a US Navy submarine surfaced near Havana Bay just long 

enough to time-releases a series of balloons carrying radar reflectors of varying sizes.  The 

idea was that having detected the 'aircraft', the Soviets would switch on SA-2 target 

tracking radars in preparation for engaging the target.  Release of the balloons ahead of the 

'target' would produce a number of returns of which the smallest reported would present the 

highest level of radar sensitivity. 

 

The operation worked like clockwork.  Cuban interceptors were also scrambled to hunt 

down the 'intruder'.  When one of their pilots told his ground controlled intercept (GCI) 

controller that he had acquired the 'target' on his radar, the technician on the destroyer 

flicked a switch and the 'US fighter' disappeared. 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/26251/cia-and-skunk-works-secretly-planned-to-turn-the-a-12-spy-plane-into-a-space-launch-mothership
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/26251/cia-and-skunk-works-secretly-planned-to-turn-the-a-12-spy-plane-into-a-space-launch-mothership
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After analyzing the intelligence data collected from this operation and by other means, 

the CIA's concluded that Soviet radar capability would indeed be able to track and 'lock on' 

to an Oxcart despite the aircraft's radar attenuating design features. 

 

Despite these discouraging findings, flight test continued." 

 

It is unclear if the successful espionage tactics used in this operation became more commonplace 

later on as enemy air defense systems grew more complex and capable.  It would be strange to imagine 

that it wouldn't have.  But the world of submarine warfare is a dark and murky domain that is shrouded 

in extreme secrecy. 

 

 

Fast forward to today.  Modern submarines have highly advanced electronic intelligence gathering 

capabilities.  It's a primary mission set that is often overlooked or misunderstood by the public.  At the 

same time, they don't really have a way to stimulate enemy air defenses organically in order to record 

these emissions and even communications that go along with them without surfacing.  (And even that is 

speculative and based on what we know about the 1963 operation.) 

 

Being able to deploy balloons with various sized radar reflectors while submerged could be a 

relatively low tech but highly effective way of doing this.  By sneaking in or near enemy territory, 

releasing these devices under the right weather conditions and raising their low-observable electronic 

intelligence gathering masts, they could theoretically improve the quality of the intelligence gathered 

remarkably. 

 

In addition, submarines could deploy these air defenses-stimulating balloons within enemy territory 

during operations that are executed in cooperation with other assets.  These could include strategic 

surveillance aircraft operating at standoff ranges or stealthy reconnaissance aircraft operating at closer 

ranges, either of which could better soak-up radar emissions and communications from an enemy's air 

defense network over a broad area. 

 

Leveraging space-based capabilities is also another possibility. The submarine's ability to do so is 

more localized as it is limited by the distance to the horizon in relation to its electronic intelligence 

gathering mast's height (at least when it comes to detecting land and surface-based air defense-related 

emissions).  Under this concept, the submarine would just be a delivery system for the airborne 

reflectors and could maintain maximum stealth at all times. 

 

 
USS Hawaii transits Tokyo Bay.  Virginia class submarines are just as much underwater spies as nothing else. 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/11110/the-future-of-naval-warfare-will-have-a-lot-more-spy-submarines
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/11110/the-future-of-naval-warfare-will-have-a-lot-more-spy-submarines
http://phasezero.gawker.com/spying-on-the-u-s-submarine-that-spies-for-the-nsa-and-1693109418
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Regardless, it is possible that the mission that occurred in 1963 in support of the CIA's A-12 

program was a progenitor of more mature capabilities that are in existence today.  Or maybe the tactic 

has been recently borrowed out of the Intel community's historic playbook. 

 

Testing how sensitive an enemy's air defense capabilities actually are (let alone what the exact 

'electronic fingerprints' are of its individual components and cataloging their geolocations) is far more 

important now than it was in 1963. 

 

Such intelligence would be extremely valuable.  Especially in an age of stealth technology where 

knowing exactly what your foe's electronic order of battle is and what their integrated air defense 

system's strengths and weaknesses are at any given time is absolutely key for the complex mission 

planning that allows assets to successfully penetrate enemy airspace and survive to do it again the next 

day. 

 

Paired with modern materials science, one can imagine just how easily deployable and effective 

these balloons could be today.  Radar reflector equipped balloons that are capable of being clandestinely 

launched from below the waves could also work in tandem with other similar balloons that carry small 

expendable electronic warfare payloads aloft instead of radar reflectors.  These would confuse 

stimulated enemy radars even more and could potentially produce multiple ghost radar returns that 

exhibit extreme performance on a radar operator's scopes. 

 

In other words, the large formations as described by radar operators in some of these encounters 

could be a mix of electronic warfare and radar reflector payload-carrying balloons.  Such a capability 

could be used during a time of way to distract the enemy as well as for intelligence gathering. 

 

In fact, during the Nimitz incident in 2004, a bunch of targets appeared on radar over the Channel 

Islands and progressed south towards the carrier group at the speed of a Cessna but at high altitudes with 

some of those targets quickly dropping to sea level in an instant before shooting back up. 

 

Recently, I looked into a chaff cloud that originated from this exact locale and progressed to the 

same exact area where the Nimitz was operating at a speed of around 100-110 knots.  They discovered 

the high velocity was due to the jetstream that was positioned directly overhead and pulling the 

mysterious cloud along at an impressive clip.  The same could have been the case for a group of 

balloons launched during the Nimitz Carrier Strike Group's training back in 2004. 

 

In addition, the targets that appeared during the Nimitz encounters actively jammed the radars of 

fighter aircraft.  Once again, this may have been an electronic countermeasures (ECM) payload on some 

of these devices. 

 

With this in mind, is it possible that what Nimitz Carrier Strike Group radar operators saw was a 

bunch of radar reflector and/or electronic warfare payload-carrying balloons?  It seems at least worth 

considering, especially considering the alternative explanations. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BriteCloud
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27185/f-35s-most-sinister-capability-are-towed-decoys-that-unreel-from-inside-its-stealthy-skin
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27185/f-35s-most-sinister-capability-are-towed-decoys-that-unreel-from-inside-its-stealthy-skin
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://twitter.com/snodgrss/status/1130598015742484481?s=20
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Obviously, this doesn't explain the Tic-Tac encounter with Super Hornet pilots in any way.  But they 

could be mutually exclusive events or were part of a coordinated event of some type to test multiple 

clandestine technologies against the very best air defense capabilities on the planet at the time. 

 

Regardless of the Nimitz event, a hypothetical picture is emerging of what could be an extremely 

useful classified ecosystem of capabilities and tactics that could be employed to actively mine critical 

info on air defense systems located in an enemy's own backyard or even distract the same enemy's air 

defenses during a time of war. 

 

And here's the catch.  Such a capability may not belong to the U.S. alone (or even at all), at least in 

current times. 

 

It could belong to an adversary who needs a way to collect critical intelligence on American radar 

systems in areas that their most capable systems frequent for training.  This is particularly relevant when 

it comes to observing a carrier strike group during spin-up operations before deployment and especially 

those that are packing new advanced air defense hardware.  Which was both the case during the Tic-Tac 

incident in 2004 and some of the encounters in 2014-2015.  You can read more about this peculiar 

similarity in this past exclusive of ours. 

 

Diving deeper into our patent search, we discovered another balloon concept that was far more 

advanced.  One that could be able to be actively controlled and make abrupt maneuvers. 

 

U.S. Patent #7341224B1 (which was filed in 2004 and awarded in 2008) describes a Miniature 

Robot Surveillance Balloon that has thrusters to control its flight-path and can carry an electrical-

powered payload aloft. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28305/carrier-group-in-recent-ufo-encounters-had-new-air-defense-tech-just-like-nimitz-in-2004-incident
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Miniature Robot Surveillance Balloon 

 

The patent reads in part: 

 

A miniature surveillance balloon system is described that can be used in military and 

public safety situations for real-time observations.  They are low-cost and expendable, and 

typically are deployed in clusters.  Balloons may act individually or alternately clusters 

may act robotically (in unison) without command input at times.  Balloon systems may be 

deployed by dropping from aircraft or by some form of artillery or rocket launch 

mechanism. 

 

In some optional embodiments, balloons may have thruster mechanisms to facilitate 

lateral movement.  Balloons may also be used individually or in clusters as a weapons 

system. 

 

... 

 

In general, the balloon system may be encouraged to travel in the vertical direction by 

releasing gas from the bag to descend and by either injecting gas from the compressed gas 

cylinder and/or jettisoning weight to ascend.  The balloon system may optionally include 

some form of directional thrusters to allow it to travel in a specific horizontal direction 

and/or travel in a vertical direction at a rate faster than the effects of lift and weight would 

allow.  Thrusters may be provided by solid rocket propellant or alternately by miniature 

engines that burn hydrogen gas from the bag or from the gas cylinder. 
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The patent for the swarming balloons goes on to describe its fuel cell, data-link, and other 

components that are quite interesting.  

 

We have no idea if something like this was ever actually developed.  But it is another good reminder 

that somewhat exotic applications for older technological concepts could result in capabilities that seem 

alien at first glance. 

 

And really, that is the beauty of these balloon concepts.  They have a cover story built-in.  They 

would appear somewhat out of this world to even a trained observer.  Throw in an LED light and you 

are talking about something that can look extremely strange, especially to a fighter pilot moving past it 

at high speed.  Its small size would also make it hard to spot in the first place.  And depending on its 

radar reflector configuration, it could exhibit a highly variable radar cross-section. 

 

If anything else, a submarine-launched balloon system designed to catalyze clandestine electronic 

intelligence gathering is a remarkably creative but obscure concept that existed nearly 60 years ago. 

 

Does it explain every aspect of every detail of every incident Navy personnel have described over 

the last 15 years?  No.  But nothing else does without jumping to some extremely reality-warping 

conclusions. 

 

At the same time as I have stressed repeatedly, it is entirely possible (if not probable) that there isn't 

a monolithic answer to the UFO question and that multiple truths exist regarding the topic as a whole 

and even regarding the individual cases that are making headlines today. 

 

In the end, we have to look at every single possibility and evaluate each one of them with an open 

mind.  I promised my readers that I would dig as deep as possible to find any potential existing 

technological answers that could address even parts of what highly-trained and credible witnesses are 

seeing, regardless of what or whose narrative it may fit. 

 

At this time -- without going into the well-established and, frankly at this point still relevant theories 

that include Government cover-ups of world-changing technologies or even craft visiting the Earth from 

other worlds -- this is the closest I have come to a valid answer. 

 

And yes, I do realize that even implying that what people describe as unexplained objects could be 

'balloons' is highly inconvenient considering the stigma surrounding that explanation.  But in this case, 

that doesn't make it any less worthy of examination considering we aren't talking about some garden 

variety weather balloons here and there would be a real reason for any military power to keep such a 

capability secret.  The fact that there is an actual precedent for employing a similar concept secretly 

during the Cold War also adds significant weight to the possibility.  

 

In the end, that's all this is.  A possibility.  One of a number to mull over as we all continue on what 

has become an increasingly historic and bizarre quest for the truth. 

 

Contact the author: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

For Reader Comments, go to the bottom of https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28640/could-

some-of-the-ufos-navy-pilots-are-encountering-be-airborne-radar-reflectors  

 

 

https://www.cnn.com/2017/12/20/opinions/keep-looking-for-unidentified-flying-objects-opinion-don-

lincoln/index.html 

mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28640/could-some-of-the-ufos-navy-pilots-are-encountering-be-airborne-radar-reflectors
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28640/could-some-of-the-ufos-navy-pilots-are-encountering-be-airborne-radar-reflectors
https://www.cnn.com/2017/12/20/opinions/keep-looking-for-unidentified-flying-objects-opinion-don-lincoln/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2017/12/20/opinions/keep-looking-for-unidentified-flying-objects-opinion-don-lincoln/index.html
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Keep looking for UFOs 
by Don Lincoln  / CNN  , December 20, 2017 

 

Editor's Note:  Dr. Don Lincoln is a physics researcher who studies the laws of Nature.  He is the author 

of Alien Universe: Extraterrestrial Life in Our Minds and in the Cosmos.  Follow him on Facebook.  The 

opinions expressed in this commentary are his. 

 

(CNN)  "The Truth is out There." 

 

This tagline of the 1990s television show "The X-Files" could be considered the battle cry of those 

people who think that not only are UFOs (unidentified flying objects) real and extraterrestrials among 

us but also that the Government knows and is covering it up. 

 

In a "truth is stranger than fiction" moment, the New York Times reported that in 2007, the US 

Defense Department created a shadowy agency called the Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification 

Program.  This agency was tasked with investigating reports by military pilots and others of unexplained 

lights in the sky they encountered over the course of their work with many reports being near nuclear 

facilities. 

 

The funding for this program was modest.  A mere $22 million over several years compared to the 

Defense Department's $600 billion annual budget.  Harry Reid (the Nevada Democrat who was the 

Senate majority leader at the time) initiated the program through an earmark negotiated with a couple of 

other senators. 

 

Much of the funding went to Robert Bigelow, owner of a successful aerospace research company 

and longtime UFO enthusiast.  Bigelow was also a friend of Reid. 

 

Other commentators will offer their opinion on the political implications of a secret Government 

program run by a friend of a powerful senator.  But politics aren't my forte.  I'm much more interested in 

the program from a technical point of view. 

 

For generations, sober observers have reported unexplained lights in the sky.  As far as the general 

public is concerned, perhaps the first report was made on June 24, 1947 by Kenneth Arnold near Mt. 

Rainier in Washington state.  This was the start of a UFO craze that has never really left us.  Believers 

will tell you that at least some of the observations are extraterrestrial craft (i.e., messengers from 

another planet). 

 

It's perhaps important to remember that observations by military pilots weren't always regarded as 

extraterrestrials.  In fact, during World War II, pilots returning from bombing runs over occupied 

Europe reported distant lights that would follow them.  They even had a name for them - "foo fighters".  

And the consensus was that these lights were some sort of German weapon or an attempt to disrupt the 

airplane's electrical system. 

 

The important point is that this unexplained phenomenon was thought to be a weapon of earthly 

origin and not a craft from another star.  And when you get right down to it, this is a much more 

plausible explanation than little green men.  And an unexplained weapon is of concern to any military. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Alien-Universe-Extraterrestrial-Minds-Cosmos/dp/1421410729
https://www.facebook.com/Dr.Don.Lincoln
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/16/us/politics/pentagon-program-ufo-harry-reid.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/06/the-man-who-introduced-the-world-to-flying-saucers/372732/
https://www.airspacemag.com/history-of-flight/what-were-mysterious-foo-fighters-sighted-ww2-night-flyers-180959847/
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As early as 1947, the American military set up a task force to investigate the reports.  The most 

famous of these efforts was Project Blue Book which ran from 1952-1970.  Over the years, they 

investigated 12,618 sightings and were able to explain most of them as planes, cloud formations, 

satellites, and the like. However, not all sightings could be easily dismissed and 701 reports are still 

classified as "unidentified." 

 

Mind you, "unidentified" doesn't mean flying saucer or a Russian superweapon.  It merely means 

unidentified.  Without a doubt, most of these remaining unexplained observations have an unremarkable 

origin. 

 

When Project Blue Book shut down, the Military concluded that there was no indication that the 

observations were a danger to national security.  That there was no evidence that the reports could be 

explained as a weapon developed by an unfriendly nation.  And that there was no reason to believe that 

we were being visited by extraterrestrials. UFO proponents might passionately disagree with these 

conclusions.  But they were reasonable ones. 

 

The revelation of the Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program makes clear that it was 

basically a new incarnation of Project Blue Book.  Reports of lights in the sky by sober and well-

intentioned military pilots needed to be understood.  While the most likely origin is faulty 

instrumentation, pilot error, or simply misidentified common phenomena, it is obviously worth looking 

into.  After all, at least a few of the reports could be interesting.  And there is no question if they are real, 

that we should understand what they are. 

 

Though saying so will no doubt result in my inbox blowing up, I personally think it is very unlikely 

that what these pilots are reporting turns out to be an unfriendly superweapon or an alien craft.  But I 

also would like to see that these reports are investigated under the premise that the best science is done 

when as many opinions are considered as possible.  Preferably in the open and subject to peer review. 

 

But let me tell you why I think the reports of possible flying saucers are overblown.  The reports of 

UFOs being near nuclear facilities is reminiscent of many 1950s movies.  But there would be no need 

for alien craft to get close to power plants or nuclear weapons depots.  After all, humans have launched 

satellites that can photograph objects as small as a foot (and that's the publicly stated capability; it could 

be that classified capabilities are even better).  Presumably an alien race with technology that allows for 

interstellar travel will have superior cameras.  So why would flying saucers buzz Earthly installations? 

 

More broadly, what need is there for craft to surreptitiously enter the atmosphere?  After all, we are 

broadcasting our culture into space.  Why not just watch the NFL playoffs from orbit? 

 

Granted, it is hard to know the psychology and motivations of an alien.  But it seems that a 

sufficiently advanced civilization could be more surreptitious if that were important to them.  And if 

they didn't care about being detected, why the hiding? 

 

While I think it is very unlikely that there is anything alien about UFO reports, this doesn't mean that 

I think they shouldn't be investigated.  After all, finding out that we are not alone in the Universe would 

be one of the seminal moments in the history of Mankind.  If there is any chance at all that it could be 

true, it's worth spending a nominal amount of our National budget to check it out.  And if these reports 

were a new super weapon, it would be irresponsible for the Military not to investigate. 

 

But I think that if we believe that these sightings are of extraterrestrial origin, we should also 

adequately fund the SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) program which uses large radio 

receivers to search for transmissions from nearby stars.  Given the very real difficulty involved in 

https://www.archives.gov/research/military/air-force/ufos.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2724700/The-satellite-count-SUBWAY-FOOTLONG-planet-High-res-space-camera-captures-objects-incredible-detail.html
https://www.seti.org/
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interstellar travel, it seems that our first inkling that we are not alone will come from a radio broadcast 

and not a visit.  (And yes, maybe warp drive or hyperspace or wormholes are real. But I'll believe it 

when I see it.) 

 

Personally, I am fascinated with the idea that there exists intelligent life other than our own.  And I 

think that the Government should openly fund modest efforts to investigate these sightings because of 

the possibility (no matter how slight) that they are visits from our hypothetical interstellar cousins.  It is 

very important that we remain extremely skeptical of any claims of intelligent extraterrestrial life. 

 

But perhaps another "X-Files" tagline is appropriate:  I Want To Believe. 

 

And the truth really is out there. 

 

 

 

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/21/opinions/pilots-seeing-ufos-opinion-lincoln/index.html 

 

Why Pilots Are Seeing UFOs 
by Don Lincoln / CNN   Fri June 21, 2019 

 

 
 

Editor's note:  Don Lincoln is a senior scientist at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory.  He is the 

author of several science books for general audiences including the bestselling audio book The Theory 

of Everything: The Quest to Explain All Reality.  He also produces a series of science education videos.  

Follow him on Facebook.  The opinions expressed in this commentary are solely his.  View more 

opinion articles on CNN. 

 

(CNN)  For centuries, people have witnessed unexplained lights in the sky and thought that perhaps they 

might be ghosts or angels.  However, it was in the summer of 1947 when a different explanation became 

popular.  Following a widely reported incident over Mt. Rainier in Washington state, people began to 

believe that these unidentified flying objects (UFOs) are actually alien spacecraft prowling the Earth. 

 

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/21/opinions/pilots-seeing-ufos-opinion-lincoln/index.html
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.fnal.gov_&d=DwMFAg&c=W8uiIUydLnv14aAum3Oieg&r=bB-tszZMv8VMHzen2RSVEczuhGUqTVLEraOy1rlGj3Q&m=4rmDvN4Dt3jW-0YP7LtOmZmw-wwYvM5fdwIdrv7zPlM&s=owh96-3O6--zkRLoSZgOasmhc9mU_d9K_cDpZdEHaX8&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.amazon.com_Don-2DLincoln_e_B001JOC0SG&d=DwMFAg&c=W8uiIUydLnv14aAum3Oieg&r=bB-tszZMv8VMHzen2RSVEczuhGUqTVLEraOy1rlGj3Q&m=4rmDvN4Dt3jW-0YP7LtOmZmw-wwYvM5fdwIdrv7zPlM&s=qqCbTX-KOmUw1A7yB-n2dIvzM-pLeMQWf
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.audible.com_pd_The-2DTheory-2Dof-2DEverything-2DThe-2DQuest-2Dto-2DExplain-2DAll-2DReality-2DAudiobook_1629976083&d=DwMFAg&c=W8uiIUydLnv14aAum3Oieg&r=bB-tszZMv8VMHzen2RSVEczuhGUqTVLEraOy1rlGj3Q&m=4rm
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.audible.com_pd_The-2DTheory-2Dof-2DEverything-2DThe-2DQuest-2Dto-2DExplain-2DAll-2DReality-2DAudiobook_1629976083&d=DwMFAg&c=W8uiIUydLnv14aAum3Oieg&r=bB-tszZMv8VMHzen2RSVEczuhGUqTVLEraOy1rlGj3Q&m=4rm
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.youtube.com_playlist-3Flist-3DPLCfRa7MXBEsoJuAM8s6D8oKDPyBepBosS&d=DwMFAg&c=W8uiIUydLnv14aAum3Oieg&r=bB-tszZMv8VMHzen2RSVEczuhGUqTVLEraOy1rlGj3Q&m=4rmDvN4Dt3jW-0YP7LtOmZmw-wwYvM5fdwIdrv7zPlM&s=ecsUeL
https://www.cnn.com/opinions
https://www.livescience.com/33351-flying-saucers-turn-64-look-back-origins-ufos.html
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Over the past 70 years, more than 10,000 similar reports have been made.  Most reports were 

eventually debunked as weather balloons, the planet Venus, or even oddly-shaped clouds.  Some 

accounts simply arose from nothing more than the fevered imaginations of UFO enthusiasts.  But not all 

reports could be dismissed so easily. 

 

In 2004, Navy fighter jet pilots operating from the USS Nimitz aircraft carrier reported seeing UFOs 

off the coast of San Diego.  And more recently, other military pilots flying with the USS Theodore 

Roosevelt in the Atlantic made similar claims.  The news of those accounts became public knowledge 

from a story in the New York Times and a new miniseries on the History Channel.  These media and 

entertainment reports brought the incidents to the attention of Government leaders. 

 

The question that comes to mind is "Are these Aliens?" 

 

Sadly for anyone who is a fan of the television show "The X-Files", it is simply far, far, more 

plausible that what these pilots were seeing is something with a more ordinary explanation whether it be 

an instrumental glitch or some other unexplained artifact. 

 

Given the professionalism of the pilots who reported the sightings, I am fairly certain that they did 

indeed see a UFO.  The problem is that many people jump directly from the "unidentified" in "UFO" to 

"flying saucer".  And that's just too large a jump to be reasonable.  There is simply no credible evidence 

that the Earth is being visited by aliens.  There are no artifacts, no clear photographs, no captured aliens, 

no alien bodies -- Nothing. 

 

The reports of UFOs are from eyewitnesses or poor resolution photographs or videos.  Ask a 

criminal prosecutor about the value of eyewitness reports.  They have contributed to a majority of the 

convictions that were later overturned by DNA evidence.  An eyewitness can be an unreliable source of 

information.  And in the case of something as extraordinary as the observation of alien spacecraft, 

pedestrian evidence simply won't do.  As Carl Sagan often said:  "Extraordinary claims require 

extraordinary evidence." 

 

The reality is that unidentified means just that.  The pilots could have seen a real object that they 

couldn't explain.  Or they could have experienced an instrumental artifact which is basically just a glitch 

in the electronics. 

 

In the San Diego incident, there were earlier reports of high-altitude radar contacts from surface 

ships.  And just prior to when an unidentified object was recorded on the fighter jets' infrared camera, 

there were reports of something in or just below the water. 

 

Even though there were multiple observations of multiple phenomena, what is missing is multiple 

reports of the same phenomenon.  It would be hasty to link these independent observations together. 

 

While alien visitation is unlikely, as long as there remains even the faintest chance that there exist 

aerial objects with capabilities beyond those humanity can achieve, we should continue to investigate 

the possibility.  After all, if these objects are real and actually move in the ways that the pilots reported, 

it's something that any military would want to know about as being aware of credible threats is one of 

their key responsibilities. 

 

There was a time in history when the working explanation of UFOs didn't involve extraterrestrials.  

During World War II and before the flying saucer craze, Allied pilots reported UFOs that they called 

"foo fighters" which were thought to possibly be a new weapon employed by German Luftwaffe.  By the 

same token, these modern accounts should certainly be investigated in the event that they actually exist 

https://www.archives.gov/news/articles/do-records-show-proof-of-ufos
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/checkpoint/wp/2017/12/18/former-navy-pilot-describes-encounter-with-ufo-studied-by-secret-pentagon-program/?utm_term=.31b8cbb7f328
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/26/us/politics/ufo-sightings-navy-pilots.html
https://www.history.com/shows/unidentified-inside-americas-ufo-investigation
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/19/warner-classified-briefing-ufos-1544273
https://www.innocenceproject.org/eyewitness-identification-reform/
https://www.history.com/news/uss-nimitz-2004-tic-tac-ufo-encounter
https://www.history.com/news/wwii-ufos-allied-airmen-orange-lights-foo-fighters
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and are of earthly origin.  However, I would be very surprised if the reports turned out to be anything 

other than ordinary. 

 

I've been fascinated by the idea of extraterrestrial life since I was a small boy and I think it is very 

likely that it exists throughout the Universe.  The tagline of the television show "The X-Files" resonates 

with me:  I Want To Believe. 

 

But I'm going to need much better evidence than what we have so far. 

 

In the meantime, let's keep an eye on these reports.  You know... just in case. 

 

 

Also related:  "Does Alien Life Exist?" 

 

 

 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-

similar-chinese-tech-advances 

Navy Got 'UFO' Patent Granted By Warning Of 

Similar Chinese Tech Advances 
Patent documents indicate that the U.S. and China are actively developing radical new craft 

that seem eerily similar to UFOs reported by Navy pilots. 

by Brett Tingley and Tyler Rogoway 

The War Zone / June 28, 2019 

 

The United States Secretary of Navy is listed as the assignee on several radical aviation technologies 

patented by an aerospace engineer working at the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division 

(NAWCAD) headquarters in Patuxent River, Maryland.  One of these patents describes a "hybrid 

aerospace-underwater craft" claimed to be capable of truly extraordinary feats of speed and 

maneuverability in air, water, and Outer Space alike thanks to a revolutionary electromagnetic 

propulsion system. 

 

Sound far fetched?  You’re not alone.  

 

A primary patent examiner at the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) thought so 

too.  But then the Chief Technical Officer (CTO) of the Naval Aviation Enterprise personally wrote a 

letter addressed to the examiner claiming that the U.S. needs the patent as the Chinese are already 

“investing significantly” in these aerospace technologies that sound eerily similar to the UFOs reported 

by Navy pilots in now well-known encounters. 

 

This raises the question are the Chinese developing or even already flying craft leveraging similar 

advanced technology and is the Navy now scrambling to catch up? 

 

The Wondrous Inventions of Dr. Salvatore Cezar Pais 

 

The bizarre saga of the U.S. Navy and its sudden willingness to admit that its personnel regularly 

encounter unidentified objects in the skies keeps getting stranger.  Why the sudden shift in policy? What 

https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/04/opinions/alien-life-opinion-lincoln/index.html
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
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is the motivation for disclosing these encounters to the Public?  News outlets of all types have for 

months been discussing the matter.  Yet we still don't know exactly what is actually happening here. 

 

Clearly, the narrative is being carefully controlled by the Department of Defense and the Navy.  We 

can only base our speculation on what has been released to the public over the last few years through the 

media and what is public record.  With that said, maybe the most curious additions to the still-

developing saga is a set strange aerospace patents filed by one Salvatore Cezar Pais, an aerospace 

engineer at NAWCAD. 

 

While attempting to dig up as much information as possible about the inventor and these patents, I 

came across some supplemental documents in the USPTO’s databases that seem to imply that Navy 

leadership knows that these technologies are actually feasible (or that they want us or someone else to 

think that they are). 

 

Little information can be found about Salvatore Cezar Pais.  He has virtually no web presence.  

What is known is that he received a PhD in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering from Case Western 

Reserve University in 1999 and that he currently works as an aerospace engineer for NAWCAD at 

Naval Air Station Patuxent River in Maryland (the Navy’s top aircraft test base). 

 

Pais has published several articles and presented papers at American Institute of Aeronautics and 

Astronautics conferences over the years describing his work in electromagnetic propulsion, 

revolutionary room temperature superconductors, and topics like his PhD dissertation "Bubble 

generation under reduced gravity conditions for both co-flow and cross-flow configurations." 

 

NASA helped fund his dissertation, a copy of which they have on their website here.  A full list of 

his publications can be found here. 

 

 

The Navy’s Patented Hybrid Underwater Aerospace Craft 

 

Pais is named as the inventor on 4 separate patents for which the U.S. Navy is the assignee. 

 

● A curiously-shaped “High Frequency Gravitational Wave Generator”. 

● A room-temperature superconductor. 

● An electromagnetic ‘force field’ generator that could deflect asteroids. 

● And perhaps the strangest of all, one titled “Craft Using An Inertial Mass Reduction Device”. 

 

[StealthSkater note:  Dr. Robert Baker also has proposed high-frequency gravitational waves as a 

possible mode of transportation.  His supporters and critics are at => doc   pdf   URL  ] 
 

While all are pretty outlandish-sounding, the latter is the one that the Chief Technical Officer of the 

Naval Aviation Enterprise personally vouched for in a letter to the USPTO claiming that the Chinese are 

already developing similar capabilities. 

 

The patent was first applied for on April 28, 2016 over a decade after the Nimitz Carrier Strike 

Group encountered strange Tic-Tac-shaped aircraft and nearly a year after Navy pilots across multiple 

squadrons flying out of Naval Air Station Oceana and NAS Norfolk experienced a string of bizarre 

encounters with unidentified aircraft, some of which like the Tic-Tac seemed to possess exotic 

performance capabilities. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection
https://patents.google.com/?inventor=Salvatore+Pais&oq=inventor:(Salvatore+Pais)
https://www.genealogy.math.ndsu.nodak.edu/id.php?id=122579
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27297/scaled-composites-stealthy-mystery-jet-is-now-at-the-navys-top-flight-test-base
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19990064092.pdf
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C34&q=salvatore+cezar+pais&btnG=&oq=salva
https://patents.google.com/patent/US10322827B2/en?inventor=Salvatore+Pais&oq=inventor:(Salvatore+Pais)
../../Stealthskater/Science.doc#Baker
../../Stealthskater_PDF/Science.pdf#Baker
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Baker
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28627/recent-ufo-encounters-with-navy-pilots-occurred-constantly-across-multiple-squadrons
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28627/recent-ufo-encounters-with-navy-pilots-occurred-constantly-across-multiple-squadrons
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Meanwhile, the hybrid aerospace-underwater craft in Pais’ patent is described as being capable of 

incredible feats of speed and maneuverability and can fly equally well in air, water, or Space without 

leaving a heat signature.  This is possible, Pais claims in the patent, because the craft is able to “engineer 

the fabric of our Reality at the most fundamental level” by exploiting the laws of Physics. 

 

The concept is fairly simple although the engineering required to make it a reality is anything but.  

All matter contains energy on the Quantum level.  By theoretically creating its own incredibly dense and 

polarized energy field, the hybrid craft is claimed to be able to create a quantum 'vacuum' around itself 

which allows it to repel any air or water molecules with which it interacts.  Thus, the craft can 

essentially ignore aerodynamic or hydrodynamic forces (or so it is claimed in the patent). 

 

[StealthSkater note:  This hints at the Zero Point Energy field which makes up the vacuum of 

Space.  So-called "virtual particles" zipping in-and-out of existence annihilating each other in the 

process.  Their existence was predicted by physicist Henrik Casimir and later confirmed when 

experiments detected the Casimir force.  Nobel laureate Richard Feynmann calculated that a 

beaker full of this stuff contains enough energy to vaporize all of the Earth's oceans.  (Others like 

Matti Pitkanen doc   pdf   URL   propose Zero Energy Oncology to take palce of the ZPE field and 

have much lower calculations.)  Physicist Hal Puthoff said that engineering the ZPE field 

(sometimes called The Hunt For 'Zero Point') would be an extraordinarily difficult task. 

 

Perhaps off-topic a little, imagine creating a Quantum "bubble" around a Macroscopic-sized 

object.  Then it would be subject to the laws of Quantum Mechanics and not General Relativity.  

Instantaneous quantum entanglement and teleportation would be possible.  After such transport 

occurred, the bubble could be "turned off" (like demodulating an AM radio signal from the 

carrier wave).  Such an explanation has been proposed for the Philadelphia Experiment doc   pdf   

URL   and the UNITEL UFO craft in its interstellar MQT mode doc   pdf   URL  .  A big question is 

would human consciousness remain unaffected during all of this. ] 

 

 
A depiction of the hybrid aerospace underwater craft included with the patent application. 

 

Throughout his patents and publications describing the hybrid aerospace underwater craft (HAUC), 

Pais writes that the radical feats of speed and maneuverability of which the craft is supposedly capable 

can be achieved by coupling "high-frequency axial spin" or "accelerated vibration" with "high-frequency 

vibrations of electrically charged systems." 

 

../../Stealthskater/Pitkanen.doc
../../Stealthskater_PDF/Pitkanen.pdf
http://www.stealthskater.com/Pitkanen.htm
../../Stealthskater/PX.doc
../../Stealthskater_PDF/PX.pdf
http://superstringtheory.com/history/history1.html
../../Stealthskater/UNITEL.doc
../../Stealthskater_PDF/UNITEL.pdf
http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/pdf/10.2514/6.2017-5343
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In other words, if you can (a) create a room-temperature superconductor capable of storing an 

incredibly high amount of energy and (b) get the energy field created by that superconductor moving at 

incredibly high speeds around or within the craft, you can create a polarized energy vacuum around it 

which allows it to basically ignore the energy of the air or water around it, thereby removing its own 

inertia and mass from the equation. 

 

[StealthSkater note:  In the excellent book Hyperspace, Michio Kaku claimed that achieving 

room-temperature superconductivity would allow "anti-gravity".  But he never went into details.] 

 

In his most recent publication, Pais describes the hybrid aerospace underwater craft as a roughly 

cone-shaped vehicle that would appear round from the front or rear.  “The HAUC is conical in 

configuration with an elliptical cross-section similar in geometry to a hypersonic glide vehicle / dart.” 

 

Interestingly enough, the descriptions of the craft in several of Pais’ publications and even the patent 

for “Craft using an inertial mass reduction device” include room for a crew compartment shielded by a 

Faraday cage. 

 

Shortly after the patent for the hybrid craft was approved in 2018, Pais presented another related 

paper “Room Temperature Superconducting System for Use on a Hybrid Aerospace Undersea Craft” at 

the 2019 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics SciTech Forum in San Diego this past 

January. 

 

In the paper, Pais writes that "the achievement of room temperature superconductivity (RTSC) 

represents a highly disruptive technology capable of a total paradigm change in Science and 

Technology” and adds that its “military and commercial value is considerable." 

 

The capabilities described in the paper should certainly sound familiar to anyone who's been 

following the Navy UFO stories over the last several years: 

 

It is possible to envision hybrid aerospace-undersea craft (HAUC) which can function 

as a submersible craft capable of extreme underwater speeds (lack of water-skin friction) 

and enhanced aerial/underwater stealth capabilities (non-linear scattering of RF and sonar 

signals). 

 

This hybrid craft would move with great ease through the air/space/water mediums by 

being enclosed in a Vacuum/plasma bubble/sheath due to the coupled effects of E-M field-

induced air/water particles repulsion and Vacuum energy polarization. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/23758/video-appears-to-show-china-testing-hypersonic-glide-vehicles-via-high-altitude-balloon
https://patents.google.com/patent/US10144532B2/en?inventor=Salvatore+Pais&oq=inventor:(Salvatore+Pais)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faraday_cage
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2019-0869
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HUAC with Components 

Images of the craft in the patent application include a descriptions of the various components such a 

craft could possess such as: microwave emitters (300); a resonant cavity filled with a noble gas such as 

xenon (150); a crew compartment (55); a Faraday-type cage to protect crew against electromagnetic fields 

(58); a cargo bay (57); a power plant system (56); and a frustrum (or nose cone) which is "rotatable about 

its own axis (25)." 
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To help me understand the underlying theory behind the hybrid craft technology described in the 

patents, I spoke with Dr. Brian Collett, a Hamilton College physics chair who teaches courses in 

electromagnetic theory and quantum physics.  Collett told me that while patents and peer-reviewed 

articles about theoretical physics are one thing, the descriptions of the HAUC and the claims in Pais’ 

research "bear no more resemblance to quantum physics as I understand it than does ‘The Force’ from 

Star Wars." 

 

Moreover, Collett adds "a working room-temperature superconductor would have far more radical 

uses that are actually within the bounds of possibility" than a hybrid craft that can theoretically create a 

quantum vacuum around itself. 

 

Other physicists I’ve conferred with have stated the same thing although most of them refused to go 

anywhere near on-the-record concerning the hybrid craft patent based on how outlandish it seems. 

 

Why then would the Naval Aviation Enterprise CTO personally vouch for this patent to the USPTO? 

 

The ‘Future State of the Possible’ 

 

Just because something is patented doesn’t mean it’s currently in production or even possible.  

Private entities and the U.S. Government both regularly patent forward-looking technologies to ensure 

that they own the rights to them when or if they’re ever fully realized.  The patent for the hybrid craft is 

set to expire on September 28, 2036. 

 

That being said, the unorthodox circumstances surrounding the approval of this patent have us 

wondering why the Chief Technology Officer of the U.S. Naval Aviation Enterprise Dr. James Sheehy 

personally vouched for the legitimacy of this beyond-revolutionary aerospace technology in the Navy’s 

appeal to the USPTO.  Sheehy assured the patent examiner in charge of this application that the aircraft 

propulsion method described in the patent is indeed possible or will be soon based on experiments and 

tests that NAWCAD has already conducted. 

 

While plenty of commenters online have seen the patents and claimed that any old crackpot scientist 

can attempt to patent crazy-sounding technologies far beyond what is currently technologically feasible, 

I would hesitate to call the CTO of the Naval Aviation Enterprise working on behalf of the Federal 

Government a "crackpot".  But then again, it's not impossible.  [StealthSkater note:  another 

possibility is the spread of counter-intelligence or disinformation to divert attention from what is 

really happening.] 
 

The application was initially rejected by Patent Examiner Philip Bonzell on the grounds that "there is 

no such thing as a 'repulsive EM energy field'" and that "when referring to the specifications as to 

ascertain about the microwave emitters needed in this system it is seen that for a high energy 

electromagnetic field to polarize a quantum vacuum as claimed it would take 10
9
 Teslas and 10

18
 V/m."  

That's roughly the equivalent to the magnetic strength generated by most magnetars and more electricity 

than what is produced by nuclear reactors.  [StealthSkater note:  The proposed UNITEL craft also 

would employ magnetrons to its patented quantum laser lens to achieve what has been referred as 

transport by using a StarTrek reverse tractor beam by which you project a mini-blackhole in 

front of the craft doc   pdf   URL    Bob Lazar suggested this also by referring to how the UFO he 

saw seemed to "wobble" in flight doc   pdf   URL ] 
 

Obviously, the examiner believed it’s impossible with today's technology to create the insane 

amount of energy needed to generate the E-M field that would propel this craft in the manner described 

in the patent application.  What would be needed to generate such amounts of energy is perhaps the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetar
../../Stealthskater/UNITEL.doc
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potentially revolutionary room-temperature superconductor described in one of Pais’ other patents for 

which the Navy is listed as the assignee.  

 

Superconductors are materials that can conduct electricity with zero resistance.  Meaning that the 

electrical currents carried through them never degrade or dissipate like they do in metals such as copper 

or silver. 

 

 
A drawing from Pais' patent "Piezoelectricity-induced Room Temperature Superconductor". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US20190058105A1/en?inventor=Salvatore+Cezar+Pais
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Superconductors also create their own repulsive magnetic fields when placed near magnets enabling 

applications like the levitating Maglev trains currently floating at high-speed in Japan and China.  Most 

superconductors today require extremely low temperatures to operate, however, making them 

impractical for most uses outside of laboratories or large scale industrial applications. 

 

Room-temperature superconductors for years have been something of a "Holy Grail" of Science for 

engineers because once realized, they would open the doors for incredible new forms of power 

transmission and storage, electric motors, and magnetic levitation devices. 

 

[StealthSkater note:  A Navy FRR-24 radio doc   pdf   URL  was allegedly used in the Montauk 

Project (successor to the Philadelphia Experiment).  It consisted of 4 refrigerator-sized units.  75 

pounds of silver were mixed with mercury to achieve a poor man's room-temperature 

superconductivity.] 

 

According to documents available to the public at the USPTO website, the Patent Office rejected 

Pais' and the Navy's application for this craft on March 30, 2018.  After it was rejected, the NAWCAD’s 

patent attorney Mark O. Glut appealed the decision and submitted further documentation to ensure the 

patent office that this craft is indeed "enabled".  Meaning that it can actually be built and can perform as 

described in the patent. 

 

 
USPTO Rejection Based on Energy Requirements.  One of the USPTO patent examiner’s grounds for 

rejection is based on the fact that the energy levels required by the craft are insanely high. 

 

https://www.energy.gov/articles/how-maglev-works
../../Stealthskater/PX.doc#FRR24
../../Stealthskater_PDF/PX.pdf#FRR24
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USPTO Final Rejection.  A notice of final rejection sent by the USPTO prior to receiving Dr. James 

Sheey’s letter. 

 

 

Furthermore, Sheehy claims that "the realization of this result demonstrates that this patent 

documents the future state of the possible and moves propulsion technology beyond gas dynamic 

systems to field-induced propulsion based hybrid aerospace-undersea craft."  

 

 

 

Have a look at the letter yourself: 
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Sheehy Letter to USPTO.  Naval Aviation Enterprise Chief Technical Officer Dr. James Sheehy’s letter to 

the USPTO examiner in charge of the ‘hybrid craft’ patent. 
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It’s important to note that Sheehy doesn’t go so far as to say on the record that the Navy currently 

possesses this technology and instead notified Patent Examiner Philip Bonzell that he agrees that "this 

mode of acceleration/movement is beyond the state of the possible.  At least at present." 

 

Sheehy, of course, adds that "China is already investing significantly in this area" and "would prefer 

we [i.e., the U.S.] hold the patent as opposed to paying forever more to use this revolutionary 

technology" as he asserts "this will become a reality." 

 

Remarkably, it seems to boil down to the ol' "we must not allow an Inertial Mass Reduction 

Device gap!"  Perhaps because of that threat from the Chinese looming, the USPTO finally issued a 

notice of allowance for "Craft Using an Inertial Mass Reduction Device" to the Department of the Navy 

on October 31, 2018, at a fee of $1,000 USD.  No reason was given for why the patent was eventually 

approved. 

 

It’s important to note as well that U.S. patent law ends at America’s borders.  The Navy can patent 

anything it wants to.  But those patents would not necessarily keep a foreign country from developing 

and patenting similar technologies. 

 

The Dawn Of Electromagnetic Propulsion? 

 

Normally, I would agree with others that these patents are likely just the Navy ensuring that when or 

if this technology does become available, the U.S. will be able to control it.  However, these are not 

normal times. 

 

Thanks to the To-The-Stars Academy (TTSA), the Department of Defense, and the media at large, 

not only are we now being told that Navy pilots have witnessed aircraft behaving exactly like the craft 

these patents describe but also some of the pilots’ visual descriptions of those anomalous aircraft even 

seem to be uncannily similar to the drawings of the aircraft as depicted in Pais’ patents. 

 

One of those patents depicts a curiously and distinctly shaped gravitational wave generator that 

resembles the Tic-Tac-shaped object reported by retired U.S. Navy Commander David Fravor and other 

Nimitz Carrier Strike Group pilots in encounters that took place in 2004 off the Baja Coast.  

[StealthSkater note:  the triangle-shaped object looks like the often reported Black Triangle UFOs 

doc   pdf   URL   .] 
 

 
Hybrid Craft and Tic Tac Gravitational Wave Generator.  Images from 2 separate patents: "Craft Using 

an Inertial Mass Reduction Device" (left) and “High Frequency Gravitational Wave Generator” (right). 

 

Furthermore in regards to claims that these patents may simply be speculative "math theory" (as the 

patent examiner called them in one of the rejections), it’s important to remember that scientific and 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28377/tom-delonges-origin-story-for-to-the-stars-academy-describes-a-government-info-operation
https://patents.google.com/patent/US10322827B2/en?inventor=Salvatore+Pais&oq=inventor:(Salvatore+Pais)
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
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engineering research sometimes reach tipping points in which incremental progress made over decades 

suddenly culminates in large paradigm shifts that bring the theoretical into the realm of the possible.  

Massive bursts of associated funding also can really help, of course. 

 

The patents appear to draw upon established theoretical research.  Included in the Navy’s patent 

appeals and Pais’ most recent publication are references to decades’ worth of peer-reviewed research in 

room-temperature superconductors and Macroscopic Quantum Effects and even notated copies of 

several studies related to Pais’ research.  In the publication, Pais also thanks Naval Aviation Enterprise 

CTO Dr. James Sheehy "for the many hours of thought-provoking discussions on the concept at hand." 

 

 
Pais frequently acknowledges Sheehy throughout his publications. 

 

Interestingly enough, both Pais’ research and some of his patents also contain acknowledgments to 

the work of Dr. Harold E. Puthoff, co-founder and Vice President of Science and Technology of To-

The-Stars Academy.  Puthoff is an electrical engineer and inventor who has published research on 

polarized vacuums but has also been extensively involved with paranormal and somewhat 

pseudoscientific topics such as remote-viewing.  [StealthSkater note:  see => doc   pdf   URL   and doc   

pdf   URL  ] 
 

According to their website, TTSA’s goal is to advance "our current understanding of scientific 

phenomena and its technological implications."  The stated mission of TTSA’s Aerospace division is to 

find "revolutionary breakthroughs in propulsion, energy, and communication".  The company claims 

that it is "currently working with lead engineers from major Department of Defense and aerospace 

companies with the capability to pursue an advanced engineering approach to fundamental aerospace 

topics" such as Space-Time Metrics Engineering (STME).  This is a theoretical concept in which 

quantum vacuums are engineered as a means of propulsion.  It remains unclear how TTSA intends to 

follow through with and secure funding for these ambitious goals. 

 

In a press release marking the official launch of TTSA on Oct. 11, 2017, former Program Director 

for Advanced Systems at Lockheed Martin Advanced Development Programs at the Skunk Works, 

https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2019-0869
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28377/tom-delonges-origin-story-for-to-the-stars-academy-describes-a-government-info-operation
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28377/tom-delonges-origin-story-for-to-the-stars-academy-describes-a-government-info-operation
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/26056/heres-the-list-of-studies-the-militarys-secretive-ufo-program-funded-some-were-junk
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/26056/heres-the-list-of-studies-the-militarys-secretive-ufo-program-funded-some-were-junk
http://www.remoteviewed.com/hal-puthoff/
../../Stealthskater/PX.doc#RV
../../Stealthskater_PDF/PX.pdf#RV
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#RV
../../Stealthskater/Science.doc#ISSO
../../Stealthskater_PDF/Science.pdf#ISSO
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#ISSO
https://dpo.tothestarsacademy.com/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1204.2184
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/to-the-stars-academy-of-arts--science-launches-today-300534912.html
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Steve Justice, described how TTSA was working on developing revolutionary "Advanced 

Electromagnetic Vehicles" that will "dramatically reduce the current travel limits of distance and time" 

and "mimic the capabilities observed in unidentified aerial phenomenon by employing a drive system 

that alters the space-time metric." 

 

Without a doubt, these advanced electromagnetic vehicles that TTSA says it plans to develop sound 

uncannily like the electromagnetic hybrid aerospace underwater craft in Pais's patent. 

 

 
TTSA Craft Concept.  Image of a revolutionary craft concept shown during a TTSA livestream presented 

by former Skunk Works Program Director for Advanced Systems Steve Justice. 

 

 

Few Answers but Plenty Of Questions 

 

We reached out to NAWCAD for any information or clarification regarding these patents and were 

referred to Kurt Larson, NAWCAD's Public Affairs Director.  Larson informed us by phone and email 

that "when it comes to patent applications, [NAWCAD] cannot provide any context outside of the filed 

patent application documents." 

 

Similarly, USPTO policy states that applications for patents are not generally open to the Public and 

"no information concerning them is released except on written authority of the applicant, his-or-her 

assignee, or his-or-her attorney, or when necessary to the conduct of the business of the USPTO." 

 

As striking as the similarity between the claimed capabilities of the hybrid craft and those of the 

objects described by Navy personnel, it’s still unknown whether these patents are related to the ongoing 

UFO revelations.  As The War Zone has noted in previous articles, there could be multiple simultaneous 

explanations for these varied incidents and a number of motivations for disclosing them to the Public. 

 

Perhaps the few pieces of footage that have trickled out over the last several years that some claim to 

show advanced craft could be the Navy’s way of subtly hinting that this concept actually works and is 

being tested in the field by either the U.S. or the Chinese.  The fact that Sheehy would lean so heavily on 

https://www.uspto.gov/patents-getting-started/general-information-concerning-patents
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28640/could-some-of-the-ufos-navy-pilots-are-encountering-be-airborne-radar-reflectors
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the Chinese threat in the last bullet point of his appeal letter to the USPTO seems to suggest that the 

Navy may already be playing catch-up to a terrestrial foe. 

 

It is also important to note that if the Navy had wanted this patent to remain classified, it could have 

filed the patent under the Invention Secrecy Act of 1951 (35 U.S.C. ch. 17).  A law which allows patents 

to remain classified if they might pose a possible threat to the national security of the United States. 

 

Instead, all of Pais' patents are currently fully available to the Public.  If such a propulsion 

technology was so revolutionary and if the Navy indeed wanted to keep this technology out of others' 

hands, it’s curious that they would choose to make the patent public.  Maybe the Navy is signaling to its 

adversaries that it too is aware of this revolutionary capability and to whom it belongs. 

 

 
Unchecked Request Not to Publish.  Navy attorneys chose not to check “Request Not to Publish” which 

would have filed the patent under the Invention Secrecy Act. 

 

Also, consider the fact that Senators (including the vice chairman of the Senate Intelligence 

Community) have been briefed in recent weeks by Navy officials about the unexplained sightings Navy 

pilots have reported.  Even President Donald Trump recently stated in an interview that the Navy UFO 

reports could be due the fact that pilots "see things a little bit different from the past". 

 

It is a comment which could be taken to mean that pilots are witnessing new types of aerospace 

technology for the first time.  Trump seemed to indicate that he does not believe the objects reported by 

Navy pilots are evidence of anything extraterrestrial and took his interviewer’s UFO question in stride 

without any apparent surprise.  An indication of just how far into the mainstream the UFO discussion 

has become. 

 

Consider as well the comments made by former Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid of Nevada who 

reportedly a key figure in securing funding for programs like the now-infamous Advanced Aerospace 

Threat Identification Program and its associated studies.  Earlier this year, Reid stated that the U.S., 

Russia, and China are currently in a "UFO race." 

 

We know the Chinese have already publicly made major strides in electromagnetic naval capabilities 

including railguns and aircraft catapults as well as other highly advanced defense technologies.  Could 

Reid have meant that these three military powers are currently scrambling to be the first to master the 

technology behind a hybrid aerospace-undersea craft and deploy it on a substantial scale?  If so, where 

does the Navy and the Pentagon as a whole currently stand in that clandestine race? 

 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/35/part-II/chapter-17
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/19/warner-classified-briefing-ufos-1544273
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/exclusive-trump-unidentified-flying-objects/story?id=63725191
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20797/the-pentagon-paid-for-these-reports-on-warp-drive-extra-dimensions-anti-gravity-and-mor
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20797/the-pentagon-paid-for-these-reports-on-warp-drive-extra-dimensions-anti-gravity-and-mor
https://www.lasvegasnow.com/news/local-news/i-team-former-sen-reid-wants-ufo-studies-made-public/1815200177
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21689/u-s-intel-says-china-to-have-railgun-armed-ships-by-2025
https://www.defensenews.com/naval/2017/11/09/tech-breakthrough-chinas-next-carrier-could-feature-electromagnetic-launch-system/
https://www.popsci.com/china-quantum-radar-detects-stealth-planes-missiles/
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/24645/chinas-biggest-airshow-offers-more-evidence-of-beijings-stealth-drone-focus
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Furthermore, Pais notes in the paper that such a technology “would permit swift movement of the 

HAUC beyond our Solar System.”  Is this an undisclosed reason why we suddenly need a Space Force?  

Is this what Air Force Lieutenant General Vera Linn Jamieson was referring to last year when she 

casually dropped during an unrelated interview that in "different galaxies in the future we’re going to 

actually have capability that we have right now in the air”?  And this is hardly the only highly peculiar 

thing that Air Force leadership has spouted off about in regards to the future of America's military 

footprint in Space. 

 

It's also possible that this patent is just another facet of an information operation that goes along with 

a larger UFO narrative to promote the Pentagon's undisclosed interests.  But the inclusion of China (a 

very terrestrial potential foe and America's chief technological adversary) as a direct competitor when it 

comes to the technology seems odd and even counterproductive if that were the case. 

 

On the other hand, some may say that this could be proof of 2 superpowers struggling to mimic the 

capabilities of something they are observing but do not fully understand on a technological level.  

[StealthSkater note:  This has been stated many times in the past.  ER UFOs were retrieved and 

attempts were made to back-engineer them using existing Earth materials and technologies.  

Perhaps effects were noted that could damage the human physiology/consciousness and a only 

"subset" could be engineered.Sometimes this was done under oversighting ETs.  A rumor 

suggested that this ER-Human project came to a halt in the late-1970s.] 
 

Considering all the unknowns, all possibilities are worth examining.  But taking the information 

surrounding this patent at face value, it seems to point further to the possibility that the technology could 

indeed be manmade. 

 

Note: There is no way to link directly to these supplementary patent application documents. To view 

them for yourself, visit https://portal.uspto.gov/pair/PublicPair and search for application number 

15/141,270.  Once there, <click> on the “Image File Wrapper” tab. 

 

Contact the editor: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

 

scroll down past end of article for Reader Comments at  https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-

zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances  

 

 

 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21609/six-down-to-earth-questions-we-have-about-trumps-space-force
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https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/26216/usaf-chief-just-said-next-air-refueling-tanker-may-fly-in-low-earth-orbit-huh
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https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27396/usaf-secretary-gives-ominous-warning-that-show-of-force-needed-to-deter-space-attacks
https://portal.uspto.gov/pair/PublicPair
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https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-

patent-is-operable 

Navy's Advanced Aerospace Tech Boss Claims That Key 

'UFO' Patent Is Operable  
Navy officials claim their radical electromagnetic and superconductor technologies aren't theoretical, 

they’re already operable in some form. 

by Brett Tingley / The War Zone - August 2, 2019 

 

Last month, The War Zone reported on a series of strange patent applications that the U.S. Navy has 

filed over the last few years and questioned what their connections may be with the ongoing saga of 

Navy personnel reporting incidents involving Unidentified Objects in or near U.S. airspace. 

 

We have several active Freedom of Information Act requests with the Department of Navy to pursue 

more information related to the research that led to these patents.  As those are being processed, we've 

continued to dig through the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office's (USPTO) Public Patent Application 

Information Retrieval database to get as much context for these patents as possible. 

 

In doing so, we came across documents that seem to suggest (at least by the Navy's own claims) that 

2 highly peculiar Navy patents -- the room-temperature superconductor (RTSC) and the high-energy 

electromagnetic field generator (HEEMFG) -- may in fact already be in operation in some manner. 

 

The inventor of the Navy's most bizarre patent (the straight-out-of-science fiction-sounding hybrid 

aerospace/underwater craft) describes that craft as leveraging the same room temperature 

superconductor technology and high energy electromagnetic fields to enable its unbelievable speed and 

maneuverability. 

 

If those two technologies are already operable as the Navy claims, could this mean the hybrid craft 

may also already operable or close to operable?  Or is this just more evidence that the whole exotic 

'UFO' patent endeavor on the Navy's behalf is some sort of ruse or even gross mismanagement of 

resources? 

 

Make sure to read our last feature on this bizarre topic to get up to speed on critical background 

information before continuing on. 

 

 

The Navy’s patents and their alleged operability 

 

At the heart of these questions is the term “operable”.  In most patent applications, applicants must 

assert proof of a patent’s or invention’s “enablement” or the extent to which a patent is described in such 

a way that any person who is familiar with similar technologies or techniques would be able to 

understand it and theoretically reproduce it. 

 

However, in these patent documents, the inventor Salvatore Pais, Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft 

Division's (NAWCAD) patent attorney Mark O. Glut, and the U.S. Naval Aviation Enterprise's Chief 

Technology Officer Dr. James Sheehy all assert that these inventions are not only enabled but also 

operable.  To help me understand what that term may mean in these contexts, I reached out to patent 

attorney Peter Mlynek. 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28627/recent-ufo-encounters-with-navy-pilots-occurred-constantly-across-multiple-squadrons
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29216/congressman-has-written-a-official-letter-to-the-navy-demanding-answers-on-ufos
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20190058105A1
https://patents.google.com/patent/US10135366B2/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US10135366B2/
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2019-0869
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2019-0869
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
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Mlynek informed me that the terms “operable” or “operability” are not common in patent 

applications but that there is little doubt that the use of the term is meant to assert to the USPTO that 

these inventions actually work: 

 

"Generally, patent applications are rejected on the basis of enablement more frequently 

than for operability.  The Patent Office rejects patent applications based on enablement 

because the patent attorney did not describe the invention fully because either the patent 

attorney did a sloppy job or the patent attorney caved to the client's pressure to disclose as 

little about the invention as possible. 

 

"Operability/operative, on the other hand, means that the invention actually works.  

From what I've seen, operability rejection comes up in cases where the patent attorney does 

not really understand the science or technology behind the invention.  In many cases, the 

rejection based on inoperability is a kind of way of telling the patent attorney that the 

attorney has no idea what he/she is talking about." 

 

All of these technologies -- the room temperature superconductor, the high-energy electromagnetic 

field generator, and the hybrid aerospace/underwater craft (HUAC) -- are inventions of the same 

NAWCAD aerospace engineer, the aforementioned Salvatore Cezar Pais.  Our previous article on the 

Navy’s patents explored the hybrid craft and whether-or-not it could be related to other developments 

such as Navy pilots reporting strange objects in U.S. airspace during training exercises and members of 

Congress now asking for answers on UFOs. 

 

 

Salvatore Pais wants to save the World 

 

In a conference paper that Pais presented earlier this year at the 2019 American Institute of 

Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) SciTech Forum in San Diego, the inventor states that the research 

that led to all of these technologies was funded by a single Naval Innovative Science & Engineering 

(NISE) – Basic & Applied Research (BAR) program titled “The High Energy Electromagnetic Field 

Generator (HEEMFG).”  

 

In the Navy’s patent application for the HUAC, it’s claimed that the radical abilities of propulsion 

and maneuverability are made possible thanks to an incredibly powerful electromagnetic field that 

essentially creates a quantum vacuum around itself that allows it to ignore aerodynamic or 

hydrodynamic forces and remove its own inertial mass from the equation. 

 

Thus, the ability to generate such high-frequency electromagnetic waves is key to the alleged 

abilities of this theoretical hybrid craft that can soar near effortlessly through air and water at incredible 

speeds with little to no resistance or inertia. 

 

In the patent application documents for the HEEMFG, we came across a record of an interview 

requested by Pais and the Navy as part of the appeal process for the patent’s initial rejection.  During 

this telephone interview which took place on July 10, 2018, Pais and the Navy’s attorney presented 

evidence that the high energy electromagnetic field generator was, in fact, operable and was a 

“formative invention in its incipient stage(s).” 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28627/recent-ufo-encounters-with-navy-pilots-occurred-constantly-across-multiple-squadrons
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29216/congressman-has-written-a-official-letter-to-the-navy-demanding-answers-on-ufos
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In the patent for the HEEMFG, the technology is described as being able to create what is essentially 

a force field straight out of science-fiction. 

 

One that could generate “an impenetrable defensive shield to sea and land as well as space-based 

military and civilian assets; protecting these assets from such threats as Anti-Ship Ballistic Missiles, 

Radar Evading Cruise Missiles, Top Attack for Main Battle Tanks (land and sea-based systems); as well 

as counteracting the effects of solar-induced Coronal Mass Ejections or defending critical military 

satellites in an ASAT [anti-satellite] role (space based system).” 

 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US10135366B2/
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An image of the high energy electromagnetic field generator from the patent depicting its shell composed of 

"embedded polycrystalline ferroelectric ceramic material" capable of exhibiting "strong Piezoelectric 

Effects" (105), an electrostatic generator (200), a nuclear fission pebble bed reactor (300), a thermoelectric 

generator (400), and an electric motor (500).  The protrusion at the top (125) is claimed to "generate a 

Cyclonic Plasma shield which would greatly amplify the produced electromagnetic field intensity." 

 

 

In his presentation at the 2019 AIAA SciTech Forum, Pais claims that this device could even serve 

as an optimal asteroid deflector to save the World from 99942 Apophis.  It is a 370-meter diameter near-

Earth asteroid which has been predicted to come dangerously close to our planet in 2029 and 2036. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/99942_Apophis
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While saving the World from a massive asteroid is without a doubt a worthwhile application of this 

alleged high energy electromagnetic field generator, the military applications of this supposed 

technology would give a paradigm-exploding advantage to any military wielding such an impenetrable 

electromagnetic force field.  Is it only a hypothetical technology, though?  The inventor and his attorney 

assured the patent office it is indeed operable (at least to some degree). 
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Many readers have also questioned whether-or-not Salvatore Cezar Pais is, in fact, a real person.  In 

our search for information about the elusive inventor, we have found a few mentions in one of his alma 

mater's class notes updates which states that Pais obtained his undergraduate degree in 1990 and a 

graduate degree in 1993 in mechanical engineering.  The Mathematics Genealogy Project, meanwhile, 

states he obtained his Ph.D. from Case Western Reserve University in 1999. 

 

We also came across this image purporting to depict Pais on a Chinese news blog which covered our 

original patent story.  But we have so far been unable to ascertain its veracity.  However, a smaller 

version of the same picture appears on a U.K.-based book review site under the author name Salvatore 

Cezar Pais. 

 

 
A supposed image of Salvatore Pais standing among large Super Hornet and Growler models. 

 

 

Navy CTO claims Pais’ room-temperature superconductor is operable 

 

While the HEEMFG sounds like pure science-fiction, another one of Pais’ patents may be somewhat 

closer to reality depending on who you ask.  For years, scientists have sought to create room-

temperature superconductors (electrical circuits with zero resistance that generate powerful 

electromagnetic fields).  Most superconductors require incredibly low temperatures, however, making 

them impractical for most uses outside of laboratories or other carefully controlled environments.  

 

As noted by Pais in his 2019 AIAA presentation, "the achievement of room-temperature 

superconductivity (RTSC) represents a highly disruptive technology capable of a total paradigm change 

in Science and Technology” and adds that its “military and commercial value is considerable." 

 

Several recent experiments into room-temperature or high-temperature superconductivity have had 

some preliminary success which suggests this once-out-of-reach technology could possibly become 

obtainable with further research.  A 2019 Nature article summarizing results with room temperature 

https://case.edu/alumni/news-perks/class-notes
https://case.edu/alumni/news-perks/class-notes
https://www.genealogy.math.ndsu.nodak.edu/id.php?id=122579
https://new.qq.com/omn/20190630/20190630A09Q6B.html
http://www.bookerworm.com/resources/authors/4910634-salvatore-cezar-pais.html
http://www.bookerworm.com/resources/authors/4910634-salvatore-cezar-pais.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-01583-y
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superconductivity under high pressure states that "it seems more likely than ever that the dream of room-

temperature superconductivity might be realized in the near future" and that "experimental data now 

confirm superconductivity at higher temperatures than ever before." 

 

Nevertheless, Pais’ room-temperature superconductor patent was rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 

because the examiner determined “the disclosed invention is inoperative and therefore lacks utility” and 

that “no assertions of room-temperature superconductivity have currently been recognized or verified by 

the scientific community.”  That code states that patents will be granted only for "any new and useful 

process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof." 

 

According to the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP) code 2164.07, patents are rejected 

on these grounds in cases “when the examiner concludes that an application claims an invention that is 

non-useful, inoperative or contradicts known scientific principles.” 

 

 
 

Following that rejection, Naval Aviation Enterprise Chief Technology Officer Dr. James Sheehy 

once again stepped in to write a letter to the USPTO personally to vouch for the room-temperature 

superconductor, going so far as to declare that the RTSC is “operable and enabled via the physics 

described in the patent application” and Pais’ publications.  Again, the keyword here is “operable” 

which has a different meaning than simply “enabled.” 

 

https://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/s2164.html
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Sheehy assures the examiner that he is “well versed in the generation of electromagnetic fields, high-

temperature superconductivity, and physics in general.”  Note, too, the last line:  Sheehy’s declaration 

was made with the knowledge that false statements to the USPTO are punishable by fine or 

imprisonment. 
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Sheehy’s letter was accompanied by a statement from Naval Aviation Enterprise attorney Mark Glut 

in which Glut states that “Sheehy states the invention is operable and enabled, thus overcoming both 

rejections." 
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In a separate appeal document, Glut states that in the case of the RTSC patent: “There is no reason to 

doubt the truth of the statements contained in the specification” and that the patent office “must provide 

a factual basis for an enablement rejection rather than conclusory statements regarding the state of 

conventional scientific theory.” 

 

 
 

Glut goes even further with somewhat of a dig at USPTO examiner Paul A. Wartalowicz, writing 

that in the case of this rejection: “The examiner turned to perceived mainstream science to indicate the 

concept was not possible” but that “in this matter, the gatekeepers of Science (the peer reviewers of 

Applicant’s papers) indicated the concept is possible and enabled.” 
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However, it's important to note that while many of Pais' publications were published in peer-

reviewed journals, his most recent publication wasn’t actually peer-reviewed.  The publication “Room 

Temperature Superconducting System for use on a Hybrid Aerospace-Undersea Craft” does not appear 

in a peer-reviewed journal but was instead presented at the 2019 AIAA SciTech Forum.  

 

On the AIAA’s Abstract Submission Process & Requirements page, it is stated that “All abstracts 

will be evaluated by qualified individuals from Industry, Academia, or Government.  It is recommended 

to the Technical Program Committee to have the broadest representation of reviewers appropriate for the 

forum/conference.  Exceptions may be made for invited abstracts.  Please note that this is a review of 

abstracts only and that AIAA’s meeting papers are not peer-reviewed.” 

 

Thus, the statements made by the Navy attorney aren’t entirely accurate. 

 

 
A slide from Pais' 2019 presentation "Room-Temperature Superconducting System for use on a Hybrid 

Aerospace-Undersea Craft." 

https://www.aiaa.org/SciTech/presentations-papers/info
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In another one of the correspondences between the USPTO and the Navy regarding the Room-

Temperature Superconductor patent, the examiner writes that “in such instances where the utility of the 

claimed invention is based upon allegations that border on the incredible or allegations that would not be 

readily accepted by a substantial portion of the scientific community, sufficient substantiating evidence 

of operability needs to be submitted by appellant.” 

 

 
 

 

Following that rejection, Pais and NAWCAD’s patent attorney Mark Glut requested a telephone 

interview that took place on June 6, 2019.  According to the USPTO’s public database, the appeals 

surrounding the room-temperature superconductor are still ongoing despite the declarations made by Dr. 

James Sheehy and attorney Mark Glut. 
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An intimidating river of mumbo-jumbo and sophisticated babble 

 

After our last article on these bizarre Navy Patents and the hybrid craft patent in particular, some 

readers were quick to point out that like the physicists I have spoken with while researching these 

patents, they are unconvinced that the Navy may have actually already developed (or even could 

develop) radical new forms of electromagnetic propulsion or the room-temperature superconductors that 

the patents and their related publications describe as the key component in their operability. 

 

To help contextualize the science or pseudoscience behind these patents and what it may or may not 

signify, I spoke with Dr. Mark Gubrud, a University of North Carolina physicist who teaches Peace, 

War & Defense courses and whose PhD is in ultra-low temperature and nanoscale experimental physics.  

Like many physicists, Gubrud has for years encountered claims of room-temperature superconductors 

and so-called spacetime metric engineering: 

 

"In the past, I have attended conferences of 'free energy' and 'cold fusion' cranks and 

encountered very similar claims.  The claim to have developed or the know-how to develop 

a room-temperature superconductor is a perennial.  So are claims based on some woolly 

physics to alter space, inertial mass, or the laws of motion.  One sees these things at the 

meetings and in the publications that constitute a crackpot hobby industry which is mostly 

about the vanity of its participants. 
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"Pais's patents flow as an intimidating river of mumbo-jumbo that most trained 

physicists would recognize as nonsense although many might simply disengage in 

confusion.  And there are always some who might even be credulous.  Of what, however, is 

hard to say as it is not really clear what Pais is even claiming apart from the room-

temperature superconductor which, if it were true, would be Huge News. 

 

"Pais deploys fairly sophisticated babble to make this sound plausible to those who 

know what real physics sounds like but don't understand much of it.  Which is likely to 

include most patent examiners, journalists, and Pais's own enablers in the Navy." 

 

 

I asked for Gubrud’s opinion on why Dr. James Sheehy would vouch for Pais’ patents to which he 

replied that it’s likely someone at NAWCAD has been misled or fooled: 

 

"I don't know why Sheehy defended Pais's patents.  I am certain that it's not because 

they really make some kind of sense.  I suspect the story is just one professional charlatan 

who has embedded himself in the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division plus one or a 

few supervisors he's managed to fool. 

 

It's possible, of course, that it is a bigger story which involves some actual 'experiments' 

and expenditure of funds which is now being protected from scrutiny." 

 

Ultimately, Guburd believes the patents signify nothing more than “an illustration of the need for 

transparency and peer review” but that “even with such niceties, nonsense gets funded, often for 

political and ideological reasons, or simply out of corruption.  But nonsense seems an especially hardy 

perennial in hierarchical, closed and secretive organizations.” 

 

Weaponizing patents 

 

Despite months of research and FOIA requests, it’s still unclear why the Navy would go to bat so 

vehemently for these patents which, as another physicist I spoke with put it, “bear no more resemblance 

to Quantum Physics as I understand it than does ‘The Force’ from Star Wars." 

 

If the Navy has indeed managed to develop operable room-temperature superconductors and 

electromagnetic force fields, these technologies would revolutionize warfare in ways not seen in 

centuries (or maybe even ever), not to mention leading to paradigm changes in civilian technology.  Yet 

the largest question remains.  If the Navy indeed possesses these technologies or even thinks they are 

obtainable in the near term, why make the patents public? 

 

With all this in mind, it's certainly possible that these patents are part of some ongoing information 

campaign designed to make America’s competitors question what types of black budget research is 

currently underway at NAWCAD and other research organizations.  With so many revolutionary new 

aerospace technologies on the brink of deployment, perhaps this is an attempt to essentially “weaponize” 

patents and sow doubt among our adversaries and even inject confusion among the American populous. 

 

That scenario seems more likely given the fact that the Naval Aviation Enterprise Chief Technical 

Officer Dr. Sheehy claimed Chinese advances in similar capabilities as a means of getting the hybrid 

aerospace/underwater craft patent application approved.  The U.S. and China are in a new technological 

arms race to develop the next generations of aircraft and advanced weaponry.  Part of this race includes 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28340/heres-what-the-armys-first-ever-operational-hypersonic-missile-unit-will-look-like
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27396/usaf-secretary-gives-ominous-warning-that-show-of-force-needed-to-deter-space-attacks
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27396/usaf-secretary-gives-ominous-warning-that-show-of-force-needed-to-deter-space-attacks
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/3889/the-alarming-case-of-the-usafs-mysteriously-missing-unmanned-combat-air-vehicles
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/24226/china-reportedly-plans-to-unveil-h-20-stealth-bomber-at-air-force-anniversary-parade-in-2019
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/21689/u-s-intel-says-china-to-have-railgun-armed-ships-by-2025
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producing disinformation and misinformation to make your enemy invest resources (both intelligence 

and research and development related) that are (for lack of a better word) dead-ends.  

 

Being able to explain away strange objects in the sky as UFOs (which may indeed be emerging 

classified capabilities) is also beneficial both here at home and abroad.  Overall, these patents certainly 

add to an increasingly complex narrative mosaic that is emanating directly from the Navy.  One that 

began just as a new era of so-called 'Great Power Competition' was being declared at the highest rungs 

of the Pentagon's leadership. 

 

At the same time, maybe this is the Pentagon's grasping attempt to try to make sense of and emulate 

mysterious and seemingly highly advanced craft that are supposedly being increasingly observed near its 

own aircraft, vessels, and installations.  Maybe the Chinese competition claim is just a placeholder for 

the unknown. 

 

It's also at least worth considering that some breakthroughs in highly exotic propulsion might have 

been made and that the Navy is willing to invest big bucks into seeing them progress further.  Maybe 

those advances happened many years ago and only now is the Pentagon willing to slowly disclose them.  

Or all this could be a case of wasteful, misguided, or even downright corrupt spending on ideas that have 

no real chance of paying off down the line.  

 

The bottom line is that after months of investigation, reaching out directly to the Navy and all those 

involved as well filing numerous FOIA requests that will take months or even years to process, there is 

still so much we don't know about the technological developments the Navy is pursuing or that it is at 

least acting like it's pursuing.  The existence of these patents and the underlying documentation that 

we've brought to light and examined has only made this case more puzzling, especially in contrast to 

experts we have talked to who claim there is no way these patents could describe actual working 

technologies. 

 

One thing is certain.  Our investigation into these patents and the Navy-funded research that led to 

them has only just begun. 

 

 

Contact the author: Tingley.Brett@gmail.com  

Contact the editor: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

 

scroll down past end of article for Reader Comments at  https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-

zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable  
 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Men_Who_Stare_at_Goats
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Men_Who_Stare_at_Goats
mailto:Tingley.Brett@gmail.com
mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable
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Area 51 Veteran and CIA Electronic Warfare Pioneer 

Weigh In On Navy UFO Encounters 
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31151/area-51-veteran-and-cia-electronic-warfare-pioneer-

weigh-in-on-navy-ufo-encounters 

Having worked on some of the most highly-classified aerospace programs in the World, all this 

new UFO talk sounds very familiar to these two men. 

 

 
 

by Tim McMillan / The War Zone  November 25, 2019 

 

It’s a 70-year old mystery that until recently had been largely relegated to society’s rebelliously 

curious.  Now, thanks in no small part to three Department of Defense videos showing some kind of 

unidentified aircraft soaring through restricted airspace, the topic of UFOs has suddenly reemerged as a 

subject worthy of mainstream attention. 

 

First hitting the public almost 2 years ago after originally being filmed by the targeting pods of Navy 

F/A-18E/F Super Hornet fighters in 2004 and 2014-2015, interest in these clips has only been bolstered 

by a recent official statement from the Navy saying that indeed, these blurry objects are “Unidentified 

Aerial Phenomena” or “UAP”.  In other words, their type and origin remain unknown (at least 

officially). 

 

Despite all the attention from the media and the general public, for a man who’s worked on some of 

the most highly-classified aerospace programs in the World, all this new UFO talk isn’t all that 

impressive.  In fact for T.D Barnes, a former Special Projects engineer at Area 51, this entire UFO story 

sounds very familiar. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31151/area-51-veteran-and-cia-electronic-warfare-pioneer-weigh-in-on-navy-ufo-encounters
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31151/area-51-veteran-and-cia-electronic-warfare-pioneer-weigh-in-on-navy-ufo-encounters
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28453/navy-f-a-18-pilot-shares-new-details-about-ufo-encounters-during-middle-east-deployment
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28453/navy-f-a-18-pilot-shares-new-details-about-ufo-encounters-during-middle-east-deployment
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28627/recent-ufo-encounters-with-navy-pilots-occurred-constantly-across-multiple-squadrons
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/8xw83b/the-navy-says-the-ufos-in-tom-delonges-videos-are-unidentified-aerial-phenomena
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T.D. Barnes’ journey into the world of black projects began in 1954 when the young Army radar 

systems officer was selected to work with the world’s first operational surface-to-air missile systems 

(SAM) the Nike Ajax and Nike Hercules. 

 

Later, through defense contractor Unitech, Barnes would work out of NASA’s enigmatic High-

Range Tracking Station-Beatty assisting with secret space programs such as NASA and the Atomic 

Energy Commission’s (AEC) joint attempt at developing a nuclear rocket engine for manned flight to 

Mars (a project codenamed NERVA). 

 

Finally by the early 1960s, Barnes would be whisked away by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) 

to work on “Project OXCART” (the development of the A-12 spy plane) at the ultra-reclusive and then 

quite new Area-51. 

 

 
Former Area-51 Special Projects Engineer T.D. Barnes standing in front of a Lockheed A-12 (one of many 

programs Barnes worked on at Area-51). 

 

When the focus shifted to the A-12’s successor -- the SR-71 Blackbird -- Barnes would end up at 

Area 51’s Special Projects section, part of the Air Force’s Foreign Technology Division (FTD).  Until 

Barnes' retirement in the late 1970s, for almost 2 decades he would work deep inside a world of 

Government secrecy that most will never even get a glimpse of.  

 

When it comes to recent accounts of Navy UFOs, with decades working on the World’s most 

advanced aerospace projects, T.D. Barnes has a theory: 

 

“This takes me back to circa the 1960s when the CIA designed and was building the Mach 3 A-12 

Blackbird to replace the U-2,” says Barnes. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/25935/from-boosters-to-brew-disused-nike-missile-command-site-being-turned-into-brewery
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29541/the-u-s-cant-buy-greenland-but-thule-air-base-is-set-to-become-more-vital-than-ever-before
https://www.cia.gov/news-information/featured-story-archive/2015-featured-story-archive/oxcart-vs-blackbird.html
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/6359/family-says-land-overlooking-area-51-is-worth-116m-usaf-says-330k
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29092/special-access-programs-and-the-pentagons-ecosystem-of-secrecy
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29092/special-access-programs-and-the-pentagons-ecosystem-of-secrecy
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/8395/the-pentagon-thought-it-could-retire-the-u-2-in-1969
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At the time, the CIA was gravely concerned that the Soviet Union’s new P-14 “Tall King" radar 

system would be able to detect the A-12 flying over their airspace.  To combat these concerns, the CIA 

launched an audacious program to develop technology that could electronically generate and interject 

false targets into the Soviet radars to trick them “seeing” and tracking non-existent “ghost aircraft.”  The 

project’s codename was PALLADIUM.  [StealthSkater note:  Indeed, in the 1960s Dr. Leon 

Davidson proposed "CIA + ECM = UFO".  (ECM = Electronic CounterMeasures).  It was noticed 

that different radar sets near each other were causing mutual interference.  This led to ECM.] 
 

 
an A-12 "Oxcart" (predecessor to the SR-71 "Blackbird" 

 

The War Zone was first to establish a potential historical relationship between PALLADIUM and the 

Navy’s UFO sightings last Spring.  The history of the project is as such: 

 

In 1960 when the Soviet Union moved a Tall King radar system to Cuba, the CIA began covertly 

using PALLADIUM to trick Russian air-defense radars into thinking unidentified aircraft were flying 

towards and even into Cuban airspace.  As one of the few members of the PALLADIUM team, Barnes 

served as the air-defense artillery (ADA) and electronic/electromagnetic countermeasures 

(ECM/ECCM) officer for the classified program. 

 

“Using an electronics-laden C-97 [EC-97G], we could make Soviet radars believe they were tracking 

any number of aerial objects,” mused Barnes.  “At one point, a Russian MiG-15 pilot even claimed he 

could see the target and had a lock on it.” 

 

Ultimately, PALLADIUM gave the United States forewarning that Russia’s radar capabilities were 

advanced enough that they would soon be able to track and shoot down the Blackbird surveillance 

planes.  As a result, no official crewed surveillance flights were ever conducted over Russia with the jet. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-14_radar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-14_radar
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28640/could-some-of-the-ufos-navy-pilots-are-encountering-be-airborne-radar-reflectors
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When it comes to the more recent Navy UFO encounters, Barnes says: “I don’t have the answers to 

what the Navy aviators saw.  But in my mind, I’m thinking that we are doing it again.” 

 

Barnes’s comments are remarkable given The War Zone’s recent exclusive on the Navy’s latest 

revolution in electronic warfare -- the Netted Emulation of Multi-Element Signature against Integrated 

Sensors (or NEMESIS). 

 

Similar to the 1960s Project Palladium at its most basic level but almost unimaginably superior in 

scale and capabilities, NEMESIS gives the Navy the ability to simultaneously fool a vast array of enemy 

sensors spread out over a large area giving the illusion of ghost fleets of vessels on and below the 

surface of the ocean and formations of aircraft in the sky. 

 

The shadowy system achieves this via networking a vast array of disparate electronic warfare 

platforms and decoys together including various swarms of unmanned aircraft and vessels to create 

high-fidelity and unified electronic warfare effects across a battlefield. 

 

When it comes to potential PALLADIUM-like connections with recent UFO events, there’s likely 

no one more capable of providing answers than the arguable father of electronic intelligence warfare -- 

retired CIA executive officer S. Eugene “Gene” Poteat.  Described as one of the “Wizards of Langley”,  

Poteat is the man who founded and for 15-years ran PALLADIUM while working at the CIA’s 

Directorate of Science and Technology office. 

 

 
S. Eugene Poteat at CIA Headquarters 

 

Now in his late 80s, in a rare interview, Poteat said he wasn’t familiar with the recent Navy UFO 

encounters yet admitted the events sounded “interesting.”  Ultimately, Poteat said he would need to see 

more of the Navy’s data in order to give his opinion.  

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29505/the-navys-secretive-nemesis-electronic-warfare-capability-will-change-naval-combat-forever
https://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QoAlOhQGXr58HYRNhcHtjDYAAAFup6TUTgEAAAFKAY2UnL8/https:/www.amazon.com/Wizards-Langley-Jeffrey-T-Richelson/dp/0813340594?creativeASIN=0813340594&linkCode=w61&imprToken=j-M5zCXMprY7MnFfJwlnJw&slotNum=0
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A source of contention amongst aviation and UFO enthusiasts, beyond Navy eye-witness accounts 

and the 3 brief ATFLIR targeting pod videos released by former Blink-182 frontman Tom Delonge’s 

UFO-related company To The Stars Academy, no other data on the alleged UFO encounters has been 

made public. 

 

Poteat was, however, able to offer some little-known details about PALLADIUM that potentially 

hold significance to recent UFO reports. 

 

“To determine Russia's ability to detect small targets, we used submarine-launched balloon-based 

metallic spheres,” said Poteat.  “The idea was for the early warning radar to track our electronic aircraft.  

Then for our submarine to surface and release the calibrated spheres up and into the path of the 

oncoming false aircraft.” 

 

This fact was previously discovered by The War Zone’s Tyler Rogoway who also found a balloon-

borne radar reflector patent that fits the description of exactly what some Super Hornet pilots saw off the 

East Coast in 2015 described as bizarre floating “orbs with cubes inside.”  Check out his full report here. 

 

Similar to what Rogoway surmised, Poteat’s description of sub-launched radar balloons potentially 

supports a prosaic explanation for at least some of these strange encounters. 

 

 
1955 Image of CIA Sub Launched Surveillance Balloon. 

 

Undeniably, there are some conspicuous similarities between when the USS Nimitz (in 2004) and 

USS Roosevelt (in 2014-2015) carrier strike groups began to encounter strange unknown aerial objects.  

Namely, these encounters occurred only after the groups had begun using a host of brand-new and 

highly sophisticated technologies (both of which The War Zone was first to point out).  In both instances 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28377/tom-delonges-origin-story-for-to-the-stars-academy-describes-a-government-info-operation
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28377/tom-delonges-origin-story-for-to-the-stars-academy-describes-a-government-info-operation
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28640/could-some-of-the-ufos-navy-pilots-are-encountering-be-airborne-radar-reflectors
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28305/carrier-group-in-recent-ufo-encounters-had-new-air-defense-tech-just-like-nimitz-in-2004-incident
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection
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(2004 and 2014-2015), the carrier groups underway were equipped with revolutionary new systems that 

would give them huge leaps in networked air defense capabilities 

 

In the first instance, the Navy’s groundbreaking Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC) was 

preparing for its first deployment ever.  In the second, a far more capable evolution of CEC was about to 

head on deployment along with the new and massively capable E-2D Advanced Hawkeye which is 

networked into the CEC ecosystem.  The War Zone’s in-depth coverage of this cutting-edge integrated 

air defense system and how it fits into the larger story about the Navy pilot encounters can be found 

here. 

 

Also by 2015, many Super Hornets had gained new the significantly upgraded Active Electronically 

Scanned Array (AESA) radar systems.  This seems to have drastically helped with detecting the hard-to-

track objects in question.  Again, you can find The War Zone’s extensive coverage on this aspect here. 

 

T.D. Barnes believes the deployment of these new technologies to be key and thinks that it’s likely 

the Navy’s “UFO encounters” involved simultaneously testing of ship’s air defense capabilities and the 

ability of new technologies to defeat them.  “Testing and evaluating advanced technology both domestic 

and our adversaries was much of what we did while I was with Special Projects at Area-51,” said 

Barnes.  

 

Some argue that had the Navy’s UFO encounters been related to classified testing, military 

personnel would have been briefed and made aware they were part of a training mission.  Still bound by 

security oaths, T.D. Barnes was limited in what he was willing to say.  However, the Area-51 veteran 

didn’t out-right dispute the idea that sailors would have been in on operational plans had these been 

training events. 

 

“When we were testing the MiG-21 against our planes, we’d often use National Guard pilots who 

were only told that they were on a classified mission against foreign-made technology on Nellis 

Gunnery Range.  They knew nothing about it being a CIA, DIA, Navy, and Air Force Foreign 

Technology Division project out of Area-51,” said Barnes. 

 

Even with eyewitness accounts and the Navy’s recent statements that these objects are truly 

“unidentified”, T.D. Barnes still feels fairly certain someone in Pentagon knows exactly what the Nimitz 

and Roosevelt Carrier Groups were dealing with. 

 

In Barnes’ opinion, the edited and shortened ATFLIR videos and pilot's demeanor suggests aviators 

were at least vaguely aware of what they were targeting. 

 

"In the videos 'I've seen, the pilots were whooping it up.  I think they knew," said Barnes referring to 

the "Go Fast" and "Gimbal" videos. 

 

With the pilots who have spoken about the incidents, all deny having any knowledge of what were 

the mysterious objects they encountered. 

 

https://www.navy.mil/navydata/fact_display.asp?cid=2100&tid=325&ct=2
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/26651/northrop-grumman-is-vying-to-give-b-52-bomber-a-game-changing-new-radar
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/26651/northrop-grumman-is-vying-to-give-b-52-bomber-a-game-changing-new-radar
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection
https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/a29073804/navy-ufo-videos-real/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wxVRg7LLaQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tf1uLwUTDA0&t=53s
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Screenshot of the DoD “Nimitz UFO” video. 

 

For the Navy to point at video evidence and say that’s “Unidentified Aerial Phenomena” represents a 

rare move by a branch of the American military.  For a lot of people, this declaration seems to slam the 

door on any debate of whether-or-not the objects in question are highly exotic and classified aerospace 

technology. 

 

However, referring back to The War Zone’s in-depth coverage on Special Access Programs (SAPs), 

if these aircraft were related to an unacknowledged SAP or waived-unacknowledged SAP, the existence 

of this technology would be denied to everyone outside of the program.  Moreover, if these were highly 

classified technologies emerging from a SAP being run by another branch of the Department of Defense, 

the Navy could indeed be unaware of what these objects really are. 

 

"These were definitely UFOs because they were so secret that they didn’t exist," said Barnes.   

 

When asked, both T.D. Barnes and Gene Poteat declined to comment on whether they were aware of 

any oblong shape, hypersonic capable, aerospace platforms in existence. 

 

When it comes to the subject of UFOs in general, T.D. Barnes offered me these parting words: 

 

“On NASA High Range and Area 51, I spent thousands of hours tracking aircraft.  Though I 

tracked many that I could not identify, I never suspected them of being extraterrestrial.  On these 

same projects, I worked with many test and operational pilots.  I have never heard of one 

suspecting that they may have spotted a UFO. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29092/special-access-programs-and-the-pentagons-ecosystem-of-secrecy
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I believe a true extraterrestrial sighting would excite the World to the point that there would 

be millions of people leaving the city lights to stare at the heavens hoping to see whatever it is.  

That would be all the Media would talk about. 

 

That said, I would like to think that we’re not the only rock in the Universe with Life.” 

 

Contact the editor: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

Reader Comments 
 

1.  flying_tictac 

I think your investigation nearly answers these incidents.  Although in the Nimitz case, there were 

some alleged sightings with actual human eyes, not just objects on a computer screen.  I doubt that 

Nemesis or other variants can make pilots see objects before their own eyes. 

 

I'm not too familiar with the 2014/15 incidents.  But your article regarding that patent for the sphere-

cube-balloon thing is very interesting. 

 

 

2.  joinupdriver 

Could you guys ask the people "in the know" about Stochastic Electrodynamics?  It'd be nice to hear 

if you get a little <wink> from them. 

 

 

3.  ProWarAnarchoPacifist 

Didn't the tic-tacs float above a water disturbance?  Hmmm, wonder why ... 

 

 

4.  Z'ing Sui 

Yeah, that sounds reasonable.  Even including the tic-tacs.  It should be easier to create an 

optical\electronic hologram that imitates and object that moves in defiance of known laws of Physics 

than to bend laws of Physics. 

 

[edit] Refine that and you have your "fake plane" machine that would work perfectly not just on 

some of the radars you know of but in all relevant bands to all observers including those that move or 

stay hidden. 

 

 

5.  SeaDemon 

Great article!  Poteat’s response to the navy videos is almost verbatim what several black project 

engineers I knew in WA.  In the 80s and 90s, they would say when I would ask them if they had seen an 

article about something (stealth aircraft, missile systems, etc.) that they had worked on: 

 

"That sounds interesting.  I haven't read anything about it" would always make my ears go up. 

 

 

6.  Watchtheskies 

When it comes down to finding the truth about this I will remind everyone that there are two 

realities.  Objective reality (that which actually exist outside of our conscious experience) and 

Subjective reality (that which exist only in our minds).  The scientific method was developed to 

mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
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determine one from the other.  It’s been very effective at this and is perhaps Mankind's greatest 

achievement. 

 

In matters such as aliens, UFOs, and such, the gamut of Belief and Unbelief runs from one extreme 

to the other.  The hardcore Skeptic (it’s impossible) to the Religious (they’re demons from Hell).  All of 

this represents Subjective reality and has no effect on what is Objective reality.  The question can only 

be fully resolved by either hard scientific evidence or a public showing by ETs. 

 

Unfortunately if aliens are here, they are controlling the situation to their desires and not ours.  We 

are thus left with only forensic evidence which is subject to our subjective reality and dependent on our 

individual knowledge and bias. 

 

The truth is out there somewhere.  And it doesn’t depend on what you or I or anyone believes. 

 

 

7.  Nate Dog 

Good article, Tim.  Thanks for the contribution.  Worthwhile read and a half! 

 

The thing about the UFO sightings, I don't really think that many people believe them to be of 

extraterrestrial nature.  Most of us that come around here hunting for these articles are well aware that 

its most likely exotic tech that's not in the public domain. 

 

We're not hunting ET.  We're insatiably curious as to what-the-hell the 2019 version of the SR-71 is!  

It MUST exist as well as all its cousins.  We just damned well want to see them and know what it can 

do. 

 

 

8.  joinupdriver 

That's been the really interesting aspect of all this.   For all these black projects to be in use or even 

to have come and gone without so much as an official whisper, there must be something truly 

extraordinary about the technology involved. 

 

 

9.  Darryl_C 

TR-3A Black Manta or TR-3B Astra, anyone?  I want to believe.  [StealthSkater note:  see 

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#BlackTriangle ] 

 

 

10.  Michael Niccolai 

There are good YouTube debunks of all of these videos easily available on the Internet.  the "Go 

Fast" video is a great fit for the balloon systems that The War Zone has been talking about. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s1oTg0kxzDs  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLyEO0jNt6M  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Btns91W5J8  

 

 

11.  joinupdriver 

A big point that needs to be included in these events is the distinction between the Nimitz incident 

and the incidents off the East Coast.  The Nimitz incidents involved multiple visual sightings and 

relatively short-range radar lock attempts and active jamming of/by an oblong object that performed in 

http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#BlackTriangle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s1oTg0kxzDs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLyEO0jNt6M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Btns91W5J8
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complete defiance of known material stress limits, propulsive technologies, energy production, and most 

significantly inertia itself. 

 

It isn't simply a hypersonic vehicle.  I really wish that people would stop referring to it as 

hypersonic.  Hypersonic is nothing.  A simple rocket or scramjet can grant hypersonic capability to some 

random vehicle.  This is different and is something truly revolutionary. 

 

The inertia/mass dampening requirements (or gravitational based propulsion) for this thing to do 

what it did are the hidden headlines for this story. 

 

It's not who has it, who flew it, or why it was there.  It's the fact that it's utilizing a technology that is 

the single greatest and most impactful technological/scientific advancement in the entire history of 

humankind.  The implications of this technology and the science behind it will alter every aspect of 

Science and Technology.  Every single aspect of human industry and society itself will be affected by 

this. 

 

Whoever is responsible for figuring this out is the hidden hero of Humanity.  I truly wish this person 

or corporate entity would come out of the shadows.  They deserve one hell of a standing ovation. 

 

 

12.  Z'ing Sui 

Or it's an optical\RF 'hologram' in which case its apparent lack of inertia is perfectly reasonable.  

Magic doesn't exist and aliens don't live among us.  Revolutionary too.  But will mostly affect the movie 

industry. 

 

 

13.  dannocaz 

"...and active jamming of/by an oblong object..."  

That's enough to for me to question the rest of your logic. 

 

 

14.  joinupdriver 

Lol.  That's what she said. 

 

But seriously, take a look at David Fravor's Joe Rogan interview.  He talks about the info being 

displayed on the Infrared search and track system videos.  Active radar jamming, etc.  The system picks 

up on the fact that the radar system is being jammed. 

 

There were 4 of them within a couple of miles of this thing and they all say it was darting around 

impossibly.  The crew on the Nimitz could see these things with standard optics from the deck darting 

around impossibly. 

 

It's not the speed of these things.  It's the RATE at which that speed is achieved.  Acceleration.  

Instant stops and starts.  That is the most impressive aspect of this whole thing.  The implications are 

absolutely staggering. 

 

 

 

15.  The War Zone 

No, it doesn’t 
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16.  Dan Mederios 

I think this explains a ton.  However, unless this can project physical craft and jam F-18s, there must 

have been a real craft in the 2004 incident.  I believe Fravor and his squadron saw and turned with 

something.  Hopefully it’s ours. 

 

 

17.  The War Zone 

It doesn’t explain the tic-tac, correct.  Everything else during that incident, yes. 

 

 

18.  Puddle Jumper 

I told Tyler about an incident one night at Edwards AFB in the mid-to-late 80s.  I wish he would’ve 

asked Mr. Barnes or Poteat about that incident.  But I doubt if they would comment.  The fact that he 

mentions tests in Southern California puts Edwards and its huge airspace right in the middle of that.  

Chasing objects that defy normal aircraft capabilities was nothing new at Edwards.  Plant 42 and 

neighboring facilities 30 miles south west of Edwards probably have a lot to do with it.  

 

I did have a few nice pics of some really neat things not publicly known today.  But unfortunately 

OSI paid me a visit after the tower spotted the camera in our truck.  I got off with a warning.  But they 

kept my camera.  I thought they wouldn’t care since it wasn’t our stuff.  I mean why else would we 

scramble our test aircraft to chase such things if they were ours? 

 

(FYI: Sarcasm doesn’t bode well when used against OSI folks.  They were a bunch of stiffs not 

friendly to their fellow airmen.) 

 

 

19.  The War Zone 

The sad thing is that these articles don't get as much play as those playing up the mystery.  I have 

found the majority of the so-called UFO community is way more interested in exotic theories based on 

nothing than possible explanations based on fact.  Even some who say they just want the truth. 

 

Well, maybe that's true, if it includes aliens or metaphysical discoveries of a grand nature.  People 

have their identities tied to this whole topic and some have their income tied to it too.  And those people 

usually have the loudest megaphone and have a militant following.  

 

Not aliens or something as world-changing "HOW DARE YOU!?"  Possible explanations politely 

delivered and hedged as such are treated as 'debunking."  It is only black-and-white to many of these 

people.  They hurt the topic terribly.  They don't want the truth.  They want their "truth". 

 

As if I wouldn't love to find out that these things were from another world.  The greatest story of all 

time!  

 

This is a very frustrating topic to cover to say the least.  And getting more so.  Some days I ask 

myself why do I even try. 

 

But I know our work makes big waves with those who really matter, some of which the UFO crowd 

idolizes ironically enough.  We want the truth here whatever its form.  That is our goal. 
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On this topic, I will say again, there is still enough weird stuff left even after you boil the explainable 

stuff away to still make it really interesting and a mystery worth investigating.  But for some, that isn't 

enough. 

 

 

20.  E.M.H. 

> "The sad thing is that these articles don't get as much play as those playing up the 

mystery. I have found the majority of the so-called UFO community is way more interested 

in exotic theories based on nothing than possible explanations based on fact.  Even some who 

say they just want the truth.  Well, maybe that's true if it includes aliens or metaphysical 

discoveries of a grand nature. " 

 

That's frustrating to the point of almost pissing me off.  It's these articles that have real meat to them 

in a genuinely thought-provoking way.  "I Want To Believe" is not science.  It's fun and in a way it's 

even admirable in its dedication.  But it's most certainly not science. 

 

Looking at all the possibilities no matter how mundane and then seeing where the preponderance of 

evidence points is good, solid, rational thinking.  But for some odd reason, it's not sexy enough for 

people wanting flash.  Part of me thinks I want to get mad.  But the rest of me just slumps and gets tired 

at it all.  It's almost acting like this sort of evidence assembly is no fun when in fact it's incredibly fun.  

It's stimulating, it's mind elevating, and above all, it's getting at actual truth. 

 

Putting puzzle together used to be about finding out how things actually fit together.  Somewhere, 

that's been lost.  I wish things were different. 
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The Secretive Inventor Of The Navy's Bizarre 

'UFO Patents' Finally Talks 
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31798/the-secretive-inventor-of-the-navys-bizarre-ufo-

patents-finally-talks 

Dr. Salvatore Pais has finally spoken to The War Zone concerning his seemingly out-of-this-

world patents filed on behalf of the U.S. Navy. 

 

by Brett Tingley / January 22, 2020 
 

 
 

Over the last 6 months, The War Zone has been deeply reporting on a set of bizarre patents assigned 

to the U.S. Navy.  The patents (which are all the product of a single inventor) truly sound like the stuff 

of science fiction and include high-temperature superconductors, gravitational wave generators, compact 

fusion reactors, and high-energy electromagnetic field generators. 

 

Most radical of all is the “hybrid aerospace-underwater craft” claimed to be able to “engineer the 

fabric of our Reality at the most fundamental level” by seemingly bending the laws of Physics as we 

know them. 

 

Together, these patents seem to be the building blocks of a vehicle with truly out-of-this-world UFO-

like performance.  As part of our reporting, we have been working to better understand the mind behind 

this mysterious intellectual property.  Now, the elusive Dr. Salvatore Cezar Pais has spoken to The War 

Zone. 

 

Despite the patents sounding extremely far-fetched, official documents show that the Chief 

Technology Officer of the U.S. Naval Aviation Enterprise personally attested to the reality of these 

inventions and their importance to National Security and peer-state competition in appeals with the 

United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).  Meanwhile, the scientists and physicists that we 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31798/the-secretive-inventor-of-the-navys-bizarre-ufo-patents-finally-talks
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31798/the-secretive-inventor-of-the-navys-bizarre-ufo-patents-finally-talks
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30256/scientist-behind-the-navys-ufo-patents-has-now-filed-one-for-a-compact-fusion-reactor
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
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have talked to on and off the record have made it clear that they find the claims largely absurd and not 

grounded in scientific fact. 

 

At the same time, there is in fact many decades of Government research into similar technologies 

that are very much alike in concept to some of Pais's work.  As such, while these are obscure ideas and 

remain on the edge of Science, they are not exactly brand new. 

 

All of this has led many to wonder what exactly is going on with these patents and a multitude of 

questions remain unanswered.  Are the Salvatore Pais patents simply proactive, hoping to get ahead of 

the game for when (or if) these technologies actually become feasible?  Are they part of a 

misinformation campaign designed to lead America’s adversaries on a fruitless wild goose chase?  

Could they be an attempt by the Navy to try to emulate seemingly unexplained craft with incredible 

capabilities that its personnel have encountered?  Could the Navy really be on the verge of changing 

human technological progress as we know it?  Or maybe they even represent a breakthrough that has 

already occurred. 

 

Then again, could they be just the flimsy product of a persuasive and imaginative inventor and his 

gullible Navy bosses?  The one person who would actually know the answer to these questions and more 

is Dr. Pais himself. 

 

 

New Details Emerge 

 

Dr. Pais recently published a new academic paper in the IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science 

journal detailing his work on his Plasma Compression Fusion Device.  That device (the patent for which 

The War Zone has previously reported on) is a compact fusion reactor claimed to be capable of creating 

a net energy gain, a breakthrough that would revolutionize energy production if truly feasible. 

 

Like all of Dr. Pais’s other patents and publications, the paper claims that this revolutionary new 

fusion reactor employs “controlled motion of electrically-charged matter through accelerated vibration 

and/or accelerated spin subjected to smooth-yet-rapid acceleration–deceleration–acceleration transients 

to generate extremely high energy/high-intensity electromagnetic (E-M) fields.”  In the case of this 

reactor, those E-M fields are claimed to both heat the plasma within the core and also confine and 

compress it, enabling energy production levels currently out of reach. 

 

In the author section of the paper, it is stated that Dr. Pais has “advanced knowledge of theory, 

analysis, and modern experimental and computational methods in aerodynamics along with an 

understanding of air-vehicle and missile design, especially in the domain of hypersonic power plant and 

vehicle design” as well as “expertise in electro-optics and emerging quantum technologies, particularly 

the laser power generation arena, and high-energy electromagnetic field generation besides condensed 

matter physics such as the emerging breakthrough field of room temperature superconductivity as 

related to advanced field propulsion.” 

 

The paper also contains a headshot of Dr. Pais which confirms that a picture purporting to be Pais 

found on a Chinese news blog that we included in our previous reporting was indeed him after all.  That 

image's provenance remains unknown. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30499/the-truth-is-the-military-has-been-researching-anti-gravity-for-nearly-70-years
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8871349
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30256/scientist-behind-the-navys-ufo-patents-has-now-filed-one-for-a-compact-fusion-reactor
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable
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A biography of Pais listed in his most recent publication in IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science. 

 

 

The IEEE publication states that Dr. Pais is no longer with NAVAIR/NAWCAD but now works at 

the U.S. Navy Strategic Systems Programs (SSP).  According to its website, SSP covers the “entire 

spectrum of activities from research, development, building of hardware, training of crews, and 

construction of facilities, through the continued operational support” of America’s Trident submarine-

launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) and Ohio class and future Columbia class nuclear-powered ballistic 

missile submarines (SSBNs). 

 

In 2018, SSP announced it was developing a new “Prompt Global Strike Weapon”( now known as 

the Intermediate-Range Conventional Prompt Strike) which consists of a hypersonic glide body on top 

of a rocket booster that submarines or surface ships that could launch and that could potentially reach 

any target on Earth within an hour depending on the location of the launch platform. 

 

It remains unclear whether any of Dr. Pais's prior work at NAWCAD has migrated to his new 

position at SSP.  From the sound of our correspondence and by what we know about SSP's scope, it 

seems like this is very much a separate field of study.  His transfer to this other research arm of the Navy 

is also puzzling.  If Dr. Pais' patents were relevant, feasible, and if some of them were in actual testing as 

https://www.ssp.navy.mil/about/history_facts_1.html#mission
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29714/u-s-ballistic-missile-sub-fired-an-impressive-four-trident-ii-missiles-in-just-three-days
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/24804/navy-plans-for-large-payload-subs-based-on-new-columbia-class-to-take-on-ssgn-role-and-more
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/15913/navy-trims-new-missile-sub-cost-to-7-2b-but-struggles-to-keep-existing-subs-operational
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/24181/usaf-army-and-navy-join-forces-to-field-americas-first-operational-hypersonic-weapon
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable
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the Naval Air System's Chief Technology Officer assured the USPTO, why would that effort be stymied 

by a transfer to another unit? 

 

It’s also worth noting the well-established trend of the U.S. Military making use of the Invention 

Secrecy Act of 1951 to file patents unavailable for public viewing under which the Navy has been the 

most prolific filer since 2017.  It seems particularly notable that Pias's patents -- which according to top 

Navy officials were of major National Security interest -- were filed publicly although the reason why 

remains elusive. 

 

 
Data compiled by the Federation of American Scientists showing annual totals of inventions filed under the 

Invention Secrecy Act. 

 

 

"The Pais Effect" 

 

The War Zone has reached to the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division (NAWCAD) and the 

U.S. Navy Office of Information to request more information about Dr. Salvatore Pais’s patents and a 

formal interview with Dr. Pais.  So far, we have been denied such opportunities. 

 

However, Dr. Pais did respond to a few questions directly by email recently.  His replies only add to 

the curiosity and mystery surrounding these alleged wondrous technological breakthroughs.  

 

We asked Dr. Pais to clarify his background as little information and much confusion surrounds the 

identity of the man himself.  Dr. Pais would only state what is already public record.  That he is “a 

graduate of Case Western Reserve University, received all my degrees at that school (BS '90; MS '93; 

Ph.D. '98 - all in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering)", then adding that "More than this, I cannot 

comment.  Thank you for your consideration.” 

 

When The War Zone asked if Dr. Pais could comment on his patents or his research in general, he 

sent the following reply: 

 

https://fas.org/sgp/othergov/invention/
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
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The fact that my work on the design of a Compact Fusion Reactor was accepted for 

publication in such a prestigious journal as IEEE TPS should speak volumes as to its 

importance and credibility and should eliminate (or at least alleviate) all misconceptions 

you (or any other person) may have in regard to the veracity (or possibility) of my 

advanced physics concepts. 

 

Mr. Tingley, do realize that my work culminates in the enablement of the Pais Effect 

(original physical concept)?  The Pais Effect comprises the generation of extremely high 

electromagnetic energy fluxes (and hence high local energy densities) generated by 

controlled motion of electrically charged matter (from solid to plasma states) subjected to 

accelerated vibration and/or accelerated spin, via rapid acceleration transients. 

 

Such high energy E-M radiation can locally interact with the Vacuum Energy State 

(VES) - the VES being the Fifth State of Matter (Fifth Essence - Quintessence).  In other 

words, the fundamental structure (foundational framework) from which Everything else 

(space-time included) in our Quantum Reality emerges. 

 

The Engineering of the Pais Effect can give rise to the Enablement of Macroscopic 

Quantum Coherence which if you have closely been following my work, you understand 

the importance of. 

 

I must stress that all this work (patents, patent applications and technical papers) was 

conducted as a NAVAIR/ NAWCAD employee and that my current position with Navy 

SSP has absolutely no bearing or in any way, shape, or form has anything to do with this 

advanced physics work. 

 

Thank you for your interest in my physics concepts and try to keep an open mind in 

regard to my work. 

 

Respectfully, 

Sal 

Salvatore Cezar Pais, Ph.D. 

A.D. MMXIX 

 

The email from Dr. Pais makes it clear that the inventor stands fully behind the science underlying 

these inventions, as radical as they sound.  As we have explored in previous articles on Dr. Pais’ work, 

all of the patents stem from what the inventor is now calling the “Pais Effect” - the “controlled motion 

of electrically charged matter (from solid to plasma states) subjected to accelerated vibration and/or 

accelerated spin via rapid acceleration transients.”  

 

Despite Dr. Pais’ insistence that the Pais Effect is indeed a real phenomenon and the assurance that 

NAVAIR’s Chief Technology Officer gave the USPTO, we have been unable to find a single scientist or 

engineer who can corroborate the claims made in Dr. Pais’s patents.  Nevertheless, in another 

correspondence, Dr. Pais assured The War Zone that “as far as the doubting SMEs [subject matter 

experts] are concerned, my work shall be proven correct one fine day…”. 

 

Subject Matter Experts Have Their Doubts 

 

To help contextualize Dr. Pais' most recent patent and academic publication for the plasma 

compression fusion device, The War Zone spoke with Carl Willis, a nuclear engineer and reactor 

supervisor at the University of New Mexico who also serves as Senior Research Engineer for Verus 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30256/scientist-behind-the-navys-ufo-patents-has-now-filed-one-for-a-compact-fusion-reactor
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30256/scientist-behind-the-navys-ufo-patents-has-now-filed-one-for-a-compact-fusion-reactor
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Research, a company that is working on an advanced dense plasma focus fusion neutron source for the 

Army, a technology that Willis says Verus does not view as "a competitive approach to a fusion power 

plant or a competitor in any meaningful sense toward anything that Dr. Pais is working on for that 

matter." 

 

According to Willis, Dr. Pais' most recent work represents "a classic case of pathological science."  

Willis says the literature for the plasma compression fusion device contains invented jargon, nonsensical 

statements, weak or absent evidence of an informed theoretical basis, an "overabundance of nebulous 

adjectives and adverbs instead of meaningful quantities in technical writing," and "lots of statements 

made in passing that seem to contradict basic and accepted Physics." 

 

Willis says that Dr. Pais "references subjects that have consistently been plagued with pathological 

science and popular misunderstanding for decades such as vacuum energy.  It's hard not to suspect that 

he's either drinking the Kool-Aid himself or just chumming the waters for the kind of people who do." 

 

Still, even Willis notes that "this case is mildly unusual in that the author has a Ph.D. and is 

employed by the Government, his patents are assigned to the Government, and the paper is slated to 

appear in a rather widely-read IEEE outlet.  However, these facts in no way temper my view that this is 

all basically nonsense.  It just raises additional questions about the cui bono of this particular case." 

 

To help answer those questions, we spoke with Dr. Charles Collett, an assistant professor of Physics 

at Muhlenberg College who specializes in experimental low-temperature research on the quantum state 

of molecular magnets.  Like most physicists we've spoken to about the Pais patents, Collett remains 

skeptical.  While he admits that the theoretical basis for the so-called Pais Effect "is not outlandish and 

indeed any charged matter that is undergoing a large amount of acceleration will produce this," Collett 

notes that there are likely "significant engineering challenges in creating a device" capable of producing 

such high electromagnetic forces.  

 

Collett concluded by adding that "the claims of Macroscopic quantum coherence seem dubious" and 

that he "cannot see how that interaction could lead to any of the claimed effects." 

 

"Overall, my impression is that while there may (or may not) be an interesting engineering feat in 

the patents, the rest of the claims are extraordinary," Collett continued. " And extraordinary claims 

require extraordinary evidence." 

 

Extraordinary Claims 

 

As we continue to report on the extraordinary claims of Dr. Salvatore Pais and the inventions he has 

patented on behalf of the Navy, we continue to find scientists who suggest that the intended audience of 

these patents may not, in fact, be the scientific or aerospace communities as these patents and their 

supporting publications contain what most would call pseudoscience and empty jargon.  Still, as we 

noted earlier, there are decades of research into similar approaches at breakthrough propulsion 

technologies or so-called "space time metric engineering", much of it U.S. Government-funded. 

 

In fact, the Commission on the Future of the United States Aerospace Industry (CFUSAI) formed by 

President George W. Bush and the United States Congress in 2001 concluded that "in the longer-term, 

breakthrough energy sources that go beyond our current understanding of physical laws such as nuclear 

fusion and anti-matter must be credibly investigated in order for us to practically pursue human 

exploration of the solar system and beyond" and adds that "these energy sources should be the topic of a 

focused basic research effort.” 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30499/the-truth-is-the-military-has-been-researching-anti-gravity-for-nearly-70-years
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30499/the-truth-is-the-military-has-been-researching-anti-gravity-for-nearly-70-years
https://documents.theblackvault.com/documents/dtic/a426465.pdf
https://history.nasa.gov/AeroCommissionFinalReport.pdf
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Maybe the research and patents of Dr. Salvatore Pais are a beginning attempt at the realization of 

this very long-term goal.  Then again as a number of subject matter experts have suggested, they may 

represent something misleading, misguided, or misappropriated.  

 

Regardless, even with so many questions outstanding, we do know one thing for sure.  Pais himself 

is clearly a true believer in his work. 

 

Contact the editor: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

 

Reader Comments 
 

1.  joinupdriver 

Why don't you send a letter to Steve Justice or Rob Weiss of Lockheed?  If anybody's dealt with this 

stuff, it's them.  But, they've also allied themselves with the TTSA in regards to space-time metric 

engineering. So you might already be able to guess what sort of answer they may have. 

 

 

2.  KinjaRefugee 

Has TWZ reached out to anyone a Case Western to see if they know the guy?  He spent a lot of years 

there.  Someone who knew him has to still be around.  Was he a charismatic nut?  Was he a genius with 

interesting ideas? 

 

 

3.  RDML_Kittypnch 

So interesting.  Thanks for digging into this.  I retract my past shitty comments about you guys 

pandering to the Tic-Tac crowd. 

 

Maybe reach out to the IEEE journal guys.  It’s supposedly a respected organization and not a pay-to 

play rag.  I think they should be interested in providing an explanation for publishing someone so 

controversial. 

 

 

4.  MrHotPants 

It's all cover.  The latest Virginia class submarines are already equipped with Endo/Exo 

Atmo/Hydro-Spheric traversing capabilities.  That's why they are switching to the Virginia Payload 

Tube as it allows for a better pressure seal in an Exo-atmospheric environment. 

 

 

5.  cgate66 

Advanced sSience is always controversial.  Maybe he's on to something important.  Maybe he's a 

quack.  Very few people reading this blog know and I would imagine that even many 'experts' 'know' 

things that aren't necessarily true, but are representing some variant of the current "consensus" about 

areas of physics that are very much not settled. 

 

The facts are that he has a PhD (so what!) and he works for the DoD doing exotic research.  The rest 

is speculation for most people.  Patents are also not always useful in recreating an invention.  I know this 

for sure.  There are trade secrets about implementations that may not be patented and might be very 

difficult to replicate.  So the patent covers the broad concept but the genius is often in the details. 

 

mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
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His Master's thesis is referenced on Case's website (link at Wikipedia: the fountain of all pseudo-

knowledge) and his PhD dissertation published on NASA paper is available as well.  So that stuff is real.  

He's a real guy.  How real these patents are ...  I'm sure I can't evaluate them.  But sure, why not?  How 

achievable they are... if real, physical properties ... There's many a slip 'twixt the cup and the lip, I guess. 

 

6.  RDML_Kittypnch 

So I read the abstract for the published paper.  Critically, he doesn’t mention vacuum energy or 

‘quantum coherence’ which I think are the most controversial part of his claims.  Possibly those ideas 

are mentioned later.  You need to login to view. 

 

I would love one of you nerds to verify this.  But it sounds like he is describing a combo fusion 

scheme using magnetic confinement and inertial confinement via x-ray flux.  If that’s the case, then the 

paper could easily be describing only known Physics. 

 

 

7.  sea_alex 

I used we work for a Federal agency that my other half still works for.  There were repeated cases of 

people padding their CV's and publishing papers that were just junk science.  The amazing thing was 

how some of these people weren't terminated but just shuffled around in hopes they would leave on their 

own because firing them would have drawn negative attention form DC. 

 

 

 

https://www.collective-evolution.com/2020/02/29/us-gov-grants-patent-for-an-anti-gravity-craft-that-

alters-the-space-time-around-it/ 

U.S. Government Grants Patents For An Anti-Gravity 

Craft That Alters The Space-Time Around It 
by Collective-Evolution Staff Writer Arjun Walia / February 29, 2020 

 

 

https://www.collective-evolution.com/2020/02/29/us-gov-grants-patent-for-an-anti-gravity-craft-that-alters-the-space-time-around-it/
https://www.collective-evolution.com/2020/02/29/us-gov-grants-patent-for-an-anti-gravity-craft-that-alters-the-space-time-around-it/
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It wasn’t long ago when Government agencies and scientists would simply reject even talking about 

inventions that defy our known laws of Physics.  But things are changing because Science is 

progressing.  And if there’s one thing that’s constant, it’s change. 

 

Change is even constant in Physics.  A great example that I like to use is of the prominent physicist 

Lord Kelvin who stated in the year 1900: “There is nothing new to be discovered in Physics now.  All 

that remains is a more and more precise measurement.”  It wasn’t long after this statement when 

Einstein published his paper on Special Relativity.  Einstein’s theories challenged the accepted 

framework of knowledge at the time and forced the scientific community to open up to an alternate view 

of Reality. 

 

A paper titled “Outside The Box” Space & Terrestrial Transportation & Energy Technologies For 

The 21
st
 Century written by Professor Theodore Loder of the University of New Hampshire reviews the 

development of anti-gravity research in the United States and emphasizes how “research activity seemed 

to disappear by the mid-1950s.”\ 

 

It then looks into recently reported scientific findings and witness testimonies “that show us that this 

research and technology is alive and well and very advanced.  The revelations of findings in this area 

will alter dramatically our 20th-century view of Physics and Technology and must be considered in 

planning for both energy and transportation needs in the 21
st
 Century.” 

 

As far back as 2005, Patent 6,960,975 was granted on 1 November to Boris Volfson of Huntington, 

Indiana.  It describes a space vehicle propelled by a superconducting shield which alters the curvature of 

space-time outside the craft in a way that counteracts gravity.  The device builds on a claim by the 

Russian physicist Eugene Podkletnov that superconductors can shield the effects of gravity.  

[StealthSkater note:  In his book Hyperspace, physicist Michio Kaku claims that room-

temperature superconductors would enable anti-gravity.  He didn't give the specifics, however.] 

 

A patent filed by the United States Navy in 2016 describes a design for a craft as follows: 

 

A craft using an inertial mass reduction device comprises of an inner resonant cavity 

wall, an outer resonant cavity, and microwave emitters.  The electrically-charged outer 

resonant cavity wall and the electrically insulated inner resonant cavity wall form a 

resonant cavity.  The microwave emitters create high-frequency electromagnetic waves 

throughout the resonant cavity causing the resonant cavity to vibrate in an accelerated 

mode and create a local polarized vacuum outside the outer resonant cavity wall. 

 

Shortly after the patent for the hybrid craft was approved in 2018, the inventor Salvatore Cezar Pais 

presented another related paper (“Room-Temperature Superconducting System for Use on a Hybrid 

Aerospace Undersea Craft”) at the 2019 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics SciTech 

Forum in San Diego this past January.  In the paper, Pais writes that “the achievement of room-

temperature superconductivity (RTSC) represents a highly disruptive technology capable of a total 

paradigm change in Science and Technology” and adds that its “military and commercial value is 

considerable.” 

 

http://siriusdisclosure.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/OutsideTheBox-TedLoderPaper.pdf
http://siriusdisclosure.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/OutsideTheBox-TedLoderPaper.pdf
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2019-0869
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2019-0869
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The capabilities described in the paper should certainly sound familiar to anyone who’s been 

following the Navy UFO stories over the last several years: 

 

It is possible to envision hybrid aerospace-undersea craft (HAUC) which can function as a 

submersible craft capable of extreme underwater speeds (lack of water-skin friction) and enhanced 

aerial/underwater stealth capabilities (non-linear scattering of RF and sonar signals).  This hybrid craft 

would move with great ease through the air/space/water mediums by being enclosed in a 

Vacuum/plasma bubble/sheath due to the coupled effects of E-M field-induced air/water particles 

repulsion and Vacuum energy polarization (source). 

 

These types of technologies (or potential technologies) seem to be bringing up what’s known as 

warp drive or the Alcubierre Drive.  The concept involves basically placing a craft within a space that is 

moving faster than the speed-of-light.  Therefore, the craft itself does not have to travel at the speed-of-

light from its own type of propulsion system. 

 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US10144532B2/en
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It’s easier to understand if you think in terms of a flat escalator in an airport.  The escalator moves 

faster than you are walking.  In this case, the space around the ship would be moving faster than the ship 

could fly, keeping all the matter of the ship intact.  Therefore, we can move faster-than-light in a 

massless cloud of space-time. 

 

So rather than exceed the speed-of-light alone in a craft, a spacecraft would leap long distances by 

contracting space in front of it and expanding space behind it.  This would result in travel faster-than-

light (source). 

 

Physicist Miguel Alcubierre was the first (that we know of) to identify this possibility.  He described 

it as remaining still on a flat piece of space-time inside a warp bubble that was made to move at 

“superluminal” (i.e., faster-than-light) velocity. 

 

“By creating a ‘warp bubble’ that expands space on one side of a spaceship and 

contracts it on the other, the spaceship will be pushed away from the Earth and pulled 

towards a distant star by space-time itself.” – Dr. Alcubierre (source) 

 

 

We must not forget that space-time can be warped and distorted, it can be moved.  But what about 

moving sections of space-time that are created by expanding space-time behind the ship and by 

contracting space-time in front of the ship?  [StealthSkater note:  This is what Bob Lazar doc   pdf   

URL   claimed and also UNITEL doc   pdf   URL   ] 

 

Here’s another great paper on faster-than-light technology regarding altering the quantum vacuum 

by legendary physicist Dr. Eric Davis.  The key is developing technology that can alter-space time but 

also detecting that space time (or as some like to call it “aether” or “dark matter” in some cases) so that 

it can be engineered. 

 

A similar concept was also recently illustrated by Mathematician James Hill and Barry Cox at the 

University of Adelaide.  They published a paper in the journal proceedings of the Royal Society A: 

Mathematical and Physical Sciences (source). 

 

 

But do these technologies actually exist? 

 

The defense patent applications are quite intriguing and it means that the U.S. Navy is actually 

taking the concept quite seriously.  But is there any evidence at all of their existence?  That depends on 

what you consider to be evidence. 

 

We have statements from previously retired Directors of Lockheed-Martin Aerospace programs 

(including the most recently retired) like Steve Justice.  So what did Mr. Justice have to say?  Well, a lot 

of things. 

 

One of the first statements he made using the To-The-Stars platform is that when it comes to the 

technologies he’s been around, worked with, and seen, it would be an understatement to call them 

revolutionary.  He’s stated that the technologies that him and his team at To-The-Stars are working on 

now are the same technologies that are employed by Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs). 

 

“In some cases according to incident reports and interviews with Military personnel, 

these vehicles descended from altitudes higher than 60,000 feet at supersonic speeds, 

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/glenn/technology/warp/warpstat_prt.htm
http://rt.com/usa/nasa-warp-engine-light-488/
../../Stealthskater/Lazar.doc
../../Stealthskater_PDF/Lazar.pdf
http://www.stealthskater.com/Lazar.htm
../../Stealthskater/UNITEL.doc
../../Stealthskater_PDF/UNITEL.pdf
http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/274007455_Faster-Than-Light_Space_Warps_What's_It_All_About
http://www.space.com/17951-einstein-relativity-faster-than-light-travel.html
https://dpo.tothestarsacademy.com/
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only to suddenly stop and hover as low as 50 feet above the ocean.” – Christopher 

Mellon, Deputy Assistant Defense Secretary for Intelligence from 1997-to-2002 (source) 

 

Justice has said that he has had “glimpses” of how this type of technology works and that his current 

team needs to “harvest” these technologies from the Science Division to realize their capabilities.  

Justice and his team have admitted to having access to materials from these UFOs (wherever they are 

from and whoever is making them). 

 

Over the last 3 months, To-The-Stars Academy has collected 7 pieces of material, 

from multiple sources to study for The ADAM Research Project.  Each sample represents 

different elements of potential Unidentified Aerial Phenomena and how they operate. 

 

According to the accompanying provenance documentation, there are 2 classes of 

samples.  (A) Material that was released as the UAP was hovering and (B) Material that 

makes up parts of the structure or systems. 

 

According to Justice: 

 

The structure and composition of these materials are not from any known existing 

military or commercial application.  They’ve been collected from sources with varying 

levels of chain-of-custody documentation.  So we are focusing on verifiable facts and 

working to develop independent scientific proof of the materials’ properties and 

attributes. 

 

In some cases, the manufacturing technology required to fabricate the material is only 

now becoming available.  But the material has been in documented possession since the 

mid-1990s.  We currently have multiple material samples being analyzed by contracted 

laboratories and have plans to extend the scope of this study.  If the claims associated 

with these assets can be validated and substantiated, then we can initiate work to 

transition them from being a technology to commercial and military capabilities.”  

(source) 

 

 

On multiple occasions, Justice has spoken of technologies that can alter the space-time metric.  The 

mainstream has picked up on this multiple times.  Here’s an example from The New York Times. 

 

Again, it’s unclear because there just isn’t any solid proof although I have no doubt that these 

technologies exist within the Black Budget world.  After all, the “Invention Secrecy Act” written up in 

1951 states that patent applications on new inventions can be subject to secrecy orders.  These orders 

can restrict their publication if Government agencies believe that their disclosure would be harmful to 

National Security. (source) (source) 

 

These days, National Security seems to be used to protect elitist and corporate interests.  That being 

said, it seems that they do exist if we consider the technological capabilities that have been observed in 

thousands of cases of UFO sightings and incidents. 

 

Related CE Article:  Earth, Water, Air & Fire: Why Is The Fifth Element (Aether) Completely Ignored? 

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/the-military-keeps-encountering-ufos-why-doesnt-the-pentagon-care/2018/03/09/242c125c-22ee-11e8-94da-ebf9d112159c_story.html
https://dpo.tothestarsacademy.com/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/29/science/ufos-aliens-space-travel.html
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/35/part-II/chapter-17
https://fas.org/sgp/othergov/invention/35usc17.html
https://www.collective-evolution.com/2018/12/05/earth-water-air-fire-why-is-the-fifth-element-aether-completely-ignored/
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https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/37134/emails-show-navys-ufo-patents-went-through-

significant-internal-review-resulted-in-a-demo 

Emails Show Navy's 'UFO' Patents Went Through 

Significant Internal Review, Resulted In A Demo 
 

The more we learn about the bizarre inventions Dr. Salvatore Pais patented on behalf of the Navy, 

the more questions we have. 

 

by Brett Tingley / The War Zone / December 16, 2020 
 

The War Zone continues to dig into the bizarre U.S. Navy patents authored by enigmatic inventor 

Dr. Salvatore Pais and the seemingly unusual circumstances of their approval by the U.S. Patent and 

Trademark Office (USPTO).  As part of our investigation, we recently obtained a tranche of internal 

emails from Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) which appear to have been sent between Pais and 

personnel in different NAVAIR offices. 

 

While the Navy's exotic energy production patents remain as mysterious as ever, these emails add to 

the backstory surrounding the inventions of Salvatore Pais and suggest that the patents went through a 

more rigorous internal evaluation process than was previously known.  The emails also seem to indicate 

that the research program that emanated from the patents did in fact result in an experimental 

demonstration of some sort. 

 

Last year, the publication of several unusual patents assigned to the U.S. Navy raised eyebrows due 

to the seemingly radical and unconventional claims found within them.  These patents included bizarre 

technologies such as a “high temperature superconductor”, a "high frequency gravitational wave 

generator", a force field-like "electromagnetic field generator", a “plasma compression fusion 

device”, and a hybrid aerospace/underwater craft featuring an "inertial mass reduction device".  They 

truly sound like the stuff of science-fiction and seem to describe the theoretical building blocks of a craft 

with UFO-like performance. 

 

 
An image from Pais's "Craft Using an Inertial Mass Reduction Device" patent. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/37134/emails-show-navys-ufo-patents-went-through-significant-internal-review-resulted-in-a-demo
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/37134/emails-show-navys-ufo-patents-went-through-significant-internal-review-resulted-in-a-demo
https://www.thedrive.com/author/brett-tingley
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31798/the-secretive-inventor-of-the-navys-bizarre-ufo-patents-finally-talks
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31798/the-secretive-inventor-of-the-navys-bizarre-ufo-patents-finally-talks
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30256/scientist-behind-the-navys-ufo-patents-has-now-filed-one-for-a-compact-fusion-reactor
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30256/scientist-behind-the-navys-ufo-patents-has-now-filed-one-for-a-compact-fusion-reactor
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Each of the Navy inventions are credited to one Dr. Salvatore Cezar Pais who at the time the patent 

applications were submitted was an aerospace engineer at NAVAIR's Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft 

Division (NAWCAD) in Patuxent (Pax) River, Maryland.  Every one of Pais' recent inventions depends 

on what the inventor calls “the Pais Effect” described in numerous publications by the inventor as the 

“controlled motion of electrically-charged matter (from solid to plasma) via accelerated spin and/or 

accelerated vibration under rapid (yet smooth) acceleration-deceleration-acceleration transients.” 

 

Despite the fact that leadership at NAVAIR went to bat for the patents in appeals with the USPTO, 

the patents and their underlying concepts have largely been scoffed at by subject matter experts due to 

the lack of experimental evidence provided for them and their seeming similarity to controversial and 

highly theoretical concepts such as mass reduction or quantum vacuum engineering.  Nevertheless, The 

War Zone obtained a statement from Dr. Pais in a series of email correspondences in which the inventor 

claimed his work will be proven correct "one fine day". 

 

Internal NAWCAD And NAVAIR Emails Contain Additional Details 
 

The internal NAVAIR emails that The War Zone has recently obtained are all related to the creation 

of the patent application and internal review process for Pais’s seemingly bizarre “Craft Using an 

Inertial Mass Reduction Device” patent. 

 

All names within this release have been redacted.  But it appears possible that many of the emails 

could have been written by Dr. Salvatore Pais based on portions of email signatures left unredacted (not 

to mention the fact that they describe Pais’s patents and publications in the first person). 

 

Still, it's ultimately impossible to be 100% certain that these emails were indeed written by Pais 

himself despite The War Zone referring to the author as Pais throughout this reporting for simplicity. 

 

While much remains unknown about these patents and their provenance, these emails offer a few 

new details about the internal processes Pais and other NAWCAD employees at Pax River undertook in 

getting some of the patents approved. 

 

For one, these emails reveal that Pais made an additional $700 between 2016 and 2018 from two 

separate incentive awards for the “Craft Using An Inertial Mass Reduction Device” patent. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31798/the-secretive-inventor-of-the-navys-bizarre-ufo-patents-finally-talks
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
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The emails largely discuss bureaucratic procedures and paperwork related to the invention 

disclosures and patent application processes.  These emails include individuals from NAWCAD 

including its Office of Counsel as well as elsewhere within NAVAIR such as the Naval Test Wing 

Atlantic, and at a drafting company in Uniontown, Ohio that was hired to illustrate the patent 

applications. 
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The invention disclosure forms contained in these releases show that Pais claims several of his 

patents (“Craft Using an Inertial Mass Reduction Device”, “Piezoelectricity-induced High Temperature 

Superconductor”, “High Frequency Gravitational Wave Generator”, and “Ultrahigh Intensity 

Electromagnetic Field Generator”) are all interrelated.  The gravitational wave generator application was 

cited as a follow-up to both the electromagnetic wave generator application and the inertial mass 

reduction device application and is also listed as a closely related patent in the high-temperature 

superconductor application. 

 

 
Disclosure form for the high-frequency gravitational wave generator. 

 

All three of the invention disclosure forms (“Craft Using an Inertial Mass Reduction Device”, 

“Piezoelectricity-induced High Temperature Superconductor”, and “High Frequency Gravitational 

Wave Generator”) show that these inventions were disclosed to multiple employees at NAVAIR prior to 

application. 

 

The emails also show that Pais’s inventions were reviewed by the Technology Transfer Office 

(TTO) at Pax River.  According to the NAWCAD TTO Director’s LinkedIn profile, the mission of this 

office is to “strive to advance the mission of NAWCAD and enhance the economic well-being of the 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ricktarr/
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nation” and that it “promotes the use of NAWCAD laboratories and test facilities, develops strategic 

partnerships with external customers and partners, and commercializes intellectual property”. 

 

Pais's inventions underwent “technical and marketing reviews” sometime in late 2015 after which 

Pais defended his inventions in front of the NAWCAD Invention Evaluation Board throughout 2016 and 

2017.  The inventions appear to have cleared this review process as NAWCAD then subsequently 

submitted them individually to the USPTO for patent approval beginning in April 2016 with the "inertial 

mass reduction device" patent. 

 

 
 

It was during the review period in late 2015 that the NAWCAD Office of Counsel cited U.S. Code of 

Federal Regulation 37 CFR § 501.6 which claims the Government has the right to any invention made 

by an employee during working hours “with a contribution by the Government of facilities, equipment, 

materials, funds, or information” or “which bears a direct relation to or is made in consequence of the 

official duties of the inventor”. 

 

NAWCAD was interested enough in Pais’s “Craft Using an Inertial Mass Reduction Device” patent 

to cite this code and claim the patents for the U.S. Government. 

 

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CFR-2010-title37-vol1/pdf/CFR-2010-title37-vol1-sec501-6.pdf
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In his invention disclosure form for the inertial mass reduction device patent, Pais signed and dated a 

form reading “As the invention described herein was made as a direct result of the performance of my 

assigned duties, I hereby agree to assign the entire right, title, and interest in the invention to the 

government and I understand that I will retain no rights in the invention.” 

 

However, underneath Pais wrote that “There is no relationship whatsoever between my assigned 

duties and the invention.  The invention was made independently of any job performance or assigned 

tasks by the Branch or Section.”  He later wrote in the same disclosure form that “The entire Inventive 

Concept (Invention) and anything that pertains to it, was the inventor’s own work, with no Government 

contribution whatsoever.” 
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It’s curious that NAWCAD would cite 37 CFR § 501.6 and that Pais would sign and date a form 

stating the invention was made “made as a direct result of the performance of my assigned duties” and 

yet just lines later also write that there was no relationship between his duties and the invention.  The 

inventions were also evaluated by several internal NAWCAD/NAVAIR review boards and vouched for 

to the USPTO by NAWCAD leadership despite apparently having no direct correlation to Pais's 

assigned duties. 

 

Pais writes in the same form that his duties as an Aerospace Engineer for NAWCAD at the time 

included working in Fuel Thermal Management Systems design and analysis for aircraft such as the F-

18, F-35, and P-8A as well as working on programs such as the Naval Power, Avionics, and Thermal 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27272/heres-where-boeing-aims-to-take-the-super-hornet-in-the-decades-to-come
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27272/heres-where-boeing-aims-to-take-the-super-hornet-in-the-decades-to-come
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/34685/how-the-f-35-triggered-topguns-biggest-syllabus-revamp-in-nearly-four-decades
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/32071/navy-to-greatly-expand-p-8-poseidons-mission-with-new-missiles-mines-bombs-and-decoys
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Laboratory (NPATH), Variable Cycle Advanced Technology (VCAT), and Unmanned Carrier-

Launched Airborne Surveillance and Strike (UCLASS). 

 

After one of his academic papers describing the patents was accepted for publication in 2016, Pais 

wrote in an email to several NAVAIR employees that “What is most unique about this paper is that it 

has already won the approval of Dr. [REDACTED], one of the world’s top authorities in Advanced 

Power and Propulsion/Quantum Vacuum Engineering, who has given his unreserved approval of this 

paper calling it “a very good paper.”  [REDACTED] has also forwarded the paper to several of his 

colleagues including [REDACTED], another top subject matter expert.” 

 

 
 

It’s unknown who the names redacted in this email may be.  But there are a few likely candidates 

based on how small the fields of "Advanced Power and Propulsion" and "Quantum Vacuum 

Engineering" are.  Works by two of the world’s authorities on the intersection of these topics -- 

perennial ‘weird science’ contract stalwart Hal Puthoff and aerospace engineer H. David Froning -- were 

included along with the patent application for Pais's "craft using an inertial mass reduction device" as 

“Non-Patent Literature Documents.” 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/15461/northrop-grumman-bails-on-navys-watered-down-tanker-drone-competition
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/26056/heres-the-list-of-studies-the-militarys-secretive-ufo-program-funded-some-were-junk
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Froning has published extensive USAF-funded studies on hypersonic vehicle design and using 

directed energy to aid in aircraft propulsion. 

 

In addition, the Australian-based Froning has published peer-reviewed studies on “new directions in 

electromagnetism for propulsion and power” and using specially-conditioned electromagnetic fields to 

control nuclear fusion reactions (some of the same technologies patented by Pais on behalf of the U.S. 

Navy over the last several years). 

 

Froning authored the 2016 book The Halcyon Years of Air and Space Flight: And the Continuing 

Quest, an examination of the “remaining barriers facing our next big steps in air and space” that offers 

examples of “material and energy systems and propulsion and flight systems that may be needed to 

overcome them.” 

 

Oddly enough, an Amazon user under the title "Salvatore Cezar Pais, Ph.D." appears to have left the 

book a glowing 5-star Amazon review in mid-2016 and noted that the essence of the book is the 

development of "advanced field propulsion by the engineering of the quantum vacuum”. 

 

It's impossible to know if this book review was indeed written by Pais himself although it's worth 

noting it was posted years before Pais's patents were made public, which thrust his name into the public 

eye. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/33859/blasting-the-air-in-front-of-hypersonic-vehicles-with-lasers-could-unlock-unprecedented-speeds
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/33859/blasting-the-air-in-front-of-hypersonic-vehicles-with-lasers-could-unlock-unprecedented-speeds
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2011PhPro..20...84F/abstract
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1875389212025011
https://www.amazon.com/Halcyon-Years-Air-Space-Flight/dp/3659863203?tag=td-default-20
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Ultimately, it’s unknown who the redacted subject matter experts in the email represent.  Still, some 

of the language in the review of Froning’s book echoes the language in some of these internal NAVAIR 

emails. 

 

In the same email sent on April 20, 2016, Pais wrote to numerous NAVAIR employees that “the 

enablement of extreme craft speeds and thus the feasibility of Intergalactic travel using current 

engineering materials and methods is made possible with this publication” while this book review wrote 

that Froning's research "takes us several steps toward our ultimate civilizational goal of Intergalactic 

Flight" and "can occur with state of the art materials and engineering methods." 

 

Pais closes the April 20, 2016 email by adding “One thing is for sure.  The existence of this technical 

paper and its current acceptance by foremost authorities in the field will greatly facilitate the patent 

examination process, hopefully culminating in 2 essential patents for the technologically advanced 

future of the Navy.” 

 

 
 

9 days later, Pais wrote that the patent application had been filed with the USPTO writing 

“[REDACTED] has done an admirable job and produced an exceptional patent application, 

[REDACTED] work is highly commendable.  The inventive concept due to its simplicity and 
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minimalism, despite its advanced quantum vacuum physics, pays homage to Occam’s Razor.  Thank 

you Sir for your recommendation and your continued support.” 

 

It may be that Pais is referring Mark Glut, NAWCAD's patent attorney at the time of the patent 

application.  As noted in our previous reporting, Glut was awarded power-of-attorney throughout the 

patent application process for the “Craft Using an Inertial Mass Reduction Device.” 

 

In a May 2017 email, Pais writes that “[Redacted] is a formidable patent lawyer” adding that “these 

advanced concepts were not easy to translate into easily understandable and technically admittable 

patent applications.” 

 

In the same email, Pais thanks the recipient for his “vision and leadership” writing that “our 

discussions have generated many great ideas” and that Pais is “extremely grateful to you for 

understanding and backing them.” 

 

 
 

In our previous reporting on Pais’s patents, we noted that he has publicly thanked Naval Aviation 

Enterprise Chief Technology Officer Dr. James Sheehy in academic publications for his “many hours of 

thought-provoking discussions on the concept at hand”.  In the emails related to the high-temperature 

superconductor patent, an unknown individual from the Naval Aviation Enterprise writes that “the 

concept has strong theoretical backing” and offers their help in the patent application process.  As we 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2019-0869
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have previously reported, Sheehy stepped in to write statements to the USPTO personally attesting to the 

operability and enablement of the concepts in Pais's inventions. 

 

 
 

After the patent application for “Craft Using an Inertial Mass Reduction Device” was submitted, an 

unknown individual from the Naval Aviation Enterprise congratulated Pais writing “Congratulations!! 

Now to build a small demo to put the theory into a demo.  The sec 219 BAR/TT [Basic Applied 

Research/Technology Transfer] call is out.  Could be the genesis of a BAR/TT project.” 

 

It could be that this individual was Dr. Sheehy.  In his LinkedIn profile, Sheehy writes that "as CTO, 

he oversees and advocates the selection of S&T [Science & Technology] for the NAE" while the 

individual in this email includes "ST" in their signature.  Ultimately the identity of this individual 

remains unknown due to the level of redaction in this email. 

 

 
 

Funding for the proposed Section 219 BAR/TT project mentioned in this email appears to have 

ultimately been granted as Pais cites the funding his work received from it a year later in 2017 in 2 

academic publications for radical new propulsion concepts and again in 2019 for a "Hybrid Aerospace-

Undersea Craft". 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-sheehy-28437a8/
https://www.sae.org/publications/technical-papers/content/2017-01-2040/
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2017-5343
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2019-0869
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2019-0869
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Another statement made by NAWCAD leadership appears to suggest that demonstrative 

experiments were designed to test the "Pais Effect" as a result of this 219 BAR/TT project. 

 

In 2017, Dr. Sheehy (the Chief Technology Officer for the Naval Aviation Enterprise) wrote to the 

USPTO to declare that Pais was “currently funded by NAWCAD to design a test article and 

instrumentation to demonstrate the experimental feasibility of achieving high electromagnetic (EM) 

field-energy and flux values.” 

 

Sheehy added that Pais was at the time “one year into the project” and had “already begun a series of 

experiments to design and demonstrate advanced High energy Density/High Power propulsion systems.” 

 

According to a U.S. Navy fact sheet, Section 219 of the Fiscal Year 2009 National Defense 

Authorization Act (which had been amended since then) "established a mechanism whereby a defense 

laboratory may fund basic and applied research, transition of technologies developed by the defense 

laboratory into operational use, recruitment and retention of personnel with needed scientific and 

engineering expertise, and revitalization and recapitalization of the laboratories. 

 

Basic research is directed toward greater knowledge of the fundamental aspects of phenomena and 

of observable facts without specific applications towards processes or products in mind.  Applied 

research is understanding the means to meet a recognized and specific need.  It may be oriented toward 

the design and development of prototypes." 

 

The same sheet adds that "technology transition moves mature technologies into programs of 

record." 

 

In the emails related to the high-temperature superconductor patent application (PA), an individual 

with a “Navy.mil” email address suggests trying to get a phone interview with a primary examiner 

noting that “we can defend this PA very well”. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.public.navy.mil/navwar/Atlantic/Documents/AboutUs/191204_ScienceandTechnologyDept_InformationSheet.pdf
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Based on documents found in the USPTO Public Pair website related to the high-temperature 

superconductor patent application, we know that a telephone interview between Pais, NAWCAD patent 

attorney Mark Glut, the primary patent examiner, and another USPTO examiner took place on June 6, 

2019. 

 

In that interview, Pais argued that the theoretical basis for the high-temperature superconductor is 

sound despite a lack of experimental evidence. 
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The emails concerning the high-temperature superconductor show that Pais was turned down by 

energy research journal Joule in 2017. 

 

Joule editors wrote that “while the topic of room temperature superconductivity is of course very 

exciting, we would require you to provide some compelling experimental validation of your proposed 

theoretical pathway before we could reconsider.” 

 

However, Pais’ paper “Room Temperature Superconducting System for use on a Hybrid Aerospace-

Undersea Craft” was published in the proceedings of the AIAA SciTech forum in 2019.  That paper 

contains no experimental data. 

 

https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2019-0869
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The application for the high-temperature superconductor remains pending at the time of publication.  

 

Recent Scientific Breakthroughs And The Pais Patents 
 

In recent months, several major developments have made waves throughout the scientific 

community that reportedly achieve what Pais's patents claim to.  A radical breakthrough marking what 

researchers call the first room-temperature superconductor was announced in Nature in mid-October, 

potentially opening the door to new methods and levels of power generation. 

 

Despite the excitement, achieving this type of superconductivity requires extreme pressures, the 

lowest of which was 2.6 million times the atmospheric pressure at sea level.  For now, the World’s first 

room-temperature superconductor will remain in laboratories at minuscule scales. 

 

Last month, another radical high-temperature superconductor design was revealed to the World.  

Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and its spin-off firm Commonwealth 

Fusion Systems (CFS) published 7 articles in a special edition the Journal of Plasma Physics detailing a 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US20190348597A1/en?inventor=Salvatore+Pais&oq=inventor:(Salvatore+Pais)
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02895-0
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-plasma-physics/collections/status-of-the-sparc-physics-basis
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revolutionary new compact fusion reactor design.  MIT/CFS claims that the reactor (known as SPARC) 

could very well be “the first net-energy controlled fusion experiment” in the World. 

 

According to MIT’s Martin Greenwald (Deputy Director of the MIT Plasma Science and Fusion 

Center and lead scientist on the SPARC project), one of the key technologies leveraged in the SPARC 

design is “a newer electromagnet technology that uses so-called high temperature superconductors 

(HTS) that can produce a much higher magnetic field” to contain the fusion reaction within. 

 

 
Concept art for the SPARC reactor. 

 

While these recent developments in HTS technology appear unrelated to the physical mechanisms 

claimed to enable the “Pais Effect”, they certainly show that mysterious inventors working behind 

closed doors in Department of Defense labs aren’t the only ones pursuing these “Holy Grail” 

technologies. 

 

As Always, Questions Remain 
 

While these internal NAVAIR emails may not alleviate the mystery surrounding the peculiar 

inventions of Dr. Salvatore Pais and the reasons why NAVAIR leadership vouched for their operability 

to the USPTO, they do add details about the inventor's patent application process and the internal 

reviews that the patents underwent. 

 

Aside from adding to our understanding that Pais has consistently vouched for the patents being both 

incredibly revolutionary and possible to engineer with current methods and materials, these emails 

reveal that numerous employees of NAWCAD and the Pax River Invention Evaluation Board took them 

seriously enough to clear Pais’s patents for the USPTO application process. 

 

https://www.psfc.mit.edu/sparc
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/29/climate/nuclear-fusion-reactor.html
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We also now know these inventions resulted in the Section 219 Basic Applied Research/Technology 

Transfer program that was successfully funded and resulted in a physical demonstration and further 

experimental testing.  We also now know the inventions underwent the aforementioned technical and 

marketing reviews by the award-winning NAWCAD Technology Transfer Office which, in part, 

facilitates technology transfer to partners outside the Navy before the patents were applied for. 

 

Despite these new details, we are just as mystified as ever by these bizarre patents and what they 

might mean for the “technologically advanced future of the Navy”.  We have yet to find any 

experimental validation or subject matter experts who can confirm Pais's theories.  

 

Regardless, The War Zone continues to pursue multiple FOIA requests related to these patents and 

the research projects that led to them. 

 

The FOIA releases can be read in their entirety below.  Special thanks to reader Michael E. 

Boyd for providing The War Zone with this FOIA release. 

 

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/the-drive-cms-content-staging/message-

editor%2F1608150427314-2020-010057+FINAL+VERSION+Email.pdf 

 

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/the-drive-cms-content-staging/message-

editor%2F1603154042140-2020-004558+Patent+documents_Redacted.pdf 

 

 

 

Contact the author: Brett@thedrive.com  

 

 

Reader Comments 
 

1. leovinus2001 

That is a lot of work and time with the FOIAs.  Thanks for digging.  

However “Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence”.  Until independent verification, my 

opinion would be that this is another iteration of Cold Fusion, the E-Cat, the super conductor gravity 

shield, EM drive et al.  Papers are good but who were the reviewers?  I really hope the Navy reads 

papers on how to debunk impossible science like for the E-Cat. 

 

(PS: names to check  are Stanley and Pons, Prof Rossi, Prof Tajmar.  Run for the hills when they 

review!) 

 

 

2.  Darryl_C 

Fair enough, LeoV, and I think your skepticism is justified.  My interest in this story comes from the 

fact that occasionally these rumors turn out to be correct.  I recall many years ago hearing about Echelon 

and Gorgon Stare and most people dismissed those ideas as mere rumors and innuendo.  However, much 

both programs were later confirmed to exist and the online chatter was largely accurate.  Not saying that 

is the case here.  But the possibility it's true when tied in with the Tic-Tacs and other UAV stories is 

certainly intriguing. 

 

 

3.  RDML_Kittypnch 

Look for recent job openings at NAVAIR.  I think someone’s getting quietly fired. 

https://www.navair.navy.mil/node/25606
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/the-drive-cms-content-staging/message-editor%2F1608150427314-2020-010057+FINAL+VERSION+Email.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/the-drive-cms-content-staging/message-editor%2F1608150427314-2020-010057+FINAL+VERSION+Email.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/the-drive-cms-content-staging/message-editor%2F1603154042140-2020-004558+Patent+documents_Redacted.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/the-drive-cms-content-staging/message-editor%2F1603154042140-2020-004558+Patent+documents_Redacted.pdf
mailto:Brett@thedrive.com
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This has all the hallmarks of otherwise intelligent people getting grifted by the weird science cabal.  

It’s happened many times. 

 

And you are totally demeaning the work of the SPARC guys and Snider et al. by putting their work 

in the same category as this BS.  Why not reach out to those guys for comment about this article .  

Hahah!  That should go over like a plutonium balloon. 

 

 

4.  Ropr 

Yeah, it sounds like so much bunk, or a disinformation campaign designed to make the Chinese 

crazy.  But if you tip the graphic of the "Craft Using an Inertial Mass Reduction Device" on its nose, it 

looks like the Batman balloon UFO photographed by the F-18 pilot.  Crazy town. 

 

 

5.  Tokyo Morose 

What astonishes me in these mails is rather than evidence, Pais always falls back on an argument 

from authority to back his claims.  He always has some other person with a great reputation come in and 

do the classic "Dude, trust me" maneuver. 

 

As far as I can tell, Pais has never once provided evidence.  Just a bunch of very wonky mathematics  

and endorsements from people who are either his friends (the relationship with Sheehy is close as has 

been covered before) or are already biased in this regard.  Hardly ringing proof. 

 

 

6.  StealthFan 

What's there to be mystified?  Some dude tries to defy known laws of Physics with pseudo-science.   

It never gonna work.  What is really strange is why does NAVAIR waste money on such things? 

 

 

7.  Turboed 

It would be remiss of the Government to not keep a few kooky 'mad scientist' types in the system 

with a tiny bit of funding and support (like giving them some patents to keep them happy) so in the 

super unlikely case they come up with something truly revolutionary, the technology and the scientists 

involved can be gobbled up and go black, for development, for the security of the Country.  I think this 

is that scenario playing out in real life. 

 

 

8.  Ben Vincent 

This article made me think of a magazine interview that Ben Rich (Lockheed Skunk Works) did.  It 

was an interview that touched a bit on the Skunk Works, the SR-71, stealth, and secrecy.  When asked 

about secrecy and why things have to be kept secret for so long he replied in part: "There are still things 

from WWII that we have that no one else does". 

 

 

9.  Wobbly John 

No, he didn't say that in the article. 

 

Q: The Government still keeps some things that happened before World War II classified.  Is this a 

sensible thing to do? 
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A (Ben Rich): We overdo it and we ought to learn when to stop.  It costs us about 15% more money to 

get things done because of excessive security rules.  I think a sunset law in security is the most 

important thing.  We ought to have a review every 2-or-3 years and then decide do we still need 

to keep this secret?  And why? 

 

He's making a general observation about the cost of secrecy (there's a bit in Skunk Works about 

them having to keep their "stealth" coffee mugs in a classified-materials cabinet) and how long things 

stay classified (things get declassified in 25 years per Executive Order 13526, “Classified National 

Security Information” - that may not have been in place when this interview happened). 

 

He did hint at things from "20 - 30 years ago" being "breakthroughs" that are "appropriate to keep 

quiet about".  But the article was from 1994.  So he was referring to the 1960s and 1970s. 

 

I wonder how he would feel about "excessive security rules" given the current cyber espionage 

environment? 

 

 

10.  Dan Medeiros 

Crazy how the patent lines up with the triangle UFO picture supposedly taken by a F-18 pilot that 

has yet to be disclosed.  I really hope this is human tech.  If so, we have solved the need to burn fossil 

fuels.  Or it’s the most complicated disinformation camping ever involving TTSA, Elizondo, and all the 

others. 

 

 

11.  Watchtheskies 

It’s just a simple diagram of the microwave cavity resonator setup that Pias is using to create his Pias 

“effect” (just one of several methods he uses).  The polygons are microwaves moving through a double 

wall resonator cavity filled with a noble gas (that's the little dots inside the walls.  The inert gas is just 

there so you don't have to deal with maintaining a vacuum inside the cavity while operating in the 

atmosphere and inert so it won't react with anything) to create high frequency vibrations in the outer 

conductor skin.  This in turn (according to Pias) creates a powerful electromagnetic field surrounding the 

structure (the wavy lines).  The boxes inside are the power supply and electronics. 

 

By the way, it doesn’t have to be triangular.  It’s just easier to draw that way. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave_cavity 

 

 

12.  JS Dreyer 

I guarantee you if there was anything to all this, none of it would be out in the open. 

 

 

13.  huliomagnamara 

Most likely.  However, no "real" physicist would touch any of this with a 10-foot electrode so no one 

who has the theoretical knowledge or technical skill will even try to reproduce the work.  To even admit 

you tried an experiment with any of these patents would tarnish ones reputation enough to warrant 

giving the entire area a wide berth.  No reputable lab would fund time to reproduce any of this.  Also 

that would be outside their scope, no one is going to fund an attempt of reproduction of alleged 

pseudoscience.  

 

So while it's still probably bogus, no one can afford to risk attempting to reproduce the work let 

alone admit they did so publicly.  And in the remote chance it's not all bogus, there's not much incentive 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave_cavity
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to publish as the work is patent encumbered and would be more lucrative to develop in private as a non-

public technology for now. 

 

 

14.  John Bro 

The public domain represents an opportunity to decrease the contention between foreign militaries to 

develop sophisticated technologies.  The contrast of the ideologies is the purpose for the application of 

technology.  That which exceeds the ability to reconcile as a technological achievement defines that 

which exists outside of known explanation.  It is not a matter of an ideological superiority but the 

understanding of this intelligent control that is at the apex of human intelligence. 

 

 

15.  Ciprian Dinu 

Some people that barely squeaked by high-school make fun of a scientist working on cutting-edge 

stuff.  I guess some things never change.  Personally, I wouldn't even know where to begin to familiarize 

myself with the subject matter.  But I would expect this to be a black project if true. 

 

 

16.  Wobbly John 

If this was a black project, there’d be no patents. 

 

 

17.  Warren 

Over my career, I worked for several companies that worked in high-tech and I got some patents.  

These companies were very cautious over what they patented vs. what they kept as internal trade secrets.  

Patenting something gives a company usually 20 years of protection against competitors using a given 

technology.  The flip side is that it tells competitors exactly what you have and how to do it giving them 

an edge on developing similar but different technologies to do the same things. 

 

So, I am doubtful that if these technologies are as radical as claimed, NAVAIR would choose to 

patent them vs. holding them secret. 

 

 

18.  Watchtheskies 

People here have been talking about the use of superconductors in the construction of magnetic 

confinement hot fusion reactors (Tokamaks).  It struck me that the Pias craft is sort of like a fusion 

reactor turned inside out.  The inside chamber houses the power source and controls/occupants etc and 

the wall of the reactor is generating E-M fields that radiate outward rather than inward creating an 

electromagnetic bubble around the craft.  Similar technologies involved.  Likewise his reactor concept is 

like his craft turned inside out.  The main difference is that Pias employs his “effect” (vibrating 

conductors) to generate the E-M fields. 

 

The big controversy is exactly what can this bubble do.  Polarize the vacuum, warp space-time, 

disentangle quantum entanglement, or some Macro-quantum effect nobody knows about — yet. 

 

Building the microwave cavity resonator needed to demonstrate the Pias effect shouldn’t be too 

difficult to do and probably represents what’s mentioned in this article about something having been 

actually tested.  This would be the first step. 
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19.  StealthSkater 

High-Frequency Gravitational Waves were also promoted by Dr. Robert Baker, Jr.  His essays were 

critiqued and rebutted by the Mitre Corp. and others => 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Baker . 

 

I tried to figure out the frequency of the "gravity amplifiers" in Bob Lazar's sport model UFO 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Lazar ).  There was an alleged waveguide going from the hull 

through the top.  But Lazar only gave 7.48 Hz as the frequency of the rotating bottom plate holding the 3 

amplifiers.   (Note that it is generally suspected that Lazar and Teller were participating in an elaborate 

disinformation scheme to draw attention away from something else.  But the only populace that bought 

the story was the American public.) 

 

Corso said that German rocket pioneer Hermann Oberth regarded the Roswell craft as more of a 

"time machine" than an navigational craft.  Corso's NBC Dateline interview 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Videos.htm#Corso ) even ended with Corso saying that he saw a "time 

machine".  But like Lazar, Corso has hid share of skeptics. 

 

Former ELINT Sgt. Dan Sherman said that his off-world/alt-dimension contacts in Project Preserve 

Destiny (http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm )"evaded time" rather than travel through it.  I 

wondered if that meant something akin to Macro-quantum entanglement/teleportation like UNITEL 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm ) or missing person Philip Taylor Kramer 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer ) 

 

 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/38937/navy-ufo-patent-documents-talk-of-spacetime-

modification-weapon-detail-experimental-testing 

Navy "UFO Patent" Documents Talk Of "Spacetime 

Modification Weapon," Detail Experimental Testing 
The U.S. Navy spent 3 years and considerable sums of money testing the "Pais Effect" and 

may have transferred the program to another agency. 

 

by Brett Tingley / The WarZone / January 26, 2021 
 

In our continuing investigation into the bizarre inventions of Dr. Salvatore Cezar Pais (an enigmatic 

aerospace engineer who works for the U.S. Navy), The War Zone has just obtained a wide range of 

documents detailing experiments that the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division (NAWCAD) 

conducted to test the core concepts and technologies underlying his seemingly out of this world "UFO 

patents".  These same patents were vouched for by the head of the Navy's aerospace research enterprise 

who cited Chinese advances in similar technologies as one of the reasons why the Navy was filing them. 

 

The War Zone's most recent report on the strange circumstances surrounding these patents 

underlined that there were indeed some type of physical experiments conducted related to them even if 

very limited). 

 

Now, new Freedom of Information Act releases provide unprecedented insights not only just into 

how seriously the Navy took Dr. Pais's work but also exactly how elements of it were actually tested at 

the cost of hundreds of thousands of dollars and where the program may have ended up.  The materials 

http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Baker
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Lazar
http://www.stealthskater.com/Videos.htm#Corso
http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/UNITEL.htm
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/38937/navy-ufo-patent-documents-talk-of-spacetime-modification-weapon-detail-experimental-testing
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/38937/navy-ufo-patent-documents-talk-of-spacetime-modification-weapon-detail-experimental-testing
https://www.thedrive.com/author/brett-tingley
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/37134/emails-show-navys-ufo-patents-went-through-significant-internal-review-resulted-in-a-demo
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even include mention of a "Spacetime Modification Weapon (SMW- a weapon that can make the 

Hydrogen bomb seem more like a firecracker in comparison)". 

 

The releases which are all related to a Naval Innovative Science and Engineering – Basic & Applied 

Research Program under the project name “The High Energy Electromagnetic Field Generator 

(HEEMFG)” contain hundreds of pages containing detailed technical drawings, photographs, and data 

related to actual tests of the HEEMFG. 

 

The system was meant to evaluate the feasibility of Dr. Salvatore Pais’s claimed “Pais Effect”.  If 

you haven’t yet read about the ongoing saga of the enigmatic Dr. Pais and the science-fiction-like 

inventions he made on behalf of the Navy, be sure to get caught up on our previous reporting linked in 

order from the first to most recent here, here, here, here, and here. 

 

 
an overview of Dr. Salvatore Pais's claimed "High Energy Electromagnetic Field Generator" technology 

 

Each one of Dr. Pais's inventions is stated to be enabled through what he himself described to The 

War Zone as "the Pais Effect" - a theoretical physics concept that is claimed to be enabled through the 

“controlled motion of electrically charged matter (from solid to plasma) via accelerated spin and/or 

accelerated vibration under rapid (yet smooth) acceleration-deceleration-acceleration transients”. 

 

This effect, the inventor claims, can lead to incredibly powerful electromagnetic energy fields that 

can “engineer the fabric of our Reality at the most fundamental level” leading to incredible revolutions 

in power and propulsion, quantum communications, energy production, and even weaponry. 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30256/scientist-behind-the-navys-ufo-patents-has-now-filed-one-for-a-compact-fusion-reactor
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31798/the-secretive-inventor-of-the-navys-bizarre-ufo-patents-finally-talks
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/37134/emails-show-navys-ufo-patents-went-through-significant-internal-review-resulted-in-a-demo
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31798/the-secretive-inventor-of-the-navys-bizarre-ufo-patents-finally-talks
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31798/the-secretive-inventor-of-the-navys-bizarre-ufo-patents-finally-talks
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
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These latest internal documents (which The War Zone obtained through the Freedom of Information 

Act) show that NAWCAD felt this technology has “National Security importance in leading to the 

generation of thermonuclear Fusion Ignition Energy with commercial as well as military application 

potential in ensuring National Energy Dominance.” 

 

In addition, the documents contain the Basic and Applied Research (BAR) proposal that was 

submitted to secure funding and resources for the test of Pais’s High Energy Electromagnetic Field 

Generator concept.  In all, it appears at least $466,810 was devoted to the project between Fiscal Years 

2017 and 2019 (far more than what was previously thought). 

 

Many of the documents also state that the HEEMFG project could be further continued by the Office 

of Naval Research (ONR), the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), the Air Force Research Laboratory 

(AFRL), NASA, or even the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). 

 

At this time, it is unknown if the HEEMFG transitioned to other DoD agencies.  But The War Zone 

is pursuing FOIA requests related to any possible collaborative transition.  Another slide (below) 

indicates ONR, NRL, and DARPA as likely candidates for transition or collaboration. 

 

 
 

The documents also show that a team of at least 10 technicians and engineers were assigned to 

design and test an experimental demonstrator and that testing was being conducted as recently as 

September 2019. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29074/skunk-works-exotic-fusion-reactor-program-moves-forward-with-larger-more-powerful-design
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Over 1,600 hours of work were conducted in 2018 and 2019 on the project between design, 

procurement, manufacture, testing, and assembling final reports and technical papers. 
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Many of the documents describe the tests of the High Energy Electromagnetic Field Generator 

(HEEMFG) and the data that resulted.  Some of these documents describe specific “Identified Technical 

Obstacles” and proposed solutions for developing a working HEEMFG device. 

 

One test asset used in experiments appears to have been a “coin cell capacitor” with a 0.276-inch 

diameter, which was connected to a vertical drive spindle and spun up to 100,000 rotations-per-minute 

(RPM) with a 2-inch air motor.  Other experiments describe spinning a 12-inch disk featuring 

piezoelectric elements arranged in a cruciform (cross- or x-shaped) arrangement.  These larger discs 

were charged with much larger capacitors. 
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The devices tested appear to have been benchtop versions of Pais’s HEEMFG concept or perhaps 

even multiple versions of the same idea. 

 

The devices used spinning capacitors to “demonstrate the experimental feasibility of achieving high 

electromagnetic field-energy flux values toward the design of advanced high energy density / high 

power propulsion systems.” 
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In one strange section describing test results, investigators reported that technicians felt a strange 

sensation on their skin as they approached the test article (although they note that there are plenty of 

prosaic explanations for such sensations). 

 

 
 

One of the most bizarre documents in these releases, a slide deck marked 'For Official Use Only 

(FOUO)' describes how Pais’ Plasma Compression Fusion Device patent could be used to design a 

terrifying-sounding new form of weapon known as a “Spacetime Modification Weapon:” 

 

Under uniquely defined conditions, the Plasma Compression Fusion Device can lead 

to development of a Spacetime Modification Weapon (SMW- a weapon that can make 

the Hydrogen bomb seem more like a firecracker in comparison).  Extremely high energy 

levels can be achieved with this invention under pulsed ultra-high current (I) / ultra-high 

magnetic flux density (B) conditions (Z-pinch with a Fusion twist). 
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In one of the final test results sections, investigators note that the “Principle Investigator [sic] also 

desired vibratory excitation of the charged test disk” but noted that “the tested configuration does not 

have a method for providing spindle vibration”.  It is unknown whether further test articles were 

designed that were capable of the high levels of vibration cited as a requisite for enabling the radical 

emerging physics Pais claims his HEEMFG to be capable of producing.  

 

It is curious that a test article was not designed that incorporated vibration since the inventor always 

cites the coupling of accelerated spin and accelerated vibration as key components of the "Pais Effect".  

But it may be simply that the restraints of existing test facilities and equipment were to blame. 

 

Often when new experimental systems are tested, subsequent experiments work toward mastering 

different aspects of a particular design before bringing everything together once the separate 

components are proven to be feasible.  It's unclear whether or not the HEEMFG test article was designed 

to focus on maturing just one part of the complete system. 

 

 
 

Ultimately, these documents show that while the experimental test articles constructed by 

NAWCAD "performed well", they neither observed nor disproved the Pais Effect. 

 

 
 

As usual, our investigation into the Dr. Salvatore Pais patents assigned to the Navy has generated 

more questions and lines of investigation.  It is unknown if any of these concepts or technologies were, 

in fact, transferred to other entities including elsewhere within the Department of Defense outside of the 

Navy.  Or whether further test articles were created and experimented on that might have included 

mechanisms to induce high-frequency vibrations. 

 

As with all of the documentation we have gathered related to these patents so far, it appears even 

NAWCAD's testing could not confirm experimental validation of the claimed "Pais Effect".  Despite the 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31798/the-secretive-inventor-of-the-navys-bizarre-ufo-patents-finally-talks
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lack of experimental confirmation, a Naval Aviation Enterprise (NAVAIR) quad chart published in 

September 2018 states that NAVAIR was aiming to transition the technology in 2019. 

 

 
a 2018 quad chart regarding the High Energy Electromagnetic Field Generator (HEEMFG) project. 

 

 

 

An August 2019 NAVAIR Science & Technology Alignment and Investment Reporting System 

(STAIRS) report states that "the spin test to evaluate the HEEMFG effect took place in late September 

2018". 

 

And that while the tests "did not measure any anomalous electromagnetic effects that would satisfy 

the theory", investigators believe "the reason for this is that the capacitor confined the electrons to its 

center, rather than the surface, which is necessary for generation of the effect". 

 

The report concludes its in its future outlook by noting that "planning has been in progress to 

compensate for the effect seen on the capacitor in the end of FY2018 with [a] new experimental setup to 

be completed by July 2019". 
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The further our investigation continues, the more it seems like the patents of Dr. Salvatore Pais are 

exactly what they appear to be.  Hypothetical applications of theoretical physics that the Navy thinks are 

viable enough to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on (and possibly much more) to someday be 

able to master. 
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Yet considering there have been all types of theories ranging from a Government disinformation 

campaign to alien emulation technology behind these patents, we still can't say conclusively what is 

going on here. 

 

Still, taken at face value, these new documents seem to prove even further that these inventions were 

not solely the product of an enigmatic maverick inventor but instead received support from the highest 

levels of NAWCAD and led to DoD-funded research projects and experiments with an eye on producing 

exotic new forms of propulsion and weaponry. 

 

Whether these experiments were the start of a looming energy revolution or a dead-end is yet to be 

understood.  But by the looks of the documentation we have studied, it seems like these experiments 

were more of a beginning than an end. 

 

This is all fascinating as no physicist whom we have discussed Pais's patents with sees how they are 

feasible.  Yet the Navy seems to have thought otherwise and spent considerable funds to explore the 

ideas in the form of physical experiments. 

 

In light of these new documents, we have already reached out to NAWCAD in hopes of establishing 

a dialogue about the High Energy Electromagnetic Field Generator and the other Salvatore Pais patents.  

In the past, they have been unwilling to do so. 

 

We at The War Zone have just begun combing through this huge batch of new documents and we 

will report more once we have concluded our review of them. 

 

Contact the author: mailto:Brett@TheDrive.com 

 

 

 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/39012/the-navy-finally-speaks-up-about-its-bizarre-ufo-

patent-experiments 

The Navy Finally Speaks Up About Its Bizarre 

"UFO Patent" Experiments 
The Naval Air Warfare Center has finally given a statement to The War Zone about the 

patents and experiments of Dr. Salvatore Pais. 

by Brett Tingley / The War Zone / February 1, 2021 
 

After reporting on the bizarre saga of the Navy's "UFO" patents by Dr. Salvatore Pais for over a 

year-and-a-half, The War Zone has finally gotten an on-the-record comment from the Naval Air Warfare 

Center Aircraft Division (NAWCAD) about the scientist's seemingly out-of-this-world work and the 

Service's equally strange outright support of it. 

 

As we reported in our last piece, the science and technology branches of the Naval Aviation 

Enterprise and NAWCAD took the theories of Dr. Pais seriously enough not just to vouch for them at 

the highest levels to patent examiners asserting Chinese advances in similar areas of research and that 

they were 'operable' in nature but to also subsequently invest a significant amount of money and time 

into researching the so-called "Pais Effect". 

mailto:Brett@TheDrive.com
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/39012/the-navy-finally-speaks-up-about-its-bizarre-ufo-patent-experiments
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/39012/the-navy-finally-speaks-up-about-its-bizarre-ufo-patent-experiments
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31798/the-secretive-inventor-of-the-navys-bizarre-ufo-patents-finally-talks
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/38937/navy-ufo-patent-documents-talk-of-spacetime-modification-weapon-detail-experimental-testing
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29232/navys-advanced-aerospace-tech-boss-claims-key-ufo-patent-is-operable
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This is a theoretical concept for generating high-intensity electromagnetic fields that could 

supposedly lead to hypothetical breakthroughs in power generation and advanced propulsion.  

Specifically, the Navy has now responded to inquiries related to the new documentation that we 

uncovered in our most recent report that shows hundreds of thousands of dollars were spent on Pais's 

High Energy Electromagnetic Field Generator (HEEMFG) experiments along with other details related 

to it. 

 

 
An overview of Pais's high-energy electromagnetic field generator concept. 

 

 

Communications Director at NAWCAD Timothy Boulay confirmed several points to The War Zone 

by email: 

 

● The High Energy Electromagnetic Field Generator testing occurred from October 2016 

through September 2019; 

 

● The cost was $508,000 over the course of three years. Around ninety percent of the 

total - $462,000 - was for salaries, while the rest was used for equipment, test 

preparation, testing and assessment. 

 

● When NAWCAD concluded testing in September 2019, the “Pais Effect” could not be 

proven. 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30256/scientist-behind-the-navys-ufo-patents-has-now-filed-one-for-a-compact-fusion-reactor
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
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● No further research has been conducted and the project has not transitioned to any 

other government or civilian organization. 

 

 

While we greatly appreciate the response to our queries, it remains unclear why NAWCAD was 

unwilling to speak with us until now if they knew all along these experiments resulted in what appears to 

be a scientific dead-end that resulted in no verification of any of Pais’s theories. 

 

In addition to the statements above, Boulay added the following about the inventor of the Navy’s 

"UFO patents": 

 

The latest on Dr. Pais...  You might remember that he left NAWCAD in June 2019 

and moved to the Navy’s Strategic Systems Programs organization.  I found that he 

transferred to the U.S. Air Force this month. 

 

 

We are still working with NAWCAD to determine where Pais was transferred within the research 

organizations of the USAF.  Pais’s first move from NAWCAD to Navy Strategic Systems Programs 

(SSP) office was somewhat interesting given that one of Pais’s most eyebrow-raising patents was for a 

“hybrid aerospace-underwater craft".  SSP oversees the development and sustainment of the Navy’s 

nuclear-armed submarine-launched ballistic missiles. 

 

 
Pais's hybrid-underwater-aerospace craft concept. 

https://www.ssp.navy.mil/
https://www.ssp.navy.mil/
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29714/u-s-ballistic-missile-sub-fired-an-impressive-four-trident-ii-missiles-in-just-three-days
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This statement from NAWCAD also raises a few questions about why these experiments were 

funded and supported so extensively by high-ranking scientists within the organization in the first place.  

Despite every physicist we have spoken to over the better part of 2 years asserting that the "Pais Effect" 

has no scientific basis in reality and the patents related to it were filled with pseudo-scientific jargon, 

NAWCAD confirmed they were interested enough in the patents to spend more than a half-million 

dollars over three years developing experiments and equipment to test Pais' theories. 

 

Despite the fact that NAWCAD says the experiments ended in September 2019 without proving the 

“Pais Effect”, the inventor asserted to The War Zone in a November 18, 2019 email that his work 

“culminates in the enablement of the Pais Effect” and that “as far as the doubting SMEs [Subject 

Matter Experts] are concerned, my work shall be proven correct one fine day…” 

 

So as it sits now, the Navy has finally chimed in that its latest little adventure into weird science has 

ended, at least as far as the seagoing service is concerned.  Yet the bizarre secrecy surrounding this 

entire endeavor that has occurred after the Navy filed the patents publicly remains remarkably odd. 

 

Not until we actually got the images, data, and slides about the program of record that attempted to 

prove Pais' theories did they chime in to confirm its demise.  We may never know why this was the case 

although some will claim this was a misadventure in scientific research and fiscal misappropriation to 

begin with. 

 

This has been a wild ride and we can't say for sure if it's come to an end just yet.  But regardless, this 

is where it sits for the time being. 

 

Below are the results of our Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests for documentation related 

to the Naval Innovative Science and Engineering – Basic & Applied Research Program under the project 

name “The High Energy Electromagnetic Field Generator (HEEMFG), broken into 5 parts here: Part 1, 

Part 2, Part 3, Part 4, and Part 5. 

 

We have removed only Pais's academic publications,to avoid copyright issues with their publishers, 

as well as Pais's patent documents which can already be found online. 

 

Contact the author: Brett@TheDrive.com  

 

 

 

Here Is What The Pentagon Is Not Answering About 

The Air Force And Recent UFO Encounters 
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/32550/what-the-pentagon-is-not-answering-about-the-air-

force-and-recent-ufo-encounters 

The Air Force attempted to answer our questions.  But the DoD official in charge of UFO 

inquiries didn't share their findings or anything at all.  

 

by Tyler Rogoway / The WarZone / March 23, 2020 
 

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31798/the-secretive-inventor-of-the-navys-bizarre-ufo-patents-finally-talks
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/the-drive-cms-content-staging/message-editor%2F1612230008150-HEEMFG+FOIA+Part+1.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/the-drive-cms-content-staging/message-editor%2F1612230038627-HEEMFG+FOIA+Part+2.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/the-drive-cms-content-staging/message-editor%2F1612230062451-HEEMFG+FOIA+Part+3.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/the-drive-cms-content-staging/message-editor%2F1612230083837-HEEMFG+FOIA+Part+4.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/the-drive-cms-content-staging/message-editor%2F1612230109307-HEEMFG+FOIA+Part+5.pdf
https://patents.google.com/?inventor=Salvatore+Pais&oq=inventor:(Salvatore+Pais)
mailto:Brett@TheDrive.com
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/32550/what-the-pentagon-is-not-answering-about-the-air-force-and-recent-ufo-encounters
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/32550/what-the-pentagon-is-not-answering-about-the-air-force-and-recent-ufo-encounters
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One of the biggest questions regarding the U.S. Navy's recent disclosures regarding strange 

encounters with supposedly unidentified flying craft is why are we only hearing about this highly 

concerning phenomenon from just one Service?  A fact that isn't commonly understood is that it is not 

the Navy's job to maintain sovereignty over America's airspace.  It is the U.S. Air Force's.  If strange and 

unidentified craft are being detected or seen, the Air Force has the mission to respond and investigate.  

Not the Navy.  A it can do so at a moment's notice.  So far, the Air Force has been totally mum on this 

issue which is extremely bizarre considering the Navy's own messaging surrounding it.  

 

With this in mind, last September I reached out to the Air Force with a series of very pointed 

questions regarding what seems like a massive discrepancy in regards to the Military branch's ability to 

execute its homeland air defense mission.  What seemed like a good start to finding answers to these key 

questions quickly turned into something of a nightmare that has made me lose all confidence in the 

Defense Department's ability to address a subject which they themselves have actively helped elevate 

within the public's consciousness in any meaningful manner. 

 

My initial inquiry to the Air Force resulted in a very positive experience.  The folks at the Air Force 

headquarters' press desk were not phased at all by the topic and seemed eager to look into it on our 

behalf. 

 

After discussing the issue with them directly on the phone, the questions I sent them were 

specifically written to move the ball forward on this critical aspect of the issue and, in doing so, getting 

the Air Force on the record about the issue overall in some manner.  Ideally, this would have included 

some background as to the nature of these events from the Service's point-of-view and especially in 

regards to its homeland air sovereignty mission as well as information about whether its own aircrews 

were experiencing similar encounters. 

 

Here are the questions I fielded to them on September 19th, 2019: 

 

Here is what we are looking for on the ongoing UFO/UAP story with the Navy and 

the USAF's position and comment on the issue: 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28627/recent-ufo-encounters-with-navy-pilots-occurred-constantly-across-multiple-squadrons
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28627/recent-ufo-encounters-with-navy-pilots-occurred-constantly-across-multiple-squadrons
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28305/carrier-group-in-recent-ufo-encounters-had-new-air-defense-tech-just-like-nimitz-in-2004-incident
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/32495/this-is-the-letter-the-navy-sent-a-congressman-who-was-demanding-answers-about-ufos
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/32495/this-is-the-letter-the-navy-sent-a-congressman-who-was-demanding-answers-about-ufos
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/23/us-navy-guidelines-reporting-ufos-1375290
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● Have Air Force pilots encountered any similar unexplained phenomenon on radar, 

electro-optically, or visually?  If so, what is the general frequency and 

magnitude of these events? 

 

● Navy Super Hornet pilots out of NAS Oceana had constant encounters with these 

objects in 2014-2015, especially on radar.  It got so bad that by early 2015, 

Oceana filed NOTAMs warning aviators about the phenomenon in the warning 

areas off Virginia.  We have talked to the crews directly about this and are in the 

process of obtaining those NOTAMs and the paper trail leading to their posting. 

 

Langley's F-22s, which have superior sensor capabilities in some respects to 

the Super Hornets as well the base's T-38 aggressors, are based right next-door 

and use the exact same warning areas for training daily.  Did Langley aircrews 

experience the same phenomenon?  If so, to what extent?  What about other 

USAF assets that use the same airspace for training? 

 

● The Navy changed its reporting practices and procedures for encounters with 

unexplained flying objects significantly due to the massive increase in incidents 

in recent years.  Has the Air Force done the same?  If not, why?  Does it even 

have set procedures for these events?  If so, what are they? 

 

● Has the USAF experienced the same massive increase in incursions of UAPs over 

its bases and installations that the USN has?  

 

● Does the Air Force have similar electro-optical and infrared video of UAPs similar 

to what the Navy has?  Or other data for that matter? 

 

● Does the Air Force see this phenomenon as a national security threat?  What is it 

doing to mitigate or better understand it? 

 

Thanks so much for your help on this.  I think it's critical to clear these details up, 

especially now that the Navy has admitted that the videos depicting these unexplained 

craft are indeed real and show objects it cannot identify. 

 

 

I quickly followed up with another question: 

 

● The Navy is saying these things are constantly (as in many times a month-or-more) 

busting into controlled or even secured airspace.  In 2015, they were out there 

for days off Virginia in the warning areas, even causing the base to post the 

NOTAMs due to near misses etc. 

 

The USAF is tasked with protecting this airspace.  Has the USAF launched alerts and 

investigated these when the Navy (or maybe even the USAF) was calling them 

out?  What was done in regards to homeland defense when these were in the 

warning areas so persistently?  How did the USAF and its NORAD arm take 

this issue up during the 2014-2015 incidents and what does the Navy says has 

occurred constantly all over up through this very day? 
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Once again, I have to stress that the Air Force has the Homeland air sovereignty mission.  Fighter 

aircraft sit on alert across the United States ready to scramble within a matter of minutes to intercept and 

investigate any unknown craft flying in or near the Nation's airspace.  This includes what some may 

traditionally call UFOs. 

 

The War Zone has incredibly in-depth evidence of how such an action is taken with regards to the 

presence of transient Unidentified Flying Objects, let alone ones that are persistently operating in 

restricted airspace as was supposedly the case off the east coast of the United States in 2014 and 2015.  

 

Air Force units that fulfill the homeland air defense mission are spread across the Country.  But 

those equipped with the highest level of fighter aircraft capability are scattered around the continental 

United States' maritime perimeter and are also based in Alaska and Hawaii.  F-15C/Ds equipped with 

the most powerful fighter-optimized active electronically scanned array (AESA) radars in the World and 

carrying Sniper targeting pods for long-range visual target identification primarily fulfill the maritime 

border defense role in the lower 48 states with F-22s in Hawaii and Alaska doing the same. 

 

F-16C/Ds (which are also now equipped with AESA radars) based at Andrews Air Force Base just 

outside of Washington D.C. keep watch over the Capital Region.  Other F-16s from a handful of Air 

Force units that patrol the central U.S. can also help augment the Country's perimeter aerial security.  

But the alert mission is one that must be specifically trained for with unique protocols and infrastructure 

requirements.  It is resource-intensive and not cheap to execute, either.  In other words, it is not 

something just any fighter squadron (especially a Navy one that has a very different mission focus) can 

just execute on the fly under normal circumstances.  

 

As such, my questions attempted to fill in a missing part of the Navy's recent UFO-related accounts.  

If these flying craft were indeed being detected, how is it possible that the Air Force didn't scramble to 

investigate them and do so multiple times over the course of these events?  If incursions over 

installations are ongoing, regardless of if they are drones or something far more fantastical, how isn't the 

Air Force directly involved with investigating and mitigating these potential threats inside the airspace 

they are responsible for defending? 

 

This is not just a UFO issue.  It comes down to America's ability (or willingness) to defend its 

airspace from non-traditional threats.  The threat to the Homeland posed by cruise missiles is already 

palpable.  But we are now in an era where lower-end and swarming drone warfare is becoming one of 

the most preeminent security issues of our time.  It's a threat that has recently manifested itself in 

spectacular ways that some of us have warned would occur for years. 

 

So, my questions are just as relevant to the core of our National Security as they are to simply 

finding out new details about mysterious flying objects that seem to have risen to new heights in the 

public's consciousness in recent years. 

 

After a promising start with the Air Force itself, I was told that the inquiries had been forwarded to 

the Office of the Secretary of Defense's (OSD) public affairs arm.  One public affairs officer (Susan 

Gough) would be handling the request.  At first, this sounded very promising.  The inquiry had been 

elevated to someone in a position that might be able to really add some unique context to the issue.  

Sadly, this ended up being anything but the case. 

 

Simply put, my experience with Susan Gough has been the worst I have had with any of the Defense 

Department's public affairs personnel.  Ever! What has transpired (or more accurately what hasn't 

transpired) over the last 6 months leaves me with no confidence or trust in this official representing the 

DoD on the issue. 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/11422/air-forces-premier-aggressor-squadron-has-a-surprising-secondary-mission
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https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/26101/the-army-wants-israels-iron-dome-missile-system-to-swat-down-cruise-missiles
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https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29874/the-strike-on-saudi-oil-facilities-was-unprecedented-and-it-underscores-far-greater-issues
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This is not personal in any way.  She may be a wonderful person.  But her behavior has been a clear 

example of everything the Pentagon's media operations should not be and it certainly is not due to a lack 

of training or experience.  Her resume is impressive and may even be concerning to some who are 

seeking some morsel of truth regarding this bizarre and historically tortured issue. 

 

My experience is not unique in any way.  Others who are working this story have had similar 

experiences almost to a laughable degree.  The reason why so many journalists are interacting with her 

at all on this issue is that she now holds the entire media/public affairs portfolio on UFOs within the 

DoD. 

 

Sometime shortly before I submitted my questions, the decision was made to funnel every request 

regarding this issue to her and her alone.  The Services no longer had control of their own messaging on 

the matter.  Why this decision was made has not been made clear. 

 

I wrote and called Susan Gough for months after my initial inquiries were forwarded to her.  No 

correspondence was answered and no comments were given.  Not a timeline for delivery or a simple 

"we cannot comment at this time" response to any of my inquiries.  Nothing. 

 

In the meantime, prolific Freedom Of Information Act (FOIA) filer and author John Greenwald over 

at the Blackvault.com had received a FOIA request that not only had my questions in it but also had the 

internal correspondence within the Air Force concerning answering at least a portion of my inquiries.  

John was nice enough to let me know he had received the documents and that he would work with me as 

to their release.  

 

Once again, the whole idea was to get something, anything on record in regards to the Air Force, 

America's air sovereignty, and this issue.  The last thing I wanted to do was publish a story about how 

the Defense Department won't even acknowledge these questions. 

 

I have had absolutely the best experiences with DoD public affairs over many years.  We work with 

them daily in what we do.  The vast majority of those interactions are hugely productive.  In fact, I have 

never had a negative relationship with a U.S. military public affairs officer even on topics that were far 

from positive for the Department of Defense.  Overall, they do excellent work and understand our 

requests and process them with total professionalism in a timely manner.  I cannot overstate how 

important their job is and how well they usually do it. 

 

With this in mind, I dreaded having to take issue with the Department of Defense on their 

communications operations.  But after nearly 3 months of getting no replies of any kind, I had to do 

something. 

 

It wasn't until I sent a very frank letter on December 5th, 2019 that I received this answer from Ms. 

Gough.  This was the first actual correspondence I had with her since my inquiry was made in 

September: 

 

Hello Tyler,  

 

My sincere apologies.  It appears that your emails were being dumped into a 

junk/spam folder instead of my inbox so I wasn’t seeing anything from you for a long 

time.  Only just noticed because you are not the only one with a similar complaint.  It was 

not intentional, I assure you.  And I’m not quite sure how/why it happened.  I get quite a 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/susan-gough-941a9652/
https://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QocIGUQRxwbn2T15c14Y5_AAAAFxDFq87AEAAAFKAcZTLOE/https:/www.amazon.com/Inside-Black-Vault-Governments-Revealed/dp/B07YVKKSBY/ref=sr_1_1?creativeASIN=B07YVKKSBY&linkCode=w61&imprToken=d0yjfq2Cm-0pHGgz9FeFMA&slotNum=0&keywords=john+greenwald&qid=1584988121&sr=8-1
https://www.theblackvault.com/
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few continuing queries about UAPs from multiple reporters, all with similar questions.  

So I know it’s not the subject. 

 

I’m sorry.  I don’t recall getting a voicemail from you.  But I was out of the office for 

health reasons several times in the last several months and may have missed it. 

 

Anyway, I will look at your questions this morning, and will get back to you as soon 

as I can with answers. 

 

Regards, 

Sue 

 

 

I replied very positively.  I was so glad we had a breakthrough and I wouldn't have to write about 

how unresponsive the Department of Defense's representative on this matter was.  Even if they weren't 

willing to say much, we would actually have that on the record and I made Ms. Gough aware of the 

internal documents that had some answers to my questions that John Greenwald obtained. 

 

So, at least I could get some commentary on those if nothing else.  Above all else, a relationship 

could begin with the sole point of contact on this topic within the DoD.  It's a long game.  I was happy to 

finally be working with Ms. Gough so that future clarifications could be had.  

 

I followed up quickly after her response asking if we could have this wrapped by the end of next 

week.  Her reply stated as such: 

 

"Yes, we should be able to.  Thank you very, very much for your patience and 

understanding!" 

 

 

Finally, I could slap a deadline on this and give John the heads up that there was progress. 

 

 

The reality ended up being the complete opposite.  Ms. Gough never got back to me.  What followed 

over the next 4 weeks was me reaching out looking for an update and getting nothing back.  This was 

different though as her original excuses were clearly false because she just went back to doing the same 

thing even after her apology and acknowledgment of a timeline.  

 

By January 2nd, 2020, yet another month had gone by and it was clear that she had gone dark once 

again.  This was my email to her: 

 

It's the New Year and still nothing.  I haven't heard anything since we last touched 

base nearly a month ago when you said we could wrap it up the following week.  

Checked in multiple times.  Nothing. 

 

I am holding off another outlet on this with their FOIAs that include the DoD's 

correspondences with my name all over them, at this point, it is just embarrassing for me.  

I also find it odd that other outlets seem to have gotten responses and clarification follow-

ups.  In fact, some of them are people, not outlets. 
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I really want a good relationship here as I have with every single one of my DoD PA 

contacts rain-or-shine.  I hate writing emails like this.  But this is ridiculous and insulting. 

It has been what?  FOUR months? 

 

So what's the next step?  Do I have to file a formal complaint over this?  Something is 

really broken here.  Especially when you have your own aviators claiming that craft are 

violating our airspace regularly and I can't even get responses to specific questions, some 

of which were answered months ago in internal correspondences that the department 

released via FOIA long before I ever got them.  In fact, I still don't have them. 

 

Very disappointing and frankly, stunning. 

Tyler Rogoway 

 

 

No response. 

 

On January 7th, I sent another note stating that I have done everything I can, given her every 

opportunity to respond, and that months had rolled by since my initial request and it was now weeks past 

our deadline.  Finally, I got another response: 

 

Sorry Tyler, I’ve been out a lot and just back today.  Let me ping the people who owe 

me the info and see if they have it now. 

 

 

Clearly, she had something to share as I had the Air Force's internal emails in my hands for months 

via John Greenwald's FOIA request.  

 

After that last glimmer of hope, the gaslighting operation was made clear.  Once again, Susan 

Gough disappeared.  

 

By this time, I was so exhausted with the issue and a ton of other long-lead projects had come due.  

So I set it aside.  Really, I didn't want to have to explain how terrible of an experience this was and how 

this DoD official evaded me for months.  I thought 'maybe if I just gave it a little more time, she would 

pop up again.' 

 

That never happened. 

 

At the time of writing this, it has been 6 months since my original request.  I can't thank John 

enough for being so patient with me on this story.  He understood my important working relationship 

with the DoD and how I wanted to give Ms. Gough every possible opportunity for a professional and 

positive outcome.  

 

I have no idea what the situation is behind the scenes with this topic at the DoD or what Gough's 

directives or issues are in regard to it.  Yet the fact that after the Pentagon's own personnel have stated 

that constant intrusions into sensitive airspace have occurred by unidentified craft, they are not willing to 

even respond to questions about Air Force's role in those events (the Service that is responsible for 

defending that airspace) is damning. 

 

The DoD seems to have helped seed interest in this issue but is now unwilling to offer any 

explanations or clarifications regarding it.  That seems very peculiar if not downright suspicious.  For a 
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topic that has been so abused over the decades, this really is an abhorrent stance for the DoD to take and 

it negates any trust it may have developed on the topic in recent years. 

 

The most troubling part about this whole mess is that at least some of my inquiries actually got 

answers.  Ones the DoD shared with a FOIA requester but not the actual reporter asking the questions.  

Once again, Gough had at least something to offer but didn't convey it after months of prodding. 

 

Greenwald's FOIAs show that the Air Force's public affairs officials actually did excellent work 

looking into at least some of my questions.  They did not shy away from the topic and took it seriously.  

But with one unresponsive person having the authority to actually convey any of that information, it 

meant that in this case the results of their work were never released.  

 

Here's what the Air Force found out in regards to Langely Air Force Base's F-22 and T-38 aircrews 

seeing similar objects in the restricted warning areas off the eastern seaboard.  You can see the whole 

exchange below: 
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It would seem by these emails that the F-22 and T-38 pilots from Langley were not having the same 

encounters as the Hornet pilots from nearby NAS Oceana.  If this is indeed the case, it really puts the 

Navy encounters in a different light and it does match anecdotally with what we have gleaned through 

our own background investigation.  So if the Air Force tactical jet pilots were oblivious to the craft 

flying off the East Coast, why? 

 

Certainly, technology isn't an issue.  Like the Super Hornet, the F-22 is also equipped with an AESA 

radar.  And in some ways, it has far more capable sensors than the Super Hornet and possesses 

significantly higher performance.  The Navy pilots' UFO encounter stories have also matured a bit as 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28453/navy-f-a-18-pilot-shares-new-details-about-ufo-encounters-during-middle-east-deployment
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time has gone by and explanations do exist that could explain their encounters off the East Coast that are 

far from out of this world.  But this discrepancy really sets up a new set of circumstances that are even 

more puzzling than before. 

 

In addition, another short email string appears to shows that the Air Force has not followed the 

Navy's move to change its policy surrounding how its personnel report encounters with unidentified 

aircraft and that the incidents that have occurred actually had to do with drones, not something more 

exotic. 

 

 
 

 
 

You can check out these documents for yourself over at The Black Vault.  

 

Once again, the disconnect between the Navy and the Air Force's stance on this issue is puzzlingly 

stark.  Which is highly intriguing.  

 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28640/could-some-of-the-ufos-navy-pilots-are-encountering-be-airborne-radar-reflectors
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29505/the-navys-secretive-nemesis-electronic-warfare-capability-will-change-naval-combat-forever
https://www.theblackvault.com/documentarchive/internal-air-force-navy-e-mails-on-unidentified-aerial-phenomena-revealed/
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We may take a deeper dive into some of these issues at another time.  But for now, at least we have 

some record (albeit obtained indirectly) of the Air Force even looking into these recent encounters 

directly and even on a unit level. 

 

The question then becomes why weren't we informed about the inquiry's findings?  Moreso, what 

about my other questions?  Where did they end up?  Could answers have been fielded to those questions 

as well? 

 

Sadly, we just don't know.  In fact, we don't even have a 'No Comment At This Time' regarding this 

issue from the Pentagon's spokesperson handling it.  In the end, it is in the Public's interest to know how 

the media is being treated by the Department of Defense on this issue after they themselves helped 

perpetuate it.  

 

Calling the situation disappointing and bizarre would be a huge understatement.  

 

Contact the author: Tyler@thedrive.com  

 

 

Reader Comments 
 

1.  Craig McDaniel 

The US Air Force is geared to fight the old cold war against the truth about UFOs.  Meaning they 

use their own guerrilla tactics in the media and press and playing their own waiting game.  Their game is 

played on paper mostly because that is all that they have to respond to.  The FOIA and no answers or 

round around responses is their weapon. 

 

However, there are millions of UFO followers who want to know more-and-more if the information 

started to flow.  So how to get the information?  Having done PR for my clients and my own company, 

PR can go 2 ways.  Guerrilla tactics can also work against the Air Force.  Example "Malinda Mindy 

Singleton" goes by "Mindy Singleton" in LinkedIn  https://www.linkedin.com/in/lindy-singleton-

ba9408b2/  

 

Of that is her "public" profile and is what she prefers to be known as....for example.  I would bet 

without looking that she has a Facebook and Twitter accounts as well. 

 

The point is, in guerrilla PR tactics, her and her fellows AF PR staff have "public" profiles.  This is 

available to all of the millions of UFO follower to ask her questions that might coincide with TWZ 

questions along with Mr. Greenwald's readers and followers. 

 

Fair or simply extending the FOIA to publicity to each of the AF PR staff to ask questions in the 

public's eye?  That is an example of what can be done to get answers. 

 

I hope Mindy reads this...  I witnessed a very big cylinder UFO in 2003 I would like to know and 

also which was flying very close or over a military base. 

 

 

2.  Joseph Mitzen 

On the television show "Manifest", the heroes do battle with a sinister woman operating in the 

shadows known as "The Major".  She turns out to be a Major General with a background in psychology. 

 

Tyler's Susan Gough is a Major with a degree in psychology.  Hmmm..... 

mailto:Tyler@thedrive.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lindy-singleton-ba9408b2/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lindy-singleton-ba9408b2/
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3.  Watchtheskies 

Personally, I think the Air Force knows exactly what’s going on (Guess what?  It’s secret.  So don’t 

expect answers) and the Navy is just a bit out of the loop to the Air Force’s annoyance.   

 

 

4.  5465p 

Tyler, curious as to your thoughts that the Tic-Tacs are proton beams (which might explain 

movement & appearance) described by Tom Mahood and seen around radar signature test ranges.  

Unfortunately, his website www.otherhand.org  seems offline now 

 

 

5.  PhysicsMiner 

These are absolutely and positively NOT proton beams, particle beams, or holography.  Too many 

different angles with different sensor technologies and different visual sightings with too much detail 

(small antennas visible on a solid object). 

 

4 naval aviators across two Super Hornets at two significantly different altitudes saw it and could not 

get a radar lock due to apparent active jamming technology.  They all had eyes on a 40-foot white Tic-

Tac with two L-shaped doo-dads on the bottom that might have been antenna of some kind.  It moved 

"like a ping pong ball under a glass cup" with impossible acceleration.  Eventually shooting off like a 

bullet out of a gun with no exhaust.  Even the remotely closest performance would come from a rocket 

propellant system.  And that ain't what it was using... Waaay too fast.  Impossibly fast! 

 

It interacted with the two Super Hornets and the Hawkeye that initially tried to pick it up on radar 

and was spotted visually by all involved.  Later flights equipped with IR pods intercepted them and got 

it on video. 

 

They were real objects which utilized active jamming that involved some fancy ass tech that puts 

whoever using it squarely into the realm of Star Trek level capabilities. 

 

It's looking more-and-more like the USAF knows exactly who is using it and doesn't consider it a 

threat.  And that the interaction with the Navy was a test against the best radar systems on the Planet. 

 

[StealthSkater note:  another possibility are the Black Triangle and "pumpkinseed" craft => doc   

pdf   URL    and   doc   pdf   URL   ] 

 

 

6.  dumpster4 

Speculation on the government's UFO secrecy: 

 

"The United States Government makes it very hard to figure out what and where UFO-related stuff 

is going on. 

 

Is that because the Government is behind some great conspiracy to cover up the proof of alien 

visitation to Earth?  Is it because the Government is in cahoots with alien species to create human-alien 

hybrids? 

 

Perhaps.  But I suspect not. 

 

http://www.otherhand.org/
../../Stealthskater/UFO.doc#BlackTriangle
../../Stealthskater_PDF/UFO.pdf#BlackTriangle
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#BlackTriangle
../../Stealthskater/Documents/BlackBudget_1.doc
../../Stealthskater_PDF/Documents/BlackBudget_1.pdf
http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/BlackBudget_1.pdf
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What I believe is really going on here is that the few individuals in the U.S. Government who know 

about this issue believe the phenomena might be a threat.  And that they don't know how to deal with it." 

 

See:  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/the-real-reasons-the-us-government-is-so-

secretive-about-ufos 

 

Note that the above article includes the following: 

 

"Even if the U.S. Government believes (as it does) that these UFOs aren't Chinese or Russian, 

publicizing the issue itself risks another danger.  Namely that if the U.S. shares what it knows about 

UFOs, China or Russia (the Russian government has long been very interested in UFOs) might learn 

enough to replicate the associated technologies behind UFOs for themselves.  And seeing as those 

technologies are almost certainly built around space-time manipulation, if Beijing or Moscow figures it 

out before the U.S. does, we have a rather large problem." 

 

This jibes with what Sen. Harry Reid stated awhile back: 

 

""Former Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid dropped major hints that he knows potential 

adversaries Russia and China have carried out their own military studies to figure out how UFOs work 

and how to build their own," Knapp said during the broadcast," 

 

See: https://www.newsweek.com/ufo-2019-harry-reid-china-russia-senate-unexplained-aerial-

phenomena-1349256  
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